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Preface 
The Ninth International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics and the Fifth 
International Conference on Oceanic Linguistics were both held at The Australian National 
University in Canberra during the month of January, 2002. 
Rather than attempt the mammoth task of compiling a single collection of conference 
papers - which would be quite diverse in scope - the conference organisers favoured a 
series of smaller compilations on specific topical areas. 
This volume represents the first of these compilations, and contains ten papers in the area 
of Austronesian historical phonology, ranging from John Wolff's survey of the Proto 
Austronesian phonological system, which appears first in this volume, to detailed studies on 
individual languages or subgroups, arranged roughly geographically from west to east. 
It is hoped that this collection of essays will stimulate further study of a range of issues in 
Austronesian historical phonology. 
John Lynch 
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The sounds of Proto Austronesian 
JOHN U. WOLFF 
1 Introduction 
Reconstruction of the phonology of a protolanguage involves two steps: first, listing of 
correspondence sets in the data provided by the attested languages and, second, determining 
the phonetic nature of the reconstructed form. This second step is crucial to an evaluation of 
the validity of the reconstruction. The history of investigations into the articulatory nature of 
the reconstructed form of Proto Austronesian (PAn) goes back to the earliest attempts of 
reconstruction. Dempwolff, in his ground-breaking work of the 1 930s, which became the 
point of departure of all historical studies, presents a phonological system which implies 
certain articulatory characteristics of the reconstructed sounds. Beginning in the 1 950s, a 
view prevailed that the nature of the sounds of the protolanguage were unknowable and 
irrelevant to the endeavour of historical linguistics, and this view led to the positing of a 
plethora of protophonemes - consonants which, if they were real, would have made PAn 
typologically a language with a larger consonantal inventory than the most complex of the 
Caucasian or the Salish languages, even though the current An languages across the board 
have a phonological system small and simple by world standards. Beginning in 1 988, studies 
on the articulatory nature of the PAn consonant phonemes appeared (Wolff 1 988 ;  Ross 
1 992). This paper differs from these earlier works in that here we hypothesise a substantially 
different inventory of protophonemes than has been proposed heretofore in scholarship on 
the history of the An languages. 
I begin by hypothesising a certain phonemic inventory for the protolanguage. This 
hypothesis is based on the historical An literature heretofore, starting with Dempwolff and 
the considerable literature of the past sixty years which has led to substantial modification of 
what Dempwolff first proposed. Then I test this hypothesis by positing a vocabulary of PAn 
with the hypothesised phonemes on the basis of the data and determining whether the data 
from current languages manifest regular reflection of these phonemes. This testing process 
leads to revisions in the hypothesis. An evaluation of the validity of the hypothesis comes 
from its ability to explain the development of the attested reflexes of protoforms in terms of 
natural phonological processes, in terms of changes brought about by analogical processes, or 
in terms of language contact phenomena. This work of testing this hypothesis is not done, 
but what I have hypothesised is sufficient to explain the data which I have managed to 
examine up to this point - that is, to explain the development of the attested forms from the 
hypothesised protoforms in terms of natural linguistic processes. 
John Lynch, ed. Issues ill Austronesian historical phonology, 1-14. 
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2 John U. Wolff 
2 The list of the hypothesis
.
ed phonemes 
Chart I gives a list of the hypothesised phonemes. Note some characteristics of this 
particular inventory which certainly make it an acceptable inventory if indeed the data 
support it. First, it is a nicely balanced system. Although I am proposing five points of 
articulation, such as only a few of the currently attested languages manifest, yet it is still very 
much on the order of what most of the current languages show - that is, there are no 
multiple sibilants, and the series of voiced apicoalveolar and apicodental stops is not overly 
rich: I have assumed just *d and *j. Nor have I posited the existence of multiple liquids, the 
articulatory properties of which are unclear. Further, the voiced and voiceless series is 
completely congruent. The nasals are congruent as well, for they lack only the very back 
position, and there is very good reason in terms of how these sounds are articulated for that 
position to be empty. 
Chart I :  PAn Consonants 
voiced consonants 1 b d i g y 
voiceless stops p t c k q 
nasals m n Ii I) -
liquids w I y 
sibilant s 
Chart IA  shows the relation between my hypothesised system and the transcription found in 
the Austronesian literature. 
Chart IA: Wolff's phonemes and traditionally assigned phonemes 
Wolff's Traditional Wolff's Traditional 
transcription transcription transcription transcription 
p p y R 
t C, t m m 
k k n n 
none T,c ii ii, N, L 
q q fJ I) 
b b I I 
none d none r 
d D c s 
i z s S 
none z 
g J w w 
none .� y y 
In addition PAn had four vowels *i, *e, *a, *u. There was stress contrastive on the word 
level, which occurred either on the final syllable or on the penult. 
This series consists of stop consonants except in the case of the *y, which is post-velar, a position in which 
voiced stops are rare. The reflexes of *y are spirants (or developments therefrom) in all languages except 
in the languages in which *g merged with *j or wilh *y (in which case the reflex has a sound [gJ, for there 
was room for *y to move to an articulation further forward in the mouth). 
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3 Assumptions underlying the research 
This section makes explicit my basic assumptions about language change. 
First, we make two default assumptions - that is, assumptions that so-and-so was the 
case unless there is evidence to the contrary. The first of these is that phonemic contrasts 
which cannot be documented did not exist. Accordingly, I published studies that aimed to 
refute phonemic contrasts which my academic progenitors or my colleagues had proposed 
(Wolff 1 975, 1 982, 1 997). The grounds for eliminating these phonemes were that no forms 
evinced the supposed contrasts. The irregular correspondences which these forms reflected 
and which led to the positing of the supposed contrasts are due to the secondary nature of the 
forms as borrowings, or they are due to analogical changes, or these are not irregular at all 
but in fact subject to previously unrecognised environmental conditioning. For example, 
Dempwolff's dotted *! is evinced only in forms spread by borrowing, and further his two 
voiced apical phonemes actually fail to contrast. In addition to the dotted *! there were other 
phonemes of Dempwolff's which had to be eliminated on the same grounds. Later on I 
proposed that the accentual pattern for the root provided an environment for explaining the 
contrasts between *t and *C and *N or *L and *fi: the proposition here is that there were only 
two phonemes: *fi and *t (Wolff 1 99 1 ,  1 993). 
My second default assumption is as follows: although the protolanguage surely had 
variation (no language is without, for variation plays a crucial role in establishing social 
order), unless there is evidence to the contrary, only one of two or more variant forms in the 
protolanguage can be assumed to have come down to modern times and be manifested in the 
attested data. To be sure, there are times when the only conclusion to draw is that more than 
one variant came down from the protolanguage, but there should be evidence for the 
exceptions. This default assumption is akin to Bloomfield's ( 1 984, Chapter 22) account of 
competing forms, in which he notes on the basis of numerous examples that one of two 
competing forms gets lost. Indeed there are times when two varian.ts left reflexes in the 
daughter languages, but we cannot assume such to be the case without evidence to that effect. 
For example, the form which is reconstructed with the meaning 'sleep' must be reconstructed 
both as *tiduy and *tuduy. The distribution of the forms with Ii! as opposed to the forms with 
lui is clearly not phonologically conditioned and has absolutely nothing to do with language 
groupings, geographical location, or anything which we know about language contact that 
could explain the occurrence of a reflex of Ii! or of lui in the penult of this form. This 
randomness of the occurrence of the lui as opposed to Iii constitutes evidence for the 
existence of two variants in the protolanguage, both of which survived. 
The most important group of assumptions has to do with the kind of changes which occur 
and the way in which they occur. First, changes have to be phonologically motivated - that 
is, the changes develop in conformity with articulatory processes found throughout the 
languages of the world: for example, assimilation and weakening of an unstressed syllable in 
languages which have heavy stress, and also in accordance with specific characteristics of 
Austronesian languages - most importantly, the 'pull' of the canonical disyllabic shape of 
the root. For example, in the case of a language which manifests intervocalic I-p-I in a 
morpheme which is cognate with one in which a sister language manifests intervocalic I-v-I, a 
hypothesis that an earl ier *p became Ivl makes sense, for this is assimilation to the 
environment, but the reverse would not be true except in a very special situation. Thus Gitua, 
a language from New Guinea (Ross 1 988 :50), reflects PAn *p with Ip-I initially and I-v-I 
medially: PAn *palJudan 'pandanus ' > Gitua pada 'pandanus ' ,  cf. Malay pandan 
'pandanus' ;  Proto Oceanic *nipi 'dream' (a re-form at ion of PAn *sinupi) > Gitua vivi 
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'dream'(the initial consonant having been changed by an analogical process), cf. Malay 
mimpi 'dream'. Similarly, *s may and often does become 1hJ, but the reverse is, as far as I 
know, not attested. 
The reshaping of roots to fit a canonical disyllabic shape has enabled us to reconstruct 
monosyllabic roots and bring together as a single reconstructed morpheme two, three, and 
more disparate morphemes with a common meaning (Wolff 1999). For example, for the 
word 'eat' it is possible to bring together a large number of widely attested and very different 
forms which derive from one root *kan: by stretching out the monosyllabic form to two 
morae, we can connect this root with Ceb ka?un 'eat' and Mongondow ka?an 'eat', whose 
vowels otherwise would not correspond. Further, we can connect forms which were made 
disyllabic by re-analysing an affix as a part of the root, even though the affix does not occur 
currently in the language which manifests this. Thus Malay pakan 'feed' is derived from 
*kan even though the affix *pa- is no longer found in Malay. Monosyllabic roots may be 
made disyllabic by adding a prothetic vowel, as for example in the word for 'coconut' .  By 
hypothesising *iiuy we can connect Ngaju eiiuh which was disyllabised by adding a prothetic 
vowel and Malay iiiur, which was disyUabised by stretching out the vowel nucleus. 
Another example of phonologically motivated change is this: specific phonologica l  
characteristics of  the protolanguage predetermined changes which occurred. The stress 
patterns of the protolanguage led to vowel weakening and loss of syllables. We must assume 
that the accented syllables were pronounced with greater force than the unstressed - i.e. 
accent primarily involved stress rather than length (although the stressed vowels may indeed 
have been longer than the unstressed), for this explains the vowel weakening and loss of 
syllables. In addition certain forms were c1iticised (stress-less), and this fact accounts for the 
various reflexes of these forms found in the data. For example, the word for 'one' is 
manifested variously as reflecting three protoforms *ica, *ca and *eca.2 If we assume that 
this word was typically a c1itic (as its reflexes are in most of the currently attested An 
languages), it is possible to reconstruct only one morpheme *ica and show that the forms 
which reflect *ca and *eca in fact developed from *ica by the phonological processes just 
described. *ca developed from *ica by syncope of the initial syllable when in proclitic 
position, as is widespread in the antepenult of any number of forms in developments 
throughout the Austronesian area. After *ca became generalised to stressed position, the 
form *eca developed from *ca by the process of disyllabisation of monosyllabic roots. 
Second, we make assumptions about the way sound change takes place - namely, that 
sound change proceeds on a word-by-word basis, and it is not completed until all forms with 
the phoneme in a given environment have been replaced by the innovation. These 
assumptions are based on the discovery by Labov and others in studying on-going changes in 
English that sound change proceeds morpheme by morpheme within a community as part of 
the process of creating social structure, and that the change does not begin by replacement of 
the earlier phonological shape but by the creation of an alternative pronunciation of 
individual items which then compete with the original and often (but not always) replace it. 
This implies that the sound change may at times not be carried out to completion. In this way 
it provides a considerable refinement of the principle enunciated more than 1 00 years ago by 
Brugmann that 'sound-laws admit of no exceptions'. We can now say that they admit of no 
exceptions when they have been completed, but when they remain uncompleted, they show 
exceptions in the form of changes that never got made. Although it is possible in the 
2 Examples are as follows: PAn *ica > Paiwan ita, Sa 'a ire; PAn *ca > Samoan sa, Ratahan sa; and PAn 
*eca > Cebuano usa, Tondano esa. 
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literature to find citations from Austronesianists who pay lip-service to the Neo-grammarian 
principles of the unexceptionality of sound changes, in fact it is tacitly agreed that indeed 
there are changes which show exceptions. 
An example is found in the history of Javanese. An important change in the development 
of Javanese is the merger of PAn *d and *g as Ir/. Only it is not a complete merger. Some 
forms with *d become retroflexed Idh/ (i.e. remain unchanged), and a good proportion of 
these are in fact doublets of forms with Irl (e.g. *delJey 'hear' > Old Javanese dhengo and 
rengo.) Now in the case of this particular Javanese development, people have wiggled out of 
admitting that sound changes may indeed have exceptions by resorting to language contact 
phenomena to explain the double reflexes, for Javanese was in contact with Malay and 
strongly influenced by Malay throughout its known history. Malay reflects PAn *d as Id/, 
and Javanese borrows with a retroflexed Idh/ forms which in Malay had Id!. In this way it is 
possible to maintain that Javanese 'borrowed' the forms with Idl and rescue the Neo­
grammarian hypothesis in its pristine form. 
However, there is much to indicate that a hypothesis of borrowing does not hold water. 
First, there are about as many forms which reflect *d with retroflexed Idh/ as those which 
reflect this phoneme with Ir/, and there is nothing about their semantic characteristics which 
would induce borrowing of them. Second, a number of these forms do not even occur 
currently in Malay, so that we would have to assume the occurrence of forms which now no 
longer exist at an older stage of Malay with which Javanese was in contact. In short, 
borrowing cannot explain the forms with retroflexed Idh/, and a hypothesis that the change of 
*d to Irl remained incomplete, very much like the incomplete changes which Labov ( 1 994, 
Parts C and D) adduces for English, makes much more sense. We find similar phenomena of 
double reflexes that can only be laid to sound changes which did not spread in the vocabulary 
of languages over the entire Austronesian area from west to east. 
4 The articulatory features of the protophonemes 
Now that we have the basic assumptions that underlie the methodology, we can finally get 
to the topic of this paper: what the PAn phonemes sounded like. Chart I I  l ists six 
reconstructed forms and their reflexes in a language from each of Taiwan, the Philippines, 
Sumatra, Java and Borneo, along with Malay. This does not cover the entire range of data 
which shed light on the articulatory characteristics of these phonemes, and we will adduce 
additional data to elucidate the nature of other phonemes in Pan. 
Chart II: Selected forms in six An languages and the PAn reconstructions for them 
Meaning rice heavy rot be flat road, way weaver's sword 
Reconstruction *beyas *beyeqat *buyuk *dayat *jalan *baliga 
Paiwan vat 'grain' v 'qatj vuk kazatjan djalan valida 
'level land' 
Cebuano bugas bug?ar buguk dagat'sea' dalan balila 
Toba Batak boras borat buruk darat'land' dalan baliga 
Old Java w'as - wuuk raat 'world' dalan walira 
'part of loom' 
Ngaju Dayak behas behat - - jalan -
Malay b 'yas b 'yat buytt? dayat'land' jalan b'liya 
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Chart llA: Reconstructed reflexes for the forms listed in Chart I I  
PAn *b *d *j *g *y *qey2 *c *t *k *;) *a *u *i *1) 
Paiwan v z, j l  z ,  j l  d (1) q t tj k ;) a u i ? 
Cebuano b d d I g g12 s t k u a u i I) 
Toba Batak b d d g r r s t k 0 a u i n 
Old Javanese w r d r (1) (1) s t k ;) a u i I) 
Ngaju Dayak3 b r j r h h s t k e a a i I) 
Malay b d j Y Y Y s t ? ;) a u i I) 
I This *d and *j fell together in Paiwan and are reflected by two phonemes Izl and IjI (written dj). Probably 
the intervocalic reflex was I-z-I and the initial and preconsonantal reflex was IjI, but analogical 
developments have obscured this distribution. 
2 This sequence is reconstructed on the basis of forms not listed here. Cebuano shows metathesis and 
syncope. 
3 Not all of the Ngaju Dayak reflexes are illustrated in Chart II. 
4.1 Voiced stops 
First, let us look at the voiced stops. Note that the changes which Charts II and IIA imply 
are totally natural from the articulatory point of view. The voiced stops continue to be 
pronounced as voiced stops in the languages illustrated here except for Javanese, where 
lenition has replaced voicing as the distinctive feature which marks this series off from other 
stop consonants. The labia Is remain labials and the consonants which are articulated in the 
front of the mouth continue to be articulated in the front. The velar consonants which tend to 
be unstable do indeed change their points of articulation in several of the languages here 
illustrated. Further, in Javanese and Paiwan *b, *d, and *y develop in entirely analogous and 
natural ways, where *b and *d lose the occlusive feature entirely and become spirants or taps, 
and *y becomes lost altogether. Although not all voiced stops are weakened in all positions, 
there is a palpable consistency in this development which allows us to be secure in the 
conclusion that these stops were in fact voiced stops. Further, it is unequivocal that the point 
of articulation implied by the symbols of the chart are in fact the distinctive features of the 
PAn consonant inventory. 
However, the chart does not show this entirely. First is the nature of the *d/*j distinction, 
for further data indicate it to be problematic. Although the chart does not show this, in fact 
Javanese reflects *d with a retroflexed /dh/ as well as with Ir/. Rukai, an Austronesian 
language from Taiwan, also reflects these two phonemes with an apicodental and a slightly 
retroflexed apical stop. Ross ( 1 992) argued that the nature of the distinction in PAn was one 
of apicodental versus apicoalveolar or retroflex because this is the distinction found in two 
widely separated languages. Other languages provide little evidence one way or the other as 
to the nature of the difference, whereas the languages which clearly show a palatalised versus 
a non-palatalised reflex are contiguous. However, it should be noted that there is no great 
difference from an articulatory point of view in a contrast consisting of ( 1 )  apicodental 
articulation versus apical stop with slight retroflexion or (2) a contrast consisting of 
palatalised versus an unpalatalised apical stop. In short, *j may actually have not been a 
palatal at all, or at least it developed a non-palatal pronunciation in Rukai, Javanese, and 
other languages as well. 
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As to the articulatory features of *g: we note that in languages in which *g has not merged 
with other phonemes it has a voiced alveolar stop reflex medially and finally, but initially it 
very often has a voiceless velar stop reflex [k]. On the other hand, if *g was lost, it was by 
merger with other phonemes, and the nature of the merger can only lead to the conclusions 
that *g was a voiced velar stop. In most languages in which *g has been lost, it has merged 
with *j. This fact has led previous scholars to assume a palatalised articulation for *g, and 
most certainly *g was fairly forward - if only to keep it apart from *y. In Javanese and 
some other languages *g merged with *d rather than *j. This would make sense if *j was an 
apical stop of some sort, and it did develop into that in Javanese. On the other hand *y 
merged with *g in some languages. I t  makes sense to reconstruct [g] as the value of *-g- for 
one more reason: namely, *g- [g] has to be reconstructed for initial position. This means that 
a g-like sound in medial position must have been the same or nearly the same. 
Finally *y: a voiced back spirant or possibly a back stop (which is acoustically almost 
indistinguishable from a back spirant) is the only sound which can explain the reflexes of *y. 
Chart IIA illustrates the following reflexes of *y: [y], [g], [r], [h], and 0. Other languages 
manifest [I] and [x ] .  The development of *y as [x] ,  [h], 0 involves a devoicing of the *y 
followed by a weakening of the voiceless velar spirant to [h] and subsequent complete loss. 
The change of *y to [r] and [1] involves a change widespread in the world's languages where a 
voiced velar spirant becomes a uvular trill and subsequently a tongue-tip trill which may then 
merge with /11. 
4.2 Voiceless stops 
Now for the voiceless stops. Chart I I I  presents data which clarifies the nature of these 
stops in eight forms from seven languages. 
Chart III : Voiceless stops and spirants in seven languages 
reconstructed four liver tree ray of light one dog weep pull out 
meaning (sword) 
PAn form *pat *qatay *kasiw *cinay *ica *acu *talJic *sunuc 
Paiwan se-patj qatsay kasiw telyar1 ita vatu tsmangit 
'lightning' 
Amis s-pat ?atay cida c-cay waco lomangic hodoc 
Cebuano upat atay kdhuy isa tangis hunus 
'drawer' 
Muna fato- 'late sau ise d-ahu - -
Malay empat hati kayu sinar esa gigi-asu tangis hunus 
'canine 
tooth' 
Moken pat katay kae sa nan goy -
Tongan faa ?ate kau maa-hina ta-ha tangi unuh-i 
'moon' 
1 This form is not directly inherited from PAn. The final Irl does not correspond to Malay Ir/. See Chart II. 
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Chart IlIA: Correspondences of the forms in Chart I I I  
reconstructed *p *t *c *k *q *s 
phoneme 
Paiwan p ts, tj I t k q s 
Amis p t c k q? h
i 
Cebuano p t s k 0, ?1 h 
Munal p, f t s, h k, s y 0 
Malay p t S k ?1 , h 0, hi 
Moken p t s k k 0 
Tongan f t h k ? 0 
I Where there are two reflexes, there is conditioning according to the phonemic environment with some 
cases of analogical spread. In the case of the Amis reflex of *s: Amis manifests lsI in some forms in 
the *s correspondence set, and I have not yet done the research to develop an explanation. The 
situation is more complex in Muna. Some of the double reflexes arise from phonetic conditioning and 
analogical spread, but there are other double reflexes which developed when a sound change failed to 
spread through the entire vocabulary. 
The reconstruction of *p is pretty much self-evident. This is obviously the only sound 
from which the reflexes in the data could have originated. The IfI in Tongan is simply a 
spirantisation of a stop, and this is also reflected in the voiced series (not illustrated here) and 
it could be argued that Ih/ reflecting *c is another instance of the phenomenon of weakening. 
Similarly *t is obviously the only sound from which the reflexes in the data could have 
originated. Paiwan palatalised or affricated this phoneme, and this process may have been 
motivated by the depalatalisation of *c in Paiwan. I n  any case it is clear that the 
protophoneme had a sound [t). It does not make sense to hypothesise a palatal stop for this 
phoneme in PAn - [c] - for as we shall see immediately following, [c) is the sound which 
must be reconstructed for forms represented in the third column of the chart. I say the 
protosound which gave rise to the reflexes exemplified in column three must be 
reconstructed as *c, for what other sound can give rise variously to [t] ,  [c] ,  [s], and [h]?  We 
should add to this list the Saisiat reflex palatalised IBI. In  Paiwan (and a number of other 
languages outside of Taiwan) It I is simply a depalatalisation, a natural articulatory 
development from [c] .  The most widespread reflex, lsi, is si!1lply a loss of the stop 
articulation after the *c developed a pronunciation [ts], a change similar to that documented 
for many of the western Romance languages, for the Satem languages of Indo-European, 
and many others. Tongan Ih/ is simply a weakening of an earlier [s], which is manifested in 
many of the other Polynesian languages.3 
3 Dempwolff (I 934-38) reconstructed this sound as *t' (adducing approximately the same sound as I do 
with *c). This is remarkably prescient, for none of Dempwolff's languages manifest anything by [s] or 
what is clearly a development from [sl, [hI and 0. Dempwolff's argument is morphophonemic. That is, in 
the western An languages (e.g. Malay ) in roots beginning with the other stop consonants these initial stops 
are replaced by homorganic nasals in the morphonemic process which involves nasal replacement. 
However, for roots beginning with lsI the lsI is replaced by Ifl!. This was evidence for Dempwolff (and 
further evidence for us) that lsI in Malay and the other Western An languages developed from an earlier 
palatalised sound. 
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The reconstruction of *s fits in perfectly with the reconstruction of *c. By a natural 
phonetic change, *s is weakened to !hi and then eJ in some languages, but this happens only in 
languages in which *c became lsI (or became lsI en route to a further development). In other 
words, the movement of *s from its original articulatory features to Ih/ is motivated by the 
development of *c to lsI, or else the loss of *s left open the phonetic space for a change of *c 
to lsI without having phonemic merger. 
The reconstruction of *k is uncontroversial. This phoneme is quite stable over the An 
area, although as we see in Moken and independently in some other languages in the 
Philippines, on Taiwan, and in Oceania, *k merges with *q, but this involved a change in the 
articulation of *q rather than *k. Further, in a few languages *k became glottalised and the 
closure with the back of the tongue was lost, resulting in [?). 
*q again must be reconstructed as a postvelar stop, for this is the only sound which could 
variously have produced [q], [k] [?], [x] (not illustrated in our sample), [V] and [h]. The Amis 
reflex ,  a glottal stop with the root of the tongue almost closing the air passage which I 
symbolise [q?], is an intermediate stage between the back velar closure [q] and the [?]. The 
spirantisation of [q] as [x] is a natural development. I n  fact in the languages which manifest 
[q] as a reflex of this phoneme, *q is often articulated with a non-distinctive affricate release 
- that is, the reflexes of *q may have affricate allophones. This [x] became voiced in Muna 
and perhaps other languages, but most frequently it lost its fricative feature and became [h], 
a natural development paralleled in the history of languages aJ] over the world. 
4.3 Liquids and nasals 
The liquids and nasals are for the most part stable over the entire An area, and the 
attested reflexes are with one exception quite similar. We may assume that the articulation 
of the protophonemes was rather similar to what is generally found as reflexes of them in the 
documented languages. *w falls together with the voiced labial stop in a few languages, e.g. 
Javanese, but this is a matter of weakening of *b rather than a change of *w. The phoneme 
III develops non-lateral articulations in some languages (i.e. becomes [rD, and in some of the 
languages of Taiwan the reflexes of *l have a lateral articulation rather different from that 
found in most of the An languages. 11/ is also velarised and often lost after velarisation. We 
do not exemplify this phenomenon. It is a natural phonetic development and a widespread 
process in the the history of languages throughout the world. It took place independently in 
the An languages which exemplify the phenomenon. 
Similarly all the nasals except *fi are stable, and except for the fact that some languages 
lose distinctions in word-final position, the reflexes of these phonemes are pronounced very 
similarly in the various languages across the area with few exceptions. The phoneme *fi has 
a wide range of diverse reflexes, and we need to look at the reflexes carefully to ascertain the 
articulatory nature of the protophoneme. Chart IV exemplifies *n, *l, and *fi in seven 
languages: 
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Chart IV: Reflexes of *n, *1, and *fi in seven languages 
reconstructed six five swim rain roast child float in 
meaning current 
reconstruction *nem *lima *fialjuy *qujaii *tuiiu *aiiak *qaiiuj 
Tsou noma rimo ruu- m-acha chu-a me-ah?o ng-ohcu 
hnguzu 'give birth' 
Rukai (Budai) anama rima langoy Male wa-culo vlaka, mw-alodo 
la-valaka 'flow' 
Bunun nuum hima? - qudan ma-tunu - mung-
qanu? 
Paiwan enem lima lymanguy qudjaly culyu alyak si-qalyudj 
Amis q?nem lima dan goy q?orad todoh - q?aloli 
Tagalog anim lima languy ulan - anak anud 
Malay enam lima - hujan tunu anak hanyut 
'burn' 
I The reflex medial fJI in place of medial Id/ (the normal reflex of *ii) is here probably conditioned by the 
following fII. 
Chart IV A: Correspondences of *n, *1, and *'-i illustrated in Chart IV 
reconstructed phoneme *n *1 *ii 
Tsou n r h 
Rukai n r 1 
Bunun n h n 
Paiwan n I Iy 
Amis n 1 dl 
Tagalog n 1 n, J2 
Malay n I ii, n, )2 
I Amis /d/ represents a palatalised phoneme with two allophones distributed according to 
environment (but differently in different dialects) (I) a voiceless palatal [t] or (2) [d) 
(possibly palatalised [d'] - the literature is unclear). 
2 Malay and many languages of the Philippines and western Indonesia have three reflexes 
depending on the environment (but redistributed by analogical changes - cf. Wolff 1 993). 
Other languages of the Philippines and Indonesia independently merged earlier *fi and *n. 
As for the phonetic characteristics of *fi, first, we note that in most of the languages of 
Taiwan (exemplified here by Paiwan and Amis), the reflex of *fi has a feature of 
palatalisation. I n  Rukai, this feature was lost (although there is not enough information 
available about the phonetics of the various Rukai dialects to enable me to state that this 
feature is not in fact preserved in some of the Rukai dialects). In Tsou it is clear that IhJ 
derives from a palatalised [l] which was de voiced and then lost the lateral articulation; in 
Saaroa, one of the languages most closely related to Tsou, *fi is still reflected as 1tI. I n  
Malay and other A n  languages outside Taiwan, palatalisation was a feature preserved only 
in certain environments (and in most of these languages was independently lost in the 
environments in which it was retained in Malay - Wolff 1 993). Further, *fi is reflected as 
11/ in certain environments but as [ii] or [n] in others, at least in the Western An languages 
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outside of Taiwan. Finally, we note that *fi merges with *n in Bunun and some other 
languages of Taiwan. In short, the evidence is clear that *fi had a palatalised articulation. 
On the other hand it is not possible to say that *fi was a nasal and not a lateral or vice 
versa.  It clearly has reflexes with a lateral articulation over a wide range of languages, 
extending minimally as far as western Indonesia. In fact, there are forms found in Eastern 
Indonesian and Oceanic languages with a lateral reflex in cognates which are derived from a 
PAn form with *fi. However, it is not certain whether or not the forms which evince IV as a 
reflex of PAn *fi in eastern Indonesia and in Oceania are in fact directly inherited. They may 
have been spread secondarily. In any case, the lateral reflex is widespread inside as well as 
outside of Taiwan. This argues for a hypothesis that *fi had lateral allophones. The nasal 
reflex Inl is also widely distributed in languages ranging from Taiwan through the Pacific, 
and this argues that *fi had nasal allophones. From an articulatory point of view there is not 
a great deal of difference between a palatalised [l] and a palatalised [fil I conclude that in 
PAn there were two allophones of *fi, both palatalised, one with a lateral articulation and the 
other with a palatalised articulation, and the distribution may well have been tied to the stress 
pattern of the root, just as is the case in the western Austronesian languages outside of 
Taiwan (Wolff 1 993). 
5 Other articulatory characteristics of the PAn phonology 
There are several articulatory characteristics of the PAn phonology which can be deduced 
from the attested data and which had a role in the development of this phonology to the 
current time. These processes must have come into play during PAn times because they are 
found over the entire range of An languages and are still in operation in many of our 
languages. First is the canonical character of the root as a disyllabic which caused the 
reformation of monosyllabic roots to disyllabics (see §3 above). It  is this factor which 
enables us to connect disparate forms with similar meanings. A second process is the effect 
of the stress which caused vowel weakening and syllable loss. PAn did not have any roots 
greater than three syllables. Reconstructed forms with four or more syllables contain what 
are clearly petrified affixes (e.g. the prefix *qafii- found on forms referring to fauna, 
supernatural beings, etc. and illustrated in the word for 'honey bee' on Chart V beiow).4 The 
general tendency is to transform roots with three syllables into roots with two, but this is a 
language-by-language process. There are some trisyllabics, which show no or very little 
syncopation anywhere, nor do they show vowel weakening. There are some which are 
weakened but not disyllabised; there are some which are disyllabised by loss of the initial 
vowel in one set of otherwise ungrouped languages and are disyllabised by loss of the medial 
vowel elsewhere; and there are some which are disyllabised in all languages which reflect 
them. I n  this last case a legitimate question may be raised as to why they should be 
reconstructed as trisyllabics at all - a question to be addressed shortly. The reasons for the 
differential treatment of the trisyllabics are only partly explained so far. It is a detailed 
question of the histories of the individual languages which remain to be unravelled. Chart V 
illustrates these phenomena from a range of languages across the board. 
4 The one exception is the form *qasulipan 'millipede' ,  which has no recognisable affix. However, it is to be 
noted that the Bunun reflex treats the root as *qasulip - Bunun qapis 'centipede', as if the *-an 
manifested in the reflexes of this etymon in other languages were a suffix. 
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Chart V: Selected roots of more than three syllables in selected languages 
reconstructed day, sun night honey bee gall star 
meaning 
PAn form *qafiegaw *yabii *qafiiyuwan *qapegu *bintuqen 
Paiwan qadaw qapedu vitjuqan 
Bunun labi-an paqav bintuqan 
Cebuano adlaw gab{?i ligwan apdu bitu?un 
Tondano edo 'day' nerua peru 
Manggarai leso wie 'yesterday' pesu 
Bugis esso 'day' karawian 'late essung wittoeng 
afternoon' 
Muna yoleo 'day' indewi ka-eniua 'k.o. bee' yofei 
'yesterday' 
Malay Toba Batak robi iiaruan (Jakarta hampedu bintang 
'long ago' dialect) 
Ngaju andaw iiuan 'k.o. ant' peru < Malay 
Fijian (Wayan) oni 'k.o. bee' 
Tongan ?aho 'day' ?ahu Jetu?u 
In the case of the forms for 'day', 'honey bee' and 'gall' we must conclude that the reflexes 
derive from forms with three or more syllables, for this is the only good way to connect the 
illustrated forms with each other. Manggarai and Bugis (and reflexes in many other 
languages) lose the initial syllable, whereas Ngaju, Tongan, Paiwan, Cebuano, Chamorro and 
Tondano forms syncopate the medial syllable (and then proceed to make other changes as 
well). Muna retains the original number of syllables (and in fact adds another syllable in the 
word for 'bee'). The same is the case for the word for 'gall ' ,  except that in the case of this 
root Paiwan and Malay retain three syllables as does Muna, and the Tondano and Ngaju 
reflexes lose the initial syllable rather than the medial syllable. Bunun forms a disyllabic 
root by changing the final *u to Iv/.5 
It could be argued that the PAn forms were disyllabic and became trisyllabic by vowel 
epenthesis and then later on reduced. Such a series of changes is certainly possible. 
However, the form for 'night' and others like it prove that epenthesis is not an explanation 
for the development of trisyllabic roots. Rather, the trisyllabic roots must have been 
inherited as such, for in these forms, where a trisyllabic root is retained, the penult is not the 
reflex of a centralised vowel *e. Epenthesis would be a possibility if all forms which reflect 
a medial consonant sequence are cognate with forms which reflect two consonants separated 
by *e. But in the form for 'night', for example, languages which reflect three syllables (here 
Amis, Cebuano, and Tondano) have Iii in the penult. The most likely conclusion, then, is 
that the proto language had no medial consonant clusters other than sequences of nasal + C 
(nor for that matter had consonant clusters anywhere within the root). We reconstruct 
protoforms with a medial *CeC even in the case of those forms which are reflected only 
with disyllabic roots having medial consonant clusters. It should be noted that there are few 
cases of this sort. In most cases in one language or another there is evidence for a vowel 
separating the medial cluster either by the retention of this vowel or by the fact that the 
5 The changes are as follows, beginning with the loss of *-g-, and they are paralleled in other forms: 
*qapegu > *qapeu > *paqeu > paqau > paqav. 
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process of disyllabisation was accomplished by loss or weakening of the intial syllable in 
some languages as well as by loss of the medial syllable in others. 
I n  short, there were no consonant clusters within the word. The exception is that stops 
could be preceded by a homorganic nasal medially. This is illustrated by the word for 'star' 
in Chart V, which we must reconstruct with a nasal preceding the onset of the penUlt. The 
loss of the nasal in reflexes of the word for 'star' in several languages is a function of the 
distance of the cluster from the stressed final syllable. There was also a process of sporadic 
inserted nasalisation, but this is attested only in languages outside of Taiwan and may in fact 
not have been part of the PAn phonological system. 
However, there were vowel sequences, as the word for 'night' illustrates. Although 
Cebuano and Tondano (as well as other languages in the Philippine group) eliminate vowel 
sequences by inserting a glottal stop in the hiatus between the vowels, Amis shows hiatus. If 
the word for 'night' had had a *q before the final syllable, Amis would have reflected this 
with a glottal stop [q?]. 
Stress in the word was on the penult or on the final syllable. Except for the case of 
proclitics, there are no examples to my knowledge of the loss of final syllables. If there had 
been roots of three syllables or more with a strong stress on the antepenult or earlier and no 
stress on the rest of the root, reflexes manifesting loss of the final syllable would have 
developed. 
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Final /a/ mutation: a borrowed 
areal feature in western 
Austronesian languages 
URI TADMOR 
1 Introduction 
When asked about the differences between Malay and Indonesian, speakers often start by 
pointing out the difference in the pronunciation of final orthographic <a>:  it is pronounced 
[i] in Malay, but [a] in Indonesian. This is some truth in this simplistic observation; for 
example, the word <apa> 'what' is realised as [api] in standard Malay, and [apa] in standard 
Indonesian. However, this represents but a small part of a much larger and more complex 
phenomenon. In fact, Proto Malayic final *a has a variety of different reflexes in modern 
Malay dialects. Moreover, the phenomenon is not limited to Malay; dialects of several other 
western Austronesian languages, including Javanese, Balinese, and Lampung, exhibit similar 
phenomena. 
What are the geographical and linguistic extents of this phenomenon? Do the changes 
from *a into other vowels represent independent innovations within each affected dialect, or 
perhaps within each language? Or are they interrelated? What was the motivation or trigger 
for these sound changes? Do they characterise any particular subgroup of Austronesian, or 
can they be classified as an areal phenomenon? These are some of the questions with which 
this paper deals. 
It should be pointed out from the start that the methodology used was of a non-exhaustive 
nature. That is, the writer did not randomly collect data from as many as possible of the 
estimated 1 200 Austronesian languages, and see what he came up with. Rather, the starting 
point was a working hypothesis, whose validity was checked by testing it against evidence 
from the relevant languages. 
2 Final / a/ mutation in Malay 
The variety of reflexes of Proto Malayic *-a in modern varieties of Malay is truly 
bewildering. Over a dozen phones have been reported, including [a] ,  [u] ,  [0], [�], [1\], 
[ill], [i], [0], [J], [0], [£], [e] and [y]. Indeed, considerable confusion arises from the fact that 
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different writers use different symbols to represent the same phone, or use the same symbol 
for different phones. Moreover, some writers use the symbol [g] (and the term 'schwa') 
indiscriminately for any centralised vowel. For these reasons, and in order to avoid getting 
bogged down in minute but irrelevant phonetic details, it is convenient to group the reflexes 
of *-a under four groupS: l  
1 .  a-like varieties (e.g. [a], [a]) 
2. Raised varieties (e.g. [g], [i]) 
3 Rounded vane les e.g. [0], [:)]) 
4. Fronted varieties (e.g. [e], [E]) 
Table 1 lists a few Malay dialects where these phone groups occur. 
Phone type 
a-like 
Raised 
Rounded 
Fronted 
Table 1 :  Final /a/ mutation in Malay dialects 
Provenance 
Kedah (Malay Peninsula), Brunei (Borneo) 
------1 
Johor (Malay Peninsula), Pontianak (Borneo), Tanah 
Abang (Jakarta, Java) 
Patani (Malay Peninsula), Palembang (Sumatra) 
--'----1 
Perak (Malay Peninsula), Jakarta (Java), Sambas 
(Borneo) 
Is the distribution of different final /a/ reflexes completely random, or does it follow a 
pattern? In order to view things more clearly, reflexes of *-a in some Malay dialects were 
placed on a map (Map 1 ). 
1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 
2 
Several generalisations can be made, based on Map 1 .  
The most widespread mutation of /*-a/ is into raised varieties. Such varieties are widely 
found in all three areas where Malay is spoken natively by ethnic Malays (Sumatra, the 
Malay Peninsula, and Borneo), as well as on Java, where Malay is spoken natively by 
members of the Malayicised Betawi ethnic group of Jakarta. 
The distribution of froIJted varieties, while not as widespread as that of raised vowels, 
also occurs at all four locations. 
Rounded varieties have a more limited distribution, and have been reported on Sumatra 
and in the Malay Peninsula, with a possible exception on Borneo.2 
Finally, no final /af mutation has been reported in any variety of Malay spoken in 
eastern Indonesia (east of Borneo and Bali). In  al l  recorded varieties spoken in that 
region, *-a is reflected consistently as [a]. In other words, the application of final fa/ 
mutation in Malay seems to be restricted to western I ndonesia and the Malay peninsula. 
There is, of course, an element of arbitrariness in this division, as a phone may belong to more than one 
category. Yet overall it was deemed the practical thing to do to facilitate the discussion. 
The Debak subdialect of Sarawak Malay (Collins 2000) is reported to have final rounding of lal, but this 
seems to be a very recent phenomenon, unrelated to the one treated here. 
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Map 1 :  The distribution of different reflexes of /*-a/ in Malay dialects 
Key: a: a-like varieties; a: raised varieties; 0: rounded varieties;  e: fronted varieties 
3 Final / a/ mutation in other western Austronesian languages 
Even if Malay were the only language in the region exhibiting final /a/ mutation, it would 
be difficult enough to explain. Why would so many different dialects and subdialects 
independently develop so many different reflexes for *-a? However, the situation is further 
complicated by the fact that the phenomenon also occurs in several other western 
Austronesian languages. Some examples of the different reflexes of the word for 'five' are 
listed in Table 2.3 
3 
Table 2: Reflexes of the word 'five' in dialects of Lampung, Javanese, and Balinese 
Lampung Javanese Balinese 
Dialect Form Dialect Form Dialect Form 
Komering lima Tengger lima Pedawa lima 
Abung limo Yogyakarta Urn;) Ubud limo 
Kayu Agung lime Banten lim y Denpasar lima 
Sources are Walker ( 1 9 76) and Hilman ( 1 994) for Lampung; Smith-Hefner ( 1 983). Horne ( 1 96 1 ). and 
Iskandarwassid et a!. ( 1 98 5) for Javanese; and my own field notes for Balinese. 
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Again, the question needs to be asked: why would different dialects of various ianguages, 
independently of each other, change *-a to various other phones? Had the changes been 
confined to contiguous geographical areas - for example, a change to [£] in one area and a 
change to [:)] in another - it may have been easier to explain. Yet there is no possible way, 
for example, to connect between the origin of [-E) in the varieties of Malay spoken in Perak 
(on the Malay Peninsula), Jakarta (on Java), Pegagan (on Sumatra), and Sambas (on Borneo). 
These varieties occur in geographically disparate locations, which were not in contact with 
each other. So, the mystery here lies not in the fact that final faf changed to some other 
phone, but in that similar changes seem to have taken place independently in dozens of 
unrelated dialects and subdialects of several languages spoken in one area. A related and 
equally interesting question is why the phenomenon affected only some dialects of the 
relevant languages and not others. 
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Map 2: The area of operation of final fa/ mutation in western Austronesian languages 
While it is obvious that the individual reflexes in the many subdialects developed 
independently, it is equally obvious that it is not a coincidence that *-a underwent this split in 
a geographically contiguous area (see Map 2). This is clearly an areal phenomenon. Yet in 
order to show that a linguistic phenomenon is areal, it is not sufficient merely to point out 
similarities between geographically close languages or dialects. It must also be demonstrated 
that the similar phenomena which occur in the relevant languages are indeed related. 
Moreover, pointing out that a certain feature is 'areal' does not explain much in itself. 
Linguistic features do not float in the air, as it were, over certain areas, ready to be 
'absorbed' into the local languages. For each areal feature, it must be shown that it 
originated in one particular language, and was transferred into another language at one 
particular time and under specific circumstances. The transfer of linguistic features is done 
through contact between languages in the mind of a bilingual speaker, and not, as is often 
naively thought, merely by virtue of the fact of languages being spoken in the same 
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geographical area. And while a linguistic feature may occur in many languages, each 
individual transfer is binary, from a single source to a single recipient. Keeping these facts in 
mind, we can now examine how final tat mutation first arose in western Austronesian 
languages. 
4 The initial step 
As we have concluded above, the final tal mutation which has affected Malay, Lampung, 
Javanese, Balinese, and possibly some other languages, must be an areal phenomenon. Yet it 
is difficult to see how or why [a] would change into so many different reflexes in so many 
dialects and subdialects. Therefore, it seems reasonable to posit an intermediate stage, in 
which *-a in all the affected dialects changed to a vowel which was phonetically closer to the 
modern reflexes. For example, it is easier to imagine [a] changing to [�], then to [�], and 
from [�] to either [i], eel, [0], etc. , rather than a change directly from [a] to [i], from [a] to eel, 
or from [a] to [0]. A change from [�] to [i] ,  or from [� ] to eel, or from [�] to [0] would be 
more natural, as the phonetic distance between these vowels and [�] is smaller. Moreover, 
this would partially explain how different dialects developed different reflexes of *-a. 
Diagram I charts the possible course of change of final *tal to its modern reflexes in various 
Malay dialects. 
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Diagram 1 :  Phonetic progression of final lat mutation 
The distributional pattern of fronted varieties in Malay lends some credence to the 
hypothesis that most reflexes of *-a were derived via the intermediate stage of a mid central 
vowel. In every recorded case of a dialect exhibiting a [10] reflex, there is a nearby dialect 
exhibiting a [�] reflex (see Map I ). For example, the Ogan dialect of Malay, spoken in 
southern Sumatra, has two major subdialects: Ogan Proper and Pegagan. The first has a [�] 
reflex, while the second has [10] (Zainul Arifin et al. 1 985). On Java, most subdialects of 
central Betawi (the dialect of Jakarta) exhibit an [10] reflex, but the Tanah Abang subdialect 
had [�] (Muhadjir 1 98 1 :4;  Abdul Chaer 1 976:xvnr).4 This frequent occurrence of raised 
and fronted varieties in closely related subdialects supports the hypothesis that fronted 
varieties developed via [�], and not directly from [a]. In such cases, subdialects which exhibit 
[�] are the more conservative ones, and those exhibiting [10] are the more innovative ones. 
4 During the 1 960s and 1 970s, most Betawi residents of the city were pushed out to the periphery to make 
room for new development, resulting in the disappearance of the old Betawi subdialects. 
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5 The trigger of fInal / a/ mutation in Javanese 
I n  addition to Malay, another western Austronesian language affected by final /a/ 
mutation was Javanese. The Old Javanese language was unique in the Austronesian world in 
the degree to which it was influenced by Sanskrit. According to Blust ( 1 999), ' [a]bout half 
of the vocabulary of Old Javanese texts is of Sanskrit origin' .  As Blust pointed out, 'this 
material clearly reflects the language of the courts and almost certainly would not have been 
representative of the common people' .  As will be claimed below, final /a/ mutation first 
emerged as a consequence of this wholesale lexical borrowing. 
It is true that languages may borrow some words from each other without any affect on 
their structure. But it would be wellnigh impossible for a language to borrow half of its 
vocabulary from an unrelated language without any phonological consequences. Moreover, 
it should be noted that modern Javanese, including the ordinary colloquial speech, still has a 
very large number of Sanskrit loanwords. This clearly indicates that Sanskrit influence on 
Javanese, while originating at the courts, eventually reached all speakers. 
Of course, it is impossible to say exactly how Sanskrit loanwords in Old Javanese were 
pronounced. I t  stands to reason that they were at least partially modified, to suit the 
phonetics and phonotactics of Javanese. Yet, given the fact that Sanskrit was used 
extensively in the courts of Java, and that some members of the court were fluent in it, it is 
also reasonable to assume that the speakers made some effort to pronounce Sanskrit words 
authentically, as they were pronounced by I ndians. It is also quite possible that the source of 
final /a/ mutation within the courts came from the Indian Brahmans, monks, and priests, who 
introduced Hinduism and Buddhism to the Javanese, and taught them Sanskrit .  One can 
imagine their Indic-accented, prestigious Javanese being emulated by others in the court, and 
then disseminated to communities outside the court. 
A feature which characterises many Indic languages is the weakening of a. According to 
Beames ( 1 8 72:67), 'The short a ... is pronounced by the western languages and Hindi - in 
fact, by all except Bengali and Oriya - as a short dull sound like the final a in Asia, or that 
in woman'. Actually, the phonological rules under which historical a was changed varied 
from language to language. For example, in Western Hindi historical a developed into a 
'half-open, central, unrounded' sound, similar to the vowel of the English word 'but' 
(Coulson 1 976 :5); in final position (where it was never accented) it was deleted, indicating 
that final /a/ was not only raised but also weakened, until it disappeared altogether. I n  
Sinhalese, historical a was reduced to  a mid-central vowel i n  all open syllables except in 
word-initial position (Feinstein 1 979). The important point is that whatever the original form 
of this sound change, its origins are ancient, and it has affected the pronunciation of Sanskrit 
for millennia. In fact, the process was already known to Panini, who composed his great 
grammar of Sanskrit around 400 BCE (Coulson 1 976:5). 
The Indianisation of Java did not commence until the first millennium CE (Coedes 1 968). 
Thus there is no doubt that when Sanskrit was first taught to the Javanese, some changes had 
already affected the original a in Indic languages and in the pronunciation of Sanskrit. I n  
order to  understand how the pronunciation of  Sanskrit could have influenced the 
pronunciation of Javanese, it is important to consider two facts. The first is that (modern) 
Javanese does not have a vowel length distinction. Regarding old Javanese, de Casparis 
( 1 975:25-26) stated: 'We do not know whether long vowels were ever pronounced in Old 
Malay (or Old Javanese), but we know that all the cases in which long vowels are written can 
be explained in a different manner' .  In the case of Old Javanese, long vowel signs were 
probably used to indicate a sequence of two like vowels, for example <rah> ( [raah], modern 
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Javanese [rah]) 'blood', derived from Proto Austronesian *daRaq (with regular deletion of 
intervocalic Jr/). At any rate, even if Javanese did have a vowel-length distinction, it was 
before the time final /a/ mutation had begun to apply in Javanese. 
The second fact that must be kept in mind is that speakers are not normally aware of the 
etymology of the words in their language. Thus, the average English speakers would not 
normally realise that the words 'second' and 'language' in the previous sentence were 
originally borrowed from French, but that the words 'speakers' and 'aware' are of Germanic 
origin. For the non-linguist, the words 'second' and 'language' are just as English as the 
words 'speakers' and 'aware'. The same was true for Javanese speakers; at a certain point, 
the speakers were no longer aware of which words in their vocabulary were originally 
borrowed from Sanskrit, which were of Austronesian origin. They pronounced all the words 
in a similar manner. 
Taking these two facts into consideration, it is possible to reconstruct the initial stages of 
final /a/ mutation in Javanese. Since ordinary speakers of Javanese had no way of knowing 
which words contained an original ii and which ones contained an a, final /a/ mutation was 
generalised to affect originally long final /a/, as well as originally short /a/. Similarly, since 
the speakers had no way of distinguishing between words of I ndic and non-Indic origin, the 
process spread to all Javanese words, regardless of origin. This process was facilitated by the 
high prestige of the Indianised pronunciation. 
At this stage it necessary to emphasise an important point. The rule affecting the 
pronunciation of /a/ in Javanese did not apply in exactly the same way as it did in Indic 
languages or in the pronunciation of Sanskrit by Indians. As mentioned above, even in India 
itself the rule applied in different ways in the different languages and dialects. The fact that 
the rule which applied in Javanese was not identical to its counterparts in I ndic languages 
cannot be used as an argument against its ultimate Indic origin. As mentioned above, even 
among the Indic languages themselves, the details of the a-raising rule varied considerably. 
Moreover, there is no reason to expect the details of the rule in Javanese to match exactly 
those of Sanskrit. Thomason and Kaufman ( 1 988:6 1 -62) make this point rather forcefully: 
'It has sometimes been claimed that a particular change cannot be due to foreign interference 
because the putative source language does not exhibit exactly the same structure that has 
been innovated . . .  many interference features will in fact not be exactly the same as the 
source-language features that motivated the innovations' (emphasis original). The authors 
proceed to provide several examples to illustrate this point. 
Based on the facts and arguments presented above, it is hypothesised that the court 
language of Majapahit, under Indic influence, had a rule under which final /a/ was raised. I t  
i s  interesting to note that Adrian Clynes, whose unpublished thesis was not available to me 
when I first developed this hypothesis, traced the origin of final /a/ mutation in Balinese 
(which he referred to as 'R 1 ') to the court language of Majapahit. According to Clynes 
( 1 989: 1 59-1 60): 
Our observations of native speakers from Surabaya, Probolinggo and Madiun in East 
Java indicate that the East Javanese realisation should probably in most cases be 
transcribed as [A) (the unrounded counterpart of [:>)). Soetoko et al. ( 1 984), in their 
dialect atlas of the area around Surabaya, East Java, close to the site of the former 
Majapahit capital, record seven words ending in historical /a/. This was realised as [::>] 
in two items, [kE?:>p:>] 'why' and [mb::>?tuw::>] 'grandmother' (ibid: 32, 1 05). [h:?:>p::>] 
was recorded in three villages, [mb::>?tuw::>] in four, but in no case did a village show 
both forms. These would then appear to be 'relict' forms, as yet unaffected by a general 
change of *a# > :>  (or A) in this area. 
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Clynes ( 1 989:  1 60, fn.9) explains that 'many of the forms transcribed in Soetoko et al. as [�] 
should in fact be [A]. [A] is not used in that work, even though it is clearly common in the 
area'. Furthermore, he stresses that there are probably more realisations of final [A] than 
recorded by Soetoko et al. ( 1 989: 1 59, fn.8). 
It is well known that extensive lexical borrowing from literary languages may result in 
some structural interference as well. There are numerous documented cases in the literature. 
An interesting example is the impact of Arabic on languages of non-Arab Muslim speech 
communities. Languages like Turkish, Farsi, Urdu, and Malay borrowed heavily from 
literary Arabic, and this lexical borrowing impacted their respective phonological structures. 
The phonological interference was no doubt aided by the fact that Arabic is used not only as 
a written language in these communities, but also as a liturgical language. The more 
educated (or religious) the speaker, the more authentic his pronunciation of Arabic (and 
subsequently of Arabic loanwords). The more authentically Arabic loanwords are 
pronounced, the greater the probability of phonological interference from Arabic upon the 
vernacular. Through prestige, this interference then gradually percolates down to less 
educated or less religious members of the community. 
An even closer parallel comes from the Dravidian languages of southern India. Dravidian 
languages borrowed heavily from Sanskrit, and the originally purely lexical borrowing 
eventually had an impact on their respective structures, including their phonologies. Based on 
Sridhar ( 1 978 :202-206), Thomason and Kaufman ( 1 988 :79) report that 'Brahman 
Dravidian speakers avoid making the usual Dravidian substitutions to nativize Sanskrit 
loanwords, such as deaspiration of aspirated stops and voicing of intervocalic obstruents; 
instead, they retain the Sanskrit pronunciations in loanwords and even extend some of them, 
for example, aspirating stops in borrowed Sanskrit words that did not originally have 
aspirated stops .. . ' . 
In the case of Javanese-speaking Brahmans of Indian origin, the overgeneralisation of 
Sanskrit pronunciation would be even more expected than that of Dravidian-speaking 
Brahmans, since they were not native speakers of Javanese. This Sanskritised pronunciation 
of Javanese would then be emulated by non-Indian Brahmans, other members in the court, 
and eventually by members of the general speech community as well. 
6 The transfer of rtnal / a/ mutation to other western 
Austronesian languages 
As proposed above, the phenomenon of final /a/ mutation had its beginnings in the 
Sanskritised court language of the Javanese empire of Majapahit. The Majapahit empire, 
which was founded towards the end of the 1 3th century, was a major vehicle for the spread of 
I ndianisation in the Austronesian-speaking world. The empire reached its zenith during the 
reign of Rejasanegara, better known as Hayam Wuruk ( 1 350-89), and his patih ('prime 
minister') Gajah Mada. A Javanese chronicle of that period, the Negarakertagama, places 
most of the territory of modern-day Indonesia (with the possible exception of northern 
Sulawesi - see Coedes 1 968 :239-240), as well as much of the Malay peninsula, under the 
rule of Majapahit. In some areas, Majapahit's rule was probably indirect at most, and 
limited to paying an annual tribute. Yet in other places, Javanese colonies were established, 
and Javanised courts installed. It was in this period that final /a/ mutation was probably 
spread to areas outside Java which were under Javanese rule or influence. Strong evidence 
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for Javanese linguistic influence exists in the form of numerous Javanese loanwords in the 
languages of Bali, Lombok, southern Sumatra, the Malay peninsula, and southern Borneo. 
It would not be possible, of course, to provide a precise chronology of the emergence and 
spread of final faf mutation in all the affected western Austronesian languages. However, it 
is possible to give a rough framework, showing the approximate time the change could have 
spread to the various languages which were affected by it. 
It is widely known that after the final fall of Majapahit in the 1 520s, its royal family and 
nobility fled to Bali (Hall 1 992:227). What is less known is that by that time Bali was 
already thoroughly Javanised. Coedes ( 1 968:234) notes that 'on Bali . . .  an expedition of 
1 343 led to the destruction of the local princely family and a Javanisation of the island that 
was to be intensified during the reign of Hayam Wuruk'. This was nearly two centuries 
before the fall of Majapahit, and final faf mutation may have taken root in Bali already then. 
Likewise, Indo-Javanese influence on Sumatra is ancient (Marwati & Nugroho 1 990b: 
23-24), and the kingdoms of Malayu (Jambi) and Palembang were under direct Javanese 
rule for long periods throughout the second millennium CEo Coedes ( 1 968 :20 1 )  cites 
' [t]angible proof of the ascendancy of Java over Sumatra' in the 1 3th century. Javanese 
influence was perhaps strongest in Palembang, whose Malay dialect borrowed heavily from 
Javanese (Tadmor forthcoming), and which was ruled by a Javanese-speaking royal house 
and elite. Javanese influence in Palembang was probably strongest between the mid 1 6th and 
mid 1 7th centuries (Djohan 1 995 : 1 55), and final faf mutation in the local Malay dialects may 
well have originated then. 
Further south, Lampung also came under Javanese influence repeatedly and for extended 
periods, beginning with the Majapahit period. The transfer of final fa/ mutation to the 
Lampung language more probably took place later, when Lampung was under direct 
Javanese rule, as a vassal of the Javanese kingdom of Banten (Marwati & Nugroho 
1 990b:37;  Watson Andaya 1 992a:43 1 ).5 
In  the Malay peninsula, Javanese influence was also very strong. The court of Malacca, 
the most important Malay kingdom of the 1 5th century, was 'thoroughly Javanized' (Clynes 
( 1 989: 1 62). The same was true for the court of the most important Malay kingdom on the 
east coast of the peninsula, Patani. Teeuw and Wyatt ( 1 970:239) discuss the important role 
of the Javanese in Patani. The number of Javanese slaves there was so great that in 1 6 1 3  
they staged a failed rebellion (Teeuw & Wyatt 1 970:25 1 ,  fn. l 0). But Javanese influence 
was also important in the court ( 1 970:239). Peter Floris, who stayed in Patani in 1 6 1 2- 1 3 , 
attended 'a commedye . . .  to the manner of Java' performed at the court ( 1 970:25 7). In fact, 
traditional Javanese arts such as wayang kulit and batik survived in Patani until the 20th 
century. Singapore, at the southern �nd of the peninsula, was also under strong Javanese 
influence, if not direct rule. The old name of Singapore, Tumasik (Temasik), is also of pure 
Javanese etymology.6 The famous Singapore inscription, deliberately destroyed by the 
British authorities, was written in Old Javanese, based on contemporary descriptions, as well 
as an analysis of surviving fragments done by de Casparis ( 1 975 :45). 
The very early and very strong Javanese presence and influence in south-eastern Borneo is 
discussed in detail in Ras 1 968 (especially pp. 1 82-200). The linguistic evidence of this 
presence are still obvious today in the form of a significant number of Javanese loanwords in 
languages of the area, especially Banjarese, the regional Malay-based koine. Javanese 
5 
6 
'Daerah pengaruh Banten di luar Jawa Barat adalah daerah Lampung yang sejak Hasanuddin telah berada 
di bawah kekuasanan Banten. '  
Derived from lasik 'sea' and the infix -um-. 
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loanwords in Banjarese include numerous core vocabulary items, as well as several archaisms 
(Wolff 1 988 :89). I nterestingly, Banjarese itself does not exhibit final /a/ mutation; this may 
have been due to the fact that it originated as a contact language between speakers of 
Javanese, Malay, and local Dayak languages.? As mentioned above, Malay-based contact 
languages such as Bazaar Malay and the Malay-based creoles of eastern Indonesia do not 
exhibit final /a/ mutation. However, other south Borneo languages do exhibit the 
phenomenon , including Ngaju Dayak, M aanyan, and Malagasy (Adelaar 2000 : 1 4). 
Banjarese loanwords in Ngaju reflect *-a as [a] (Dyen 1 956), indicating the change in Ngaju 
was relatively early and had ceased to operate by the time the Banjarese words were 
borrowed. 
The presence of final /a/ mutation in Malagasy may appear problematic, because of the 
assumed early migration date of the Malagasy to Madagascar. However, Dahl 
( 1 95 1 :96- 1 05)  has documented the presence of 30 Sanskrit loanwords in Malagasy, clear 
evidence of at some Indic linguistic influence. Adelaar ( 1 989 :32)  documented very 
numerous Malay and Javanese loanwords, which demonstrate that Malay and Javanese 'had 
a strong influence on Malagasy'. Moreover, Adelaar ( 1 989:32) has shown that all but one of 
the Sanskrit loanwords in Malagasy are also present in Malay or Javanese, so their pr�sence 
in Malagasy is most probably due to secondary borrowing, rather than direct Indic influence. 
Therefore, he concluded that the migration of the Malagasy 'must have take place at a period 
when the Malays had already undergone Indian influence' .  Final /a/ mutation in Malagasy 
thus could be plausibly due to transfer from Javanese or Malay. 
I n  western Borneo, final /a/ mutation has two possible immediate sources. Java 
maintained close contacts with western Borneo, and controlled the major cities of western 
and southern Borneo in the 1 6th and early 1 Th centuries (Marwati and Nugroho 1 990a: 1 47).8 
The linguistic impact of this occupation has been long-lasting. For example, in the Javanised 
court of Sambas, a special vocabulary was used to address or speak about members of the 
royal family (Mustapa et al. 1 984: 1 2). Not only was the institution of a special vocabulary 
itself patterned after Javanese krama, but the words themselves were often taken from 
Javanese. Thus, for example, the personal pronouns !kOIE/ ' 1  st person singular' and /nikkE/ 
'2nd person singular' were borrowed from Javanese. The presence of final /a/ mutation is 
Sambas Malay may therefore be attributed to a transfer from Javanese. Further south, in 
Pontianak, *-a is realised as [;:,]. Here, the source of the phenomenon may have been Riau 
Malay, which is the ancestor dialect of Pontianak Malay, or at least heavily influenced it 
(Adelaar 2000 : 1 8). In Riau Malay, *-a is realised as [;:,] or [i]. Final /a/ mutation did not 
spread far along the Kapuas river; in the next dialect upriver from Pontianak, that of 
Sanggau, *-a is realised as [a], as it is in the further upriver dialects of Sintang and 
Putussibau. It  did, however, spread southward along the coast to Ketapang, and from there 
inland with migrating Malays along several rivers. 
In Java, the only area where final fa/ mutation operated was Jakarta, among the 
Malayicised Betawi ethnic group. In the Tanah Abang subdialect, final /a/ was reportedly 
realised as [;:,] (Abdul Chaer 1 976:xVIII ;  Muhadjir 1 98 1  :4), although people who have heard 
this subdialect (it is now extinct) report that the sound was closer to the [0] now heard in 
? 
8 
Ras ( 1 968:8)  describes Banjarese, impressionistically yet insightfully, as 'the independent continuation of 
a rather archaic type of Malay, superimposed on a substratum of Oajak dialects, with an admixture of 
Javanese'. 
'Begitu penting kota-kota Kalimantan ini bagi pesisir Utara Jawa sehingga beberapa kali dikirim ekspedisi 
untuk mendudukinya pada abad ke- 1 6  dan a wal abad ke- l ? Sumber-sumber dari mas a kemudian lebih 
banyak menyebut hubungan dengan Sambas, Banjarmasin, dan Sukadana . . .  ' . 
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central Balinese. The influence of Balinese on Betawi has been substantial (Grijns 1 99 1 )  and 
long known (van der Tuuk 1 867). This is not surprising, in view of the fact that the original 
ancestors of the Betawi were mostly Balinese slaves. (In the census of 1 8 1 9 , the Balinese 
were recorded as the largest group both among the slaves and among the free indigenous 
inhabitants of Batavia ; see Ikranagara 1 980 :2). So final /a/ mutation in Jakarta can be 
traced to the Balinese slaves who were brought there by the Dutch during the 1 8'h century. 
The other subdialects of central Betawi show [£J ,  a natural development from a schwa-like 
sound (see above). 
In the Sasak language, spoken on the island of Lombok, final /a/ mutation may have had a 
multiple origin. The island came under direct Balinese rule in the 1 6'h century (y.I atson 
Andaya 1 992a:424; Watson Andaya 1 992b:526), and Balinese influence there has 
continued ever since. In addition, Javanese has long been used as a literary language on 
Lombok. Since both Balinese and Javanese were affected by final /a/ mutation, it is not 
surprising that this feature has been transferred to Sasak. 
Finally, it is interesting to note that Clynes ( 1 989) proposed a connection between court 
language, the presence of speech styles, and final /a/ mutation, which he referred to as 'R 1 ' 
(,Rule 1 '). Clynes ( 1 989 : 1 63) also hypothesised that 'the similar realisations of word-final 
historical /a/ in Balinese and Malay dialects derive from a common source, the Javanese of 
the late 1 5'h century' .  (As mentioned above, Clynes's thesis was not available to me when I 
first developed my hypothesis regarding the emergence and spread of final mutation.)9 
7 The spread of final /a/ mutation within Javanese 
As we have seen above, final /a/ mutation spread from Javanese to other languages in the 
region which came under strong Indo-Javanese influence. It is also interesting to examine 
how final /a/ mutation spread within Javanese itself. The original Majapahit court was 
located in the Brantas river basin of eastern Java. When Javanese courts were established in 
central and western Java, the court language of Majapahit was emulated in these newer 
courts, including the feature of final /a/ mutation. The feature then spread to areas 
surrounding the courts, though never reaching the periphery. 
In the central Javanese court cities of Yogyakarta and Solo (Surakarta), the modern 
realisation of final orthographic <a> is h/. This rounding is apparently of rather recent 
origin, and has not reached all parts of central Java. In the early 1 9'h century, Raffles 
( 1 8 1 7 :3 59) reported that the realisation of <a> (he did not specify the phonological 
conditioning) was 'that of a in "water", or of 0 in "homo"; the 0 being at present invariably 
used at the native courts and their vicinity for the inherent vowel of the consonant, instead of 
a. '  An unrounded schwa-like sound is still used in some dialects of central Javanese spoken 
in areas more distant from the courts or major cities. Nothofer ( 1 982 :294) mentions an [yJ 
variety; my data for the Pemalang dialect (see final paragraph, this section) show [:;,]. 
Some Javanese dialects preserve the original [aJ sound, and interestingly these dialects are 
spoken precisely in the areas least affected by Indianised Javanese court culture: Tegal in the 
west and Tengger in the east. Both the Tegal and Tengger dialects also share another feature: 
neither of them has speech levels, another feature associated with courts of Java. In addition, 
the Tengger people are also culturally unique by being the only Javanese group that has not 
converted to Islam. To this day, the Tengger maintain their traditional belief system, in 
9 r am very grateful to Prof. Clynes, who was kind enough to make his thesis available to me in response a 
query r had placed on the Linguist Internet discussion list. 
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almost total separation from mainstream Javanese culture. The distribution of final faf 
mutation within Javanese, then, clearly demonstrates its close relationship to Indianised court 
Javanese. 
An even more striking example, lending further support to the hypothesis that final faf 
mutation originated in court Javanese, comes from the distant and isolated dialect of Banten. 
This Javanese dialect is spoken in an area completely surrounded by Sundanese-speaking 
areas, hundreds of kilometers away from the main Javanese-speaking communitie's of central 
and east Java. I n  Banten Javanese, final fa/ is either maintained as [a), or realised as [y] .  The 
choice of vowel is not random, and determined geographically. Iskandarwassid et al .  
( 1 985 :20) report that 'the [y ] variant is found . . .  [in] the areas which were in the vicinity of 
the Banten court in the past ' ,  1 0 while 'the [a] variant is found in the speech communities . . .  
which were rather distant from the old court center'. I I Banten Javanese thus provides clear 
evidence linking final /a/ mutation to the court language of Java. Another interesting feature 
of Banten Javanese is that because of its isolation from the bulk of Javanese-speakers, and its 
small speech community, /af mutation there is preserved in its original form, as reconstructed 
above for the court language of Majapahit. The processes of rounding (discussed above) and 
umlauting (see below), which originated in the courts of central Java at a relatively late date, 
never affected the court language of Banten, which had split off earlier. 
As for the main body of Javanese speakers, Clynes ( 1 989 : 1 60) makes this interesting 
observation: ' . . .  word-final historical faf is variously realised as [A], [ell, or [�] in Central and 
East Java, with forms with [�] and [A] being recorded in the area close to the former 
Majapahit capital ' .  This constitutes further evidence that /af mutation originated in the 
Majapahit court language, and that the original mutation was to a schwa-like sound. 
I n  addition to rounding, another change that affected the court language of central Java 
was an umlaut-like assimilatory process, by which /a/ mutation spread from final syllables to 
open penultimate syllables. For example, <cara> 'manner' is realised as [celrel] in modern 
standard Javanese, and <agama> 'religion ' is realised as [agelmel] .  This umlauting is a 
relatively recent change, as indicated by the fact that it does apply in all modern central 
Javanese dialects, let alone the western dialect of Banten (see above) or languages outside 
Java . Nothofer ( 1 982 :294), in a dialect map of central Javanese dialects, records the 
following forms as reflexes of *mata 'eye' :  [mata], [mato], [marY], and [meltel]. The form 
[mata] exhibits no final fa/ mutation at all. The form [mato] constitutes evidence that the 
rounding and umlauting of final fa/ mutation were parts of two different process, as it shows 
rounding without umlauting. The third form ( [maty)) is the most conservative: it exhibits 
final /a/ mutation, but with neither rounding nor umlauting. The last form ([meltel)) is the 
standard Javanese form, 12 which originated in the courts of Yogyakarta and Solo and their 
immediate surroundings, but is now used over an extensive area of central Java. This form is 
the most innovative, as it exhibits final faf mutation as well as the subsequent processes of 
rounding and umlauting. 
To complete the picture, the Javanese dialect of Perna lang provides some interesting data. 
This dialect constitutes a transitional area between central Javanese dialects, where faf 
1 0  
I I  
1 2 
'Variasi [y] terdapat . . .  [di] daerah yang berdekatan dengan lingkungan Keraton Banten pada masa 
lampau. ' 
'Variasi [a] ditemukan dalam lingkungan penutur di daerah-daerah . . .  yang letaknya agak jauh dari pusat 
keraton dulu.' 
In modern standard Javanese, the word <mala> is considered crude and suitable more for animals than for 
humans. In reference to humans, it has been replaced by <rnripat>, originally a krama (honorific) term. 
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mutation applied to the entire lexicon, and western Javanese dialects (like Tegal and Brebes), 
where it did not apply at all. In Pemalang, final /a/ mutation occurs in certain lexical items 
but not in others, without any apparent phonological or other conditioning factors. It seems 
that the change spread by lexical diffusion, and had only affected a part of the lexicon when 
it ceased operating. Pemalang is also conservative in that it has not been affected by 
rounding; in other words, it preserves a sound close to the original result of final /a/ mutation 
at the court of Majapahit. On the other hand, those forms affected by final /a/ mutation have 
undergone umlauting when applicable, thus completing the paradigm of forms collected by 
Nothofer. Thus the reflex of *mata 'eye' in Pemalang is [mata] ,  with no final /a/ mutation, 
but the reflex for *gawa 'bring' is [g;)W;)], reflecting final /a/ mutation (and subsequent 
umlauting). Forms like [bis::>] 'able to' and [crit::>] 'story' on the one hand, and [ana] 'there is' 
and [l::>lJa ]  'oil' on the other hand, indicated that we are not dealing with a phonetically 
motivated change that affected vowels following voiced consonants, as is the case with 
Madurese (see §8 below). 1 3  
8 Excluding unrelated phenomena 
In describing an areal phenomenon, it is important not only to determine which features of 
which languages were affected by the change, but also to determine which phenomena are 
unrelated, even if they exhibit superficial similarities. For example, tonogenesis (the 
emergence of lexical tone) took place in the histories of many contiguous yet unrelated 
languages in southeast Asia, belonging to the Sino-Tibetan, Austroasiatic, Miao-Yao, Tai­
Kadai, and Austronesian language families. It is accepted by virtually all historical linguists 
of these languages of the region that this is not a coincidence, and that tone is an areal 
feature of southeast Asian languages. Yet no linguist, to my knowledge, has ever made the 
claim that tonogenesis in Africa - or even in closer areas, such as New Guinea - is related 
to tonogenesis in southeast Asia. 
In our case, it is certainly not claimed that any change which affected final /a/ in any 
language is part of the areal phenomenon described here. To illustrate this point, let us 
consider the case of the Gorontalo language, spoken in northern Sulawesi. 1 4 In Gorontalo, 
final /a/ has changed to /0/ in most inherited words. For example, the Gorontalo reflexes of 
the Proto Austronesian words *maCa 'eye' and *lima 'five' are mato and limo respectively. 
However, the change did not affect final /a/ in words of ultimate Sanskrit origin, such as 
nyata 'obvious', kira 'be of the opinion', yuta 'million ', jasa 'public service ', jiwa 'spirit ', 
gowa 'cave' (examples are from Mansoer 1 977). 1 5 Moreover, there is no evidence that the 
change /a/ > /0/ went through an intermediate schwa stage. Gorontalo also does not share 
other features of the languages involved in the areal phenomenon, such as lack of word 
accent or iambic rhythm (see § 1 0  below). In  short, the change a >  0/_# in Gorontalo appears 
to be totally unrelated to the areal phenomenon discussed in this paper. I ndeed, Gorontalo is 
geographically very distant from the area of operation of the phenomenon discussed in this 
paper, and has never come under I ndo-Javanese influence. 
A more difficult yet very illustrative case is that of Madurese. The island of Madura is 
situated just off the north-east coast of Java, and its language and culture have come under 
1 3  
1 4 
I S  
I am grateful to Heri Tanujaya, a native speaker o f  the Pemalang dialect, for these interesting examples. 
I am grateful to Robert Blust for bringing the case of Gorontalo to my attention. 
These words were apparently all borrowed via MalayfIndonesian. 
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heavy I ndo-Javanese influence. One might therefore expect to find final /a/ mutation in 
Madurese. Some Madurese words16 indeed appear to exhibit final /a/ mutation, in the form 
of a [�] reflex of *-a . Some words also exhibit [�] as a reflex of *a in penultimate syllables, 
thus resembling the Javanese umlauting process described in §7. However, a close 
examination of the data reveals that the similarity is superficial, and that these vowel changes 
in Madurese are part of an internal, phonetically motivated process, unrelated to the one with 
which we are dealing. 
The situation in Madurese is partially obscured by two mirror-image processes, one which 
deleted original final /h/, the other which inserted /h/ at the ends of words which originally 
ended in vowels. Thus the words Uil�] 'tongue' and [b�b�] 'under' are historically derived 
from *jilah and *babah respectively, while [raj�h] 'big' and [d�d�h] 'chest' are derived from 
*raya and *dada respectively. Despite the confusion caused by the application of these 
mirror-image rules, an analysis of the data yields an important fact: the change of final /a! to 
[�] occurred only after voiced oral consonants (Ib, d, g, jI). It did not occur after voiceless 
stops or after (voiced) nasals. Moreover, the change applied regardless of the position of /a/ 
in the root, that is in non-final position as well as final ones (even if the final vowel was not 
/a/). For example, the change did not affect the original final /a/ in the words apah 'what' 
« *apa) and matah 'eye ' « *mata), yet it did affect the /a/ in the words [b�gus] 'good' 
« *bagus), [g�li] 'hard' « *gali), and U�rilJ] 'net' « *jari1J), even though the original [a] was 
not in final position, nor did the word end in /a/. The vowel change after historical voiced 
oral consonants in Madurese was, in fact, related to the breathy phonation of syllables 
commencing in voiced consonants, and had nothing to do with final /a! mutation. 
The examples of Gorontalo and Madurese demonstrate the degree of thoroughness which 
must be striven for when analysing an areal phenomenon. In order to establish that a certain 
feature is areal, it is not sufficient merely to point out similar features in two (or more) 
languages. It must also be demonstrated that the features can be related linguistically, and 
that the transfer of the feature would have been historically and geographically plausible. In 
the cases cited above, Madurese fails the l inguistic criterion, while Gorontalo fails the 
historical and geographical criteria as well as the linguistic criterion. Moreover, areal 
phenomena are rarely limited to just one feature; it is more common for several common 
features to link a group of languages into a Sprachbund. Indeed, as shown in §1 0 below, the 
languages which underwent final /a/ mutation also share other features, such as iambic 
rhythm and lack of word-level accent (as well the presence of numerous Indic loanwords). A 
longer list of phonological features which link western Austronesian languages into a larger 
Sprachbund was discussed in Tadmor (200 1 ). 
9 The correlation between itnal / a/ mutation and Indo-Javanese 
culture 
I n  earlier parts of this paper I have made the claim that the process of final /a! mutation in 
dialects of some western Austronesian languages originated in the Indianised speech of the 
courts of Java. It would therefore be useful to view the evidence together. 
16 
Consider the following facts: 
I am grateful to Faisol Riza, a native speaker of Madurese, for the data and to Antonia Soriente for her 
help in the analysis of the data. 
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(a) In  western Borneo, the major Malay dialects (Pontianak, Ketapang, Sambas), which 
form part of Indianised Malay civilisation, underwent final /a/ mutation. Significantly, 
all three dialects emerged in states with I ndianised or Javanised courts. 
(b) In south-central Sumatra, which has undergone very heavy Indo-Javanese influence, the 
only Malay dialects which appear to maintain *-a unchanged in some contexts are tribal 
groups which are not part of (Muslim) I ndianised Malay civilisation (David Gil, pers. 
comm.). 
(c) In the Malay varieties of east Indonesia (such as those spoken in Manado, Makassar, 
Ternate, Ambon, Kupang, and Larantuka), final -a is maintained. This fact is important 
because these varieties differ from the Malay dialects of western Indonesia in several 
crucial factors, internal as well as external. Unlike true Malay dialects, these Malay­
based creoles all have word accent (sometimes phonemic; see Tadmor 2000) and a 
trochaic (rather than iambic) rhythm, and were not spoken in areas which were part of 
the Majapahit empire, or underwent extensive Indianisation (see § 1 0). 
(d) In the Malay varieties spoken on Java, -a is maintained by Peranakan Chinese, but not 
by the Betawi of Jakarta, who are culturally (as well as linguistically) part of Malay 
civilisation. 
(e) None of the varieties of Bazaar Malay known to the writer exhibit final /a/ mutation. 
Bazaar Malay (which has many varieties) served as an interlanguage between native 
speakers of different languages, and especially in contacts between native Indonesians 
and speakers of Chinese and European languages. It is widely considered to be the 'least 
refined' form of Malay. It is therefore not surprising that it has not been influenced by 
the language varieties which form the opposite end of the spectrum, viz. the refined 
language of the Malay courts. 
The fact that standard Indonesian does not exhibit final /a/ mutation is related to the fact 
that it is not the home language of any speech community or the first language of any 
speaker. Rather, it is used exclusively as a second language or dialect. This is a feature it 
shares with the Malay-based creoles (which were initially used purely as a second language) 
and with Bazaar Malay (which is still only used as a second language). Colloquial versions of 
Indonesian, which have been developing in urban centres throughout Indonesia, also do not 
exhibit final -Q mutation, for the same reason. 
Outside the Malay-speaking area, the correlation between these linguistic and cultural 
factors is just as remarkable. 
(a) In the Javanese speech island of Banten, final -a changed to [y] around the location of 
the old court, but was retained as [aJ in more distant areas. 
(b) In the Tengger speech community of eastern Java, a group which has been least affected 
by Indo-Javanese court culture, final -a is maintained. 
(c) The Tegal dialect of central Java, situated furthest away from the courts of Yogyakarta 
and Solo, and least affected by their culture, has maintained final -a. 
(d) In  Bali, the indigenous Bali Aga, the only group not to have been incorporated into the 
Javanised-Indianised culture of the Balinese kingdoms, maintain final -a. They are the 
only group to maintain the religious beliefs and other traditions which presumably 
prevailed in Bali before the Javanisation of the island. 
(e) On Lombok, the Sasak language, which was heavily influence by Balinese, and whose 
speakers use Javanese as their literary court language, exhibits final /a/ mutation. 
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There is hardly need to reemphasise that all these facts could not be due to coincidence. 
The close relationship between final /a/ mutation and I ndianisation, as well as the direct link 
between Javanese court language and the spread of final /a/ mutation, are obvious. 
1 0  Possible other causes for f1nal / a/ mutation 
Phonological change can be brought about by many factors. First, there are internal 
factors, such as analogy, levelling, systemic pressure, and various natural processes which 
can be grouped together under 'phonetic motivation' .  Then there are external causes 
attributable to language contact, such as substratum influence and borrowing. 'Sporadic' (that 
is, unmotivated) change is also mentioned in the literature, although it is debatable whether 
language change can occur spontaneously, without any internal or external triggers. In fact, 
'sporadic change' does not explain anything, and is sometimes used in lieu of an explanation 
when the real cause or trigger for change cannot be found. 
Finally, there is also the possibility of multiple causation. Some linguists believe that if an 
internal explanation is available, that automatically excludes an external one. Yet often 
internal factors interact with external ones to produce change. A well-known example is the 
phonemicisation of voiced fricatives in English, which was caused by an influx of French 
loanwords containing voiced fricatives into English, as well as by some internal factors 
(Thomason & Kaufman 1 988 :6 1 ). It is therefore possible that in addition to the external 
factors discussed in this study, internal factors also played a role in the process of final /a/ 
mutation in western Austronesian languages. 
Final /af mutation is reminiscent of accent-related processes in languages where word 
accent plays an important role, such as Germanic languages. One may thus put forward the 
hypothesis that final syllables in the relevant languages were unaccented, and subsequently 
final fa/ was reduced to schwa in such syllables. Later - so the hypothesis would continue -
an accent shift to the last syllable took place, reSUlting in the 'restrengthening' of schwa to a 
'full' vowel in the relevant languages or dialects. This possibility was considered at length by 
Tadmor ( 1 997). However, as pointed out there, in MalaylIndonesian - at least in standard 
varieties of the languages and dialects spoken by ethnic Malays - there is no fixed word 
accent, hard as this may be for Eurocentric linguists to accept. 1 7  This has been convincingly 
shown by several phoneticians, including Ode ( 1 994), van Heuven and van Zanten ( 1 994), 
and Yong ( 1 998). 1 8 In fact, none of the languages or dialects affected by final /a/ mutation 
have fixed word accent. Moreover, the Malay varieties which do have a fixed word accent, 
such as the Malay-based creoles of eastern Indonesia, do not exhibit any final fa/ mutation at 
all. Final faf mutation and the presence of word accent therefore appear to be mutually 
exclusive. 
. 
The rhythm of Malay, as well as that of the other languages affected by final faf 
mutation, is iambic. Rather than having a word-level accent, there is a tendency for accent to 
occur on the last syllable of the phonological phrase (Tadmor 2000). There appears to be no 
reason to believe that when final fa/ mutation started to operate in these languages, the 
1 7  
1 8  
Practically all grammars of M alay/Indonesian wrongly state that the language does have word accent, 
although there is no agreement about the position of this alleged word accent (for a full discussion, see 
Tadmor 2000). 
My Russian colleagues assure me that the fact that Indonesian does not have penult stress or accent has 
been common knowledge among Russian scholars since the 1 960s. 
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situation was much different from what it is today. 1 9 Therefore, it is difficult to view the 
original change (of /a/ to a higher or more centralised vowel) as an accentuation-related 
process. 
I ndeed, it appears that the various 'full-vowel ' reflexes of *-a emerged as a 
restrengthening of a centralised vowel of some sort. Such a centralised ('reduced' or 
'weakened') vowel would be unnatural in a syllable that was often accented. Thus, it was 
restrengthened independently in many dialects. This led to the emergence of multiple 
reflexes of *-a, as each dialect changed the reduced vowel into a different full vowel. Yet 
the question remains: if the final syllable was accentuable, why was final /a/ weakened to a 
schwa-like sound there in the first place? Vowel weakening in an accented (or accentuable) 
syllable would be highly unusual. The answer is that the initial change of *-a to a centralised 
vowel was not a phonological process of weakening or reduction. Rather, it was a borrowed 
feature, which lacked phonetic motivation. 
1 1  A similar case: the spread of uvular Irl in Europe 
In  order to put the spread of final /a/ mutation in western Austronesian languages in 
perspective, it may be useful to compare it to a similar and well-known phenomenon, the 
spread of uvular r in western Europe. Trudgill ( 1 974: 1 60- 1 63) provides a clear and concise 
description of this process: 
It is thought that up until at least the sixteenth century all European languages had an r­
type sound which was pronounced as r still is pronounced today in many types of Scots 
English or Italian: a tongue-tip trill (roll) or flap. At some stage, though, perhaps in the 
seventeenth century, a new pronunciation of r became fashionable in upper-class 
Parisian French . . .  Starting from this limited social and geographical base, the uvular-r 
pronunciation has during the last 300 years spread, regardless of language boundaries, 
to many other parts of Europe ... It is now used by the overwhelming majority of urban 
or educated French speakers, and by most educated Germans. Some Dutch speakers use 
it, as do nearly all Danes, together with a majority in the south of Sweden and parts of 
the south and west of Norway. 
There are several similarities between the spread of uvular r in European languages, and 
the spread of final /a/ mutation in western Austronesian languages. Both processes lack 
phonetic motivation; both started with a very limited and well-defined social and 
geographical distribution; both spread due their high prestige; both operated in a contiguous 
geographical area, rather than a genetic subgroup; both applied to only certain dialects of the 
affected languages and not others. Indeed, it would not be unreasonable to assume that the 
ultimate source of the uvular realisation of r was in the French court, which in the 1 7th 
century was a source of emulation throughout Europe, just as the ultimate source of final /a/ 
mutation in the Malay archipelago was in the Majapahit court.20 
1 9 
20 
It has sometimes been claimed that the long vowel symbols used (inconsistently) in Old Malay and early 
Classical Malay in penultimate sylJables are in fact an indication of penultimate word accent. In Tadmor 
(2000) I discussed this theory, and concluded that the language represented in the Old Malay inscriptions 
and Classical Malay manuscripts was not representative of the natural spoken language. Rather it was an 
artificial court language, replete with Sanskrit (and later Arabic) loanwords, whose writing system was 
devised by foreigners, and whose pronunciation was affected by them. I t  did not reflect the prosodic 
structure of the colJoquial language as spoken by native speakers. 
This would also be reminiscent of the change /zl > 161 in Castilian Spanish, which also originated in the 
l 7'h century. Legend has it that the ultimate origin of the change was a lisping prince. This detail may not 
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As Trudgill ( 1 974: 1 6 1  ) himself pointed out, the change from an alveolar r to a uvular or 
velar r in Europe is not l imited to the contiguous area described above. Phonetic realisations 
of /r/ vary greatly in languages the world, and changes from one realisation to another have 
occurred unrelatedly outside the limited area of operation of this areal phenomenon. For 
example, uvular r is used in parts of Northumberland and Durham ( 1 974: 1 6 1 ), yet this 
phenomenon is apparently not related to the spread of uvular r on the European mainland. 
Likewise, there are other Austronesian languages where final /a/ has undergone changes (see 
§8), independently from the final /a/ mutation treated here. As Thomason and Kaufman 
( 1 988 :59) noted: 'If a reasonable external explanation for a change is available, it must not 
be rejected merely because similar changes have occurred under different antecedent 
conditions ' .  They also dismiss the untenable view that 'a plausible internal motivation is 
preferable to, as well as exclusive of, an external motivation' ( 1 988 :43). 
Obviously, the changes to uvular r in dialects of several languages spoken in a contiguous 
area of western Europe are interrelated. Yet not all similar changes anywhere else in Europe 
are related to this areal phenomenon. The same can be said for final /a/ mutation. 
Obviously, the changes that affected final /a/ in dialects of several languages spoken in a 
contiguous area of the Austronesian-speaking world are interrelated. Yet not all similar 
changes anywhere else in the region are related to this areal phenomenon. 
1 2  Conclusions 
In this paper I have shown that an areal feature of Indic languages, the raising of ii, was 
transferred to some western Austronesian languages, where it developed into the 
phenomenon which I call final /a/ mutation. Specifically, I have demonstrated that: 
• The changes that affected final /a/ in many dialects of Malay, and resulted in a large 
variety of modern reflexes, were interrelated. 
• In turn, the phenomenon in Malay is related to similar phenomena in some other 
languages spoken in contiguous areas, such as Javanese, Balinese, Lampung, and 
Sasak. 
• The languages affected by the change were under strong Indo-Javanese influence. 
• It is difficult to show a phonetic motivation for this sound change. Neither systemic 
pressure nor accent-related phenomena can be convincingly demonstrated. And even if 
internal causation is eventually demonstrated, that would not exclude the role of 
external causation. 
• The isolects affected by final /a/ mutation exhibit geographical proximity or contiguity, 
suggesting that this is an areal phenomenon. 
The linguistic, geographical, and historical origin and progression of final /a/ mutation can 
be summarised as follows: 
• Short /a! was realised as a schwa-like vowel in final syllables of Sanskrit loanwords in 
the Indianised court language of Majapahit, in imitation of Indian pronunciation. 
• Because of the confusion (or indeed lack of distinction) between short and long vowels 
in Javanese, the rule affecting the pronunciation of /a/ applied regardless of historic 
length distinction. 
be true, but it is entirely possible that the change indeed originated in the Castilian court, whence it spread 
to surrounding areas, eventually encompassing most of Castile. 
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• Due to the large number of Sanskrit loanwords in  Javanese, the prestige of Indianised 
pronunciation, and the ignorance of most speakers regarding the historical origin of 
different words, the rule was generalised to include words of non-Sanskrit origin. 
• The change spread from the Majapahit court to later Javanese courts, and from these 
courts to the surrounding areas, eventually reaching most Javanese-speaking areas. 
• The change was also transferred from Javanese to some dialects of languages spoken 
in areas under Javanese control or Indo-Javanese cultural influence, such as Lampung, 
Balinese, Sasak, and Malay. 
• The distribution patterns of final faf mutation in Bali and in the Malay-speaking world 
were similar to those of Javanese: the communities which were closer to the political 
centres of power, and thus most affected by I ndianisation, underwent final /a/ 
mutation, while more isolated communities (geographically and/or culturally) did not. 
• Since the speaking rhythm of the affected languages was (as it still is) iambic, the 
schwa-like final vowel was independently restrengthened to a full vowel in many 
isolects. This is the reason behind the great variation of *-a reflexes in modern 
languages and dialects. In more conservative dialects, a schwa-like sound has been 
preserved until today, but it often has a different phonetic realisation from the 'true' 
phonological schwa (if one indeed exists in the relevant language). 
• An umlaut-like process extended /a/ mutation to open penultimate syllables in central 
Javanese. T)1is process had only a limited geographical distribution. 
• Later, central Javanese acquired its characteristic rounding of mutated historical fa/. 
This, too, has had only a limited distribution. 
The scenario presented above is tentative, of course. It  is quite possible that when more 
information becomes available - for example about the history and nature of the original 
phenomenon in India, or about the provenance of the Indians who introduced Sanskrit to 
Indonesia - some of the details will need to be changed. However, I believe that the main 
premises of the hypothesis presented here will stand: that final /a/ mutation is an areal 
phenomenon, that it was related to Indianisation, and that it originated in the courts of Java. 
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Raising of PMP *a in Bukar-Sadong 
Land Dayak and Rejang 
RICHARD McGINN 
1 Introduction 
This paper is a report on field work in progress on two Austronesian language groups: the 
Rejang, spoken in Bengkulu and South Sumatra Provinces of I ndonesia; and the Bukar-Sadong 
dialects of Land Dayak (called Bidayuh IbidaY;:Jhl [bidayih]) spoken in the Serian D istrict, 
Sarawak, Malaysia . l  Of particular interest is a change raising PMP *-aC > -IAC/ in  
Bukar-Sadong, but not before a final velar: e.g. *bulan > /burAni 'moon' but *anak > lanak/ 
'child' in Tibakang, Mentu [mAntu] (cf. Court 1 967), and neighbouring dialects. This change is 
typologically interesting because a comparable change occurred in the Rejang language of 
Sumatra (Blust 1 984; McGinn 1 997). Other factors inviting comparison include: 30% shared 
vocabulary in the Swadesh 200-list; some unusual lexical and grammatical items; nasality 
features (pre-pI oded final nasals, contrast between simple and 'barred' nasals prevocalically); 
and a few possibly shared phonological innovations such as the following. 
( 1 )  CV:CV(C) > CVCV:(C) (both Sadong and Rejang are 'oxytone' languages) 
(2) Loss of PMP *qa- in trisyllables (ubiquitous in Borneo (Blust 1 990:240)) 
(3) Neutralisation of PMP prepenultimate *a (cf. Sad. prefixes /bi-, ti-/ = Rej. /b;:J-, t;:J-/) 
(4) Shared retention of PMP *uy and comparable changes affecting the other diphthongs 
Abbreviations used are: PAn = Proto Austronesian, PBS = Proto Bukar-Sadong, PMP = Proto Malayo­
Polynesian, PR = Proto Rejang. I am grateful for assistance from Mr Saudi Haji Narani of Serian District, 
Sarawak, Malaysia; and from Dr Zainubi Arbi and Mr Sabidin Ishak of Kabupaten Rejang-Lebong, Sumatra, 
Indonesia. Language assistants for Bidayuh-Sadong dialects were as follows. Tibakang dialect: Tuan Peter, 
Tuan Steward, and Puan Patsi; Tapu-Mentu dialect: Tuan Leon, Puan Puni, Tuan Kehing, and Hilda; Mawang­
Mentu: Puan Chalom and Tuan BUlin; Ranchang dialect: Tuan Jerom and Tuan Tapoh; Mujat dialect: Tuan 
Ang�w and Tuan Jataw; B�dup dialect: Tuan Arip. For the Rejang dialects the language assistants were: Pak 
Ismael (Kebanagung); Ibu Baima (Lebong); and Mo. Hj. Daud, Pak Ibrahim, Ibu Kartila, Alamsyah, and 
Mariam (Rawas). 
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(5) Last-syllable (stressed) schwas reflecting PMP *e except before *-q: *p-inzem > /minj::nnl 
'borrow' in both languages; *taneq > *tanaq 'earth' in both languages. 
(6) PMP *-a > *-iJ, e.g. *mata > Sadong /bat�hI, Rejang /mat�y/ 'eye' .  
(7)  PMP *-aC > Sadong -/II.CI, Rejang -/�C/ except before velars;2 for example *taIJan > 
Sa dong /tll.I]lI.nI, Rejang /taI]�n/ 'hand'; but *anak > Sadong, Rejang /anak/ 'child'. 
The question is whether such comparisons, especially (6) and (7), are due to chance, 
borrowing, or inheritance from a lower-order protolanguage (subgroup). My paper will argue 
against chance ('drift') to explain most or all of these comparisons, and argue for a mixed tree­
and wave-theoretical account based on some early shared innovations followed chronologically 
by a few conspicuous borrowings. If accepted, the hypothesis places the pre-Rejangs in Borneo 
until around 1 200 BP, when they migrated to their present location in Sumatra. On the basis of 
other changes not shown above (e.g. PMP *l > r in Sadong but not Rejang - and not all Bidayuh 
languages, either (see §5 .2 below» - I argue (a) that change ( 1 )  above occurred later than 
(2)-(7) and spread by borrowing; and (b) that (7) cannot reflect a shared innovation. The unusual 
nature of the conditioning in (7) suggests borrowing. 
The paper is in three parts. Section 2 reviews relevant aspects of Rejang historical phonology 
based on Blust ( 1 984) and McGinn ( 1 997). Section 3 presents some previously proposed 
subgrouping hypotheses for Rejang and shows them to be untenable. Section 4 introduces new 
evidence that Rejang's closest linguistic relationship might be the Land Dayak group in Western 
Borneo, and this is evaluated in §5 . Phonological, lexical, and grammatical evidence is presented 
that is consistent with a mixed tree- and wave-theoretical subgrouping hypothesis locating the 
Rejangs in Borneo prior to migrating to Sumatra around 1 200 BP. 
2 Aspects of Rejang historical phonology 
2.1 Vocalic change 
Robert A. Blust ( 1 984) has demonstrated that Rejang exhibits more changes in the vowels 
than any other known Austronesian language. The following chart illustrates 27 splits and 2 1  
mergers of the original four PMP vowels reflected in the Musi dialect. 
2 
*a (9) 
*e (7) 
*i (5) 
*u (6) 
Table 1: Rejang-Musi outcomes for PMP vowels: 
mergers = 27 (horizontal); splits = 2 1  (vertical) (Blust 1 984) 
0 a � e 0 i u �a �y 
0 a � e 0 �a oa 
� e i �y 
0 � 0 u oa 
ea 
�w 
I assume, following Blust ( 1 990:223), that *q was a back velar. Thus the environment 'before velars' includes 
'before *q'. 
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2.2 Fate of PMP *a in Proto Rejang: ten changes 
Of the seven comparisons listed in the Introduction, the most important ones for subgrouping 
purposes involve PMP *a. As Table 1 shows, this etymon underwent nine mergers in the history 
of Rejang. However, the number of changes is even greater, since some of the mergers (e.g. 
PMP *a > l'd/) occurred in more than one environment (see §2 .3) .  Eleven outcomes· which 
affected PMP *a directly are illustrated below. 
Outcome 1 :  Prepenultimate neutralisation: *a > *a 
PMP Proto Rejang 
*balaIJa *balaIJi 
*salambaw *salambaw 
*maIJ- *maIJ-
*maR- *ba-
'pot' 
'trap' 
(verbal affix) 
(verbal affix) 
Outcomes 2-5 :  PMP Penult *a > *0, *d, *u, *i (root hannony) 
PMP Proto Rejang Kebanagung 
2.  *manuk *monok monok 'chicken' 
3 .  *laIJit *ldIJdt leIJet 'sky' 
4. *sapu *supu supaw 'broom' 
5. *tali *tili tilay 'rope' 
Outcomes 6-9: PMP ultimate *-a > *a, *i, *0 
PMP Proto Rejang Kebanagung 
6. *kita *kita ita 'we (incl.)' 
*ni?e *na nd 'he/she' 
7 .  *duha *dui dui 'two' 
*tua *tui tui 'old' 
8 .  *mata *mati matay 'eye' 
*naIJa *naIJi naIJay 'fork of river' 
9 .  *depa *dapo ddPO 'fatpom' 
*teka *tako tako 'come' 
Outcome 1 0 : PMP *a neutralised in 'diphthongs ' :  *aw, *ay > *dW, *ay 
PMP Proto Rejang and Rejang 
*Danaw danaw (Lebon g) 'lake' 
*punay punay (Lebong) 'dove' 
compare 
*qatey atay (Lebong) 'liver' 
*hapuy apuy (Rawas) 'fire' 
*kahiw kiwi (Rawas) 'wood' 
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Outcome 1 1 : *-aC > *-aC except before velars 
PMP Proto Rejang Kebanagung 
*bulan *bulan bulan 
*quzan *ujan ujan 
*tawaD *tawah tawah 
*anak *anak anak 
*hisalJ *isalJ . isalJ 
*hasaq *asaq asah 
'moon' 
'rain' 
'haggle ' 
'child' 
'gills' 
'sharpen' 
Outcome 1 2 :  PMP *a reflected as /a/ in monosyllables and in etyma with schwa in the penult 
PMP Proto Rejang Kebanagung 
*ba *ba ba 
*hekan 
*tebas 
*kan 
*tabas 
2.3 Pre-Rejang word stress 
kan 
tabas 
(particle) 
'fish' 
'clear-cut' 
In McGinn ( 1 997,  1 999)  it was demonstrated that, given an appropriate (internal) 
reconstruction of certain pre-Rejang prosodic features, all changes that directly affected PMP *a 
occurred in unstressed syllables. 'Appropriate' in this context means that pre-Rejang's stress 
system was virtually identical to that of contemporary Malay: stress was final when the penult 
was *e, otherwise penultimate. Consider in this light the naturalness of Outcomes 1 and 6 in 
pre-Proto Rejang, whereby *a neutralised in unstressed syllables (twice). 
*bala:lJa > *bala:lJa > . . .  'cooking pot' 
*ma:ta > *ma:ta > . . .  'eye' 
Nowadays, however, in all contemporary Rejang dialects the stress falls uniformly upon the final 
syllable of the word. To account for the contemporary data, McGinn ( 1 997) assumed that by the 
time of Proto Rejang the stress had shifted, so that diphthongisation and other changes affected 
(newly) stressed schwas from PMP *a, whereas 'root harmonisation ' affected (newly) destressed 
reflexes of *a. These assumptions are illustrated below. 
PMP pre-Rejang Proto Rejang Kebanagung 
*mata 
*talih 
*ma:ta 
*ta:li 
> *mata: 
> *tali: 
*mati: 
*tili: 
matay 
tilay 
'eye' 
'rope' 
The complete derivation of the word for 'eye' illustrates a series of changes whose ordering is 
reconstructible from internal evidence, including conspicuous 'archaic residues' in the language 
which, according to McGinn ( 1 997), are actually systematic and not true exceptions. Consider 
the following data. 
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Table 2: Sample derivation: Kebanagung "Y from *-a i n  word for 'eye' 
Outcome PMP pre-Rejang Proto Rejang Kebanagung 
6 *kita *kita *ita ita 'we (incl.)' 
*ni7a *ni'?a *na na 'he/she/it' 
7 *duha *du:a *dui: dui: 'two' 
*tua *du:a *tui: tui: 'old' 
8 *mata *ma:ta *mati: mata:y 'eye' 
*nQ/}a *na:lJa *nalJi: nalJ":y 'fork of river' 
9 *depa *dapa: *dapo: dapo: 'fathom' 
*teka *taka: *tako: tako: 'come' 
1 2a *ba *ba *ba ba (particle) 
*bi *bi bi (particle) 
1 2b *hekan *kan *kan kan 'fish' 
*daqan *dan *dan dan 'branch' 
As Table 2 illustrates, pronouns were affected by Outcome 6; content words with *u in the 
penult were affected by Outcome 7 (two changes, including Outcome 6); the 'elsewhere' set 
underwent Outcome 8, which is the most complex, subsuming Outcomes 6, 7, and 8. FinaIIy, 
none of these outcomes is reflected in two other classes of etyma: (a) when the penult was PMP 
*e (presumed to be schwa), *-a resisted neutralisation and eventuaIIy changed to 101 (Outcome 
9); and finally (b) in monosyllables *-a was unaffected (reflected as -/a/). 
McGinn ( 1 997) explained all of these outcomes by first reconstructing aspects of pre-Rejang 
metrical structure, and then deriving the attested vowels in an array of stressed and unstressed 
syllables. In particular, neutralisation of *-a (Outcome 6) affected unstressed syllables, and all 
other changes affected stressed syllables. Finally, monosyllables by definition are 'unfooted', and 
hence lack metrical structure. As Outcome 1 2  indicates, the unfootedness of monosyllables 
seems to have played a role not only in the history of PMP *-a, but also of *-aC in Rejang. 
2.4 Rejang and Bukar-Sadong-Bidayt1h 
The above examples provide sufficient background to commence the comparative part of this 
paper. Clearly, any language outside the Rejang area that exhibits some or all of the richness 
and subtlety of the above system of rules merits further examination as a possible subgrouping 
partner with Rejang. To begin with, consider the following formula summarising the conditions 
under which PMP *a underwent neutralisation in pre-Rejang. (Readers interested mainly in the 
comparative analysis are urged to skip the next section and turn directly to §4.) 
*a > *" I V:C_(C[-velar])# 
pre-Rejang Kebanagung 
*ma:ta > *ma:ta . . .  mat".y 'eye' 
*da:naw > *da:naw dan,,:e 'lake' 
*tawaD > *ta:wah taw,,:h 'haggle' 
*anak > *a:nak ana:k 'child' 
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3 Rejang historical phonology: in search of an interpretation 
There are at least two 'uses' for historical phonology: to provide data for the study of sound 
change, and to contribute to language classification. In the previous section we outlined a few of 
the more interesting sound changes in Rejang. I n  this section, all previously proposed 
subgrouping hypotheses for Rejang (none of them satisfactory) are reviewed. 
Blust ( 1 98 1 )  attempted to classify Rejang together with Malay, Sundanese, and Maloh on the 
basis of shared exceptional vocabulary, in particular, the numerals 'seven', 'eight' ,  and 'nine' ,  
which are clearly uninherited (borrowed) in al l  four languages; moreover, al l  correspond closely 
with Malay tujuh, delapan, sembilan, e.g. Rejang-Musi /tojoa?/ 'seven', /lap�m/ 'eight', /s�mil�m/ 
'nine' .  Merritt Ruhlen ( 1 987) used the same evidence to include Rejang under Chamic and 
Malayan, and coordinate with Malay, Minangkabau, and Urak Lawoi. 
Madurese Iban Maylay-Moklen Chamic 
� 
Moken-Moklen Malayan 
Malay Minang. Urak 
Lawoi 
Rejang 
More recently, however, Adelaar ( 1 99 1 )  and Blust ( 1 992) argued against any close 
relationship between Rejang and Malay. In fact, Rejang shares none of the diagnostics (apart 
from numerals 7, 8 and 9) with Malay, Acehnese, and the Chamic languages. For example, in 
Rejang, word-initial PMP *w- exhibits not weakening to zero (sometimes /hi) as in Malay (h)ari 
'day' ,  air 'water', but rather strengthening to /b/-, as in Rejang-Musi /bil�y/ 'day', /bioa/ 'water'. 
Blust concluded that Rejang's numerals 7, 8 and 9 must be borrowings from Malay, thus leaving 
Rejang unclassified, with no known close relattves. McGinn ( 1 999) attempted to account for a 
number of morphophonological comparisons involving Rejang, Malay, and M ukah Melanau. 
However, subsequent field work in Sarawak failed to support a subgrouping hypothesis. As 
matters now stand, therefore, the position of Rejang is unknown, apart from the fact that it 
belongs in the PMP subgroup of the Austronesian family. 
4 In search of the homeland of the Rejangs 
I n  the remainder of this paper, I introduce evidence suggesting that early Rejang evolved in 
Borneo and might possibly be grouped as a coordinate member of a subgroup that includes the 
Land Dayak languages. The following is a general outline of the hypothesis. 
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Proto language 3500 BP CWo Borneo) 
Proto Bidayuh 3000 BP pre-Rejang 
I 
Migration 1 200 BP 
Proto Sa dong 1 000 BP Proto Rejang 1 000 BP 
The major piece of evidence for this idea, and what drew me to study the Bidayuh, involves 
the fate of PMP *a in final syllables in Bukar-Sadong dialects. The Bukar-Sadong dialects are 
spoken in numerous villages along the Sadong river in the First District, Sarawak, Malaysia, in 
and to the north of the city of Serian. 
4.1 Data and analysis 
Recently I spent seven weeks in Sarawak and three weeks in Sumatra collecting data based on 
two lists. The first was a finderlist consisting of 300 PMP etyma and 1 07 additional terms, all 
presented with Malay equivalents (useful for eliciting from bilingual speakers); the second 
consisted of 200 sentences developed by Amran Halim from the Swadesh 200-word list, 
presented in the form of full sentences (in Malay for elicitation purposes). For example, the 
meaning ALL (English all) was elicited by asking for a translation of the Malay sentence Semua 
manok kami mati CAll our chickens have died'). The 407-word finderlist and the 200-sentence 
list were recorded for the Tibakang, Tapu, Bedup, Mujat and Ranchan dialects of Sa dong and 
the Lebong, Kebanagung and Rawas dialects of Rejang. I had previously collected data based 
on the same lists for two other Rejang dialects, namely Lebong and Pasisir. The Appendix 
displays over 200 reconstructed Proto Rejang forms (based on five dialects) alongside a similar 
number of Proto Bukar-Sadong forms. All comparisons shown in the remainder of this paper are 
based on the reconstructed protolanguages; attested forms represent contemporary dialects. 
4.2 Summary of PMP last-syllable *a Raising in pre-Rejang 
Before beginning the comparative part of the paper, consider again the following formula, 
which represents three of the earliest changes affecting the historical phonology of pre-Rejang. 
PMP > pre-Rejang 
*a > *<J / V:C_(C[-velar])# 
4.3 PMP last-syllable *a Raising in pre-Bukar-Sadong 
What is interesting in the context of this paper is that the set of pre-Rejang changes shown by 
the formula in §4.2 almost works for reconstructed pre-Bukar-Sadong as well. Consider the 
following set of changes, to be described in full in this section. 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
PMP > pre-Bukar-Sadong 
*a > *a / V:C # 
*a > *1\ / V:C _ (C[-velar] ) # 
*-aw > *aw . . . > u 
*-ay > *ay . . . > i 
The next display illustrates the range of changes represented above, which will be described in 
detail below. 
PMP pre-Bukar -Sadong Tibakang Section discussed 
a.  *duha *du :a dua:h 'two' 4.3. 1 
b. *Danaw *da :naw danu: 'lake' 4.3.2 
*punay *pu:nay pUnt: 'dove' 
c. *ta1)an *ta :1)l\n tl\1)l\:n 'hand' 4.3.3 
*hepat *u:mpM umpl\:t 'four' 
To help explain all of these changes, I assume that pre-Bukar-Sadong (like pre-Rejang) had a 
Malay-type stress system: i .e. the accent fell on the ultimate when the penult was schwa; 
otherwise on the penult. Another assumption is that all contemporary Bukar-Sadong dialects 
have ultimate stress, again like Rejang; certainly, all those which have been investigated show 
this pattern. 
4.3.1 Neutralisation of PMP word-final *a in open final syllables 
Both languages show evidence of early neutralisation of PMP *-a in open final syllables. 
PMP Pre-Rejang Pre-Sadong Tibakang 
*duha *du:a *du:a dua:h 'two' 
*mata *ma:ta *ma:ta bata:h 'stone' 
*na1)a *na:1)a *na:1)a na1)a:h 'fork of river' 
*lima *li:ma *li:ma lima:h 'five' 
*ni?a *ni:?a *ni:?a ni?a:h 'he/she' 
4.3.2 Neutralisation of PMP word-final *-a in pre-Bukar-Sadong diphthongs 
Both languages show evidence that *a raised to *a in PMP *aw and *ay. 
Pre-Bukar- Proto Rejang Proto Bukar-Sadong 
PMP Sadong and Rejang and Tibakang 
*Danaw *danaw danaw (Lebon g) danu 'lake' 
*punay *punay punay (Lebong) puni 'dove' 
*qatey *atay atay (Lebong) ati 'liver' 
*hapuy *apuy apuy (Rawas) apuy 'fire' 
*kahiw *kaiw kiwi (Rawas) kayu 'wood' 
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4.3.3 Raising of PMP "a in closed final syllables 'except before velars' 
The data in this section is what first drew my attention to the comparison of Rejang and 
Bidayuh. 
PMP Rejang Bukar-Sadong 
(Kebanagung) (Tibakang) 
*bulan bui(}:n burlt:tn 'moon' 
*quzan uj(}:n ujlt:tn 'rain' 
*tawaD taw(}:h tawlt:r 'haggle' 
*anak ana:k ana:k 'child' 
*hisalJ isa :lJ insa:klJ 'gills' 
*hasaq asah IJ-asa'l 'sharpen' 
This comparison offers the strongest evidence of a greater-than-chance relationship between 
Rejang and Bukar�Sadong (see §5.2 .2). 
4.4 More phonological evidence 
I n  addition to the above evidence for relating Rejang and Bukar-Sadong dialects, consider the 
following phonological comparisons. Many of these types of changes are common elsewhere in 
the Austronesian family. and therefore may seem to have little subgrouping value, as would 
certainly be the case if each were evaluated individually. In the aggregate, however, they seem 
to add up, if not to a fully verified subgroup, at least to an indication that the Rejangs originated 
in Borneo (rather than, say, Taiwan, the Philippines, Sulawesi. Sumatra, or the Malay peninsula), 
for almost all of the resultant features are particularly widespread in Borneo. 
Rejang and Bukar-Sadong Widespread in Borneo Shared by Malay 
*qa- > (i) in trisyllables YES NO 
*Ca- > *C(}- in trisyllables YES YES 
*-q > *-'1 YES NO 
*z > *j (except Rejang d- in 'road' and 'needle') YES YES 
*-mb-, -nd- > _mb_, _nd_ ('barred nasals') YES NO 
*-m, *-n > _bm, _dn (pre-stopped nasals) YES NO 
stress shifted to final syllable YES NO 
4.5 Grammatical comparisons 
I n  addition to the phonological evidence just reviewed, there are a few grammatical 
comparisons that point in the same direction. Owing to the paucity of inflections in either 
language, the grammatical comparisons involve grammatical function words. (Rejang has only 
two inflections, the infixes -I.m/, -I'drn/-, both inherited from PAnlPMP; Bukar-Sadong has only 
-linl- corresponding to Rejang -I'dnl- in both form and meaning.) Possibly shared changes include 
the following three: 
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( I )  Suffixes are unknown in both Rejang and Bukar-Sadong. 
(2) Case distinctions in the pronouns are virtually non-existent (shared with Malay). 
(3) Similarities among the following grammatical function words may be significant. 
(Note: the symbol -Rawas means 'all Rejang dialects except Rawas'.) 
Bukar-Sadong-Tibakang Rejang dialects Malay 
al) tal) Rawas di 'at' 
kai? caa -Rawas tidak 'not' 
api ipa -Rawas mana 'where?' 
kudu bdaw all berapa 'how many?' 
mbah bi all sudah 'already' 
kelek blak all mau, hendak 'want' 
bah, mah ba all -lah 'imperative particle' 
Two caveats are in order with respect to the list of function words, however. First, apart from 
PMP *ba (imperative particle), the PMP etyma for these words have not been reconstructed, so it 
is not really known at present whether the data represent shared innovations or simple retentions. 
Second, it must also be acknowledged that the similarities are merely impressionistic. Whether 
these comparisons will eventually prove valid must await the results qf future research. 
4.6 Lexical comparisons 
Finally, a few apparently shared irregularities turned up during the search for shared cognates. 
Consider the following data. 
PMP 
*bali 
*kutu 
*tuqelan 
*tisuk 
(7-8-9) 
*pitu 
*walu 
*siwa 
Bukar-Sadong 
Tibakang 
jaji 
gutu 
tttrt1.tn 'Adam's apple' 
(Mujat -ujak) 
(borrowed) 
iju? 
mahi 
piri?i 
Rejang 
Rawas 
jijay < PR *jaji 
gutaw 
talan 
tujah 
(borrowed) 
tajah 
lapan 
samilan 
Malay 
jadi 
kutu 
tulalJ 
tikam 
(borrowed) 
tujuh 
d<Jlapan 
sambi/an 
'become' 
'head louse' 
'bone' 
'to stab' 
'7, 8 , 9 '  
'seven' 
'eight' 
'nine' 
Shared forms from unknown sources are potentially significant as evidence of early shared 
borrowings. Thus Tibakang Ijaji/ corresponds well with Rawas Ijijayl < PR *jaji in form and 
meaning; so also Igutul = Igutawl from PMP *kutu (although *k- > Ig/- is widespread in Western 
Austronesia). The third form, Bukar-Sadong-Mujat ItArAtnl 'Adam's apple' corresponds with 
Rejang Italanl 'bone', but, if these are cognates, the Tibakang form has undergone a semantic 
shift. The words for 'stab' and 'seven' are obviously borrowed in both languages, with a strong 
resemblance in form and meaning. Finally, the numerals 'seven', 'eight' and 'nine' are obviously 
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borrowed in both languages: 'seven' probably from Malay; 'eight' and 'nine' from different 
sources; yet in both languages it is striking that just these three numerals are borrowings. 
5 Lexicostatistics and glottochronology 
Although the case for a Rejang-Bidayuh subgroup is far from proven, it is nonetheless helpful 
to consider some of the consequences that would follow from the assumption that the hypothesis 
is true. It is in this spirit that I propose to explore some further evidence based on lexicostatistics 
and glottochronology. Although discredited if taken as exact sciences, these two methods 
nevertheless constitute useful tools for the extraction of two kinds of information from a body of 
data: the one to quantify relative linguistic 'distance' between two or more languages; the other 
to assign tentative dates to language splits. Among the standard caveats, it is perhaps also 
necessary to point out that the two methods are interdependent in the sense that the relative 
distance between, say, languages A, B, and C remains constant no matter what dates are 
assigned. For example, the relative distance between languages A, B, C is the same no matter 
whether t = 1 000 years or 1 0,000 years. Thus there is no contradiction in adjusting the value of 
t in order to conform to other lines of evidence, such as archaeological evidence, and even 
cultural evidence - whether the speakers tend more to linguistic conservatism or the reverse, 
leading to widespread rapid borrowing. 
5.1 Rejang and Bukar-Sadong 
Given this much as introduction to the use of statistical methods in historical phonology, 
consider the following table: 
Table 3: Cognate percentages with tentative dates 
Rejang dialects: 
Sadong dialects: 
Bidayuh dialects incl. Lara ' :  
Tibakang and Kebanagung: 
(Sadong) 
% shared homosemantic 
cognates 
70-94% 
70-88% 
(Topping 1 990) 
33-36% 
(Kroeger 1 998) 
30% 
(Rejang) 
(r = 84%) 
= 1 000 years 
= 1 000 years 
= 3000 years 
= 3500 years 
(my field work) 
There are three observations to be made about Table 3 .  First, the maximum spread within 
Rejang dialects and within Bukar-Sadong dialects is about the same - around 70% shared basic 
vocabulary (McGinn field work conducted in 2000 and 200 1 ; cf. Topping 1 990). Second, the 
maximum separation within the entire Bidayuh group, which includes the Lara' language of west 
Kalimantan, is 33-36% (Kroeger 1 998). Third, Rejang's nearest cousin is unknown, unless 
indeed this turns out to be the Bidayuh group itself. 
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Next, for concreteness, it has been useful to assign relative dates to these figures (with the 
usual caveats). When r (assumed rate of replacement of basic vocabulary per thousand years) = 
84%, then 70% shared basic vocabulary = 1 000 years and 30% shared basic vocabulary = 3500 
years. Therefore, both Proto Rejang and Proto Bukar-Sadong began their dialect splits 1 000 
years ago, and Proto Bidayuh began splitting into different languages around 3500 years ago. 
The lowest-order protolanguage containing both pre-Bidayuh and pre-Rejang began separating 
earlier than 3500 years ago. 
5.2 Problems 
The statistical evidence introduced above is consistent with a subgrouping hypothesis for 
Rejang and Bidayuh, but problems remain.  Here I will mention what I consider to be the two 
most serious objections to the hypothesis. First, the change *L > Irl affected Bukar-Sadong 
dialects but not Rejang. Second, the Bukar-Sadong version of PMP *a Raising (*a > I\. I * _ C# 
except before velars) - which so temptingly resembles the Rejang version - is (apparently) not 
found in any other Bidayuh dialects. Taken together, these two facts undermine any supposed 
subgroup at the level of Proto Rejang and Proto Bidayuh. The case would be permanently closed 
if *L > Irl were assumed to be diagnostic for membership in the Bidayuh language group, but as 
we shall see in the next section, any such conclusion would be incorrect. Nevertheless, it is 
probable that *L > Irl preceded PMP *a Raising in Bukar-Sadong, and if so, the Rejang version 
of PMP *a Raising cannot be a shared innovation with Bukar-Sadong. These two objections 
notwithstanding, there still exists one more possible scenario open for uniting these two 
languages at some level lower than PMP. 
5.2. 1 How widespread was PMp ·l > Irl in Bidayuh? 
As mentioned, Irl from PMP *L is reflected in Bukar-Sadong and many other Bidayuh 
languages, but not in Rejang. The crucial point, however, is that this change is likewise not 
attested in some other Bidayuh languages, a number of which regularly show PMP *L as 11/ (e.g. 
Grogo, Sau, Milikin). Consider the Grogo forms below taken from Ray ( 1 9 1 3). 
Proto Bidayuh Bida yuh-Grogo Proto Bukar-Sadong 
PMP 3000 BP (Ray 1 9 1 3) 1 000 BP 
*LalJit *Lal)it lal)it *ral)it 'sky' 
*Laud *Laud Laud *Laut (irregular /-) 'sea' 
*siLun *siLun silun *siruh (irregular -h) 'fingernail ' 
*tuqeLaN *tu La I) tulal) *tural) 'bone' 
*taLih *taLih toLi *tarih 'rope' 
*buLan *buLan buLan *burl1.n 'moon' 
On this the evidence, *L > Irl cannot be assigned to Proto Bidayuh. 
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5.2.2 PMP *a raising in Bukar-Sadong and Rejang (revisited) 
Let us again consider the comparative data of PMP *-aC Raising shown in §4.3 .3 above. As 
far as I know, the Bukar-Sadong version of PMP *-aC Raising is not found in other Bidayuh 
dialects, in contrast to *l > Irl which is fairly widespread. It follows that *l > Irl must have 
preceded *a Raising in Bukar-Sadong; and therefore no version of *a Raising can possibly be 
assigned to any subgroup containing Proto Rejang and Proto Bukar-Sadong as members. Our 
most i nteresting comparison, therefore, must be due to borrowing (language contact) or chance 
(phonetic drift). But the likelihood of chance must be considered extremely low given the 
unusual nature of the conditioning (*-aC underwent raising 'except before velars') in exactly 
these two languages. Therefore, I shall argue for borrowing as the more likely explanation. 
5.2.3 'Saving the hypothesis' 
If the hypothesis is to stand up against the two objections mentioned in §5.2. 1 and §5.2.2, 
then the only way to save the hypothesis is to introduce a 'mixed'  theory based on an orderly 
application of tree-theory and wave-theory assumptions. The following display outlines the 
temporal and geographical requirements of the revised hypothesis. 
Proto language 3500 BP 
Proto Bidayuh 3000 BP pre-Rejang 
I 
Migration 1 200 BP 
I 
Proto Sa dong 1 000 BP Proto Rejang 1 000 BP 
The final display below indicates in more detail the set of assumptions consistent with the 
hypothesis. 
before 3500 BP 
3500 BP 
3500- 1 200 BP 
1 500-1 200 BP ' 
1 200 BP 
Rejang: 
Sadong: 
1 000 BP 
A plausible sequence of events 
Shared innovations defining pre-Rejang and pre-Bidayuh 
subgroup (e.g. *-a > *-a) 
Language split into pre-Rejang and Proto Bidayuh 
Pre-Rejang in contact with pre-Sadong in Sarawak 
1 .  *- V:CaC[-velar] > *-v.·CI1C spread by borrowing 
2. Final syllable stress spread by borrowing 
3 .  *l > Irl in Sa dong (did not spread to Rejang) 
Proto Rejang migration 
*t\ from *a merged with l'dl 
*11 from *a became new (7th) vowel 
Rejang dialect split 
Bukar-Sadong dialect split 
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6 Epilogue: a role for 'shared retentions' in language classification 
I t  is widely assumed that only shared innovations are relevant for subgrouping, and that 
shared retentions have no subgrouping value. This assumption has served as a guiding principle 
in this paper up to this point. A moment's reflection, however, should be enough to convince 
anyone that this principle has no real theoretical status. At best it is a caveat advising students of 
language not to waste their time looking for subgrouping hypotheses in unlikely places. But 
consider the matter theoretically. Assume the case of a subgrouping hypothesis that is well 
established on the basis of a reasonable number of shared innovations, e.g. Maanyan and 
Malagasy (Dahl 1 95 1 ). I t  almost goes without saying that any Maanyan and Malagasy cognates 
that are assumed to be inherited from the protolanguage 'directly' (without change) would be 
expected to be just as regular in their vacuous development as are the shared innovations in their 
a ltered development. And indeed, in practice such retentions are always regarded as 
backgrounded information in relation to the set of innovations, and for this reason their status is 
easily overlooked. What these retentions actually do theoretically (which is not usually noted) is: 
first, to bear witness against a lternative hypotheses; and second, to add positive weight to (the 
preponderance of) the standard evidence in favour of the hypothesis. This holds true despite the 
fact that, in the simplest cases, no alternative hypotheses are under consideration, and the added 
weight is not needed. 
But what about the more difficult cases, where such additional evidence might actually 
perform useful work? Such cases can and do arise, I suggest, in attempts to establish 
subgrouping hypotheses for isolated language groups like the Rejang. In such cases, there may 
be a legitimate use of evidence from shared retentions. When such evidence is examined, and 
considered alongside other evidence, it can help to refute a false hypothesis; and by the same 
token, it can add weight in support of a hypothesis. 
Consider the following three classes of retentions that are found scattered among many 
Austronesian languages, including Proto Rejang and Proto Bidayuh. 
(a) PMP diphthong *uy inherited as luyl in all known Rejang and Bidayiih dialects. 
(b) PMP infix *-in- 'past tense' inherited as -/inl- (Bidayuh) and -I-:m- (Rejang) -
reanalysed as the passive morpheme. 
(c) PMP *-eC inherited as *-aC except before *-q, where *-eq > *-aq: e.g. PMP *asap 
'smoke' > PR, PBS *asap 'smoke' alongside PMP *taneq > PR *tanaq (not 
**tanaq), PBS *tanah (not **tanah) 'earth'. (This retention is also found in Jakarta 
Malay.) 
The question to be asked is: can retention facts such as these, admittedly a distraction during the 
initial stages of research, nonetheless be useful at some point in the later stages of research, i.e. 
to support or refute an as yet unproven subgrouping hypothesis? I suggest that such facts can 
and should be brought to bear in cases like the hypothesis of this paper, which does have other 
facts to recommend it - facts that may be insufficient in number and quality to establish the 
hypothesis once and for all. 
Consider a possible alternative hypothesis that situates Proto Rejang within some other 
reasonably established subgroup, such as Proto Malayic (Adelaar 1 992). Clearly, two of the 
three retention facts mentioned above, namely that Rejang retains PMP *uy (as luy/) and the 
infix *-in- (as -I'dn/-) , do not favour any close Rejang-Malayic link ; rather, Rejang and Malay 
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must have split well beore the Malayic group underwent certain changes in the relevant etyma. 
Then what about the retention of *-eC as I'dCI except before *-q, where *e > la!? This retention 
is shared not only by Rejang and Bidayuh, but also by at least one Malay dialect: Jakarta Malay. 
But since we already know that Malay does not belong in a lower-order subgroup close with 
Rejang, this particular comparison can be safely ignored. But the conclusion does not apply with 
the same force in the comparison of Rejang and Bidayuh. It may not be totally vacuous to 
consider positively, in relation to the hypothesis of this paper, that Rejang and Bidayuh have 
preserved all three of these features of PAn!PMP (mostly) unchanged for at least 5000 years, 
against the hundreds (or perhaps thousands) of changes that affected neighbouring subgroups, 
and indeed, against all of the possible changes that could have occurred, but did not. 
Appendix: Proto Rejang and Proto Bukar-Sadong reconstructions 
The reconstructed forms presented below are based on five Rejang dialects and five Bukar­
Sadong dialects; data were collected by the author using Malay equivalents for elicitation 
purposes. For example, bilingual speakers were presented with a Malay form (e.g. tangan 
'hand') and asked to produce the Rejang or Bukar-Sadong equivalent, which was duly taped and 
transcribed by the author. Rejang data were obtained in April 200 1 for Rawas, Lebong, and 
Kebanagung; Musi and Pasisir data are from McGinn ( 1 997). Bukar-Sadong data were obtained 
in December 2000 and April 200 1 .  Unfortunately, space limitations dO .not permit displaying 
the data of all ten dialects surveyed. Included are the reconstructed protolanguages with one 
example from a contemporary dialect. Unless marked otherwise, the Rejang data are from the 
Rawas dialect, and the Bukar-Sadong data are from Tibakang. PMP forms are taken without 
modification from Robert A. Blust's online Austronesian comparative dictionary (n.d.), an 
invaluable resource which is hereby gratefully acknowledged. 
Phonetic notes: 1 .  Rejang Rawas lal = low fronted vowel contrasting with low back la/. 2 .  In 
aU contemporary dialects below (both languages), nasal phonemes represented orthographically 
as Imbl, Ind!, Injl, and IrJgI are distinguished acoustically from plain nasals Iml, In!, etc. ,  in that 
whereas the latter are followed by nasalised vowels, the former are followed by oral vowels. See 
Scott ( 1 964) for a description of Sadong nasal phonemes; see Coady and McGinn ( 1 983)  for the 
corresponding Rejang nasal phonemes. 
PMP 1. *anay 2. *alJin 3. *anak 
PR *an:lY *alJin *anak 
PBS *ani db!. *rilJga *mahu *anak 
Rawas makak (Keb. an:le-an:le) alJin anak 
Tibakang ani ani alJin (Mujat mahu) anak 
GLOSS TERMITE WIND CHILD 
PMP 4. *ajelJ 5 . *arep 6. *hasaq 
PR *ahalJ (irreg. *e > a) *ah:lp *asaq 
PBS *buh:l *ar[:I, Alp *IJ-asa?, *[n, IJI-ulik 
Rawas a?aIJ ndak (Keb. ah:lp) asah 
Tibakang bahan apuy (Mujat buh:l) ar:lp midAn (Mujat lJasa?) 
GLOSS CHARCOAL HOPE SHARPEN 
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PMP 7. *asep 8. *qatep 9. *qatey 
PR *as:lp *at:lp *at:lY 
PBS *as:lp *iraw *ati 
Rawas as:lp at:lp atuy 
Tibakang as:lp iri\W ati 
GLOSS SMOKE ROOF LIVER 
PMP 1 0. *hawak, *tubuq I I . *bahu 1 2. *bales 
PR *awak *bau *bal:ls 
PBS *tibu? *sibh *bal:ls 
Rawas k:lw ba:lW bal:ls 
Tibakang tibu? s:lk:lh mal:ls 
GLOSS BODY ODOUR REPLY 
PMP 1 3. *uRat 'vein; root' 1 4. *bapa-q 1 5 . *batalJ 
PR *bal:lt *bapak *batalJ 
PBS *UhAt *amal) *batalJ 
Rawas bania/aba (Keb. bal:lt) bapak batalJ 
Tibakang uhAt amal) t:ll):ln kayuh (Mujat bAtal) 
GLOSS ROOT FATHER TREE TRUNK 
PMP 1 6. *bibiR 1 7. *banil) 1 8 . *babaq 
PR *bibiR; MOUTH *benel) *baq 
*mus dbl. *l)us 
PBS *bibih *kura? *sagu? 
Rawas I)us, bibia laooy - ku?a w pi-bah 
Kebanagung bebea 'lower lip' benel) bah 
Tibakang bibih kura? sag:l? 
GLOSS LIPS TORTOISE BELOW 
PMP 1 9. *balik. 20. *baqeRu 2 1 .  *binehiq 
PR *biiliik *b:llu *biniq 
PBS *mari(l), ?J 'pulang' *ba(?, 0Juh *bini? 
Rawas biiliik ool:lw ooniih 
Tibakang balik., mari? bauh bene? 
GLOSS RETURN NEW SEED 
PMP 22. *bener 23. *benaqi 24. *beReqat 
PR *OOn:lh *b:ln:lY *b:ln:lg dbl. ooh:lt 
PBS *m:ln:l (?, 0J non cognate *bahat 
Rawas oon:la oonuy oon:lg 
Tibakang m:ln:l kirasik. bahat 
GLOSS CORRECf SAND HEAVY 
PMP 25. *beRuk 26. *bitiqis 27. *betul 
PR *oohuk *b:ltis dbl. kiikiil *ootul dbl. oon:lh 
PBS *baruk dbl. *Aluk *bites *bAtul 
Rawas bu?uk kiikiil (Keb. ootis) oon:la 
Tibakang kara? (Mujat Aluk) betes m:ln:l 
GLOSS MONKEY, APE CALF OF LEG TRUE, CORRECf 
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PMP 28. *bahi 29. *qalejaw, *waRi 30. *biluk 
PR *bey *bili *(b)ilok 
PBS *sue? *andu 
Rawas ana? s::llamy bil::lY belok 
Tibakang sue? iC::lk andu nyimpal) 
GLOSS CHILD DAY TURN 
PMP 3 1 .  *baRani 32.  *wahiR 33 .  *bituqin 
PR *bini *bioi *bital) 
PBS *pAgAn *umon *bint::l? 
Rawas bin;)y bioi bitalJ 
Tibakang pAgAn omon bint::l? 
GLOSS BRAVE WATER STAR 
PMP 34. *buaq 35.  *bunuq 36.  *buqaya 
PR *buaq *unuq *bu::lY 
PBS *bua? *kab::ls *bu[0, ?]AY 
Rawas buah-buah onoh mouy 
Tibakang bua? kinab::ls bUAY 
GLOSS FRUIT KILL CROCODILE 
PMP 37. *bukid 38 *bulan 39. *bulat 40. *bulu 
PR *teb::l db!. *bukit *bul;)n *bui::lt *bulaw 
PBS *d[a, A]r;xl *burAn *burul) *buruh 
Rawas t::lbaw bul::ln bul::lt bul::lw 
Tibakang kajuh 'hill' burAn b::lr::ll) buruh 
GLOSS HILL MOON ROUND FEATHER 
PMP 4 1 .  *bul)a 4 1 .  *buhek 42. *buRuk 
PR *bul)i *buk *buhuk, db!. *kidek 
PBS *bul)a [0, ?] irreg. *buruh *madam. 
Rawas bul):ly buk kedek 'bad person' 
T�bakang bUl)a buruh madam 
GLOSS FLOWER HEAD HAlR UGLY; WORN OUT 
PMP 43. *batu 44. *(d)aRaq 45. *Iaiej 
PR *butu *dalaq *dai::lj 
PBS *batuh *d[a, A]ya? *nar::ld 
Rawas but::lw dalah dal::lt 
Tibakang batuh dAya? tura? (Mujat narAd) 
GLOSS STONE BLOOD HOUSEFLY 
PMP 46. *zalan 47. *daqan 48. *Danaw 
PR *dal::ln *dan *danew 
PBS *jArAn *da?an *danu 
Rawas dal:ln dan daniw 
Tibakang jArAn da?an danu 
GLOSS PATH. ROAD BRANCH LAKE 
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PMP 49. *dahun 
PR *daun 
PBS *da?un 
Rawas daun 
Tibakang daw;)? 
GLOSS LEAF 
PMP 52. *zaRum 
PR *dolom 
PBS *jarum 
Rawas dolom 
Tibakang jarum 
GLOSS NEEDLE 
PMP 55.  *dukut. *udu 
PR *dukut 
PBS *uduh 
Rawas dukut 
Tibakang uduh 
GLOSS GRASS 
PMP 58. *deRes 
PR *d�h;)s 
PBS *d�r�s 
Rawas d�?;)s 
Tibakang d�r�s 
GLOSS SWIFT CURRENT 
PMP 6 1 .  *qiliR 
PR *iliR 
PBS *saba? db!. *mamAn 
Rawas pilot 
Tibakang maffiAn 'flow' 
GLOSS DOWNSTREAM 
PMP 64. *embun 
PR �mbun; awan 
PBS *ambunl*ramal) 
Rawas mbunlaw�n 
Tibakang ramal) 
GLOSS CLOUD 
PMP 67. *gilap 
PR *g�l;)p (spor. *i > �) 
PBS 
Rawas no data 
Tibakang klap-klip (bOrr.) 
GLOSS FLASH 
50. *dilaq 
*dilaq 
*jile[h. ?] 
lidah 
jeleh 
TONGUE 
53.  *dapuR 
*dopol 
dopol 
abuh 
KITCHEN 
56. 
*das 
sAmbu 
das 
sAmbu 
(ON) TOP 
59. *hiket 
*iikiit 
*kab�t 
iikiit 
kab�t 
TO TIE 
62. *ipen 
*iipiin 
*jip�hljip[u. * 
iipiin 
jip;)h 
TOOTH 
65. *enem 
*num 
*�n�m 
num 
�n�m 
SIX 
68. *genep 
*g�n�p 
*g;)n;)p 
g;)n�p 
g;)n�p 
COMPLETE 
5 1 .  *debu 
*d�bu 
*dAbu 
d�oow 
dAbu 
DUST 
54. *Duha 
*dui 
*du�h 
du�y (Keb. dui) 
du;)h 
TWO 
57. 
*dah�t 
*day�h 
da?�t 
day�h 
INLAND 
60. *Rakit 
*hiiklit 
*lantil) 
liklit (Keb. heket) 
lantil) 
RAFT 
63.  *isep 
*iisiip 
*sih�p 
(I) iisiip 
ny;)h�p 
SUCK 
66. *gatel 
*gatal (irreg. *e > a) 
*gat�l 
gatal 
gat�l 
ITCH 
69. *quDip 
*idup 
*m-udip 
idup 
mudip 
ALIVE 
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PMP 70. *ikuR 7 1 .  72. 
PR *ikoR *quq *rimb;) 
PBS *ulJkuy *joho? *tu[?, 01an 
Rawas iku? (borr. Palembang) jaoh (Keb. hoah) imbaw 
Tibakang ulJkuy joho? nuan 
GLOSS TAIL FAR FOREST 
PMP 73. 74. *hisalJ 75. *isi 
PR *indok *isalJ *isi 
PBS *[a, i]nd;) *su?op db!. *sa?ap *isih db!. *abih 
Rawas indok isalJ is;)y 
Tibakang and;) so?op (Mujat sa?ap) isih (Mujat abih) 
GLOSS MOTHER GILLS CONTENTS 
PMP 76. *kita 77 .  *qitulJ 78.rejalJ (name) 
PR *(k)it;) *itulJ *tun h;)jalJ 'Rejangs' 
PBS *kita? *itolJ db!. *iy;)p 
Rawas kit;) rikin (borr. English) m;)r;)jaIJ 'migrate' 
Tibakang kita? ni;)p (sulJi) rAjalJ 'Rejang river' 
GLOSS I PL.lNCL COUNT REJANG 
PMP 79. *zari 80. *kabut 8 1 .  *kaka-q 
PR *jihi *kabut *kakak 
PBS *bua? tAIJAn *umbu? 
Rawas ji?;)y kabut kakak 
Tibakang bua? tAIJAn kabus umbu? 
GLOSS FINGER FOG ELD. SIBLING 
PMP 82. *hikan 83 .  *ka-wanan 84. *kasaw 
PR *kan *kan;)n *kas;)w 
PBS *eke?, *Iauk *[0, n]ta?uh *kasu 
Rawas kan kan;)n kasiw 
Tibakang eke? ta?uh kasu 
GLOSS FISH RIGHTSIDE RAFTER 
PMP 85. *kami 86. *kawil 87 .  *kawit 
PR *kami *kawil *kait 
PBS *ami[?, 0] *minti? *ka?it 
Rawas kamay pacilJ (Keb. kewea) kait 
Tibakang ami minti? ka?it 
GLOSS I PL.EXCL TO FISH HOOK 
PMP 88 .  *kutkut 89. *kempu 90. *keRilJ 
PR *gahut *k;)pu *bhilJ 
PBS *g[a,A1YAs *sulJkuh *b[a,A,;)]d;)? 
Rawas kaut bp;)w ki?ilJ 
Tibakang gAYAS sUlJkuh bad;)? 
GLOSS SCRATCH GRANDCHILD DRY 
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PMP 9 1 .  *esak/*tanek 92. *tawa 93.  *kilat 
PR *k-:lsak *tawi *kil:lt 
PBS *n-an:lk *IlAtAw *kilAt 
Rawas k-esak taW:lY kil:lt 
Tibakang Asak IlAtAW kilAt 
GLOSS COOK LAUGH LIGHTNING 
PMP 94. *kahiw 95. *kahu 96. *kamu 
PR *kiiw *kau *kumu 
PBS *kayuh *amu[?) *amu? 
Rawas kiiw kab:ln (Keb. ko) kum:lw 
Tibakang kayuh amu? amu? 
GLOSS WOOD 2SG 2SG/2PL 
PMP 97. *kena 9S. *kutu 99. *asu 
PR *k:lno *gutu *kuyuk 
PBS *udog *gutu *kasul) 
Rawas k;maw (Keb. k:lno) gut;)W kucak (Keb. kuyuk) 
Tibakang odog gutu kasul) 
GLOSS STRIKE LOUSE DOG 
PMP 1 00. *Ial)aw 1 0 1 .  *Iahud 1 02. *Iawaq 
PR *lal);)w *Iaut *la[w, b)aq 
PBS *rAI)U *Ia?ut *kAka? 
Rawas lal)iw laut 1;)labah 
Tibakang tura? dAbiru laut ap;)k 
GLOSS HORSEFLY SEA SPIDER 
PMP 1 03. *Ial)it 1 04. *Iain 105.  *Iebiq 
PR *Hil)at *Ieyn *I;)biq 
PBS *ral)it *bubn *lAbih 
Rawas lal)at lain - landuman l;)bah 
Tibakang ral)it b;)bn lAbih 
GLOSS SKY OTHER EXCESS 
PMP 1 06. *lem 107. *lima lOS.  *Iesul) 
PR *(pi)lem *Iemo *l;)sul) 
PBS *u[l'l, ?]ah *rim;)h *risol) 
Rawas pil;)m - ol;)m I;)maw l;)sul) 
Tibakang t;)r;)p rim:lh risol) 
GLOSS INSIDE AVE MORTAR 
PMP ·1 09. *libeR 1 1 0. *laRiw > *laRi I l l . *beRey 
PR *Iib;)h *lili *I;)y 
PBS *Iib;)r *buhu[?, I'l )  *jug[o, A]n 
Rawas lib:la liley luy 
Tibakang kahi (Mujat lambAr) buhu nyogon 
GLOSS WIDE RUN GIVE 
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PMP 1 1 2. "'bas;lq (*Ix;lq) 1 1 3. *qali-metaq 1 1 4. 
PR *Ixaq *!itaq *Iuaq 
PBS *bisa? db!. *Ihca? *mata? db!. *mut;lk *[b, mjada? db!. 
*I)ancak 
Rawas Ixah litah titah 
Tibakang ra?us (Mujat bisa?) mAta? I)ancak 
GLOSS SOAKED LEECH COMMAND 
PMP 1 1 5. *Iurus 1 1 6 . *mama-q 1 1 7. *mata 
PR *Iuhus *mamak *mati 
PBS *bujog *ambah *mat;lh 
Rawas lu?us wak (Keb. mamak) mati 
Tibakang bojog biradik kawAn bat;lh (Mujat mAt;lh) 
GLOSS STRAIGHT MO.BRO. EYE 
PMP 1 1 8. *matey 1 1 9 .  *embun 1 20. *um-inem 
PR *mat;ly *-mb;lm *miiniiml*mbuk bioI 
PBS *kab;ls *salak db!. *sahu *nyih;lp 
Rawas matuy n;lmb;)m mbuk bioI 
Tibakang kab;)s nyalak ny;)h;)p 
GLOSS DIE BURN DRINK 
PMP 1 2 1 .  *ma-iRaq 1 22. *mi-hepi 1 23. *emis 
PR *miJaq, *abal) (borr.) *mipi *mis 
PBS *calak *pi[a,Ajm;,h *sidi? 
Rawas abal) mip;)y mis 
Tibakang cAlak piam;)h sidi? 
GLOSS RED DREAM SWEET 
PMP 1 24. *manuk 1 25.  *ma-anyud 1 26. *um-utaq 
PR *monok *monot *mutaq 
PBS *siok *mamAn *I)-ute? (leI irreg.) 
Rawas monok anyut (Keb. monot) mutah 
Tibakang siok mamAn I)ute? 
GLOSS CHICKEN DRIFT VOMIT 
PMP 1 27. 1 28.  *nahik 1 29. *ni-a 
PR *nak, *tal), *I;, *niik *n;l 
PBS *al) db!. *dA *nyumak, db!. *ni?;,h - *n;)h 
*[g, l)jatuh 
Rawas tal) - I;) b-niik n;) 
Tibakang dA nyumak n;lh 
GLOSS AT CLIMB 3SG.POSS 
PMP 1 30. *niuR 1 3 1 . *nipis 1 32. *ni-hu 
PR *nioR *mipis *nu 
PBS *buntAn *!ide? *amu? 
Rawas nioa m;,lipis kaoon 
Tibakang buntAn lede? amu 
GLOSS COCONUT THIN 2SG.POSS 
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PMP 1 33. *nawa 
PR *nyabi (irreg. -b-) 
PBS *as:ll), *nyawa 
Rawas nyab:ly 
Tibakang nyAwAy 
GLOSS SOUL 
PMP 1 36.  *qulej 
PR *ul:lj 
PBS *ur:xi 
Rawas ul:lt (Keb. olog) 
Tibakang :lr:ld 
GLOSS CATERPILLAR 
PMP 1 39. *qutek 
PR *u:t:lk > *ut:l:k > uta:k 
PBS *[i,:ljnt:lk 
Rawas utak 
Tibakang :lnt:lk 
GLOSS BRAIN 
PMP 1 42 .  *pajey 
PR *pa:ly 
PBS *pAdi 
Rawas pay 
Tibakang pAdi 
GLOSS RlCEPLANT 
PMP 1 45. *panzan 
PR *panjal] 
PBS *ambuh 
Rawas panjal) 
Tibakang ambuh 
GLOSS LONG 
PMP 1 48 .  *pahak 
PR *pahak 
PBS *sind:lk 
Rawas k:xi:lt (M pa?a?) 
Tibakang sind:lk 
GLOSS NEAR 
PMP 1 5 1 . *qapeju 
PR *p:lgu, *ah:ly-ah:lY 
PBS *puduh 
Rawas p:lg:lW 
Tibakang puduh 
GLOSS GALL 
1 34. *namuk 
*nyomok 
*pirUl)gAt 
nyomok 
pirUl)gAt 
MOSQUITO 
1 37. *qapuR 
*kapuh 
*binyuh 
upua 
binyuh 
CHALK, LIME 
1 40. *Ratus 
*hotos 
*ratus 
otos 
ratus 
H UNDRED 
1 43.  *panas 'hot' 
*hapejes 'spicy' 
*pan:ls 
*pArAs 
pan:ls 
pArAs 
HOT (HEAT) 
1 46. *hepat 
*pat 
*umpAt 
pat 
umpAt 
FOUR 
1 49.  *pi1iq 
*(p)iliq 
*milih 
paHihimutia 
milih 
CHOOSE 
1 52. *pegel) 
*gol) 
*[t,mjag:lh 
gol) 
magah 
HOLD 
1 35. *huluR 
*uluh 
*pi-tuhun 
ulua 
nulur 
TO LOWER; EXTE:'W S.T. 
1 38. *hapuy 
*upuy 
*apuy 
upuy 
apuy 
FIRE 
1 4 1 . 
*p-adaq 
*s-Anda? 
p-adah 
sAnda? 
SAY 
1 44. *panaw 
*pan:lw 
*panu 
paniw 
panu 
WALK 
1 47 .  *pataq 
*patiq 
*p[a,Ajta? 
patah - pal):la 
pata? 
BREAK 
1 50. *paqit 
*pat 
*pa?it 
pat 
pa?it 
BITTER 
1 53 .  *palaqepaq 
*p:ll:lpaq 
*kilapa[?,h,0j 
p:ll:lpah 
kilapa buntAn 
PALMFROND 
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PMP 1 54. *penuq 1 55.  *peRes 1 56. *p-inzem 
PR *p;muq *pehes *inj;)m (contrast *ipen) 
PBS *puno? *p;)r;)s *m-inj[;), A]m 
Rawas �noh n;)cit inj;)m 
Tibakang pono? p;)r;)s minjAm 
GLOSS FULL SQUEEZE BORROW 
PMP 1 57. *pisaw 1 58 .  *puluq 1 59. *punay 
PR *pis;)w *puluq *pun;)y 
PBS *piso[0,?] *puru? *puni 
Rawas pisiw poloh punuy 
Tibakang piso sim;)h;)1) puni 
du;)h puru? 'twenty' 
GLOSS KNIFE TEN DOVE 
PMP 1 60. *pandak 1 6 1 .  *pusej 1 62.  *puket 
PR *p;)ndak - p;)dak *pusej *pubt 
PBS *kid;)g *pasid *PUk[;),A]t 
Rawas p;)dak puS;)t pokot 
Tibakang k;)d;)g pasid jaril) 
GLOSS SHORT NAVEL DRAGNET 
PMP 1 63. *pulut 1 64. *puqun 1 65. *putiq 
*budaq 'foam' 
PR *jala, *pulut *pun,*batal) *putiq 
PBS *purut db. put;)k *pu?un *buda? db\. *mupo? 
Rawas pulut batal) putah 
Tibakang purut pu?un kayuh buda? 
GLOSS BIRDLIME TREE WHITE 
PMP 1 66. 1 67. *kizep 1 68. *silun 
PR *sah;)p *-kij;)p *s;)lon 
PBS *ur[;),A]s *kis;)p db\. *bul;)p *siruh 
Rawas sa?ep goa - bdip kubw 
Tibakang ur;)s kis;)p siruh 
GLOSS TO LITTER BLINK FINGERNAIL 
PMP 1 69. *ma-Ruqanay 1 70. *sempitl*kepit 1 7 1 .  *silu 
PR *man;)y *s;)pit *silu 
PBS *dari[0,?] *sAmpit 
Rawas s;)-manuy S;)pit sil;)w 
Tibakang dari-dari sampit sas;)h 
GLOSS MALE NARROW RHEUMATIC PAIN 
PMP 1 72. *qasiRa 1 73. *sintak 1 74. *sabul) 
PR *sili *sitak *sobol) 
PBS *gulo? *sabul), *tal)ko? 
Rawas ga?em (borr. Malay) sita? sobol), nyobol) 
Tibakang golo? nyintak nyabul) siok 
GLOSS SALT JERK COCKFIGHT 
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PMP 1 75. *surat 1 76. *sapu 1 77. *susu 
PR *SUh;lt *supu *susu 
PBS *surAt *sapu, *-adus *sisol) 
Rawas SU?;lt supew kajut 'milk' 
puan 'nipple' 
Tibakang surAt nyapu sisol) 
GLOSS WRITE BROOM M ILKIBREAST 
PMP 1 78. *tazem 1 79. *tales 1 80. *taneq 
PR *taj;lm *tal;ls *tanaq 
PBS *rAja? *tana? *tanaq 
Rawas taFm kelad;ly (barr.) tanah 
Tibakang rAja? tana? 
GLOSS SHARP TARO EARTH 
PMP 1 8 1 . *tanem 1 82. *tal)an 1 83. *taqun 
PR *tan;lm *tal);ln *taun 
PBS *puruh *tAI)An *sAwa? 
Rawas tan;lm tal);ln ton 
Tibakang pUfuh tAI)An SAwa 
GLOSS TO PLANT HAND YEAR 
PMP 1 84. *tawaD 1 85. *teka 1 86. *tuqelaN 
PR *taw;lh (K) *tdko *tdlan 
PBS *tawAf *mAnd;lg *tural) 
Rawas taW;)a cf. lib;Ja tdkaw tdlan 
Tibakang tawAf mAnddg tural) 
tArAn 'adam's apple' 
GLOSS HAGGLE COME BONE 
PMP 1 87. *telu 1 8 8. *tinaqi 'stomach' 1 89. *qateluR 
PR *tdlu *t;ln;Jy *tdnol 
PBS *taruh *na?ih db!. *putul) *[0, nJtulo? 
Rawas tdldw tdnuy tdnoa - t;lno1 
Tibakang taruh na?ih cf. *tAni tolo? 
'intestines' 
GLOSS THREE STOMACH EGG 
PMP 1 90. *deqeR 1 9 1 .  *tanda 1 92. *takebas 
PR *tdl)Oa, *tihuk (see EAR) *tandd *tdbaS 
PBS *dil)ah *tanda db!. *indih *tAbAS db!. *Mhu? 
Rawas ti?uk tandd t;Jbas 
Tibakang kidil)ah tanda nAhu?/tAbAS 
GLOSS HEAR MARK, SIGN CLEAR-CUT 
PMP 1 93. *tebal) 1 94. *tektek [' 95. *tiDuR 
PR *tdbal) *tdtok *tiduR (K tiduh) 
PBS *tab;J1) *kap;Jg *bu? dS 
Rawas tdbal) tdtok tidua 
Tibakang tab;J1) kap;Jg b;J?dS 
GLOSS FELL (TREE) CHOP, HACK SLEEP 
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PMP 1 96. *taqi 1 97. *tikam 198 .  
PR *t:lY *tik:lm db!. *tujaq *tihuk 
PBS *t[a,A]ki? *kapiI) 
Rawas tuy tujah ti?uk 
Tibakang taki? naI)kAt/nab:lk 
Mujat kapiI) I)-ujak 
GLOSS FAECES TO STAB EAR 
PMP 1 99. *tirus 200. *talih 20 1 .  *timba 
PR *tihus *tili *timbo 
PBS *tarih *timb[ a,A wJ 
Rawas cituI) til:lY timbaw 
Tibakang tiruk tarih timba - timbA w 
GLOSS TAPERING ROPE WELL-PAIL 
PMP 202. *timeRaq 203. *timbak 204. *tupelak 
PR *timaq *timbak *tulak 
PBS *timah (borr. M!.) *timbak 
Rawas timah nimbak tulak 
Tibakang timah nimbak numbuk 
GLOSS TIN TO SHOOT REJECT 
PMP 205. *hiup 206. *tuzuq 207. *tuI)ked 
PR *t-iup *tujuq *tokot 
PBS *iju? (cog.) *tuI)bt, *siI)kuhud 
Rawas tiup tojoh tokot 
Tibakang I)ompo iju? tUI)bt 
GLOSS BLOW SEVEN CANE, STAFF 
PMP 208. *tupul 209. *tuqah 2 1 0. *tutup 
PR *tupul *tui *tutup, *t:lbp 
PBS *taj:l *tu?uh *tutu[0, pJ 
Rawas topol tU:lY (Keb. tui) tutup 
Tibakang taj:l tu?uh tutu 
GLOSS DULL, BLUNT OLD TO CLOSE 
PMP 2 1 1 .  *TukTuk 2 1 2. *qubi 2 1 3. *quDaI) 
PR *tutuk *ubi *udaI) 
PBS *I)umpah *banduI) *andaI) 
Rawas tutuk ub:lY udaI) 
Tibakang I):lmp:lh banduI) andaI) 
GLOSS POUND RICE YAM SHR IMP 
PMP 2 1 4. *quzan 2 1 5. *aku 2 1 6. *qulu 
PR *uj:ln *uku *ulu 
PBS *ujAn *aku? *ba?ak 'head' 
Rawas uj:ln bw u\:lw 
Tibakang ujAn aku ba?ak 
GLOSS RAIN IS PRONOUN HEAD 
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PMP 2 1 7. *Rumaq 2 1 8. *busuk 2 1 9. *qayam 
PR *humaq *(b)usuk *yam(-yam) 
PBS *ramin *sik"h *rubi 
Rawas umah busuk mainan 
Tibakang ramin s"bh birubi 
GLOSS HOUSE ROTIEN TOY 
PMP 220. *walu 22 1 .  *siwa 222. 
PR *d"lap;m *s"mil"n *cua, *lal] 
PBS *mahi *piri?i *kai? db!. kad,,? 
Rawas lap"n s"mil"n lal] 
Tibakang mahi piri?i kai? 
GLOSS EIGHT NINE NOT 
PMP 223. 224. *ati 225. *-
PR *iso, *bubn *ati *dal], jibaq 
PBS *bubn *bayuh *aba? 
Rawas bubn 'chicken paunch' "lum jibah 
Tibakang b"bn bayuh aba? 
GLOSS NOT A NOT YET DON'T 
PMP 226. *- 227. *- 228. *-
PR *may *nak *di 
PBS *nd;Jg *dA db!. *al] *a?ih 
Rawas may tal] - l;J d"y 
Tibakang nd;Jg dA a?ih 
GLOSS TO AT THERE 
PMP 229. *- 230. *I]ajan 23 1 .  *tahiq/zaqit 
PR *(P)iY;J *gan *m;J-ndat 
PBS *ati? *gAnAn *ji?it 
Rawas iy" gan m,,-ndat 
Tibakang ati? gAnAn nyi?it 
GLOSS HERE NAME SEW 
PMP 232. *buka' 233.  *nipay db!. hulaR 234. *ma-Raya 
PR *buka? *nipi *li 
PBS *buka? *nip;Jh db!. *ulAr *ray"h db!. bahas 
Rawas bukak [buka?] ular Irl voiceless I"y 
Tibakang buka? nyip;)h raY;Jh 
GLOSS TO OPEN SNAKE BIG 
PMP 235. *ma-kapal 236. *si-ia 237. *si-ida 
PR *kApa[0, ?] *si *si, *tobo ?;J 
PBS *inya si?en *balainya 
Rawas bbol s"y si - tobo ?;) 
Tibakang kApa inya se?e inya se?en 
GLOSS THICK HE/SHE THEY 
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PMP 238. *apaJanu 239. *i-sai 240. *kualkuja 
PR *jano db!. *igan *api db!. *sapo (?) 
PBS *anih *asih *mul) anih 
Rawas igan (s)apaw - a\Y.lY (hon.) ci inan ca?';Iy n';l - cinan 
ca?';Iy n';l (Leb. aw';lY ip';l) 
Tibakang anih asih mUI) anih 
GLOSS WHAT? WHO? HOW? 
PMP 24 1 .  *esaJisa 242. *balanak 243. *baial)a 
PR *do *b';llanak *b';llal)i 
PBS *indi? *bi[r, 0Janak *b[a, iJlal)a?(-l- irreg.) 
Rawas daw (M do) b';lianak ooial)';Iy 
Tibakang indi? baranak baial)a? 
GLOSS ONE MULLETRSH CLAYPOT 
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The Saluan-Banggai microgroup 
of eastern Sulawesi 
DAVID MEAD 
1 Introduction 
In  this paper, I focus on five languages of eastern Sulawesi, namely Saluan, Bobongko, 
Andio, Balantak and Banggai (see Map 1 ). Saluan, Balantak and Banggai are relatively well­
known languages, each spoken by some thousands of speakers, while Bobongko and Andio 
are smaller, sometimes overlooked languages spoken in small enclaves. 
In the 1 9'h century and into the 20'\ it was usual for the Saluan language to be referred to 
as Loinan (also spelled Luinan, Loinang, or Loindang). Because Loinan carries certain 
negative connotations, in recent decades this term has given way to Saluan. Loinan and its 
variants, and later Saluan, have also been used to refer to the group which includes Saluan 
proper, Balantak, and (when recognised) Bobongko and Andio. Researchers, however, have 
differed regarding the position of Banggai: some have included it within this group, but 
others have excluded it. The term 'Saluan' is thus doubly ambiguous, referring either to a 
single language or a group of languages, which group may or may not include Banggai.  To 
resolve this ambiguity, I use 'Saluan' solely for the language, and 'Saluan-Banggai' when 
referring to the group. I 
I thus fall on the side of those who include Banggai in a grouping with Saluan, Bobongko, 
Andio and Balantak. I base this conclusion on evidence from historical sound change. 
All told, there are twelve sound changes which distinguish Saluan, Bobongko, Andio and 
Balantak from ·their Proto Malayo-Polynesian ancestor. Together these changes constitute 
our best evidence for grouping these four languages into a single microgroup, that is to say a 
set of languages which share a relatively immediate common ancestor, and which are more 
closely related to each other than to any surrounding language. At the same time, however, 
these same twelve changes are also exhibited in Banggai, which perforce must be included in 
Another reason for not using 'Saluan' as the group label is that Banggai is the largest and most prestigious 
of the five languages. Formerly the Banggai held sway over the Saluan and Balantak regions and not the 
other way around, a fact reflected, for example, in that the administrative area where Saluan and 
Balantak are spoken is named the Banggai Regency. 
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any such group. Furthermore, within this group Banggai and Balantak share in two further 
changes, and in our picture of internal subgrouping these two languages must stand together 
against a western group composed of Saluan, Bobongko and Andio. 
Section 2 discusses previous classifications of the Saluan-Banggai languages. Section 3 
lays out the twelve sound changes exhibited by all five Saluan-Banggai languages. Section 4 
describes additional sound changes, some of which are exhibited by two or more languages, 
but none of which is found in all five languages. The implications which these changes have 
for subgrouping are addressed in §5. 
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2 Previous classifications of the languages of eastern Sulawesi 
In  Nicolaus Adriani's seminal work on the language situation of Sulawesi (Adriani & 
Kruyt 1 9 1 4), the Loinan language family was presented as consisting of four languages: the 
Bobongko language spoken on the north coast of Togian Island, the Loinan and Balantak 
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languages spoken on the mainland of the eastern arm of Sula wesi, and the Banggai language 
spoken in the nearby archipelago of the same name just to the south.2 
Unknown to Adriani was the small Andio language, spoken today by about 1 700 people 
in two villages in an otherwise Balantak-speaking area. Although this language came to the 
attention of linguists two decades ago, through unfortunate circumstances3 both Barr and 
Barr ( 1 979) and Sneddon ( 1 983) initially equated this isolect with the Bobongko language 
spoken in the Togian Islands. Later Bobongko and Andio word lists appeared together in an 
I ndonesian publication (Wumbu et al. 1 986), which made it clear that these were different 
languages, but it remained for Noorduyn ( 1 99 1 a: l 03,  1 99 1 b: 1 40) to bring this to the 
attention of outside scholars. The affiliation of Andio with Saluan, Bobongko and Balantak 
has never been questioned. 
This is not true of Banggai. Even prior to Adriani, Brandes ( 1 894) had used two primary 
criteria - the presence/absence of tensed verbs and the so-called reversed genitive (see 
below) - to classify languages of Sulawesi, and by these criteria Banggai and Saluan 
fell into separate language families. Although Adriani argued against using either criterion 
to classify languages (Adriani & Kruyt 1 9 1 4 :284ff., see also Noorduyn 1 99 1 b: 1 42), 
nonetheless Adrian i 's reasons for choosing a particular classification were often 
impressionistic, leaving subsequent researchers to bolster his claims, or in some cases dispute 
them. Already by 1 938 ,  Adriani 's understudy and colleague Esser had given Banggai a 
position coordinate to his Loinang group, while Salzner ( 1 960), who generally followed Esser 
in regard to Sulawesi languages, removed Banggai completely from it.4 Similarly, when 
Sneddon ( 1 983) compiled his language map of Sulawesi, he placed Banggai as a group-level 
isolate within his Central Sulawesi supergroup. Later in a discussion concerning Sulawesi 
microgroups he commented simply, 'Banggai appears to be sufficiently different from other 
Sulawesi languages to deserve independent status' (Sneddon 1 993 :2). 
The divergent position of Banggai has been confirmed by recent lexicostatistical 
comparisons in Barr and Barr ( 1 979), Kaseng et al . ( 1 979) and Lauder et al. (2000). 
According to the Barrs ' calculations, for example, while Banggai indeed scored highest in 
lexical similarity with Saluan (47%), Andio (48%) and Balantak (5 1 %) - compare this to a 
range from 35  to 45% lexical similarity with all other Central Sulawesi languages -
nevertheless, they considered these scores low enough to place Banggai in its own group. My 
own calculations, based on a comparison of 206 items and displayed in Figure 1 ,  produced 
lexical similarity scores for Banggai roughly ten percentage points across the board even 
lower than those calculated by the Barrs (Bobongko was not included in their comparison). 
2 
3 
4 
In some 1 9'h century writings one also reads of a M andono or Mondonu language belonging to this group. 
The postulation of a Mandono language distinct from Saluan, spoken on the coast opposite Peleng Island, 
apparently originated with Riedel ( 1 868:44, fn.8). I take the position, also adopted by Holle ( 1 894) and 
Brandes ( 1 894), that M andono referred either to a dialect of Saluan or some portion of the Saluan­
speaking area. The origin of the term Mandono, and whether it is still used locally today, is a matter for 
further investigation. 
First, as reported by Barr and Barr ( 1 979:36), an alternative (but derogatory) name for the Andio language 
is Bobongko. Second, in the guide to his language map of Sulawesi, Adriani listed the negative term for 
Bobongko as andioo (Adriani & Kruyt 1 9  I 4:352). 
Salzner's ( 1 960 : 1 4) inclusion, on the other hand, of certain Bajau dialects in  his Saluan group can only be 
regarded as an egregious error. 
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Figure 1 :  Saluan-Banggai lexical similarity matrix 
Besides word stock, another oft-cited divergent feature of Banggai is that - unlike other 
languages of Sulawesi, but like many languages of the Malukus - Banggai speakers make 
use of the so-called 'reversed' or preposed genitive construction. Compare for example the 
following expressions for 'the hand (lima) of the man (mian)'. As noted by Adriani, Banggai 
actually has three distinct genitive constructions; in all three the possessor precedes the 
possessum. 
Bobongko: limanu mian 
Saluan: limanu mian 
Andio: limanu mian 
Balantak: limana mian 
Banggai: mian limano, miano limano, miano lima 
Similarly, Banggai speakers also make use of possessed classifiers which precede the 
possessum, as in konggu bonua 'my house' ;  compare Saluan bonuangku, in which the 
possessive suffix -ngku directly follows the possessed noun bonua 'house'. Although Adriani 
downplayed these features as a basis for subgrouping, nonetheless there have been 
intimations that on such grounds Banggai should be grouped with languages further east 
(Kanski & Kasprusch 1 93 1 ). 
As I argue below, however, Banggai is a Sulawesi language, and a member of the Saluan­
Banggai microgroup. In fact from a consideration of shared sound changes, the primary split 
of the Saluan group must be between an eastern group composed of Balantak and Banggai on 
one hand, and a western group comprising Bobongko, Saluan and Andio on the other. 
3 Sound changes shared by the Saluan-Banggai languages 
In  all , present data5 allow us to reconstruct twelve sound changes which distinguish all 
five Saluan-Banggai languages from their known common ancestor, Proto M alayo-
5 My information about Bobongko comes from my own field notes (Mead in press and in preparation). For 
Balantak. I consulted a prepublication copy of the Kamus Balantak-lndonesia-lnggeris (Balantak­
Indonesian-English Dictionary). which is to be published locally in the Balantak area (Bradbury in press). 
For Banggai I consulted van den Bergh's ( 1 953) Spraakkunst van het Banggais (Grammar of Banggai). 
which also contains a twenty-two page lexicon. 
Information about Saluan and Andio was harder to obtain. For word stock I have relied primarily on 
488-item word lists collected by Robert Busenitz. His one Andio word list and four Saluan lists were used 
in a lexicostatistical comparison (Busenitz 1 99 1 ). but the lists themselves were never published. Robert 
Brown (200 I :  pers.comm.) provided me with a similar list for the Saluan isolect spoken in the interior 
village of Simpang. along with an overview of Saluan dialects. Erik Zobel (2002: pers.comm.) shared notes 
on Saluan phonology and grammar. for which I am particularly indebted in regard to long vowel reflexes of 
final *R and *j. 
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Polynesian (PMP). These twelve changes are presented and discussed in tum in the following 
subsections. Collectively they are our best evidence for establishing, on the basis of historical 
sound change, a close link between Saluan, Bobongko, Andio and Balantak. On the same 
evidence, though, Banggai must also be admitted as a member of this group. 
3.1 Reduction of consonant dusters 
PMP consonant clusters, other than a nasal plus a following consonant, were redued in 
Saluan-Banggai languages via loss of the first consonant of the cluster. Sequences of nasal 
plus stop were retained, with the nasal assimilating to the point of articulation of the 
following stop (if it had a different point of articulation). In Table 1 ,  as throughout this 
paper, non-cognate forms are underlined, while a dash (-) simply indicates a lack of data. 
For false cognates, which result from borrowing, I also give the source language, either 
Pamona « Pam) or Oorontalic « Otl). Metathesis is indicated by « meL). Language 
abbreviations are Bgg = Banggai, Bal = Balantak, And = Andio, Sal = Saluan and Bbk = 
Bobongko. 
Table 1 :  Reflexes of PMP consonant clusters 
'forge' 'suck' 'rub' 'dark' 
*tuktuk *sepsep *gisgis *demdem 
Bgg tutuk sosop londomli 
Bal tutuk sosop geges rondom 
And geges 
Sal sosop gegesli 
Bbk sosopli geges morikoyom 
3.2 Loss of PMP *h 
PMP *h is invariably reflected as zero in all Saluan-Banggai languages. 
Table 2: Reflexes of PMP *h 
'fish gills' 'head hair' 'two' 
*hasaIJ *buhuk *duha 
Bgg buuk Lua 
Bal ansang wuuk rua? 
And ansang £11£1 rua? 
Sal ansang ubak olhua? 
Bbk ansang bulu doluo « Otl) 
'horn' 
*tanduk 
tanduk 
tanduk 
tanduk 
tanduk 
tondu « Pam) 
'old' 
*tuqah 
Langkai 
tu?a 
tu?a 
tu?a 
langkai? 
Other sources of information on these languages consist of a brief description of Bobongko word stock 
(Adriani 1 900), a Saluan text with grammar notes (Gobee 1 929), a Bangg<li Holle word list (Stokhof 
1 985 :265-278), a Balantak Holle word list (mislabelled as Banggai) (Stokhof 1 985 :25 1 -263), and the 
several lists published in Barr and Barr ( 1 979), Wumbu et al. ( 1 986), and Lauder et al. (2000). I have used 
these other sources sparingly and with caution because of their frequent errors in transcription, especially 
regarding vowel quality, vowel length, and glottal stop in word-final position. 
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3.3 Merger of PMP *d, *D and *r 
Although the status of *d as a valid PMP phoneme is not in doubt, both *D and *r have 
come under question. There is no evidence from Saluan languages that these were distinct 
protophonemes, as all three (if there were three) became *r in the ancestor to the Saluan 
languages (but remained *d when immediately preceded by a nasal; see Table 1 above). This 
protophoneme is still reflected as r in Bobongko, Andio, and Balantak, but via subsequent 
changes it became I in Banggai and h in Saluan (zero in final position).6 
PMP *z is also a questionable protophoneme. In one known case PMP *z appears to have 
merged with *d/Dlr; in a second case mentioned in §4.5, *z is reflected the same as PMP *2. 
'near' 
*zani 
Bgg lollani 
Bal kalrani? 
And alrani 
Sal olhani 
Bbk ilrani 
'side' 
*biriIJ 
Bgg 
Bal biring 
And biring 'ear' 
Sal bihing 'ear' 
Bbk biring 'ear' 
Table 3:  Reflexes of PMP *dlDlr 
'hear' 
*DeNeR 
longol 
rongor 
rongo 
hongo, hongoo 
rongo 
'prawn' 
*qudaIJ 
urang 
uhang 
gale 
'leaf' 
*Dahun 
loon 
roon 
roon 
hoon 
ron 
'sew thatch' 
*pawed 
paul 
paur 
pawot « Gtl) 
'two' 
*duha 
lua 
rua'l 
rua'l 
ohua'l 
doluo « Gtl) 
'tree stump' 
*tuqeD 
tuul 
tu'lor 
tu'lo 
'scratch' 
*karut 
karut 
karut 
kahut 
karut 
'knee' 
*tuhud 
tuul 
tuur 
utur « met.) 
buku 
buku 
3.4 Monophthongisation of PMP *·ay and *-ey 
PMP final diphthongs *-ay and *-ey are consistently reflected as e in modern Saluan 
languages (see §4.2 regarding reflexes of PMP *-uy). 
6 
Table 4: Reflexes of PMP *-ay, *-ey 
'chin' 'use' 'die' 'liver' 'paddle' 
*qa2ay *pakay *patey *atey *beRsay 
Bgg ade pake mate ate bose, bosi 
Bal asi pake pate ate bose 
And ade mate ate bose 
Sal aje mate ate bose 
Bbk aje pake mate ate bose 
I am aware of a single datum which suggests that some Saluan dialects might have retained final /hi in 
some contexts, namely the recording of sanggohnyo 'its name' by Brown ( 1 98 8 :  I )  (compare Bobongko and 
Andio sanggor 'name' with final r). A word list from the same village thirteen years later, however, gives 
only sanggo 'name'. 
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3.5 Monophthongisation of PMP *-aw and *-ew 
In a parallel change, PMP *-aw was monophthongised and is reflected as 0 in all Saluan 
languages. On scant evidence, the same apparently could be said of PMP *-ew. 
Table 5: Reflexes of PMP *-aw, *-ew 
'clear (water)' 'above' 'rafter' 'odour, stink' 
PPh *linaw *babaw *kasaw *behew 
Bgg mollino babo kaso boo 
Bal mollino wawo kaso woo 
And babo kaso? 
Sal bawo kaso? 
Bbk mollino balo kaso? 
3.6 PMP *j >  *y 
PMP *j is reconstructed only in medial and final position. It is thought to have been a 
voiced velar fricative or palatalised velar stop (Blust 1 990; Ross 1 992). It became *y in a 
language ancestral to the Saluan-Banggai languages. It is still reflected as y i n  Banggai, but 
further weakened in the other languages. 
Table 6: Reflexes of PMP *j 
'sun' 'sniff' 'navel' 'snake, worm' 
*qalejaw *hajek *pusej *ulej 
Bgg oloyo oyokli 'kiss' pusoy uloy 
Bal ilia ook puse ule 
And Slna ook puse ulo 
Sal sina, sinaa ook pusO, pusoo ulo, uloo 
Bbk dolag ook puso bintana? 
A fuller set of data is considered in §4.2, where reflexes of PMP *j are taken up again. On 
the basis of counteradditive reasoning, the change PMP *j > *y must have occurred after the 
monophthongisation of PMP *-ay and *-ey > *-e (see §3 .4). 
3.7 PMP *e > *0 
PMP *e is regarded as having been a mid central vowel (schwa). It is regularly reflected 
as the back rounded vowel 0 in all Saluan languages. 
Table 7:  Reflexes of PMP *e 
'brain' 'deaf' 'low tide ' 'roofing thatch' 
*utek *belJel *eti *qatep 
Bgg bongol oloti 
Bal utok bongol moloti atop 
And wok bongol atop 
Sal wok bongol mongloti atop 
Bbk utok bongol moloti atop 
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3.8 Lowering of PMP *i preceding Unal *q 
PMP *i was lowered to *e (mid front vowel) preceding final *q. A parallel lowering of *u 
before final *q also occurred, but only in Banggai and Balantak; see §4. 1 .  
Table 8 :  Reflexes of PMP *-iq 
'choose' 'white' 'seedling' 
*piliq *ma-putiq *binehiq 
Bgg ile/i moute 
Bal ruruki mobulak wine? 
And pile?/i mobulak bine? 
Sal pile?/i mopute? bine? 
Bbk pile?/i mopute? bine? 
3.9 Raising of PMP antepenultimate *a 
PMP *a in antepenultimate position is reflected as 0 in all Saluan languages. 
Table 9: Reflexes of PMP antepenultimate *a 
'fingernail' 'bat' 'gall, bile' 'ginger' 'spouse' 
*kanuhkuh *paniki *qapeju *laqia *qasawa 
Bgg uniki sopot osoa/an 'to marry' 
Bal ngurun poniki? (s)opoyu? loiya? samba-samba 
And konuku poyu? loiya? 
Sal konuku poniki? pou? loiya? osoa 
Bbk koiiuku raupa opou? moinit osoa 
3.10 PMP *-awa- > *-oa-
The sequence *-awa- is reflected as oa in all Saluan languages. 
Table 10: Reflexes of PMP *-awa-
'spider' 'breathe' 'laugh' 'spouse' 
*lawaq *iiawa *tawa *qasawa 
Bgg loa noa kokumbit soa 
Bal loa? milnoa toltoa samba-samba 
And loa? molomi 
Sal loa? mikiliioa kumojo. kumojoo osoa 
Bbk loa? mingusa gumeleng osoa 
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Otherwise PMP *w was retained in Balantak, and therefore could not have been lost i n  Proto 
Saluan-Banggai: note here Balantak walu 'eight' « PMP *walu), wani? 'bee' « PMP *waiii) 
and wiwik 'swing legs or fidget with feet while seated or lying down' (cf. PPh *wigwig 
'shake')'? 
3.11 Devoicing of final stops 
Although PMP *d/D became *r in final position (§4.3), there is evidence that the other 
PMP voiced stops, *b and *g, were devoiced word-finally. Devoicing of final stops is only 
weakly attested by the available data, which is limited to one nearly complete cognate set for 
PMP *-b, and two partial cognate sets for PMP *-g. However, I am not aware of any 
counterexamples to this claim either.8 
Table 1 1 :  Reflexes of PMP *-b, *-g 
'yawn' 'current' 'shake' 
*huab *seleg PWMP *wigwig 
Bgg solak 
Bal mingloap solak wiwik 'dangle' 
And mingloap 
Sal urn/oap 
Bbk ming/oap 
Since presently neither Balantak nor Banggai allow voiced stops in word-final position 
(Busenitz & Busenitz 1 99 1  :3 1 ;  van den Bergh 1 953 : 1 3) - Adriani also makes this claim for 
Saluan (Adriani & Kruyt 1 9 1 4:83) - it stands to reason that PMP final voiced stops must 
have been lost via some process in these languages.9 
3.12 PMP *q > glottal stop 
It appears that PMP *q became glottal stop in a language ancestral to the Saluan-Banggai 
languages. Word-medially and -finally it is reflected as glottal stop in all languages except 
7 
8 
9 
PMP *w is retained as u in Balantak uanan 'right' (pMP *wanan), kauri 'left' (pMP *wiRi) and uate'l, 
mondoluate'l 'earthworm' (cf. PMP *wati). Banggai has no bilabial approximant (or for that matter bilabial 
fricative) in its phoneme inventory (van den Bergh 1 953). Banggai alu 'eight' suggests PMP *w > 0, but r 
have no other examples to confirm this as a pattern. Bobongko has only recently regained a bilabial 
approximant through borrowing (Mead in press), but Bobongko and Saluan both retain PMP *w through 
resegmentation to u, at least in initial position; compare Bobongko ualu, Saluan ualu'l 'eight' « PMP 
*walu), Bobongko, Saluan uani'l 'bee' « PMP *walli). The Saluan terms for 'right' and 'left' given by 
Gobee ( 1 929: 1 99) are koanan and koii (thus with loss of *w from PMP *wanan and *wiRi), but Busenitz 
records the latter term as kowi, kewe'l. 
Bobongko has tingkod 'heel' (pMP *tiked), but r consider this to be a later borrowing from Goronlalo. The 
inherited reflex is to be seen in Bobongko, Andio tengker 'foot', Saluan tengke. 
Even in Bobongko where voiced stops occur in word-final position, a majority can be attributed to 
borrowing from Gorontalo (Mead in progress). See further §4.3 and footnotes 8 and 14. 
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Banggai, which does not have a glottal stop phoneme10 and which reflects PMP *q as zero. 
Although one could say that word-initial *q was lost in all Saluan languages, more correctly it 
merged with the phonetic glottal stop which appears preceding vowel-initial stems. For 
example, van den Bergh ( 1 95 3 : 1 2) writes about Banggai 'de hamza staat aan het begin van 
eider open aanvangend woord, maar wordt daar nooit geschreven' (glottal stop stands at the 
beginning of every vowel-initial word, even though it is never written there). Likewise 
Busenitz and Busenitz ( 1 99 1  :34) claim for Balantak that 'initial vowels may optionally be 
preceded by a glottal stop - in these instances the glottal stop is non-phonemic' .  Following 
my sources, I do not write glottal stop in initial position. 
Table 12: Reflexes of PMP *q 
'rain' 'scale (of fish)' 'thigh' 'trunk' 'earth' 
*quZan *qunap *paqa *puqun *taneq 
Bgg udan uu tano 
Bal usan unap pa'la pu?un tano? 
And udan unap pa?a pu?u tano? 
Sal ujan sonuku pa?a pu?un tano? 
Bbk ujan unap pa?a pu?un tano? 
I n  two cases, PMP *q appears to have been lost in all languages: in reflexes of *laqia 
'ginger' (see below Table 1 4  and the related discussion); and in reflexes of *taqun 'year' -
compare Banggai taum, Balantak, Saluan and Andio taun (Bobongko has to?u, presumably 
borrowed from Pamona, which has an identical form). 
I n  some cases, Balantak, Andio, Saluan and/or Bobongko have glottal stop in final 
position where no *q (or other consonant) is reconstructed in the corresponding PMP etymon. 
A final glottal stop in such forms must be regarded as an addition, even if the reasons for this 
addition remain obscure. One of the most striking examples of this is found in the numerals, 
where Saluan, Andio and Balantak have added a final glottal stop to all numbers which 
formerly ended in a vowel (conversely, Bobongko has even lost final glottal stop from the 
number 'ten' where it would be expected to occur). Numerals for all languages are shown in 
Table 1 3 . 
PMP 
*esa 
*duha 
*telu 
*epat 
*lima 
*enem 
*pitu 
*walu 
*siua 
*puLuq 
Bobongko 
samba?an 
doluo « Gtl) 
totolu 
opat 
olima 
onom 
pitu 
ualu 
sio 
sampulu 
Table 13: 
Saluan 
isa? 
ohua? 
totolu? 
opat 
olima? 
anom 
popitu? 
ualu? 
osio? 
sampulu? 
Reflexes of PMP numerals 
Andio Balantak Banggai 
isa? isa? meeng 'one' 
rua? rua? lua 'two' 
tolu? tolu? tolu 'three' 
paat paal sangka12. 'four' 
lima? lima? lima 'five' 
noom noom noom 'six' 
pitu? pitu? pitu 'seven' 
walu? walu? alu 'eight' 
sio? sio? sio 'nine' 
sompulu? sompulo? songulo 'ten' 
10 Except as a variant enunciation of the phoneme k. In the West Peleng dialect the phoneme k is mostly 
articulated as glottal stop, compare 107a 'banana' (elsewhere in Banggai loka), ba7070 'machete' (elsewhere 
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In the numerals and in many other cases, it would seem reasonable to consider the 
addition of final glottal stop to have occurred as a more recent process; that is, no final 
glottal stop is to be reconstructed at the level of their common ancestor. On the other hand, 
Table 1 4  lists some of the forms known to me where, if anywhere, a final glottal stop might 
be attributed to Proto Saluan-Banggai. J J 
Bgg 
Bal 
And 
Sal 
Bbk 
Bgg 
Bal 
And 
Sal 
Bbk 
Table 14: Saluan-Banggai forms with addition of final glottal stop 
'branch' 
*paIJa 
panga 
panga? 
panga? 
sampang 
pang? 
'thorn ' 
*DuRi 
sulay, tadi 
ruri? 
rii? 
hii? 
dugi? « Otl) 
'mouth' 'ginger' 
*IJaIJa *laqia 
baba 
nganga? loiya? 
nganga? loiya? 
nganga? loiya? 
nganga? moinit 
'clothes louse' 'husband' 
*tumah *la(IJ)kai 
langkai 
tuma? langkai? 
tuma? langkai? 
tuma? Zangkai? 
luma? langkai? 
'rice husk' 'gall, bile' 
*qeta *qapeju 
soput 
ola? (s)opoyu? 
ola? poyu? 
ola? pou? 
soka? opou? 
'termite' 'knife' 
*anay *pisaw 
eakan piso 
araka piso? 
ane? piso? 
ane? piso? 
ane? piso? 
Although it is tempting to think that unexpected final glottal stop might mark a word as 
having been borrowed - compare piso? 'knife', possibly borowed from Malay pisaw - this 
cannot be true of every case. The Balantak, Andio and Saluan forms for 'thorn', respectively 
ruri?, rii? and hii?, exhibit all the regular reflexes of PMP *D and *R, and therefore could 
hardly be the result of borrowing (only Bobongko dugi?, with irregular d < *D and g < *R, 
can c learly be considered a loan). Second, addition of final glottal stop is not characteristic 
of borrowing in general, at least certainly not in Balantak, the one language for which we 
have the most complete information concerning word stock. . 
There may in fact be no unitary explanation for the occurrence of final glottal stop in 
these forms. PMP *paIJa 'fork of a branch, bifurcation' and *IJQIJa 'mouth' both contain a 
root which Blust ( 1 988) reconstructs as *IJa(q) 'gaping, wide open' .  On more marginal 
grounds, final glottal stop in reflexes of *laqia 'ginger' could possibly reflect metathesis of 
PMP *q to final position. 
At any rate, the addition of final glottal stop has all the earmarks of being a local 
innovation. There appears to be no correlation with any of the laryngeals reconstructed by 
Zorc ( 1 982, 1 996), nor is there any correlation with Kaili-Pamona languages that have 
retained final glottal stop. Addition of final glottal stop as a local development has also been 
noted in the Sangir and Sangil languages of North Sulawesi (Sneddon 1 984:5 1 -52). 
in Banggai bakoko). Final k is sometimes articulated as glottal stop in the eastern dialect of Banggai as 
well, e.g. toik, toi? 'sarong' (van den Bergh 1 953: 10- 1 1 ). 
J I Tables 1 3  and 1 4  are not exhaustive, and the reader will note other examples of added final glottal stops in 
the other tables. Even if we are to attribute added glottal stop to Proto Saluan-Banggai, this putative 
phoneme must have had a different character from the reflex of PMP *-q, since only the latter was able to 
effect the lowering of *i described in §3.8, and the later lowering of *u in Balantak and Banggai (§4. 1 ). 
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4 Other sound changes 
In  this section, I describe further sound changes which are exhibited by Saluan-Banggai 
languages. Some of these changes may be regarded as shared innovations; other changes 
occurred in individual languages. The significance of these changes for an internal 
classification of the Saluan-Banggai microgroup is taken up in §5. 
4.1 Lowering of *u 
In a parallel change to the lowering of *i (see §3.8), *u was lowered preceding reflexes of 
PMP *q (presumably glottal stop) in Banggai and Balantak. 
Bgg 
Bal 
And 
Sal 
Bbk 
Table 15: Lowering of *u in Banggai and Balantak 
'fall' 
*Nabuq 
luong 
nawo? 
nabu? 
nabu? 
nabu? 
'ten' 
*sa-puluq 
songulo 
sompulo? 
sompulu? 
sompulu? 
sampulu 
'full' 
*ma-penuq 
moono 
buke? 
buke? 
buke? 
moponu? 
4.2 Reflexes of PMP *j and *y 
'penis' 
*lasuq 
laso 
lao? 
lasu? 
lasu? 
tau 
Since PMP *j and *y merged as *y in a language ancestral to the Saluan-Banggai 
languages, we may consider their reflexes together. Since neither protophoneme has been 
reconstructed in word-initial position, this leaves only medial and final instances to be 
considered. Recall furthermore from §3.4 that all instances of PMP *-ay and *-ey had been 
lost via prior monophthongisation to *-e. 
Bgg 
Bal 
And 
Sal 
Bbk 
Bgg 
Bal 
And 
Sal 
Bbk 
'sun' 
*qalejaw 
oloyo 
ilio 
sina 
sma 
dolag 
'inside' 
*qunej 
lalong 
lalom 
rarom 
uno, unoo 
uno 
Table 16: Reflexes of PMP *j and *y 
'sniff' 'field rice' 'name' 'ant' 
*hajek *pajey *lJajan *sejem 
oyokli 'kiss' labue sambu 
ook pae ngaan soom 
ook pae ngaan 
ook pae sanggo soom 
ook pae sanggor loog 
'snake, worm' 'navel' 'fly' 'palm, sole' 
*ulej *pusej *lalej *palaj 
uloy pusoy poos Qalalap 
ule puse Laale palaa 
uio puse laalo? paia 
ulo, uloo pusoo lalo, laloo palaa 
bintana? puso lalo paia 
'fire' 
*hapuy 
Bgg bilat 
Bal apu 
And apu 
Sal apu, apuu 
Bbk apu 
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'pig' 
*babuy 
babui 
bau? 
bau 
bau, bauu 
bau 
'swim' 
*lJalJuy 
kayok 
langu 
langu 
langu, languu 
langov « Gtl) 
'withered' 'shy, ashamed' 
*layu *ma-heyaq 
molloyu ma/maa 
ma/lau maka/maa? 
As emerges from Table 1 6, the usual reflexes of *y « PMP *y, *j) are as follows. In  
Banggai *y i s  reflected as  y (and as  i in Banggai babui 'pig'; Banggai mamaa 'shy' is an  
exception). In Balantak, *-oy « PMP *-ej) i s  reflected as  e ,  otherwise this phoneme was lost 
without vowel changes (Balantak ilio 'sun ' is an exception). In Saluan, Bobongko and Andio, 
PMP *-j- was lost without vowel changes; we might assume the same fate befell reflexes of 
PMP *-y-, but unfortunately present data are too scant to confirm this. 12 Finally in Saluan, 
Bobongko and Andio, word-final *y (from either source) was lost, except that some Saluan 
dialects reflect *-y as length on the final vowel . 
4.3 Reflexes of PMP *R 
PMP *R is reflected as r in Balantak and l in Banggai (via *r), but was usually lost in 
Saluan, Andio and Bobongko. Only Saluan has a non-zero reflex and then only in word-final 
position, where (in at least some dialects) PMP *R is reflected as vowel length. 
Bgg 
Bal 
And 
Sal 
Bbk 
Bgg 
Bal 
And 
Sal 
Bbk 
'rib' 
*Rusuk 
lusuk 
rusuk 
usuk 
usuk 
usuk 
'water' 
*waiR 
paisu 
weer 
ue 
ue, uee 
ue 
Table 17: Reflexes of PMP *R 
'vein, tendon' 
*uRat 
neet 
urat 
uat 
uar 
ugat « Gtl) 
'hear' 
*DelJeR 
longol 
rongor 
rongo 
hongo, hongoo 
rongo 
'heavy' 
*beReqat 
ba/balat 
ma/rawat « met.) 
ma/buat 
ma/boat 
ma/boat 
'dry' 
*tuquR 
moltuul 
moltu?or 
moltu?u 
molti?i 
mogangu? 
'male' . 
*maRuqanay 
malane 
morolone 
ma/ane 
molane 
molane 
'coconut' 
*fiiuR 
poti! 
nuur 
niu 
niu, niuu 
bango? 
12 Perhaps to be added to the list in Table 1 6  would be Bobongko, Saluan kau?, Andio, Balantak kau, and 
Banggai kau, kayung 'wood', on the assumption that PMP *kahiw was resegmented to *kayu after loss of 
*h. This interpretation is supported by data from Bungku-Tolaki languages, viz. Bungku, etc. keu and 
Tolaki kasu (with fortition of *y). However, the possibility cannot be ruled out that PMP *kahiw became 
PSal *kau, with Banggai kayung a subsequent borrowing from Malay (compare van den Berg 1 99 1  :6). 
Other examples of the fate of word medial PMP *-y- in Balantak are aam 'animal ' « PMP *qayam 
'domesticated anima!'), lua? 'vomit' « PMP *luya) and - with retention of y - layang 'fly' « PMP 
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Considering the data on the fate of *y presented in §4.2, this strongly suggests that *R went 
through a *y-stage in Saluan, certainly in final position. The most elegant way of capturing 
this would be to say that *R became *y everywhere, followed by *y > *0-0-V: (where V :  
indicates a lengthened vowel). However, there i s  less evidence t o  suggest that *R went 
through a *y-stage before being lost word-medially, and there is no evidence for it in word­
initial position, since neither PMP *y nor *j have been reconstructed word-initially. I 
therefore propose the following (but less elegant) set of changes, which occurred in the 
language ancestral to Saluan, Bobongko and Andio: 
*R > 0�0-y 
*y > -0-V: 
Lengthened vowels were then lost as a drift-like tendency in Bobongko, Andio, and certain of 
the Saluan dialects. 1 3  
Although Bobongko reflects PMP *R a s  zero in inherited forms, i n  many cases Bobongko 
has g via borrowing from Gorontalo (or some other Gorontalo-Mongondow language). As 
illustrated in the following examples, often semantic shifts or other unexpected segmental 
reflexes give evidence that such forms are loans (Gorontalo and Proto Gorontalo­
Mongondow (PGM) forms are from Usup 1 986). 
Bobongko dugu? 'blood' ,  Gorontalo duhu, PGM *dugu?, from PMP *2uRuq 'sap, 
juice, gravy'. Both the change *2 > d and the semantic shift to 'blood' mark this form 
as borrowed (see further Blust 1 99 1 ). Compare also Bobongko juu? 'honey' via direct 
inheritance. 
Bobongko kugito? 'octopus', PMP *kuRita. Raising of final *a > ° is regular in  
Gorontalo and Buol (Sneddon & Us up 1 986). 
Bobongko patig 'sandbank', Gorontalo patihu, PGM *pasig, PMP *pasiR. PGM *s > 
t is regular in Oorontalo, Buol and Suwawa (Sneddon & Usup 1 986) 
Bobongko toga? 'dammar', Oorontalo tohe, POM *soga? 'lamp', PMP *seRaq 'fire, 
roast ' .  POM *s > t is regular in Oorontalo, Buol and Suwawa (Sneddon & Us up 
1 986) 
Bobongko dagat 'sea', Oorontalo deheto, POM *dagat 'sea', PMP *daRat 'surface 
(of sea or land)'. Initial *d > d is regular in Oorontalo-Mongondow. 
Bobongko dugi? 'thorn', Oorontalo duhi, POM *dugi, PMP *DuRi. Initial *D > d is 
regular in Gorontalo-Mongondow. 
Bobongko monugang 'parent/child-in-law', Oorontalo moiuhango, from a derived 
form of PMP *tuRal). Other Saluan languages have reflexes of Proto Celebic 
*panianan 'parent-in-law', *manian 'child-in-law'. 
*layalJ). Unfortunately data which might give us a clearer picture of the fate of PMP *-y- in the other 
Saluan-Banggai languages are are not available to me. 
13 The dialect situation in Saluan has never been properly clarified, and thus it is not possible to give an 
account of which Saluan dialects have long vowel reflexes, and which do not. Zobel (pers. comm.) notes 
that long vowel reflexes must be fairly widespread, since they are found in both Nambo on the southern 
coast and in Bunta on the northern coast. Long vowel reflexes are not indicated on my word list from 
Simpang village (Robert Brown 200 I :pers. comm.), and are sometimes indicated, sometimes not, on 
Busenitz's four Saluan word lists (sometimes even on the same word list an item has two responses 
indicated, one with and one without long vowel). 
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Bobongko tuag 'answer', Gorontalo tuahu, PGM *tubag, PPh *tubaR. Buol and 
Gorontalo exhibit loss of PGM *-b- in this form. 
Although today Bobongko speakers are in contact with Gorontalo speakers who reside in 
or periodically visit the Togian Islands, sound changes which have occurred in Gorontalo 
make it clear that these cannot be recent borrowings. The implications for prehistorical 
relationships are not explored here, but clearly Bobongko represents another case of a 'non-g' 
language that has borrowed extensively from a language where *R > g; see especially Blust 
( 1 9 9 1 :89ff.). 14 
4.4 Weakening of *b 
As exemplified by the following cognate sets, PMP *b became a bilabial approximant 
(represented orthographically as w) both initially and medially in Balantak. I ntervocalic w 
has sometimes further weakened to zero, particularly when one of the continguous vowels 
is u. 
Table 18: Lenition of *b in Balantak 
'bone' 'buaq' 'stone' 'fall' 'ashes' 
*buku *fruit *batu *nabuq *qabu 
Bgg buku sao batu tuong abuk 
Bal wuku woo? watu nawo? awu, au 'dust' 
And buku bunga batu nabu? abu 
Sal buku bua? batu nabu? abu? 
Bbk buku bua? batu nabu? agu? 
There are, however, important exceptions where *b is retained as b in Balantak, among 
them bolian 'shaman' (compare PWMP *balian), bitu?on 'star' (PMP *bituqen), bose 
'paddle' (PMP *beRsay), bunga 'flower' (PMP *buNa), bau? 'pig' (PMP *babuy), toobuan 
'wasp' (PMP *tabu-an), banang 'string' (PMP *benaIJ), and bisul 'boil '  (PMP *bisul). 
Borrowing, even from another Saluan language, could account for these forms. The parallel 
Banggai form banaang 'string' (with geminate vowel in the final syllable) makes a strong 
case for borrowing from Malay benang. The fact that dialectally Saluan has both bisun, 
bisul 'boil '  argues that the Saluan form (and hence the Balantak form) was likewise borrowed 
from an outside language. 
14 In all I have accumulated only seven examples of PMP *R > 0 in Bobongko, versus twenty examples of 
PMP *R reflected as g via borrowing. Other instances of borrowing not given in the main text are: 
Bobongko bagu 'new', Gorontalo bohu, PGM *bagu, PMP *baqeRu 
Bobongko bagu 'hibiscus', PGM *bagu, PMP *baRu 
Bobongko dagum 'needle', PGM *dagum, PMP *ZaRum 
Bobongko dugian 'durian', PMP *DuRi-an 
Bobongko kolofigi 'left', Gorontalo ?oloihi, PGM *koloigi, PMP *wiRi 
Bobongko bagang 'molar', PGM *bagalJ, PMP *baReqalJ 
Bobongko bogaani 'brave', Gorontalo buheli, PGM *bogani, PMP *beRani 
Bobongko origi? 'house post ', Gorontalo woliili, PMP *ha-DiRi 
Bobongko lindug 'earthquake' ,  Gorontalo liluhu, PGM */inug, PMP */inuR 
Bobongko layag 'sail', Gorontalo layahu, PGM *layag, PMP *layaR 
Bobongko tumolog 'drip, dribble', Gorontalo toloilu, PGM *soiog, PMP *seleR (or *seleg) 
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Another set of data gives evidence that intervocalic *b weakened (and was often lost) in 
Saluan and Bobongko. This change is most strongly associated with another *b elsewhere in 
the word, though lenition is also to be noted in reflexes of *tubuq ' live' and *tebuh 
'sugarcane'. Orthographic I in Bobongko represents a voiceless bilabial frictative [«p], which 
also has allophones [P] and [h] (Mead in press). 
Table 19: Lenition of *b in Saluan and Bobongko 
Bgg 
Bal 
And 
Sal 
Bbk 
Bgg 
Bal 
And 
Sal 
Bbk 
'lips' 
*bibiR 
bibil 
wewer 
bibi 
biwi, biwii 
bifi 
'fish trap' 
*bubu 
wuwu? 
buu? 
buu? 
'all' 
PSal *ibi? 
saisalibilno 
wiwi?/na 
biibi?/no 
iwi?iwi? 
ifiifi? 
'female' 
*ba-b{ in Jahi 
boine 
wiwine 
bobine 
boune 
boune 
4.5 Depalatalisation of *Z 
'above' 'carry' 
*babaw *baba 
babo baba 
wawo wawa 
babo baba 
bawo boa 
balo boa 
'live' 'sugarcane' 
*tubuq *tebuh 
tubo 
tuo? tombong 
tubu? umpol 
tuu? tumbo? 
tuu? tou? 
'pig' 
*babuy 
babui 
bau? (**wau) 
bau (**babu) 
bau, bauu 
bau 
PMP *Z became s in Balantak and d in Banggai and Andio. It remained a palatal in 
Saluan and Bobongko (orthographic j represents a palatal affricate). There is one known 
case of PMP *z patterning with *Z. 
Table 20: Depalatalisation of PMP *Z 
'chin' 'rain' 'road' 'far' 'grain' 
*qaZay *quZan *Zalan *Zauq-en *zelay 
Bgg ade udan loloon o/doon 
Bal asi usan salan o/loa sole? 
And ade udan dalan ma/do?on dole? 
Sal aje ujan jalan ma/jo?on binde 
Bbk aje ujan jalan o/jo?on binte? 
4.6 Depalatalisation of *fi 
In the same languages in which *Z was depalatalised, PMP *fi also became n.  In Saluan 
and Bobongko, *fi was depalatalised only preceding *i. 
'weave' 
*anam 
Bgg 
Bal anam 
And anam 
Sal anam 
Bbk anam 
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Table 21 :  Depalatalisation of PMP *n 
'breathe' '3SG POSS' 'coconut' 'bee' 
*iiawa *(n)i-a *iiiuR *wani 
noa -no potil 
milnoa -na nuur wani? 
-no nzu 
mikilnoa -no nzu uani? 
mingusa -no bango? uani? 
4.7 Regressive assimilation of *u > i 
In  four known cases, *u in the penultimate syllable regressively assimilated to *i in the 
ultimate syllable. Although other vowel changes and assimilations occur in the data, this 
particular change is notable in that it is reflected in Andio, Saluan and Bobongko, but not in 
Balantak or Banggai. 
Table 22: Regressive assimilation of *u > i in Andio, Saluan and Bobongko 
'skin' 'hide' 
*kulit *buni 
Bgg kulit 
Bal kuang wum 
And kilit bini 
Sal kilit 
Bbk kilit bini 
4.8 Changes in individual languages 
'vagina' 
*puki 
uki 
� 
piki 
piki 
piki 
'thorn' 
*DuRi 
sulay, tadi 
ruri? 
rii? 
hii? 
dugi? « Otl) 
Morpheme-initial *p was sporadically lost in Banggai. Although loss of *p has been noted 
most frequently preceding u, no conditioning environment can be clearly stated. The 
following cognate sets have appeared in other tables, but it is worth bringing them together 
here. 
Table 23: Loss of initial *p in Banggai 
'ten' 'trunk' 'white' 'vagina ' 
*sa-puluq *puqun *ma-putiq *puki 
Bgg sangulo uu moute uki 
Bal sompuLo? pu?un mobulak � 
And sompuLu? pu?u mobulak piki 
Sal sampuLu? pu?un mopute? piki 
Bbk sampulu pu?un mopute? piki 
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'full' 'bat' 'choose' 
*ma-penuq *paniki *piliq 
Bgg moono uniki iZe/i 
Bal buke'1 poniki'1 ruruki 
And buke'1 pile'1/i 
Sal buke'1 pile'1/i 
Bbk moponu'1 raupa piZe'1/i 
I t  is presently unclear whether the loss of *p was an irregular but independent development 
in Banggai, or whether it reflects areal influence from Moluccan languages where lenition 
and often loss of *p is regular (Adriani & Kruyt 1 9 1 4:290, 29 1 ;  Collins 1 98 3 : 1 1 4ff.). 
Irregular loss of *p has also been noted in Buginese (Mills 1 975 :247; Adelaar 1 994: 1 2). 
Three other changes in individual languages which have been treated incidentally above 
include *r > h-h-fJ in Saluan (see §3.3), *r > Z in Banggai (see §3 .3 and §4.3), and the loss of 
glottal stop in Banggai (see §3. 1 2). 
5 Conclusion: shared changes and internal classification 
Based on the historical sound changes outlined above, I propose a subgrouping for the 
Saluan-Banggai languages as shown in Figure 2. This diagram incorporates the changes 
which together distinguish these languages from Proto Malayo-Polynesian (see §3), and the 
changes which differentiate these languages from one another (see §4). 
From Figure 2 it should be noted that some sound changes must have occurred 
independently in different branches of Saluan-Banggai. For example, both Andio and 
Banggai share in the change *2 > d, but I do not regard this change as having occurred during 
(or as being indicative of) a period of common development. Rather, it occurred 
independently in both languages, after the break-up of their common ancestor. Were we to 
assume that *2 > d was a shared innovation, then Andio and Banggai would constitute a 
first-order subgroup that excludes Balantak (where *2 > s). In that case, however, the 
changes *R > *r and *-u'1 > *-0'1 in Balantak and Banggai would have to be regarded as 
parallel (rather than shared) innovations, which in my opinion is a less desirable assumption. 
By their nature, subgrouping arguments are to some degree circular - our view of shared 
sound changes both determines and is determined by our subgrouping assumptions - and 
arguments often hinge on which changes we are willing to posit happened only once, and 
which happened twice or more. 
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*R > *(fJ-0-y 
*y > -0-V: 
regressive assimilation *u > *i 
Proto Malayo-Polynesian 
*C1C2 > C2 (C] "# nasal) 
*h > 0  
*d/Dlr > *r 
*-ay, *-ey > *e 
*-aw, *-ew > *0 
*j > *y 
*e > *0 
*-iq > *eq 
antepenultimate *a > *0 
*q > *? 
*-awa- > *oa 
*-b, *-g > *p, *k 
Proto Saluan-Banggai 
Proto Western Saluan-Banggai Proto Eastern Saluan-Banggai 
*Z > d  
*fi > n 
*-V: > V 
Proto Saluanic 
" > h-h-�'-V: > V  
Saluan Bobongko 
*b > w  
*Z > s  
*fi > n 
*-oy > e 
else *y > 0 
Balantak 
*r > I 
*? > 0 
*Z > d  
*fi > n 
*y > y  
Banggai 
Figure 2: Sound changes in the Saluan-Banggai microgroup 
Similarly, although I list twelve changes which distinguish the Saluan-Banggai languages 
from their common ancestor, Proto Malayo-Polynesian, there is no a priori reason to assume 
that they are all reflective of a period of common development. Loss of PMP *h, 
rhotacisation of PMP *d, PMP *q becoming glottal stop and even the backing of PMP *e 
(schwa) to *0 are found frequently enough elsewhere in Austronesia that such changes could 
have occurred across the Saluan-Banggai area after the break-up of their common ancestor. 
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On the other hand, the changes PMP *j > *y, PMP *-iq > *eq, and PMP *-awa- > *oa are 
sufficiently unusual that it seems best to consider them to be innovations which occurred 
during a period of common development. The first two of these changes, in fact, are shared 
by other Sulawesi languages, and are useful for postulating higher-order groupings between 
the level of Proto Malayo-Polynesian and Proto Saluan-Banggai. The significance of these 
twelve changes for macrogrouping, then, cannot be fully appreciated without also comparing 
the Saluan-Banggai languages with neighbouring languages on the island of Sulawesi. While 
the present paper has laid the groundwork for such a study, I do not make that comparison 
here. Rather I have made it the topic of a separate paper which also appears in this volume. 
This study, then, is only a first look at historical sound change among languages of eastern 
Sulawesi, and falls short of a complete comparative study in at least three other ways. First, 
some vowel changes, primarily assimilations, which are localised to particular languages 
have not been treated. Second, I have not touched on lexical, semantic or grammatical 
innovations which could bolster the evidence from sound change. Finally, although I 
consider Proto Saluan-Banggai to be a valid protolanguage, I have not included here any 
Proto Saluan-Banggai reconstructions. 
Nonetheless, the principal results of this study still stand. I have laid out the major sound 
changes which distinguish the Saluan, Bobongko, Andio, Balantak and Banggai languages 
from Proto Malayo-Polynesian, and I have also shown that there is no basis in historical 
sound change for excluding Banggai from a Saluan-Banggai group. Indeed, in the internal 
classification of these languages, Banggai and Balantak group closely together, and stand 
apart from an eastern group comprising Saluan, Bobongko and Andio. 
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The place of Tukang Besi and the 
Muna-Buton languages 
RENE VAN DEN BERG 
1 Introduction 
Until recently, the linguistic position of Tukang Besi in South-east Sulawesi has always 
been safely within the Muna-Buton group. ! This classification is based on Esser ( 1 938), who 
included Tukang Besi within the Muna-Buton group, an entity first postulated by Adriani 
( 1 9 1 4). I n  the A tlas van Tropisch Nederland, Esser attempted a comprehensive 
classification of the Austronesian languages of Indonesia, but unfortunately he did not 
provide any reasons for his decisions or include an evidential basis for his subgrouping. He 
recognised nine primary subgroups in Sulawesi (then Celebes), one of which (No. XII) i s  the 
Muna-Buton group, consisting of the following four languages (with modern names in 
brackets): 
1 .  Muna-Buton 
2. South-Buton 
3 .  Language of  the Tukang Besi islands, 
Kalaotoa, Karompa and Bonerate 
4. Wolio and Layolo 
(Muna) 
(Cia-Cia) 
(Tukang Besi) 
(Wolio, Layolo) 
Anceaux ( 1 978) added to our knowledge of the area by showing that the language 
situation on Buton is actually more complex. Leaving the Bungku-Tolaki languages aside for 
the purposes of this paper, he found three new languages on Buton island, to which he 
assigned letter codes rather than names: E (now called Lasalimu), G (Pancana) and H 
(Kamaru). Not much was said about the internal classification of these languages. Based on 
lexicostatistics, Anceaux ( 1 978:28 1 )  notes that B (Tukang Besi) 'scores relatively low with 
This paper is a slightly revised version of the one presented at the Ninth International Conference on 
Austronesian Linguistics, Canberra, January 2002. I wish to thank Robert Blust, Mark Donohue, David 
Mead, Daniel Vermonden and Erik Zobel for comments and corrections. The following abbreviations are 
used in the glosses: A.PART = active participle, ART = article, NOM = nominative, OBJ = object, OBL = 
oblique. REQ = requestive. A list of language abbreviations and sources of data is given at the end of the 
paper. 
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all the others. Still there is reason to believe that all the languages of this area belong to one 
subgroup, but it is only through further comparisons that the truth of this hypothesis can be 
tested'. 
Subsequent work by Bhurhanuddin ( 1 979), van den Berg ( 1 99 1  a), Donohue ( 1 993, 2000) 
has shown that the situation is even more complex. The most recent listing of the 
Muna-Buton languages is found in the 1 4th edition of the Ethnologue (B.F. Grimes 2000), 
where the following 1 7  languages are given, split into four subgroups. 
Table 1 :  Muna-Buton languages with numbers of speakers2 
a. Buton 1 .  Cia-Cia 6 1 ,000 
2. Kamaru 3,000 
3 .  Wolio 50,000 
4. Wotu 5,000 
Lasalimu-Kumbewaha 5.  Kumbewaha 2 ,600 
6. Lasalimu 1 , 700 
b. Kalao 7. Kalao 500 
8.  Laiyolo 800 
c. Muna 9. Busoa 2,300 
1 0. Kaimbulawa 1 ,600 
1 1 . Kioko 1 ,000 
1 2. Liabuku > 1 50 
1 3 . Muna 280,000 
1 4. Pancana 6,000 
d. Tukang Besi-Bonerate 1 5 . Tukang Besi North 1 20,000 
1 6. Tukang Besi South 1 30,000 
1 7. Bonerate 9,500 
Apart from the classification (to which I return below), a few other points should be raised 
regarding this list. 
1 .  The status of some of these languages is still tentative, especially Kumbewaha, Kioko, 
Liabuku and Pancana. Detailed survey work still needs to be done in this part of Buton 
in order to establish the exact number of languages and dialects (to the extent that this is 
possible). 
2 .  Donohue ( 1 993) splits up Cia-Cia into three languages: Cia-Cia, Masiri and Island 
Cia-Cia, but no evidence is given. 
3 .  Bonerate is best considered a dialect of Tukang Besi South (85% cognate with the 
Binongko dialect, Donohue 2000:57). Also, Tukang Besi North and South are 'often 
identified as one by the native speakers' .  I will follow this usage and refer to the 
language(s) as Tukang Besi, indicating individual dialects when necessary. 
The accompanying map (adapted from Donohue 1 993) gives the location of most of these 
languages. 
2 These figures are based on Elhnologue ( 1 4th edition) supplemented by local updates obtained by David 
Andersen and myself. 
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In  an important but as yet unpublished paper, Donohue ( 1 993) has questioned the validity 
of the Muna-Buton group as a unity.3 He was the first to take up the challenge of putting this 
putative subgroup on firm comparative ground. Based on a number of sound correspondences 
he reached the following conclusions: 
I .  
3 
Wolio is to be removed from the Muna-Buton group. Instead, together with Kamaru 
(eastern Buton) it links up with Laiyolo (southern part of Selayar island) and Wotu (at 
the tip of the gulf of Bone in South Sulawesi), as suggested earlier by Grimes and 
Grimes ( 1 987). Presumably Kalao should also be included in this Wolio-Wotu group. 
In spite of its unpublished nature, I refer to this paper as Donohue ( 1 993) as it has been in circulation for 
several years. A more recent version of this paper (to be published by Pacific Linguistics) was kindly made 
available to me by the author. but reached me after I had written most of this article. The recent version 
differs from the earlier one (among other things) in that all references to the position of Tukang Besi have 
been removed. 
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2 .  Tukang Besi i s  also to  be removed from the Muna-Buton group, a s  i t  differs in crucial 
respects from the 'real' Muna-Buton languages. I ts subsequent affiliation is unclear, 
although Donohue mentions that 'certain aspects of linguistic classification point to an 
origin in  the Tomini gulf area in their prehistory' (Donohue 1 993 :  1 8). This statement 
must be considered speculative. In his grammar of Tukang Besi (Donohue 1 999), the 
author makes no further reference to the question of the position of Tukang Besi within 
the wider Sulawesi context. 
3 .  The remaining languages of Muna and Buton do constitute a valid group containing two 
subgroups, which he calls Munan and Buton. 
2 Current hypothesis 
Based on further comparative work, I would like to validate Donohue's claim that Wolio 
is not part of the Muna-Buton group. This would also seem to apply to Kamaru, although the 
scarcity of data for this language makes it difficult to be dogmatic. Whether or not Wolio, 
Kamaru, Wotu, Kalao and Laiyolo form a distinct subgroup is a completely different 
question which has not been properly addressed. Further research may well indicate that the 
putative Wolio-Wotu group is part of the Kaili-Pamona microgroup. 
However, my conclusion for Tukang Besi is different from Donohue's. I propose that this 
language is indeed part of the Muna-Buton group, but constitutes a primary branch of it. The 
remainder I call Nuclear Muna-Buton, which splits into Munic and Butonic. In other words, I 
postulate the following structure (leaving details within Munic and Butonic to be worked out). 
Muna-Buton 
Nuclear Muna-Buton Tukang Besi 
Munic Butonic 
Muna Busoa Kaimbulawa PancanalLiabuku/Kioko Cia-Cia/Kumbewaha Lasalimu 
Figure 1 :  The Muna-Buton group 
In this paper I will present the evidence for including Tukang Besi within the Muna-Buton 
group. This evidence will consist of phonological, grammatical and lexical innovations. 
3 Phonological evidence 
3.1 Phonological innovations 
I start off by repeating Table 5 from Donohue ( 1 993), as this presents in his opinion the 
crucial evidence for separating off Tukang Besi from the Muna-Buton group. I hope to show 
that this table is not without its problems, and that another solution is possible. 
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Table 2: Muna-Buton vs Tukang Besi sound changes 
PAn *b *e *Z *R *uy *S *j *w 
Kaimbulawa w 0 s *y i fJ *y4 O, U 
Muna w 0 s *y i fJ *y o, u 
Kumbewaha w 0 s *y i fJ *y o, u 
Cia-Cia w 0 s *y i fJ *y o, u 
Tukang Besi languages w 0 s h u ? fJ fJ 
W otu-Wolio languages b a d fJ 0, u fJ *y 0, u, w 
It is obvious that the W otu-W olio reflexes diverge considerably from the other languages 
and hence their exclusion from Muna-Buton is justified. For Tukang Besi the situation is less 
clear. Of the eight sound changes listed by Donohue, five are not shared between Tukang 
Besi and the Muna-Buton languages, two of the others (*b > w, *e > 0) Donohue considers to 
be relatively natural changes occuring elsewhere also, which leaves only one (*Z > s) . 
. Donohue concludes that a basis of one shared sound change is too weak for subgrouping 
purposes and, consequently, that Tukang Besi is not part of the Muna-Buton group. 
A number of cricital comments can be made here. First, the change *b > w listed above is 
too rigorous. Many etyma in the Muna-Buton languages have retained PMP *b as implosive 
6 and there is much variation between 6 and w even within the group. For example, PAn 
*ba!Jun 'get up' is reflected as Mun wanu but as funu in Kaimbulawa and as fu!Ju in Busoa, 
Cia-Cia, Lasalimu and Tukang Besi. The change *b > w is one of the lenition changes that 
pervades the whole group (see below) and cannot be used for subgrouping purposes. 
Second, PAn *S > ? in Tukang Besi is problematic. I believe it is much easier to assume 
that PAn *S (PMP *h) became zero in Tukang Besi. Donohue ( 1 993:23) gives the following 
illustrative etyma: 
PAN Tuk Cia Mun 
*kaSiw 'wood' kau - ka?u sau sau 
*daSun 'leaf' ro?o ro?o roo 
*i-kaSu 'you' iko?o iso?o (ihintu) 
*Su '2SG subject prefix '  ?u 0-, u- 0-
According to Donohue, the glottals in the Cia-Cia forms are a 'regular non-phonemic 
insertion between like vowels', whereas Tukang Besi preserves *S as ? It appears, however, 
that in Tukang Besi the same rule operates in many (but not all) forms. A glottal often 
appears to break up like vowels where it does not reflect a consonant. Some examples: 
PMP Tuk Cia Mun 
*pahuq 'mango' po?o po?o foo 
*sawa 'snake' sa?a sa?a sa(a)-
*enem 'six' no?o no?o noo 
*epat 'four' pa?a pa?a paa 
This rule is not as strict in Tukang Besi as it is in Cia-Cia. Sequences of like vowels do 
indeed occur in Tukang Besi, but they appear to be the result of the loss of *j or (in one case) 
a sporadic change. Examples are ?oloo 'day' (PMP *qalejaw); !Jaa 'name' (PMP *!Jajan) 
4 Proto Muna-Buton *y is discussed below. 
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and rnohii ' left-handed' (PMP *wiRi, through metathesis from **ihi). Sequences of like 
vowels are also found in loan words e.g. karajaa 'work' (Malay kerja);  paraLuu 'need' 
(Malay perLu); koosu ae 'socks (of feet)' (Dutch kous) and words of unclear origin ,  e.g. 
rnohoo 'sick ' and ree 'cough' .  The glottals in the words ro?o 'leaf' and iko?o 'you' can 
therefore be considered regular phonemic developments. The second person singular subject 
prefix has an unexpected initial glottal, but this is almost certainly a later development. The 
Southern Muna dialect of Gu uses initial glottals on all function morphemes (including 
pronouns and subject markers). Contrary to regular glottals, these have no corresponding gh 
or h in the northern (standard) dialect of Muna. This leaves us with only one etymon from 
the list (kau � ka?u 'wood') in which the glottal is unexplained. And even there we find a 
parallel in Lasalimu which has ka?u for 'smoke' ,  from Proto Muna-Buton *qahu (expected 
**kau: *h regularly goes to zero in Lasalimu). A last piece of evidence is' the reflex of *5 as 
zero in Tukang Besi aua 'two' (PAn *du5a). The argument that Tukang Besi differs from 
the other Muna-Buton languages in its reflex of PAn *5 can therefore not be maintained. 
Third, the claimed change of PAn *w to Muna-Buton olu is also problematic. Donohue 
gives the following etyma to prove his point. 
PAn Tuk Cia Mun 
*waLu 'eight' aLu oaLu oaLu 
*siwa 'nine' SlQ siua siua 
*wanan 'right' rnolana sluana sloana 
I posit instead that all the Muna-Buton languages share the change PMP *w > (J. I nitial 
evidence that PMP *w > (J is provided by Muna sa(a)- 'snake' (in names of certain snakes 
and in the place name Lianosaa 'snake cave'; from PMP *sawah); aa 'waist' (PMP *hawak) 
and kai 'fish hook ' (PMP *kawit). The apparent reflexes of *w as olu can all be explained. 
As Mead ( 1 998 :46) has pointed out, Muna and Cia-Cia oaLu go back to a reduplicated 
form *wa-walu. The developments are then completely regular, with loss of *w and 
antepenultimate *a > o. The word for 'nine' is indeed an exception in Cia-Cia and Muna, but 
it is irregular anyway in that the glide has syllabified (although stress remains on the 
antepenultimate syllable si in Muna, and not - as expected - on the penultimate syllable u). 
Finally, Cia-Cia soana and Muna suana 'right' go back to PMP *ka-wanan (rather than 
*wanan), with regular loss of *w, lenition of *k > s and antepenultimate raising of *a > 0 and 
even further to u in Muna. (For antepenultimate raising of *a > u in Muna, cf. *qateLuR 
'egg' > ghunteli and *baqeRu 'new' > bughou.) 
In conclusion, of the five changes listed as differentiating Muna-Buton and Tukang Besi, 
two are invalid. 
3.2 Reconciling Muna-Buton and Tukang Besi 
This leaves three changes in Donohue's chart where Tukang Besi and the remaining 
Muna-Buton languages actually differ: the reflexes of PMP *R, *uy and *j. I add here the 
reflex of PMP *ej (Tukang Besi 0, Nuclear Muna-Buton e), The solution I propose is shown 
in Table 3 .  
PMP 
*uy 
*ej 
*R 
*j 
Proto 
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Table 3:  Selected Proto Muna-Buton reflexes 
Tukang Besi Proto Nuclear Cia-Cia Muna 
Muna-Buton Muna-Buton 
*uy u *i i i 
*oy 0 *e e e 
*R h (I), vowel coalescence vowel vowel 
coalescence coalescence 
*y fJ fJ, vowel coalescence vowel vowel 
coalescence coalescence 
The different reflexes of *uy can be accounted for by assuming the diphthong was 
retained in Proto Muna-Buton. This is relevant for three etyma: 
PMP PMB Tuk Cia Mun 
*babuy *wawuy 'pig' wawu wawi weWl 
*hapuy *apuy 'fire' apu api ifi 
*(1, n)aIJuy *(1, n)alJuy 'swim' naIJu pika/naIJu leni 
(Cia-Cia pika/naIJu irregularly reflects *uy as u; it is probably a loan from Tukang Besi.) 
The situation for PMP *ej is similar. For 'fly' and 'snake' there is disagreement, the 
Tukang Besi reflex 0 pointing to PMB *oy. I therefore tentatively reconstruct this diphthong, 
so far found in only two reconstructed forms. Notice that the reflexes of *ej differ from 
those of *ey in Tukang Besi. 
PMP PMB Tuk Cia Mun 
*lalej *laloy 'fly' lalo lale lale(mbanua) 
*qulej *quloy 'snake' ulo kule ghule 
*qatey *qate 'liver' ate hate ghate 
*quey *que 'rattan' 7ue Las kue ghue 
The reflex of PMP *R as Tukang Besi h is indeed surprising, but a reconciliation with 
Muna and Cia-Cia vowel coalescence or zero is possible. I propose Proto Muna-Buton *R, 
which at that time still had its original quality, probably a voiced velar fricative I'll or a 
voiced uvular fricative IK/. A velar or uvular fricative is still a very common sound in the 
Muna-Buton area, synchronically attested for Muna (written as gh), Busoa and the Pasarwajo 
dialect of Cia-Cia. While in Tukang Besi *R > h and *j > 11l, the western Muna-Buton 
languages merged these sounds as either zero in between high vowels or as *y between 
non-high vowels, with subsequent vowel coalescence. Some examples are: 
PMP *DaRaq *DuRi *lJajan *qalejaw 
'blood' 'thorn ' 'name' 'sun' 
PMB *raRa *ruRi *lJaya *qoloyo 
Tuk raha ruhi lJaa 70100 
PNMB *rea « *raya) *rui *lJea *qoleo 
Cia rea rui lJea holeD 
Mun rea kif ri ( < ka/ rui) nea gholeo 
At this point it is not entirely clear whether PMP final *R was completely lost in PMB or 
whether it was retained as *y. The distribution of the various reflexes is uneven in the 
daughter languages, and more data is needed before a firm conclusion can be drawn. 
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The preceding discussion has shown that Tukang Besi does indeed differ from the other 
Muna-Buton languages in four of its PMP reflexes, but this can be accounted for by 
proposing a higher link between Tukang Besi and the Nuclear Muna-Buton languages. 
3.3 From PMP to Proto Muna-Buton 
I n  Table 4 below I have listed the reflexes of PMP (Proto Malayo-Polynesian) in seven 
languages of the Muna-Buton group. My starting point is PMP rather than PAn, as a 
significant number of PAn phonemes had already merged by the time of PMP. PAn 
protophonemes such as *C , *N and *S are therefore irrelevant for lower-level reconstruction 
work. In Table 4, multiple reflexes are listed in decreasing order of frequency; brackets 
denote rare occurrences; v.c. = vowel coalescence; and ? indicates uncertainty. 
Table 4: PMP reflexes in PMB and selected Muna-Buton languages 
PMP PMB Tukang Muna Busoa Kaimbulawa Cia-Cia Lasalimu 
Besi 
*a *a a a a a a a 
*i *i i i i i i i 
*u *u u u u u u u 
*e *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
*ay *e e e e e e e 
*ey *e e e e e e e 
*ej *oy 0 e e e e e 
*uy *uy u i i i i i 
*aw *0 0 0, U 0 0 0 0 
*p *p p, h  p, J p, J  p p p 
*t *t t f t f t, c 1_ i, U t, C 1_ i, U 
*k *k, *s k (s) k, s ?, s k, S k, S k, S 
*q *q ?, f'J gh (=If) h h h, k f'J, k 
*b *6, *w 6, w 6, b, W 6, w 6, w 6, w 6, w 
*Dldlr *r, *ef r, ef r, ef y, ? f, ? r, ef r, ? 
*Vz *s, (*ef) s (ef) s, (ef) s, ? s, ? f'J (ef) f'J, ? 
*j f'J, *y f'J V.C V.C V.C v.c. ? 
*m *m m m m m m m 
*n *n n n n n n n 
*n: *n n n n n n n 
*1) *1) 'I n 'I, n n 'I . 11 
*R *R, f'J, h fl, v.c fl, V.c. f'J, V.c. f'J, V.c. f'J, V.c. 
?*y 
*1 *1 I I l l l l 
*s *s, *h s, h s, h s, h s, f'J s, f'J s, f'J 
*h f'J f'J f'J f'J f'J f'J f'J 
*W f'J f'J fl f'J f'J f'J f'J 
*y f'J f'J fl f'J f'J f'J f'J 
3.4 PMB phonological innovations 
I propose the following phonological innovations from PMP to PMB as defining the 
Muna-Buton subgroup. 
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1 .  *Z;z > *s, *cf 
2. *s > *s, *h 
3.  *D/d/r > *cf, *r 
4. *b > *6, *w 
5. *h, *w, *y > f) 
6. *e,*aw > *0 
7. *ay, *ey > *e 
8. Loss of all  final consonants (except in the diphthongs *uy and *oy). 
9.  Reduction of all medial clusters. 
3.5 Proto Muna-Buton phonology 
Based on the preceding discussion, the following picture emerges of Proto Muna-Buton 
phonology: 
Consonants Vowels Diphthongs 
*p *t *k *q *i *u 
*6 *cf *g *e *0 
*mp *nt *I)k *a 
*mb *nd *I)g 
*s *R *h 
*ns 
*m *n *1) 
*1 
*r 
*w *y 
The following comments on the phoneme chart need to be made: 
1 .  I assume *q was a voiceless uvular plosive Iq/. 
*uy 
*oy 
2. There were three voiced plosives, two of which were implosives (*6 and *d), as well as a 
regular *g. In present-day languages the implosive quality of the voiced stops is greatest 
for the bilabials, somewhat less for the alveolars and rare for velars, with only Tukang 
Besi having an implosive [if] as an allophone of Ig/. I mplosives have spread to 
non-Muna-Buton languages in the area such as Wolio (Anceaux 1 952) and Kulisusu 
(Mead 1 998 :2 1 ); even Tolaki on the Sulawesi mainland has implosives in free variation 
with plain plosives (Mead & Tambunan 1 993). 
3 .  I n  Muna, Cia-Cia and Lasalimu /61 does not occur before lui, but i n  Tukang Besi i t  does 
(according to Donohue 1 999). I tentatively reconstruct *6 also before lui, e.g. Proto 
Muna-Buton *6ura 'face powder', based on Muna, Cia-Cia bura and Tukang Besi 6ura. 
4. *R was probably phonetically I'll or 1151. 
5 .  The seven prenasalised consonants functioned as units: *mp, *mb, *nt, *nd, *ns, *I)k 
and *I)g. Some of these also occur word-initially in PMB etyma,  e.g. *mbaka 
'delicious', *ndoke 'monkey', *nturu 'often'. 
6. *w was probably IBI and could alternatively be listed in the fricative column. 
7.  Syllable structure was open: (C) V. 
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8 .  Sequences of two or three vowels were allowed: *d'eu 'needle', *d'aoa 'market' .  
9 .  The diphthongs occurred only word-finally. 
1 0. Stress was penultimate. 
3.6 Sporadic sound changes within the Muna-Buton group 
Several lenitions and other types of changes have pervaded the Muna-Buton subgroup, but 
they are clearly not diagnostic for the group as a whole. These changes have taken place to a 
greater or lesser extent in individual languages, but only affecting part of the vocabulary. In  
other words, they are typically wave-like in  character. The most common lenitions are as 
follows: 
PMB Reflexes in individual languages 
*p > J, h  
*k > s 
*q > /{, k, ?, h, fJ 
*6 > w 
*d' > r 
*s > h, fJ 
I discuss these in more detail below. 
1 .  PMB *p > f> h. The change *p to f has primarily affected Muna, and to a lesser degree 
some Pancana dialects. Tukang Besi has gone even further in this lenition process, and 
often reflects *p as h (actually [4>] before u). Even Ipl can be realised as [4>] or [p4>] 
before Ia! and 101 (Donohue 1 999: 1 6). This lenition process is interesting in that the two 
languages on the geographical edges of the group are affected, but those in the middle 
are not. However, Muna and Tukang Besi do not always agree with each other in the 
etyma in which this lenition occurs, giving further evidence to the irregular spread of 
this sound change. Some examples of PMP and PMB *p in Tukang Besi and Muna: 
PMP PMB Tuk Mun 
*epat *palo 'four' hato- fato-
*pitu *pilU 'seven' hitu- Jitu-
*paniki *poniki 'bat' honiki ponisi 
*Depah *ropa 'fathom' salroha pule 
*paqah *paqa 'thigh' pa?a fagha 
*pakay *pake 'wear, use' pake pake 
*pandak *panda 'short' me/panda panda 
2.  The lenition of PMP *k > s i s  widespread in Nuclear Muna-Buton (e.g. PMP *kahiw 
'wood' > PNMB *sau; PMP *kali 'dig' > Muna seli), but in Tukang Besi it has only 
occurred in the possessive suffix -su 'my' (Muna -ku) and the dative object suffixes 
-nso and -nsami (see below). 
3 .  None of the Muna-Buton languages has retained *q as a uvular plosive, but only in 
Tukang Besi is there a split between glottal and zero, with glottal occuring medially 
(with one exception), and zero or glottal initially, without obvious conditioning factors. 
In one case a difference in meaning seems to have developed, if the transcription and 
the glosses are correct. Notice the following reflexes of PMP *q in Tukang Besi, 
Cia-Cia and Muna: 
4. 
PMP 
*qatep 
*qazay 
*qabu 
*qenay 
*qalipan 
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PMB Tuk Cia Mun 
*qato 'roof' ato hato ghato 
*qase 'chin' ase hae ghase 
*qabu 'ashes' awu hawu ghabu 
*qone 'sand' ?one hone ghone 
*qolipa 'centipede' oliha 'centipede' honipa gholifa 
?oliha 'scorpion' 
PMB *6 > w. This is an ongoing lenition in the whole Celebic group (see van den Berg 
1 99 1  b: 1 2), especially common before u. In some cases PMB had already undergone 
weakening (e.g. PMP *tebuh 'sugarcane' > PMB *towu). Notice the erratic pattern in the 
following words: 
PMP PMB Tuk Cia Mun 
*balJun *OOlJu 'get up' OOlJu OOlJu wanu 
*bisul *6isu 'boil' 6isu kalwincu5 kalwisu 
*baqeRu *60qou 'new' wo?ou wukou bughou 
5 .  PMB *s > h > zero i s  again a lenition pattern which had already begun in some words 
before PMB: note PMP *tasak 'ripe ' > PMB *taha; PMP *tasik 'sea ' > PMB *tahi 
(Mun tehi, Cia tai). 
Other sporadic changes occurring in the Muna-Buton group are as follows: 
6.  Vowel height assimilations, e .g .  *iCa > eCa or iCe and even iCi, as in PMB *mia 
'person', Cia Tuk mia, Mun mie, Bus mii. Also *aCi > eCi and *uCa > uCe, as in PMB 
*wuta 'earth, ground', Tuk wuta, Bus wute, Mun wite. 
7. Fronting of back vowels (*u > i; *0 > e), e.g. PMB *tau 'put, place', Mun tei (through 
**tai). 
8 .  Antepenultimate raising (*a > 0 or u in  pretonic syllables), e.g. PMP *ka-wanan 'right 
side' ,  Cia soana, Mun suana. 
9. Final *u > 0, e.g. PMB *taqu 'year', Tuk ta?o. 
10. Prenasalisation, e.g. PMP *tacIe 'stand', Tuk tacIe, Cia tacIe � ntacIe, Mun ntacIe. 
) 1 .  Metathesis (often involving words of VCV shape with identical vowels), e.g. PMB *isi 
'flesh', Cia isi, Mun ihi, Bus hii. 
3.7 Irregular phonological developments from PMP to PMB 
The following list shows a number of irregular phonological developments in individual 
etyma which are shared by all the languages in the Muna-Buton group, including Tukang 
Besi. Again, this is strong subgrouping evidence. For reasons of space the supporting 
material in the individual languages cannot be given. 
5 The MasirilMambulu dialect of Cia-Cia has ka6isu. 
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PMP PMB 
*bahaq 'flood' *mawa (possibly fossiziled ma-) 
*baReqQlJ 'molar tooth' *6aga 'cheek' (*Req > *g) 
*binehiq 'seed' *wine (contraction and lowering) 
*( ma-)beReqat 'heavy' *60Ra (contraction of final syllables) 
*baqeRu 'new' *60qou (loss of *R) 
*dilaq 'tongue' *lela (assimilation and vowel lowering) 
*Dalem ' inside, deep' *laro 'inside' (metathesis) 
*ndalo 'deep' (prenasalisation) 
*enem 'six ' *noo (free) (metathesis) 
*nomo (bound) (paragogic vowel) 
*epat 'four' *paa (free) (*e > *a, metathesis) 
*pato (bound) (paragogic vowel) 
*isa 'one' *sa (bound) (loss of *i) 
*kabut 'fog, mist' *gawu (*k > *g) 
*kempulJ ' intestines' *kompo (lowering of *u to *0) 
*kita ' see' *ita (loss of *k) 
*maRi 'come' *mai (loss of *R) 
*maRuqanay 'man' *moqane (reduction of first syllable) 
*mula 'plant' *pembula (prefix and prenasalisation) 
*penuq 'full' *pono (lowering of *u to *0) 
*putiq 'white' *pute (lowering of *i to *e) 
*qelet 'crevice' *qolota 
'space between' (irregular paragogic vowel) 
*Ribu 'thousand' *riwu (*R > *r irregular; or loan?) 
*sa-puluq 'ten' *ompulu (prenasalisation, loss of *s) 
*sebu 'temper' *soropu (*b > *p; infix) 
*ZaRum 'needle' *d'eu (via **dayu, with *R > *y) 
Some of these innovations may in fact have occurred in a higher-order subgroup 
comprising both Proto Muna-Buton and Proto Bungku-Tolaki .  Compare PBT *laro 'inside'; 
*nomo 'six ' ;  *pato 'four'; *gawuQ 'mist' ;  *kompoN 'stomach, intestines '; *mai 'come' and 
*pono 'full ' .  If this is indeed the case, it would strengthen the hypothesis of a South-eastern 
Celebic subgroup as put forward by Mead (this volume). 
4 Grammatical evidence 
In this section I list some apparently exclusively shared grammatical innovations in the 
Muna-Buton group. This section is far from exhaustive and is probably only indicative of 
what can be further unearthed. 
4.1 The pronominal system 
The substantial similarities in form and function of the pronoun systems in three daughter 
languages indicate that a similar system existed in PMB. Let us first consider present-day 
languages for which data are available. (In these charts the symbol ' marks a glottal stop). 
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Table 5 :  Tukang Besi pronominal forms (terminology from Donohue 1 999) 
Free forms Irrealis Realis Possessive Object Dative object 
Subject Subject 
I SG iaku ku- ku- -su -aku -naku 
2SG iko 'o ko- 'u-/nu- - 'u -ko -nso 
3SG ia na-/a- 110- /0- -no - 'e -ne 
I PAUCAL ikami ka- ko- -mami -kami -nsami 
l PLURAL ikita ta- to- -l1to -kita -nggita 
2PL ikomiu ki- i- -miu -komiu -ngkomiu 
3PL amai na-/a- no-/o- -no - 'e (amai) 
Notes to Table 5 :  
1 .  3SG and 3PL are identical in their affixed forms; the free pronoun is different in each case. 
2. The pronouns ikami and ikita are glossed as 'paucal' and 'plural' respectively, but 'they are used 
with a lot of overlap by most speakers' (Donohue 1 999: 1 1 4). Some younger speakers impose an 
inclusive-exclusive meaning difference onto these forms (probably due to Indonesian influence), 
but in the speech of older speakers this is not the case. 
3 .  Respect for the addressee i s  shown by using the second person plural forms; even greater respect 
by the use of the first person plural forms (ikita). 
4 .  'The dative object suffixes are observed only rarely in the Wanci dialect, and their use is 
somewhat archaic' (Donohue 1 999: 1 35). 
Table 6 :  Muna pronominal forms (van den Berg 1 989) 
Free forms Subject Subject Possessive Direct Indirect 
realis irrealis object object 
l SG inodi, idi a- a- -ku -kanau -kanau 
2SG (i)hintu 0- 0- -mu -ko -angko 
2SG POLITE intaidi to- ta- -nto -kaeta -kaeta 
3SG anoa no- na- -no -e -ane 
l DU I NCL intaidi do- da- -nto - -
I PL I NCL intaidiimu do-Vmu da-Vmu -ntoomu - -
I PL EXCL insaidi ta- ta- -mani -kasami -kasami 
2PL (i)hintuumu o-Vmu o-Vmu -Vmu -angkoomu -angkoomu 
2PL POLITE intaidiimu to-Vmu to-Vmu -ntoomu -kaetaamu -kaetaamu 
3PL andoa do- da- -ndo -anda -anda 
Notes to Table 6: 
1 .  The subject realis forms are given for only one of the three verb classes (named class a-, after its 
1 SG subject marker). The other two classes (class ae- and class ao-) are, from a diachronic 
perspective, comtiinations of the subject markers and the verbal markers me- and mo- (e.g. ae-ala 
'I take' comes from earlier *a-me-ala; see van den Berg 1 99 1  b:24-25 for details). 
2 .  I n  the suffix -Vmu, V marks a vowel which i s  identical to the last vowel of the stem. 
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Table 7: Cia-Cia pronominal forms (van den Berg 1 99 1 c) 
Free forms Subject Subject Possessive Direct object 
realis irrealis 
I SO ( 'i)nda 'u 0- a- - 'u -aa 'u/-'u 
2S0 ( 'i)so 'o mu-Imo- cu- -mu/-mo -so 
3S0 'ia no- na- -no - 'eI-e 
l PL INU 'ingkita to- ta- onto -kita 
l PL EXCL 'isami ta- ra- -mami -sami 
2PL 'isimiu ka- cu-ka- -nllU -simiu 
3PL mo 'ia no(-ka)- na(-ka)- -no (mo 'ia) - 'eI-e 
Notes to Table 7 :  
Indirect 
object 
- 'isa 'u 
- 'iso 
- 'isie 
- 'ikita 
- 'isami 
- 'isimiu 
- 'isie 
1 .  The I SO direct object form - 'u occurs after verb stems ending in a .  The form -aa 'u occurs 
elsewhere. 
2 .  The 3S0 direct object form - e  occurs after verb stems endings i n  a high vowel (i or u). The form 
- ' e occurs elsewhere. 
3 .  There is considerable dialect variation in Cia-Cia and this chart represents the northern 
Sampolawa and Pasarwajo dialect. The Masiri/Mambulu dialect appears to be more conservative, 
having e.g. ia 'u 'I' and a single form a- for both realis and irrealis (Daniel Vermonden, pers. 
comm.). 
4. The indirect object forms display unusual dialectal variation (e.g. I SO also -sia 'u) which needs 
more research. 
Table 8: Lasalimu pronominal forms (van den Berg, field notes) 
Free forms Subject Subject Possessive 
rea lis irrealis 
I SO ia'u a- a- - 'u 
2S0 iso 'olka 'ancu u- si- -mu 
3S0 Cia no- Ila- -no 
I PL INCL ikita to- ra- onto 
I PL EXCL isami to- ta- -mami 
2PL isimiu /- i- -miu 
3PL mo 'ia 110- Ila- -no (mo 'ia) 
Notes to Table 8 :  
1 .  The 2PL form i- is also used as a singular honorific form. 
Direct object 
-Q 'U 
-so 
- 'e 
-kita 
-sami 
-simiu 
- 'e (mo 'ia) 
2.  The free pronoun ka 'ancu is related to the demonstrative ancu 'there (hear you)'. 
Indirect 
object 
- 'asuna 'u 
- 'asoso 
- 'ase 'e 
- 'asokita 
- 'asosami 
- 'asosimiu 
- 'aso mo 'ia 
Because of the very obvious similarities in form and function, I argue that the following 
system can be posited for Proto Muna-Buton, and that it constitutes a clear and unambiguous 
set of innovations defining the Muna-Buton group: 
1 .  Realis and irrealis subject pronominal affixes. 
2. A nominative-accusative system of pronominal marking. 
3 .  The infix -urn-, often in combination with irrealis affixes, to mark intentionality. 
4. A set of indirect/dative object suffixes to mark beneficiaries, recipients, instruments and 
other non-core roles. 
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I will briefly discuss the first three points in more detail. 
The use of realis and irrealis subject markers in the Muna-Buton languages is unique in 
Sulawesi (not even shared by Wolio) and is one of the strongest sUbgrouping arguments. 
Realis forms are used for the past and the present, whereas irrealis forms indicate future 
events. In Muna and Cia-Cia the irrealis forms are also used after negators, but this is not 
true for Tukang Besi, and hence presumably an innovation in Nuclear Muna-Buton. Notice 
that in Muna realis and irrealis subject prefixes are not distinguished for I SG, 2SG/PL and I PL 
EXCL, while in Tukang Besi the contrast is absent for I SG only. Cia-Cia maintains the 
distinction throughout the entire paradigm, although not in all dialects. At this stage the 
extent of the realis-irrealis distinction in the Proto Muna-Buton paradigm is unclear, but it 
should be at least reconstructed for 3SG and I PL INCL. 
The pronominal system worked on a nominative-accusative basis, as illustrated in the 
following examples: 
Tuk ku-rato no-rato no-sepa- 'aku ku-sepa- 'e 
Cia o-rato no-rato no-sepa- 'u o-sepa-e 
Mun a-rata no-rato no-sepa-kanau a-sepa-e 
'I came' 's/he came' 's/he kicked me' 'I kicked hirn/her' 
Notice that Wolio (Anceaux 1 952) and Kulisusu (Mead 1 998 )  have a nominative­
accusative system as well, but most likely this is the result of areal influence from the 
Muna-Buton languages. 
The irrealis prefixes are often used in combination with the infix -um-. I n  Muna this 
usage is obligatory for class a-, where irrealis prefixes and -um- must co-occur (e.g. realis 
no-kala 'he goes; he went ' ;  irrealis na-k[umJala 'he will go ' ;  while *na-kala and 
*no-k[umJala are ungrammatical). In Cia-Cia and Tukang Besi, however, this appears to be 
a tendency only, and irrealis forms without -um- do occur. In such cases, i.e. where the 
irrealis subject prefix is found without -um-,  the focus appears to be on the intention of the 
action (,want, will'), rather than on the future itself. 
All this means that a system of six pronominal forms can be reconstructed for PMB: one 
set of free pronouns and five sets of pronominal affixes (possessive, realis and irrealis 
subject, direct object and indirect/dative object). The exact reconstruction of the forms 
remains to be worked out, but there is clearly enough evidence to posit such a system. The 
allomorphy rules of -um- also remain to be worked out, but they are likely to be similar or 
identical to the ones we find in Tukang Besi, i.e. vowel-initial roots have um- (m- in Muna); 
p- and 6-initial roots take -um- (but p- changes to m- in Muna and 6- takes zero); roots with 
initial m- take the zero allomorph; while roots with initial w- show variation. Complications 
occur in the case of derived bases. 
4.2 The infix -um- forming subject relative clauses 
Apart from its function to indicate intentionality, the infix -um- is also used to create a 
specific verbal form which I have called an 'active participle '. Such forms are not inflected 
for person and are only employed in subject relative clauses. In Tukang Besi -um- is the only 
affix in active participles, but in Muna the infix occurs in combination with the suffix -no; 
this appears to be the case too in Cia-Cia and Lasalimu (although the evidence is limited). 
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( 1 )  Tuk na mw t[umjopa te La Udi 
NOM person slap-[A.PART] CORE La Udi 
'the person who slapped La Udi' 
(2) Mun 0 mie t[umjafa-no La Ali 
ART person slap- [A.PART] La Ali 
'the person who slapped La Ali' 
(3) Cia, Las 0 mia t[umjopa-no La Ali 
ART person slap-[A.PART] La Ali 
'the person who slapped La Ali' 
The combination of -um- and -no (or -na) to create active participles is  also found in 
Walia (Anceaux 1 9 52:25) and Kulisusu (Mead 1 998:360-362). Again, this must be the 
result of areal diffusion. 
4.3 Derivational morphology 
A few other derivational morphemes appear to be innovations in PMB. 
a. Prefix *pe- 'make, build' 
Mun fe- 'make, build' e.g. ne-fe-ghato 'build a roof' 
Cia 
Tuk 
pi­
he-
'make' e.g. pi-ka 'ana 
'produce, make' e.g. noje-ato 
'build a house' 
'weave a thatch roof' 
b.  Prefix *pa- 'occupation' ( in M una and Cia-Cia an unproductive nominal prefix, in 
Tukang Besi a verb-deriving prefix) 
Mun galu 'field' pa-galu 'farmer' 
Cia 
Tuk 
hula 'hunt ' pa-hulo 'hunter' 
hamata 'field' pa-pi-hamota 'farmer' 
ase 'iron' pa-pi-rabu ase 'blacksmith' 
tutu 'pound' no-pa-tutu 'he is a blacksmith' 
langke 'sail' na-pa-langke 'he is a sailor' 
c .  Requestive *pe- (Muna fe-, Tukang Besi hepe-). In  addition to two regular causative 
prefixes, both languages have a requestive prefix meaning 'ask X to do something'. 
Although there is only partial similarity in form, it is striking that in both languages the 
action takes place for the benefit of the causer (the subject) and that the causee is 
expressed in an oblique phrase (rather than as the object). 
(4) Mun ne-fe-gholi bhadhu ne ina-no 
(5) Tuk 
3SG.R-REQ-buy shirt LOC mother-his 
'he asked his mother to buy him a shirt' 
no-hepe- 'ita- 'e na aroloji di ama-na 
3R-REQ-see-30BJ NOM watch OBL father-his 
'he is asking his father to show him the watch' 
d. Iterative *para-. Both Tukang Besi, Cia-Cia and Muna have a prefix para- which is 
used for iterative and/or habitual action. 
Tuk 
Mun 
aso 
asa 
'sell' 
'sell' 
para-aso 'sell as a regular activity' 
para-asa 'be a regular seJler' 
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4.4 Demonstratives 
The demonstrative systems of both Muna and Tukang Besi are fairly complex. For Muna 
see van den Berg ( 1 989:  Chapter 6) and ( 1 997); for Tukang Besi, Donohue ( 1 999: Chapter 
6). There are many differences on a detailed level, but it is striking that both languages have 
a dual opposition of deictic elements with very similar meaning, crucially involving an 
opposition of the phonemes It I and /w/. Consider the following examples of the Tukang Besi 
'topographic demonstratives': 
Tuk ito 'up, land wards, east, north, in' 
iwo 'down, sea wards, west, south, out' 
Compare these forms with the Muna prepositions te and we and with the anaphoric (or 
referential) demonstratives: 
Mun te 'locative preposition used for a position or direction which is higher, 
up, east (and sometimes north) of the point of orientation' 
we 'locative preposition used for a position or direction which is lower, 
down, west (and sometimes south) of the point of orientation' 
tatu 
watu 
'that, there, yonder (higher, up, east, north)' 
'that, there, yonder (lower, down, west, south)' 
A clear etymological connection between the Muna forms te and tatu (and we and watu) 
has not been found yet, but it appears that in conjunction with the Tukang Besi data a 
demonstrative pair is reconstructible for Proto Muna-Buton, one containing the phoneme *t 
for places 'up, higher, east and north', and one containing *w for places 'down, lower, west 
and south '. It should be noticed that Wolio also has a dual pair (nca)siate 'up there' ,  
(nca)siroo 'down there' (Alberth 2000), but it lacks both the typical t-w opposition and the 
meaning component of the cardinal points. 
4.5 Other shared morphology 
Other shared affixes can be reconstructed for Proto Muna-Buton, but many of these are 
probably retentions from PMP. Some of these are illustrated in Table 9. 
Table 9: Proto Muna-Buton morphology 
Proto Tukang Besi Cia-Cia Muna 
Muna-Buton 
passive in relative clauses *ni· /- Ili- Ili-/ne-
appiicativelindirect object *-ako -ako -aso -ghoo 
perfective *-rno -rno -rno -rna 
irncompletive/future *-po -ho -po -ho 
causative *pa- pa- po-; pa- fo-
factitive *p(a,o)ka- hoko- piko-; pika- feka-
reciprocal prefix *po- pa- pa- po-
accidental passive *ti- te- ci- li- - te-
locative applicative *-Ci -Ci ·Ci -Ci 
temporal 'when' (in combination *sa- sa- sa- sa-
with a possessive suffix) 
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5 Lexical innovations 
In  this section I present a number of lexical innovations in the Muna-Buton group. If an 
etymon is found in Tukang Besi and in Muna or Cia-Cia, but not in Wolio (or other Celebic 
languages), this clearly points to a lexical innovation and the etymon can be reconstructed for 
Proto Muna-Buton. But many words which look like lexical innovations in M una-Buton 
have cognates in Wolio. If the hypothesis is correct that Wolio is not part of the Muna-Buton 
group but a relatively recent arrival on the island of Buton, then the presence of such a 
cognate could be accounted for in three ways: 
(a) The word is a Muna-Buton etymon and has been borrowed into Wolio. 
(b) The word was an original Wolio word and has been borrowed into the neighbouring 
Muna-Buton languages. 
(c) The word is not an innovation at all, but a reflex of an older root (going back to Proto 
Celebic or PMP) which is directly inherited in both Wolio and Muna-Buton. 
Distinguishing between these three options will be the main challenge for future comparative 
work in the Muna-Buton area. 
In §5 . 1  I present lexical innovations in Muna-Buton without known cognates in Wolio, 
while in §5 .2 I present possible lexical innovations with Wolio cognates. All Wolio lexical 
material is taken from Anceaux ( 1 987). I offer this list somewhat hesitantly, as several 
etyma may turn out to have cognates in non-Muna-Buton languages and hence need to be 
removed. On the other hand, if the main thesis of this article is correct, these deletions will be 
hopefully be balanced by additions as new lexical material for these languages becomes 
available. 
5.1 Muna-Buton lexical innovations (without known Wolio cognates) 
*ambe 'open, remove' 
Cia ambe 'open, uncover' ,  Tuk ambe 'change clothing, remove skin or husk' 
*6ai 'friend, companion' 
Mun Las fui 'friend, companion' (Tuk wai 'mosquito' and Cia wai 'gnat' are probably 
not cognate) 
*6eka 'cat' 
Mun Cia Las Tuk 6eka (Tolaki beka is probably a loan from Mun) 
*6oru 'k.o. palm tree' 
Mun 60ru 'palmyra tree', Cia Las 60ru 'k.o. tree' (unidentified), Tuk 60ru 'sago tree sp. '  
*gande 'give a lift to' 
M un Cia Tuk gande 
*ka6i 'break, throw away' 
Mun ka6i 'break', Cia Las ka6i 'throw away', Tuk ka6i 'throw away, discard' 
*kape 'shoulder joint; broken (of arm or leg)' 
Mun kape 'shoulder joint', Las kape 'paralysed (of arm)', Tuk kape 'wing' 
*kapo 'enough, full' 
Mun kapo 'enough', Cia kapo 'full' (?), Las kapo 'cured of a habit' (Indonesianjera), 
Tuk kapo 'full (stomach), 
*kawea 'wind' 
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Mun Kai Cia (pasary/ajo) TukKTB kawea, Bus ?awea 
*kenta 'fish' 
Mun Tuk kenta, Bus ?inta (i irregular) 
*kompa 'eel' 
Mun Cia Las Tuk kompa 
*konta 'hold' 
Mun konta 'hold back, restrain', Cia konta 'efficient (of prayers), (if cognate), Tuk konta 
'hold, grasp' 
*lelJke 'sexually different' 
Mun lelJke 'infertile, impotent', Cia Las lelJke 'effeminate male', Tuk lelJke 'homosexual' 
*mena 'hot, bum' 
Mun mena 'catch fire, bum, on fire', Tuk mena 'hot' 
*moapa 'why?' 
Mun noafa (with -mo- hidden as class prefix), Cia moapa, Las mo?apa (glottal 
unexplained), Tuk noha?a (with metathesis; n irregular) [cf. PMP *apa 'what'] 
*poroqu 'drink' 
Munforoghu, Busfoyoyu (with assimilation of second y; expected **foyohu), Kai 
pofohu, Cia poroku, Tuk moro?u (m irregular) (possibly cognate with Proto Sangiric 
*dou 'thirst' Sneddon 1 984:79; cf. Tuk motindo?u 'thirsty') 
*posolo 'scabbard, sheath' 
Mun pusolo 'penis sheath ', Las Tuk posolo 'scabbard' 
*potu 'head' 
Mun Busfotu 'head', Kai potu 'head', Cia pocu 'head', Las pocu 'hair', Tuk hotu 'hair' 
*puhoi 'termite nest' 
Mun Las puhoi, Tuk pu?oi 
*qawa 'get, receive' 
Mun ghawa, Tuk ?awa 
*rimba 'quick' 
Mun rimba, Bus maiyimba, Cia mairimba, Tuk melrimba 
*sula 'bum weeds' 
Mun Cia Tuk sula, Las sule (final e unexplained) 
*tocfe 'flee' 
Cia tooe 'run' Tuk tocfe 'flee' 
*tonduri 'object that sinks' 
Mun Cia tonduri 'to bury in the sea, sink S.L ', Las Pnc (Kambowa) tonduri 'stone', Tuk 
tonduri 'hook for fishing'. Related to PMB *tondu 'sink, drown'. 
*tuqo 'fell, cut down' 
Mun tugho, Tuk tu?o, Las cuko 'stump of a felled tree' 
*welJka 'split open fruit' 
Mun welJka 'split open; half (of coconut)' ,  Las welJka 'split open; betelnut' , Tuk welJka 
'betelnut' 
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*woru 'down, under' 
Mun woru 'bent down, curved (of branches), Cia woru 'under', 'Fuk woru 'underneath' 
*wulJa-nu lima 'finger' (lit: 'flower of hand') 
Mun wunano lima, Bus Cia Las wUlJano lima, Tuk wUlJanu lima (but also Bungkufunga 
lima, Wawonii wunga lima; possibly borrowed) 
*wulJa-nu qaqe 'toe' (lit: 'flower of foot') 
Mun wunano ghaghe, Bus wUlJano hahe, Cia Las wUlJano kake, Tuk wUlJanu ae 
5.2 Possible Muna-Buton innovations, with Wolio cognates 
*agori 'immediately' 
Mun Cia agori 'hurriedly, quickly', Tuk agori 'immediate' (also Wol agori 'do hastily, 
do speedily, speed up') 
*anano (losu, (ka)tumbu(qa» 'pestle' 
Mun anano katumbu, Kai Cia anano losu, Tuk anano tumbu?a (also Wolio anana 
nosu) 
*aso 'sell' 
Mun Cia Bus aso, Tuk ?aso (glottal unexplained) (also Wol aso) 
*6aguli 'marble' 
Mun Cia Tuk OOguli (also Wol) 
*6ake 'heart, fruit' 
Mun Kai Las OOke 'fruit, heart ', Cia OOke 'heart', Bus 00 'e 'heart ', Tuk OOke 'heart' ;  OO?e 
'fruit' (glottal unexplained). (Also Wol OOke 'fruit, heart '. Compare Pam (priestly 
language) bake 'fruit') 
*6ale 'young leaf' 
Mun Cia Tuk OOle (also W 01) 
*6alobu 'object filled with water' 
Mun Cia OOlobu 'bowl with leg, cup (without handle)', Tuk walobu 'freshwater pool, 
sinkhole' (also Wol OOlo6u 'earthen or china jar for storing food') 
*6osu 'k.o. water container' 
Mun Cia 60su 'earthenware water jar', Tuk 60su 'k.o. water container' (also Wol) 
*6ura 'face powder' 
Mun Cia Las bura Tuk 6ura (also Wol 6ura) 
*6uso 'smithy, bellows' 
Mun buso 'smithy', Tuk 6uso/?a 'bellows used when forging' (also Wol 6usoa 'bellows, 
metal-casting house, funnel') 
*cfaoa 'market' 
Mun Cia Tuk cfaoa (also WoJ) 
*cfapi 'twin' 
Mun Cia rapi, Tuk cfapi (also Wol rapi, Pam rapi) 
*cfawu 'give, share' 
Mun cfawu 'divide, share', Cia Las cfawu 'give', Tuk cfawu 'portion' (also Wol cfawu 
'part; give, provide') 
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*aola 'move along the surface' 
Mun dola 'creep along the ground', Cia dola 'creep, surf on waves with a canoe', Tuk 
dola 'float' (cf. also Mun sola 'crawl on hands and knees')  (also Wol dola 'writhe, 
wriggle, twist, wind') 
*gai 'pull in (a net?)' 
Mun gai 'fish with a net with small meshes ', Cia gai 'pull closer with the arm', Tuk gai 
'pull in' (also Wol gai 'pull, draw') 
*garaa 'surprise particle' 
Mun Tuk garaa (also Wol garaaka) 
*gau 'desire, wish' 
Mun Cia Tuk gau (also Wol) 
*giu 'sort, kind' 
Mun Cia giu 'sort, kind; matter, something', Tuk giu 'sort, kind' (also Wol) 
*gua 'pull, push, nudge' 
Mun gua 'push with the body, nudge, elbow; rebel ', Cia gua 'nudge, take a person's 
rights', Tuk gua 'pull back, withdraw' (also Wol gua 'not following, stubborn, stiff, 
reluctant, resistant, rebellious') 
*hali 'difficult, expensive' 
Mun hali, Bus Tuk molhali, Cia kalhali (also Wol malali) 
*ka(h)ipu 'youngest child' 
Mun kahepu, Bus ?aepu, Kai kaepu « Proto Munic *ka(h)epu), Cia ka?opu, Las 
kalka?opu (0 unexplained in Cia and Las), Tuk kaipu 'last born'(also Wol kaepu) 
*kalambe 'young girl' 
Mun Tuk kalambe (also Wol) 
*kamalo 'paint' 
Mun Cia Tuk kamalo (also Wol) 
*kanda 'blue' 
Mun (ka)kanda, Cia Tuk kalkanda (also Wol kalkanda) 
*kanu 'get ready' 
Mun kanu 'prepare', Tuk malkanu 'get ready' (also Wol malkanu) 
*kapera 'spit' 
MunS kapeha, Kai pe/kape?a, Cia pi/kapera, TukBo kapera (also Wol pelkapera 'spit 
out red betel-nut spittle' )  
*kaquabulu 'coconut shell' 
Mun kaghabulu (with reduction of medial vowel cluster), Kai kahua (with loss of -bulu), 
Cia kabulu (reduction of second syllable), TukW ka?awulu 'coconut husk' (reduction as 
Mun), TukBo ke'ua (with loss of -bulu) (also Wol kauwana bulu) 
*karia 'initiation ritual' 
Mun Cia karia 'puberty ritual for girls', Tuk karial?a 'circumcision festival '  (also Wol 
kariaa 'feast')  
*kokombu 'mast' 
Mun Tuk kokombu (also WoI) 
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*kumbu 'fist' 
Mun kumbulno lima 'fist', Tuk kumbu 'arrow-head fist' (also Wol kumbu 'fist') 
*Iagi 'temporal adverb' 
Mun lagi 'all the time, every time', Cia lagi 'permanent', Tuk lagi 'now' (Given the 
semantics, this is unlikely a loan from Malay lagi 'again ')  (also Wol 'continue; 
constantly, steadily') 
*Ialesa 'wide, spacious' 
Mun Cia Tuk lalesa (cf. Wol lalese 'wide, spacious') 
*Iagu 'intoxicated, drunk' 
Mun Zo/lanu 'slightly poisoned, intoxicated' ,  MunS lo/Zanu 'drunk', Cia mo/langu 
'drunk ', Tuk mo/Zango 'drunk' (final 0 irregular) (also Wol mallango) 
*Iego 'swinging arms' 
Mun lego, Tuk lego-lego (also Wol lego) 
*maka 'and then' 
Mun Tuk maka 'and then', Cia maka 'if' (also Wol maka 'but') 
*marasai 'difficult' 
Mun marasai 'poor', Tuk marasai 'difficult' (also Wol marasai 'difficult, intricate, 
laborious, in trouble')  
*mbaka 'delicious' 
Mun mbaka, Tuk mo/mbaka (also Wol malmbaka) 
*mbali 'can, become' 
Mun mbali 'can, become', Cia pilmbali 'can, become', Tuk me/mbali 'all right, OK, fine' 
(also Wol me/mbali 'become, come about') 
*mbero 'to wave, to fan' 
Mun Cia kalmbero 'fan', Cia pilmbero-mbero 'to fly (of a flag)', Tuk mbero 'gesture to 
S.o. with hand', kambero-mbero 'butterfly' (also Wol kalmbero 'fan') 
*mente 'surprised' 
Mun Cia Tuk mente (also Wol) 
*ndoke 'monkey' 
Mun Cia Tuk ndoke, Bus ndo'le (also Wol ndoke) 
*ggilo 'clean, pure' 
Mun IJgela 'clean'  (vowels unexplained), IJkilo 'pure, holy' (loss of voicing irregular), Bus 
mO/lJgilo 'holy', Cia mO/lJgilo 'clean'. (Note: Las mo/kilo 'black' and Tuk kili 'clean' 
possibly cognate) (also Wol malngkilo 'clean, pure, clear, holy') 
*nturu 'often' 
Mun ne/nturu 'often', Tuk me/nturu 'normally' (also Wol me/nturu 'frequent, often ') 
*paiasa 'mirror' 
Mun paeasa, Cia Tuk paiasa (also Wol paiasa) 
*pali 'tum around' 
Mun pali 'travel around, wander about', Cia pali 'turn aside, turn around', Tuk pali 'tum 
around' (also Wol pali 'turn, take a turn') 
*pamuru 'angry, furious'  
Mun Cia Tuk pamuru (also Wol 'go berserk, run amuck') 
*pandalJa 'k.o. spear' 
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Mun Cia Tuk pandalJa (also Wol) 
*pogau 'say, word, language' 
Mun Bus Kai Cia Las Tuk pogau. (Contains reciprocal prefix po-;· cf. *gau 'make, do') 
(also Wol) 
*pooli 'able, finish, after' 
Mun pooli 'can, be 'able; after', Cia po?oli 'finish; able; after, then ', Tuk po?oli 'finish, 
complete' (also Wol) 
*porai 'fiancee' 
Mun Tuk porai (also Wol porae) 
*qopa 'k.o. yam' 
Mun ghofa 'yam', Tuk opa 'sweet potato' (also Wol opa) 
*qoti 'food' 
Mun ghoti 'cooked rice, food', Tuk hoti 'meal given to the poor' (h irregular for *q) (also 
Wol hoti 'food, nourishment') 
*rambu '(fibrous) string' 
Mun rambu 'fibrous part in fruits', Cia rambu 'rope, string', Tuk rambu 'string' (also 
Wol rambu ' loose ends of thread along the edge of a piece of weaving') 
*rampu 'burn' 
Mun Cia Las rampu 'burn', Tuk rampu 'burn (firewood), roast' (cf. Wol rampu 
'scorched, blackened, pitch-black' 
*randa-nu lima 'palm of hand' (lit. 'chest of hand') 
Mun Cia randano lima, Bus yandano lima, Tuk randanu lima (also Wol randana lima) 
*randa-nu qaqe 'sole of foot' (lit. 'chest of foot') 
Mun randano ghaghe, Bus yandano hahe, Cia randano kake, Tuk randanu ae (also 
W 01 randana ae) 
*sagaa 'sometimes ' 
Mun sigaa - segaa, Cia aga?a, Tuk sagaa - saga?a (Compound of *sa- 'one' and *gaa 
'part, separate') (also Wol sagaa) 
*salJka 'complete' 
Mun salJka 'complete, ready, finished', Cia salJka 'complete', Tuk salJka 'pass, exceed' 
(also Wol salJka 'complete, comprehensive, perfect') 
*saori 'very, too much' 
Mun soori, MunS saohi 'serious; defeat', Cia sauri 'too much', Tuk saori - sauri 'very' 
(also Wol saori 'bad, serious (of illness), disobedient, misschievous') 
*sepa 'kick' 
Mun Cia Tuk sepa (also Wol) 
*sundu 'command' 
Mun sundu 'overwork s.o., make S.o. do slave work', Tuk sundu 'command' (also Wol 
sundu 'consider, think about, remember (harmfully, of spirits of the deceased)' - if 
cognate) 
*taliku 'behind, back' 
Cia Tuk taliku (also Wol) 
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*tara 'stay, endure' 
Mun tara 'endure, hold out', Cia tara 'endure; paltara 'live, stay; stop;'  Tuk tara 'depart' 
(The words are probably cognate, but the semantics is unclear) (also W 01 'make a firm 
stand, hold out, be stable; stand, endure') 
*tid'o 'delouse s.o.' 
Mun Cia Tuk tjcfo 'kill (lice) by crushing between thumb and finger' (also Wol ticfolki) 
*tonde 'drinking vessel' 
Mun Cia tonde 'drinking glass', Tuk tonde 'cup and saucer' (also Wol tonde 'glass') 
*totumbu 'house post' 
MunS totumbu, Cia cucumbu, Tuk totumbo (final 0 unexplained) (also Wol tutumbu) 
*tula-tula 'story' 
Mun Bus Tuk tula-tula, Cia cula-cula - cucula (also Wol tula-tula) 
*tuwu 'classifier for clothes' 
Mun tuwu, Cia cuwu, Tuk uwu (loss of *t unexplained) (also Wol tuwu) 
*umba 'appear, rise up' 
Mun Cia umba - omba, Tuk umba (also Wol umba 'come, arrive') 
*wulelu 'eel' 
Mun wulelu 'moray, river snake', Bus Cia Tuk wulelu 'eel ' (also Wol wulelu 'eel') 
6 Conclusion and remaining issues 
Even though not all of the proposed lexical innovations may stand up to scrutiny, I believe 
there is very strong evidence to consider Tukang Besi to be part of the traditional 
Muna-Buton group. Shared sound changes, irregular phonological developments, the 
pronominal system, the demonstrative markers and a considerable number of lexical 
innovations constitute the firm basis for this classification. New grammatical and lexical 
evidence will likely emerge which will confirm this position. A position challenging the 
inclusion of Tukang Besi within Muna-Buton will somehow have to account for all these 
similarities. 
However, Tukang Besi also has a large number of unique features not shared by any of 
the other Muna-Buton languages. The most conspicuous of these is the use of the articles na 
and te before noun phrases (see detailed discussion in Donohue 1 999). Other such features 
include medial gemination of certain consonants and a considerable corpus of unique lexical 
material in daily vocabulary which accounts for the relatively low cognate percentages with 
the other Muna-Buton languages: around 3 1 -37% with Muna and 40-48% with Cia-Cia 
(figures from Donohue 1 993). These features are probably local innovations, although the 
articles may have retained information from an earlier protolanguage. Further comparative 
work is needed to determine which features are retentions, which ones are innovations and 
which have been borrowed. The same is true for Wolio, which has never been the subject of a 
thorough comparative investigation. Its 'expulsion' from the Muna-Buton group is almost 
exclusively based on phonological evidence, but a thorough historical phonology of Wolio 
has not yet been undertaken. 
Two other issues need to be addressed. First, there is the question of what is the next 
higher macrogroup of Proto Muna-Buton. Elsewhere (van den Berg 1 996) I have proposed 
that Muna-Buton, Bungku-Tolaki and Kaili-Pamona may be part of a Celebic supergroup. 
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Now that a substantial part of Proto Bungku-Tolaki has been reconstructed (Mead 1 998), 
fresh material is available to test this hypothesis.6 
The other issue concerns the homeland of the speakers of Proto Muna-Buton. Since little 
or no archaeological work has been done in South-east Sulawesi, conclusions can only be 
dra wn on the basis of current language distribution and oral tradition. I t  seems clear that the 
Muna-Buton area was populated from the east and the south, rather than from the north 
through the Sulawesi mainland. Bhurhanuddin ( 1 979 :47) argues for southern Muna as the 
homeland for the Muna-Buton group, in which he includes only Muna, Pancana and Cia-Cia 
(he excludes Wolio and Kamaru, but also Lasalimu and Tukang Besi). Based on the 
linguistic evidence I put forward the hypothesis that the Proto Muna-Buton homeland was in 
eastern Buton, around the present-day area of Lasalimu and Kamaru. In Lasalimu there is 
an oral tradition that this area was an important political centre long before the 
Wolio-speaking people built the kraton in Baubau. This may well reflect historical reality. If 
so, a possible scenario could be that once this area was settled, one group crossed over to the 
Tukang Besi islands, while the majority stayed on Buton (the ancestors of Proto Nuclear 
Muna-Buton). They colonised south and central Buton and crossed over to southern Muna as 
well. Northern Buton had already been partly occupied by speakers of Bungku languages 
(Kulisusu and Taluki), but the remainder of Muna and Buton was probably empty. The west 
coast of northern Buton was colonised by speakers of Muna in relatively recent times through 
back-migration. Going even further back in time, I speculate that speakers of Proto 
Muna-Buton possibly originated around the Tolo bay area (the present day Mori homeland), 
where they left their Celebic kin behind and sailed southwards towards Buton. Putting a date 
to this event is even more speculative, but somewhere in the first millennium is probably not 
too far off the mark. 
6 It has been argued by Hull ( 1 998) in a lengthy article that the languages of Timor (both East and West) are 
in fact most closely linked with those of the Muna-Buton and Bungku-Tolaki group in a macrogroup 
which he calJs 'Moributonic'. This putative macrogroup comprises alJ the Austronesian languages of Timor, 
plus the Muna-Buton and Bungku-Mori languages. Hull boldly asserts that the Austronesian colonisation of 
Timor took place via Southeast Sulawesi in two waves (illustrative maps accompany his article). The 
'Austromunic' languages of Timor (Mambai, Kemak, Tokodede and Idalaka) are claimed to be the 
descendants of an 'Old Munic' subgroup. Their closest relatives are the Munic languages (Muna, Pancana, 
Busoa and Kaimbulawa). The other wave are the descendants of 'Old Fabronic' (from Latin faber 
'blacksmith' = tukang best), which led to modern-day 'Austrofabronic' languages such as Roti, Helong, 
Dawan, Tetum, Galoli, Wetar, Habu and Kawaimina. They are most closely linked with the Tukang Besi 
languages. 
If Hull's thesis is correct, the Muna-Buton group should be expanded dramatically. However, quite apart 
from the sometimes outlandish terminology, there are considerable problems with his work. The evidential 
basis on which his bold statements are made is seriously flawed. The subgrouping hypothesis is solely made 
on the basis of apparent lexical similarity and little or no attempt is made to treat phonological 
correspondences or semantic change systematically. The three 'phonological considerations' for 
Austromunic (Hull 1 998 :  1 49), for example, simply do not stand up to scrutiny. The chart of Proto 
Moributonic phonology also raises many questions. There is indeed a wealth of lexical data (but much of it 
is based on wordlists fi\led in by non-linguists and should therefore be used with considerable caution), but 
the methodology used is too weak to warrant Hull's far-reaching conclusions. 
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Language abbreviations and sources of data 
Bus Busoa 
Cia Cia-Cia 
Kai Kaimbulawa 
Las Lasalimu 
Mun Muna 
MunS Southern dialect 
Pam Pamona 
PAn Proto Austronesian 
PBT Proto Bungku-Tolaki 
PMB Proto Muna-Buton 
PMP Proto Malayo-Polynesian 
PNMB Proto Nuclear Muna-Buton 
Pnc Pancana 
Tuk Tukang Besi 
TukW Wanci dialect 
TukK Kaledupa dialect 
TukT Tomea dialect 
TukBi Binongko dialect 
TukBo Bonerate dialect 
Wol Wolio 
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Evidence for a Celebic supergroup 
DAVID MEAD 
1 Introduction 
Sulawesi and its offshore islands are home to more than one hundred Austronesian languages. 
As these languages have become better known, researchers have parcelled them into from four 
to eleven subgroups. Following the most current scholarship I recognise the following ten 
subgroups (see map for their distribution)' ! An estimate of the number of languages in each 
group follows in parentheses. 
Sangiric (5) 
Minahasan (5) 
Gorontalo-Mongondow (9) 
Tomini-Tolitoli ( 1 1 )  
Kaili-Pamona ( 1 6) 
Saluan-Banggai (5) 
Bungku-Tolaki ( 1 5) 
Muna-Buton ( 1 2) 
Wotu-Wolio (5) 
South Sulawesi (29) 
This paper is concerned with six of these subgroups, which collectively cut a broad swath 
across central and south-eastern Sulawesi - the Tomini-Tolitoli, Kaili-Pamona, Saluan­
Banggai, Bungku-Tolaki, Muna-Buton and Wotu-Wolio subgroups. I propose that these groups 
are genetically related, composing what is here called the Celebic supergroup. My approach is 
bottom-up: I first show that the Bungku-Tolaki and Muna-Buton languages deserve to be united 
under a single node, the South-eastern Celebic macrogroup (§3). While it is clear that this 
macrogrouping includes the Tukang Besi languages, but the position of Tukang Besi within this 
Apart from the inclusion of Banggai with other Saluan languages (Mead this volume), and the splitting off of 
the Wotu-Wolio languages from Muna-Buton (Donohue in press), these are the same ten 'established 
microgroups' outlined in Sneddon ( 1 993). For a summary of some other classification schemes of Sulawesi 
languages not discussed in this paper, see Mead ( 1 999: 1 79- 1 80). 
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group requires further discussion (§4). In turn, the South-eastern Celebic languages group closely 
with the Saluan-Banggai languages under an Eastern Celebic node (§5). Finally, at the most 
inclusive level I adduce evidence for a Celebic supergroup comprising the newly proposed 
Eastern Celebic macrogroup along with the Tomini-Tolitoli, Kaili-Pamona and Wotu-Wolio 
subgroups (§6). The notion of a Celebic supergroup in turn refines our view of the Austronesian 
settlement of Sulawesi. I comment on this in the conclusions (§7), and list questions for further 
research. 
Before proceeding to subgrouping arguments, I first review the historical and comparative 
literature concerning Sulawesi languages. 
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2 Historical and comparative studies of Sulawesi languages 
Rigorous historical and comparative studies of Sulawesi languages have been undertaken only 
in the past thirty years. Beginning with Mill's ( 1 975)  work on Proto South Sulawesi, 
reconstructions of protolanguages have also appeared for Minahasan (Sneddon 1 978), Sangiric 
(Sneddon ] 984), Gorontalo-Mongondow (Usup 1 986), Kaili-Pamona (Martens 1 989b) and 
Bungku-Tolaki (Mead 1 998), while initial historical and comparative work has also been carried 
out in  Muna-Buton (van den Berg 1 99 1 a, 1 99 1 b, and this volume), Saluan-Banggai (Mead this 
volume) and W otu-W olio (Donohue in press). All told, then, only one language group of 
Sulawesi has yet to come under the attention of historical and comparative linguists - the 
Tomini-Tolitoli languages spoken in northwestern Sulawesi. 
These studies have brought to light a considerable amount of data on Sulawesi languages. 
They have refined our notions of subgroup boundaries and have done much to clarify our 
understanding of relationships within such lower-level groupings. Concurrent attempts to 
establish higher-level connections between subgroups, however, have largely been unsuccessful. 
Starting from his work in South Sulawesi, Roger Mills ( 1 975 :5 1 7ff.) investigated but could 
find no reason for macrogrouping South Sulawesi languages with the Kaili-Pamona, Bungku­
Tolaki or Muna-Buton groups, which he collectively referred to as 'Toraja' languages (the 
existence of a Wotu-Wolio group separate from Muna-Buton was unknown to Mills). Later 
Mills ( 1 98 1 )  sketched out four major subgroups across the island of Sulawesi, namely the South 
Sulawesi languages, the 'Toraja ' languages, the North Sulawesi languages, and finally the Saluan 
languages. His groupings, however, were mostly impressionistic. He speculated, for example, 
that the Saluan languages including Banggai were ultimately connected with Philippine 
languages, and might be relatively recent arrivals in Sulawesi. He left the Tomini-Tolitoli 
languages out of consideration owing to the small amount of material then available. 010 Sirk 
( 1 98 1 )  reached the same conclusions as Mills concerning South Sulawesi languages. While Sirk 
identified several 'old' lexical items which South Sulawesi languages shared with their 
neighbours, particularly Kaili-Pamona languages, and structural similarities which they shared 
with languages of South-east Sulawesi, he concluded that such similarities merely pointed to a 
long period of contact. 
Since those early days, other important contributions have been made to our understanding of 
macrogrouping of Sula wesi languages. 
In 1 989 James Sneddon published the results of his comparison of North Sulawesi languages 
from the perspective of both historical sound change and lexical innovations. In this careful 
study, he found no basis for grouping the Gorontalo-Mongondow, M inahasan or Sangiric 
languages with each other, nor did he find support for grouping any of these three with other 
language groups of Sulawesi. He concluded that 'the search for close affinities [of these three 
microgroups] must be directed northward, to the languages of the Philippines' (Sneddon 
] 989 : 1 03) 
Work in that direction was already in progress. In 1 99 1 ,  Blust identified the Gorontalo­
Mongondow languagys (but not the Minahasan or Sangiric languages), as belonging to his newly 
proposed Greater Central Philippines macrogroup. In essence, the Gorontalo-Mongondow 
languages are relatively recent arrivals in Sulawesi and share a closer genetic affiliation with 
Tagalog and other Philippine languages than they do with any language group on Sulawesi. 
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Van den Berg ( 1 996b) is notable as the only author to sketch out a possible basis for a Celebic 
macrogroup, corresponding to Mill 's 'Toraja' group, while at the same time he left open the 
question whether this group might also include the Tomini- Tolitoli and Saluan languages with 
Banggai. Although the issue of subgrouping was tangential to the thrust of his paper, van den 
Berg was on track in regard to certain sound changes, namely the loss of consonant clusters, the 
monophthongisation of PMP final diphthongs, and the shift of PMP *e (schwa) to a back 
rounded voweL Final consonant loss, however - the change which van den Berg gave first in his 
list of shared phonological innovations - cannot be used for subgrouping. As I have argued 
elsewhere (Mead 1 996), final consonant loss across central and south-eastern Sulawesi must be 
an areal feature, not a shared innovation, and this weakens van den Berg's overall argument. 
Below I refine his notion of a Celebic macrogroup, as well as adduce new evidence which allows 
the Tomini-Tolitoli and Saluan-Banggai languages to be brought into it. 
Finally, in his forthcoming article 'The pretenders to Muna-Buton', Donohue demonstrates 
from historical sound change that five Muna-Buton languages belong in their own subgroup, 
which he labels the Wotu-Wolio group after the two most prominent of these five languages. 
Unlike the other language groups of Sulawesi which occupy geographically contiguous areas, the 
Wotu-Wolio languages are spoken in widely separated enclaves. Wolio and Kamaru are spoken 
on the island of Buton in South-east Sulawesi, Kalao and Laiyolo (including Barang-Barang) are 
spoken on and in the vicinity of Selayar Island off the southern coast of South Sulawesi, while 
the fifth, Wotu, is spoken at the northern tip of Bone Bay. At the same time, Donohue was 
unwilling to place the Tukang Besi languages either within his W otu-Wolio group or with the 
remaining Muna-Buton languages, nor has he chosen to comment elsewhere on the classification 
of Tukang Besi. 
3 South-eastern Celebic 
On the heels of my work on the Bungku-Tolaki languages (Mead 1 998), I suggested that 
these languages probably link closely with the Muna-Buton languages. Elsewhere I have referred 
to this grouping as 'South-eastern Celebic' (Mead 200 1 , 2002). I would now like to put this 
grouping on a firmer footing by citing the sound changes which are shared by all the indigenous 
languages of south-eastern Sulawesi, excluding Wolio and Kamaru. 
This grouping includes Tukang Besi. The four principle Tukang Besi Islands stretch in a 
south-eastward direction off the southern coast of Buton Island, at the extreme tip of the south­
eastern peninsula of Sulawesi. While there is some dialect chaining, following Donohue (2000) 
it is possible to recognise two Tukang Besi languages, Tukang Besi North spoken on the islands 
of Wanci and Kaledupa, and Tukang Besi South, spoken on the islands of Tomea and Binongko 
(and including Bonerate, spoken on islands to the south of Selayar Island in South Sulawesi). 
The following twelve changes have been discussed at length by Mead ( 1 998) for Bungku­
Tolaki languages and by van den Berg ( 1 99 1 a, b) for Muna and its dialects. Van den Berg (this 
volume) also mentions most of these changes in regard to Tukang Be i. Where known to me, I 
include data from Kioko by way of exemplifying another Munic language, and from Cia-Cia for 
a Butonic language. Bungku-Tolaki data is from Mead ( 1 998). Proto Muna forms are from van 
den Berg ( l 99 1  a), otherwise Muna data is from van den Berg ( 1 996a). Kioko data is from my 
own field notes. Cia-Cia data is from van den Berg ( 1 99 1 c  and pers. comm.). Tukang Besi data 
r-----------------------------�----��-------------------------l 
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is from Donohue ( 1 999, 2000). (PBT = Proto Bungku-Tolaki, PM = Proto Muna; TB = all 
Tukang Besi isolects, otherwise Tukang Besi isolects are referred to by island name. Leftmost 
forms are Proto Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) unless otherwise noted.) 
1 .  Consonant cluster reduction *C I C 2 > *C 2' provided the initial consonant C I was not a nasal 
*sepsep 'suck' 
*dutdut 'pluck' 
*tuktuk 'knock' 
*qalilkali-petpet 'firefly' 
> PBT *sosoQ, Muna soso, Cia-Cia sosopi 
> PBT *ruruQ, Muna ruru 
> PBT *tutuk-i, Wanci tutu 'pound, smith' 
> PBT *olimpopoQ, Muna, Kioko, Wanci kalipopo 
In nasal clusters, the nasal assimilated to the point of articulation of the following consonant, 
compare PMP *demdem dark' > PBT *rondoma, Muna rondo, Wanci morondo 'night' .  
2 .  Loss of PMP *h > (l) 
*hapuy 'fire' 
*hikan 'fish' 
*kahiw 'wood' 
*buhuk 'head hair' 
*dahun 'leaf' 
> PBT *apuy, Muna ifi, Cia-Cia api, Wanci, Kaledupa ahu 
> PBT *ikaN,' Wanci ika 
> PBT *kayu, Muna, Cia-Cia sau, TB kau (but Wanci kau - ka?u) 
> PBT *wuuQ, Muna, Kioko wuu 
> PM *roo, Cia-Cia, TB ro?o 
Addition of glottal stop between like vowels is a regular feature in Tukang Besi. The Wanci 
form ka?u 'wood' is problematic, but is insufficient to maintain that Tukang Besi has retained a 
non-zero reflex of PMP *h (see further van den Berg in this volume). 
3 .  Rhotacisation of PMP *d > *r 
*depa 'fathom' 
*duRi 'thorn' 
*daRaq 'blood' 
*daqan 'branch' 
*dalem 'inside' 
PWMP *kiday 'eyebrow' 
*qadep 'front' 
*tuduR 'sleep' 
*qudmJ 'shrimp' 
> PBT *ropa, Muna roJa 
> PBT *rui, PM *ka-rui, Kioko xii, Cia-Cia rui, Wanci, Kaledupa, 
Binongko ruhi, Tomea rihi, Bonerate rihu 
> PBT *raRaq, PM *rea, Kioko xea, Cia-Cia rea, TB raha 
> Tolaki rala, Muna ragha, Kioko kaxa?a , Cia-Cia raha 
> PBT *laroN « meL), PM *lalo, Kioko lalo, Wanci, Kaledupa, 
Bonerate laro « met.), Tomea, Binongko lalo 
> PBT *kire, Muna kire, Kioko kixe, Wanci kire 
> PBT *aroQ, Wanci aropa, Kaledupa, Binongko aro 
> PBT *turuR, Muna tuturu, TB moturu 
> PBT *uraN, Muna ghura 
Kioko Ixl is a voiceless velar fricative (phonetically in free variation with [h]). Van den Berg 
(this volume) postulates a split of PMP *d > *d, *r, apparently on the basis of a few (clearly 
minority) cases where *d remained IdI, for example PMP *duha > PBT *rua, Cia-Cia rua, but 
Muna dua, rua-, Kioko xudua, Wanci dodua; also PMP *delJeR > PBT *rongoR, but Wanci, 
Kaledupa rodongo, Tomea, Binongko, Bonerate dongo. 
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4. Monophthongisation of PMP final diphthongs *-ay and *-ey > *e 
*qaZay 
*qatey 
*quey 
*m-atey 
'chin' 
'liver' 
'rattan' 
'die, dead' 
> PBT *ase, Muna ghase, Kioko ase, Cia-Cia hae 
> PBT *ate, PM *qate, Kioko ate, Cia-Cia hate 
> PBT *ue, PM *que, Kioko ue, Wanci, Kaledupa ?ue, other TB ue 
> PBT, PM *mate, Kioko, TB mate 
5. Monophthongisation of PMP final diphthongs *-aw and *-ew > *0 
*qalejaw 
*babaw 
*kasaw 
*behew 
'day, sun' 
'over' 
'rafter' 
'odour' 
> PBT *oleo, PM *qoleo, Kioko oleo, Cia-Cia holeo, TB ?oloo 
> PBT *wawo, Muna, Kioko wawo, TB wawo . 
> PBT *kaho, Muna saho, Kioko sa?o, Wanci kaso 'ridge pole' 
> PBT *woo 
6. Backing of PMP *e (schwa) > *0 
*telu 
*qitem 
*qatep 
'three' 
'black' 
'roof' 
> PBT, PM *tolu, Kioko, Cia-Cia tolu 
> PBT *itoN, Muna ghito; Kioko ito, Cia-Cia kilO 
> PBT *atoQ, PM *qato, Kioko ato, Cia-Cia hato 
7. Lowering of PMP *i > *e preceding final *q 
*putiq 
*binehiq 
*uliq 
*piliq 
'white' 
'seed rice' 
'return' 
'choose' 
> PBT *pute, Muna, Kioko, Cia-Cia pute, TB mopute 
> PBT *bine, Muna, Kioko, Cia-Cia, Wanci wine 
> Tolaki pule 'return home' TB pule 'repeat' 
> PBT *pile (but Muna pili, from Wolio or Malay?) 
The lowering of PMP *i > *e preceding final *q is not recognised by van den Berg ( 1 99 1 a, 
1 99 1 b), and is presented here for the first time as a regular sound change characterising Muna­
Buton and Tukang Besi languages. 
8. Raising of PMP pretonic *a > *0 
*qalejaw 
*qalipan 
*paniki 
*baqeRu 
'day, sun ' 
'centipede' 
'bat' 
'new' 
> PBT *oleo, PM *qoleo, Kioko oleo, Cia-Cia holeo, TB ?oloo 
> PBT *0 lipaN , Wanci oliha 
> PBT *poniki, Muna, Kioko ponisi, TB honiki 
> Tolaki wo?ohu, PM *buqou, Kioko wu?ou, Cia-Cia wukou, 
TB wo?ou 
9.  Loss of PMP medial *-w- > (!J 
*sawa 
*hawak 
*tawa 
*kawit 
'snake, python' > PBT *saa, Muna saa, Cia-Cia, TB sa?a 
'waist' > PBT *aaQ, Muna aa 
'laugh' > PBT *taa, Munafutaa, Kiokofotaa 
'hook' > PBT *kaiQ, Muna, Wanci kai 
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1 0. Split of PMP *s > *s, *h 
*lasuq 
*salaq 
*sabuR 
*sa-puluq 
*tasik 
*tasak 
*qasiRa 
*pusej 
*isi 
*siku 
*siwa 
*pisaw 
*beRsay 
*esa 
'penis' 
'mistake' 
'scatter' 
'ten' 
'sea' 
'ripe' 
'salt' 
'navel' 
'contents' 
'elbow' 
'nine' 
'knife' 
'paddle' 
'one' 
> PBT *lahuq, Cia-Cia, Wanci lau 
> PBT *halaq, Muna hala, Cia-Cia, TB sala 
> PBT *hawuR, Muna hewi 
> PBT *hopuluq, Muna, Kioko, Cia-Cia, TB ompulu 
> PBT *tahiQ, Muna tehi, Kioko te?i, Cia-Cia, Tomea, Binongko, 
Bonerate tai 
> PBT *tahaq, Muna, Cia-Cia taha, Wanci mota?a 
> PBT *ohia, Muna ghohia 
> PBT *puhoy, Muna puhe, Cia-Cia puse 
> PBT *ihi, Muna ihi, Cia-Cia isi 
> PBT *hiku, Muna, Cia-Cia, Kioko, Wanci siku 
> PBT *sio, Muna, Kioko, Cia-Cia siua, TB sia 
> PBT *piso, Muna, Kioko piso 
> PBT *bose, Muna, Kioko, Wanci fuse 
> PBT *asa, Muna, Cia-Cia ise, Kioko seise, Wanci sa?asa, 
Bonerate asa, other TB assa 
The split of PMP *s into both *s and *h is one of the most significant changes for subgrouping 
South-eastern Celebic languages together, yet it is not unproblematic. A notable feature about 
this change is that there is no ready explanation for the conditioning environment which caused 
the split, either in terms of word stress, position within the word, or surrounding phonemes. The 
two major patterns are either that PMP *s became *h in Proto Bungku-Tolaki, Ih/ in Muna, and 
zero in Cia-Cia and Tukang Besi, or else it remained lsi in all four. Nonetheless, sometimes a 
mixed pattern is observed. Table I is a rearranged presentation of some of the above data, 
particularly where Cia-Cia andlor Tukang Besi reflexes are known. Forms that exhibit 
weakening of PMP *s are shown in bold. 
Table 1 :  Weakening o f  PMP *s 
PBT Muna Tukang Besi Cia-Cia 
*lasuq 'penis' *lahuq lau lau 
*sa-puluq 'ten' *ho-puluq ompulu ompulu ompulu 
*tasik 'sea' *tahiQ tehi tai tai 
*tasak 'ripe' *tahaQ taha tala taha 
*pusej 'navel' *puhoy puhe puse 
*isi 'contents' *ihi ihi lSI 
*salaq 'mistake' *halaq hala sala sala 
*kasaw 'rafter' *kaho saho kaso kaso 
*siku 'elbow' *hiku siku siku siku 
*esa 'one' *asa lse asa ise 
*siua 'nine' *sio slua sosia siua 
*sawa 'snake' *saa saa sa?a sa?a 
*beRsay 'paddle *bose bose bose 
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One interpretation of this data is that while the weakening of *s may have begun in Proto 
South-eastern Celebic, it continued to diffuse lexically and areally, reaching its fullest extent in  
Bungku-Tolaki languages, and its least extent in Tukang Besi and Cia-Cia. This account, 
however, runs into a conundrum. The weakening of *s, to the extent that it did occur, seems to 
have largely been completed by Proto Bungku-Tolaki; daughter languages simply fail to exhibit 
evidence of any lexical or areal diffusion post-Proto Bungku-Tolaki.2 On the other hand, if 
diffusion of this change is a recent phenomenon in the Muna-Buton area, then there is no way to 
account for the high degree of concordance between Muna and Bungku-Tolaki languages. It is 
also possible, however, that forms such as Cia-Cia puse and isi, and Cia-Cia and Tukang Besi 
sala, kaso and siku are later borrowings which have obscured an earlier, more regular state of 
affairs. In this case a larger proportion of s-forms would indicate greater influence from an 
outside language (for example Wolio) in which PMP *s never weakened. Until such time as 
more lexical material becomes available, both from Tukang Besi and other Muna-Buton 
languages, it may be premature to decide between the two explanations. 
1 1 . Depalatalisation of PMP *2 > *s 
*2alan 'road' 
*qa2ay 'chin' 
*qu2an 'rain' 
> PBT *salaN, Muna, Wanci, Kaledupa sala 
> PBT *ase, Muna ghase, Kioko, Wanci ase (but Cia-Cia hae) 
> PBT *usaN, Muna ghuse, Kioko ise, Wanci uselau 'k.o. storm' 
(but Cia-Cia kia) 
The Cia-Cia forms, which exhibit PMP *2 becoming zero, are problematic unless it can be 
shown that they went through an lsi stage before being lost. Otherwise, it may be necessary to 
reconstruct *2 for Proto Muna-Buton (a difficulty which van den Berg does not address), and 
hence also for Proto South-eastern Celebic. 
1 2 . Depalatalisation of PMP *ii > n 
*peiiu 'turtle' > PBT *ponu, Muna, Kioko ponu 
*waiii 'bee' > PBT *hoani, Muna ani 
*nia, iia '3S possessive' > PBT *-no, Muna, TB -no 
The depalatalisation of PMP *ii is best viewed as dependent upon (or going along with) the 
depalatalisation of *2. A parallel case is found in Saluan-Banggai languages, where *ii was 
depalatalised to Inl only in those languages where *2 was also depalatalised to Idl or lsi (Mead 
this volume). Cross-linguistically, no language is known to have more nasal stops than oral stops 
(Ferguson 1 963). 
A thirteenth and fourteenth sound change could be marshalled in support of a South-eastern 
Celebic group. The change of PMP *j > *y, f) is exhibited by all South-eastern Celebic 
languages, as well as other Sulawesi languages. This change is discussed at some length in §6. 
2 The only forms where present-day Bungku-Tolaki languages differ is where the PMP form contained two 
occurrences of *s. In this case phonotactic constraints may have played a further role. Compare PMP *susu 
'breast' > Moronene, Wawonii. Bungku SLtSU. but Tolaki uilu, Mori and Padoe uo. 
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A split of PMP *b into fbi and Iwl is also exhibited by all South-eastern Celebic languages. 
Even more than the weakening of *s; however, the weakening of *b has clearly continued to 
diffuse into many present-day languages, and it is unclear to what extent this change should be 
attributed to their common ancestor. See further Mead ( 1 998 :35-40), van den Berg ( 1 99 1  b: 1 2  
and this volume) and Donohue (in press). 
4 Relationships of South-eastern Celebic languages to each other 
In his important paper clarifying the boundary between Wotu-Wolio and Muna-Buton 
languages, Donohue (in press) declined to affiliate the Tukang Besi languages with either group, 
effectively leaving Tukang Besi 'orphaned' in any classification scheme for south-eastern 
Sulawesi languages. Van den Berg considered this to be in error. In his paper (this volume), he 
dismisses two supposed objections to including Tukang Besi with the other Muna-Buton 
languages, and adduces phonological changes as well as grammatical and lexical evidence for 
bringing the Tukang Besi languages back into the fold, so to speak, with the other Muna-Buton 
languages. 
While one can argue, as I have above, that the Tukang Besi languages are South-eastern 
Celebic languages, the question remains whether they share a further, closer relationship with 
Muna-Buton languages Compare the two diagrams of Figure 1 .  
South-eastern 
Celebic 
Bungku- Muna-
Tolaki Buton 
Tukang 
Besi 
Bungku­
Tolaki 
South-eastern 
Celebic 
Nuclear 
Muna-Buton 
Tukang 
Besi 
Figure 1 :  Two views of the classification of south-eastern Celebic languages 
In that van den Berg does not intend his Muna-Buton node to also include the Bungku-Tolaki 
languages, he must support the configuration given on the right. However, in arguing for the 
position he gives to the Tukang Besi languages, van den Berg generally does not consider their 
position also with respect to Bungku-T olaki languages. I devote the remainder of this section to 
a consideration of his claims in this light. 
In regard to sound changes which could prove a close relationship, one could hazard that final 
consonants were lost in the ancestor to (nuclear) Muna-Buton and Tukang Besi. This would 
necessarily exclude the Bungku-Tolaki languages, which all lost final consonants in a drift-like 
tendency (reflexes of almost all PMP final consonants are reconstructible for their common 
ancestor; see Mead 1 996). Apart from this, there is only one other sound change to my 
knowledge which supports van den Berg's grouping, namely the fate of PMP initial *w, which 
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became zero in Tukang-Besi and the remaining (nuclear) Muna-Buton languages, but became /hi 
in Bungku-Tolaki languages (recall from the preceding section that PMP *-w- became zero in all 
South-eastern Celebic languages). As can be seen from Table 2 ,  to date evidence that Tukang 
Besi participated in this change is limited, as far as I know, to two forms of the number 'eight' .  
Table 2 :  Fate of PMP initial *w 
PBT Muna Tukang Besi 
*wa-walu 'eight' (free) *hoalu oalu oalu 
*walu 'eight' (bound) *halu alu alu 
*wakat 'root' *haka aka 
*(wa)wani 'honeybee' *hoani ani 
The picture from sound change is not conclusive. Against this weakly attested change (PMP 
*w- > (1) ,  there are two well-attested changes which could link nuclear Muna-Buton languages 
instead with Eastern Bungku-Tolaki ( ! )  languages. These changes are the merger of PMP *R 
with *y, and the subsequent loss of *y (from all sources), usually with fronting of the preceding 
vowel. See van den Berg ( 1 99 1 b: 1 4- 1 5, this volume) and Mead ( 1 998 : 1 1 4) for details of these 
changes. 
Turning to grammatical changes, van den Berg suggests that Proto Muna-Buton had six 
pronoun sets. Cognates for five of these pronoun sets are also attributable to Proto Bungku­
Tolaki. Only irrealis subject pronouns are not reconstructible for Proto Bungku-Tolaki, though 
they did develop later as an areal feature in at least four Bungku-Tolaki languages (termed 
'future pronouns' in Mead 1 998). It would be of greater validity to show that Muna-Buton and 
Tukang Besi exclusively shared innovations in reconstructed pronominal forms - but no Proto 
Muna-Buton pronoun sets have yet been reconstructed. 
Likewise the use of -um- to form subject relative clauses is characteristic of Bungku-Tolaki 
languages (Mead 1 998). A requestive prefix pepe- with parallel semantics and morphosyntax is 
also found in Mori Bawah (Esser 1 933 :326), while in the Kaili-Pamona language Vma, this 
prefix has the form pope- (Martens 1 988 : 1 84). Only the prefixes *pa- 'occupation' and *para­
' iterative' appear not to have cognates in Proto Bungku-TolakP 
A deictic opposition between t-forms meaning 'upwards' and w-forms meaning 'downwards' 
is also found in Tolaki; compare ikita 'up there' with ikua 'down there' (from earlier *i-ki-wa). 
While the opposition has been lost in present-day Padoe, Esser ( 1 927) recorded (among other 
forms) Padoe deictic adverbs tehea 'up there' and wehea 'down there' and deictic determiners 
ta'la 'that upwards' and wa'la 'that downwards'. Clearly the *t versus *w deictic distinction must 
be a retention from Proto South-eastern Celebic, not an innovation which exclusively links Muna 
with Tukang Besi. 
Therefore while the grammatical evidence does not contradict grouping the Muna-Buton 
languages with Tukang Besi vis-a-vis the Bungku-Tolaki languages, it cannot be said to argue 
for such a grouping either. This leaves van den Berg's (rather impressive) list of possible lexical 
3 Esser ( 1 93 3:30 1 )  lists four Mori Bawah nouns formed with the prefix pa-, which he considered to be 
borrowings from Buginese. Van den Berg's Proto Muna-Buton prefix *para- may have a cognate in the Uma 
diffuse prefix mpara- (Martens 1 988: 1 97). 
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innovations (including irregular phonological developments in specific lexical items) as the 
primary basis upon which to posit a close link between the Tukang Besi and other Muna-Buton 
languages. Like any other initial offering of supposed lexical innovations, van den Berg's list 
will undergo a process of scholarly refinement, as more scholars become involved. Even though 
lexical innovations by' their nature constitute a weaker kind of evidence, I provisionally accept 
van den Berg's classification of the Tukang Besi languages. At this point a great deal depends on 
finding out more about the languages of central and south-eastern Buton, where unfortunately 
our best data is often still inadequate. 
5 Eastern Celebic 
If we now take the sound changes which South-eastern Celebic languages share in common, 
and compare them with surrounding language groups, it becomes apparent that South-eastern 
Celebic languages are most closely related to languages directly to the north. No less than eight 
of the fourteen sound changes outlined in §3 are also shared by the five Saluan-Banggai 
languages of eastern Sulawesi. The following data have been excerpted from Mead (this 
volume). 
1 .  Consonant cluster reduction *C IC 2 > *C 2' where C I was not a nasal 
*tuktuk 
*gisgis 
*sepsep 
'forge' 
'rub' 
'suck' 
2 .  Loss of PMP *h > (l) 
*hapuy 'fire' 
*hasalJ 'fish gills' 
*buhuk 'head hair' 
> Banggai, Balantak tutuk 
> Balantak, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko geges 
> Banggai, Balantak, Saluan, Bobongko sosop 
> Balantak, Andio, Bobongko apu, Saluan apu - apuu 
> Balantak, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko ansang 
> Banggai buuk, Balantak wuuk 
3. Rhotacisation of PMP *d > *r 
*duha 
*duRi 
*dahun 
*daRaq 
*qudalJ 
*qadep 
*pawed 
*tuhud 
'two' 
'thorn' 
'leaf' 
'blood' 
'shrimp' 
'front' 
'sew thatch' 
'knee' 
> Banggai lua, Balantak, Andio rua, Saluan ohua? 
> Balantak ruri?, Andio rii?, Saluan hiP 
> Banggai loon, Balantak, Andio roon, Saluan hoon, Bobongko ron 
> Balantak rara?, Andio raa? 
> Balantak urang, Saluan uhang 
> Balantak arop, Andio aropon, Saluan ahop 
> Banggai paul, Balantak paur 
> Banggai tuul, Balantak tuur, Andio utur « met.) 
Note that *r subsequently became /1/ in Banggai and /hi in Saluan. 
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4. Monophthongisation of PMP final diphthongs *-ay and *-ey > *e 
*qaZay 'chin' 
*m-atey 'die, dead' 
*qatey 'liver' 
> Banggai ade, Balantak asi, Andio ade, Saluan, Bobongko aje 
> Banggai, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko mate 
> Banggai, Balantak, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko ate 
5. Monophthongisation of PMP final diphthongs *-aw and *-ew > *0 
*Linaw 
*babaw 
'clear (water)' > Banggai, Balantak, Bobongko molino 
'above' > Banggai, Andio babo, Balantak wawo, Saluan bawo, Bobongko 
bafo 
*kasaw 
*behew 
'rafter' > Banggai, Balantak kaso, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko kaso? 
'odour, stink' > Banggai boo, Balantak woo 
6.  Backing of PMP *e (schwa) > *0 
*qatep 'roof' 
*utek 'brain' 
PWMP *belJef 'deaf' 
*tefu 'three' 
> Balantak, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko atop 
> Balantak, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko utok 
> Banggai, Balantak, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko bongoL 
> Banggai toLu, Bolantak, Andio tofu?, Saluan totolu?, Bobongko 
totolu 
7 .  Lowering of PMP *i > *e preceding final *q 
*putiq 
*piliq 
*binehiq 
'white' 
. 'choose 
'seed rice' 
> Banggai moute, Saluan, Bobongko mopute? 
> Banggai ilei, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko pile?i 
> Balantak wine?, Andio, Saluan, Bobongko bine? 'seedling' 
8. Raising of PMP pretonic *a > *0 
*faqia 'ginger' 
*paniki 'bat' 
*qasawa 'spouse' 
> Balantak, Andio, Saluan loiya? 
> Banggai uniki, Balantak, Saluan poniki? 
> Banggai osoaan 'to marry', Saluan, Bobongko osoa 
Taken together, these eight changes suggest a close relationship between Saluan-Banggai and 
South-eastern Celebic languages. I unite them in an Eastern Celebic macrogroup as shown in 
Figure 2.  
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Proto Malayo-Polynesian 
*-awa- > *oa 
*-b, *-g > *p, *k 
*q > *? 
Proto Saluan-Banggai 
*CIC2 > *C2 (CI t: nasal) 
*h > f) 
*d > *r 
*-ay, *-ey > *e 
*-aw, *-ew > *0 
*e (schwa) > *0 
*-iq > *eq 
antepen. *a > *0 
Proto Eastern Celebic 
*-w- > *f) 
*s > *s, *h 
*2 > *s 
*fi > *n 
*b > *b, *w 
Proto South-eastern Celebic 
Figure 2: The eastern Celebic macrogroup 
The Saluan-Banggai languages are distinguished from Eastern Celebic by three further 
changes, also detailed in Mead (this volume). Two of these changes are problematic for 
subgrouping. The change of PMP *q 'to glottal stop is widespread in Austronesia. It is found, 
incidentally, in all Bungku-Tolaki languages, in Tukang Besi, and in many Muna-Buton 
languages.4 The value of this change for subgrouping is close to nil. Second, devoicing of final 
consonants could perhaps even be attributed to Proto Eastern Celebic, but since Bungku-Tolaki 
and Muna-Buton languages lost final consonants, at this point we simply lack the evidence for 
attributing this change to a higher level. 
Despite the meagre remaining evidence, namely the single change PMP *-awa- > *oa, I 
maintain Saluan-Banggai as a separate subgroup. This change distinguishes the Saluan-Banggai 
languages from South-eastern Celebic languages where *w was lost word-medially in Bungku­
Tolaki, Muna-Buton and the Tukang Besi languages. 
South-eastern Celebic languages in turn are distinguished from Eastern Celebic by possibly 
five further changes, though with caveats discussed in §4. 
6 Evidence for a Celebic Supergroup 
If we are correct in postulating an Eastern Celebic macrogroup, then it is clear that a Toraja' 
group as conjectured by Mills ( 1 975, 1 98 1 )  or a Celebic group as envisioned by van den Berg 
( 1  996b) encompassing the Kaili-Pamona, Bungku-Tolaki and Muna-Buton subgroups can not be 
supported. The Bungku-Tolaki and Muna-Buton languages (including Tukang Besi) are more 
4 Notably PMP *q remained a uvular fricative in Muna, while in Cia-Cia, Kumbewaha and Kaimbulawa it  
became /kl (usually preceding high vowels) or /hi (usually preceding mid to low vowels). 
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closely related to the Saluan-Banggai languages on the eastern peninsula of Sulawesi than they 
are to the Kaili-Pamona languages in the heart of central Sulawesi. I s  it possible, though, that 
the Kaili-Pamona languages could share some relationship, albeit a more distant one, with 
Eastern Celebic languages? 
Of the eight changes listed in §5 which constitute the basis for an Eastern Celebic 
macrogroup, five are shared by Kaili-Pamona, as well as the Tomini-Tolitoli and Wotu-Wolio 
language groups. Proto Kaili-Pamona (PKP) reconstructions are from Martens ( 1 989b). 
Pamona data are from Adriani ( 1 928). Wotu-Wolio data are from Donohue (in press), Laidig 
and Maingak ( 1 999), Anceaux ( 1 987), and an unpublished Wotu word list collected by Wyn 
Laidig. Tomini-Tolitoli (TT) data is from Himme1mann (200 1 ). Capital E (as in Dondo and 
Tialo PanE 'fish') represents a paragogic vowel. 
1 .  Consonant cluster reduction *C IC 2 > *C 2' where C I was not a nasal 
*tuktuk 'forge' 
*gisgis 'rub' 
*sepsep 'suck' 
*qalilkali-petpet 'firefly' 
*kitkit 'bite' 
2. Loss of PMP *h > 0 
*hapuy 'fire' 
*hikan 'fish' 
*buhuk 'head hair' 
*kahiw 'wooe!' 
> Pamona, Wolio tutu 'pound, crush' Tialo, Dondo, Totoli, Boano 
tutu 'pound' 
> Pamona gegesi, Wolio gigisi, Taje gegesi, other TT geges 
> Wolio sosopi, Dampelas monosop, most other TT sosop 
> PKP *kalipopo7, Dampelas kalipopo, Taje, Boano alipopo, Tajio 
alipopot 
> Pamona kiki, Kalao kekiti (but Laiyolo kikki7 from South Sulawesi 
influence?) 
> PKP *apu, Wotu, Laiyolo, Kalao, Kamaru apu, Tialo, Dondo apiy, 
other TT api 
> Lauje Pang, Tialo, Dondo PanE, Boano ikan 
> Wolio buu 'nape of neck', Totoli, Boano buok 
> PKP *kayu, Laiyolo, Kalao kaju, Dampelas, Totoli, Boano 
kayu ,Tajio ayu, other TT 7ayu 
3 .  Rhotacisation of PMP *d > *r 
*duha 'two' 
*duRi 'thorn' 
*daRaq 'blood' 
*delJeR 'hear' 
*danaw 'lake' 
> PKP *ro-, Laiyolo, Kalao, Wolio rua, Taje rorua, Tajio orua (but 
PKP *dua, Wotu dua-, duango, Balaesang dorua, Pendau doruo, 
Lauje doluo, Totoli, Boano d6ua) 
> PKP *rui, Wotu, Laiyolo, Kalao, Wolio, Kamaru rui, Lauje·, Totoli, 
Boano lui, Tialo, Dondo lugitE, other TT rui 
> PKP *raa7, Wotu, Wolio, Kamaru raa,  Laiyolo, Kalao ra7a, Lauje, 
Totoli laa, Boano la7a, Tialo laga, Dondo laganyo, other TT raa 
> Laiyolo, Kalao, Wolio rango, Lauje, Tialo, Dondo longo, Boano 
longa (but Pamona donge) 
> PKP *rano, Wolio rano, most TT ranD (but Lauje, Tialo, Boano 
dano) 
*dalem 'deep' 
*dahun 'leaf' 
*qudalJ 'shrimp' 
*kuden 'cookpot' 
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> PKP *rala, Wotu, Laiyolo, Kalao lara « met.), Taje, Tajio raro, 
Pendau, Lauje, Dondo lalong, Tialo lalongE, Totoli lalom, Boano 
laom 
> Vma rau, Balaesang, Dampelas, Taje, Pendau, Tajio roong, Lauje, 
Ti�lo, Dondo 100ngE, Totoli laeng (but Boano da?un) 
> Pamona ura, Balaesang, Tajio urang, Boano ulang 
> PKP *kura, Laiyolo kuro, Kalao kura 
Northern Tomini (Lauje, Tialo and Dondo) languages along with Totoli and Boano exhibit the 
further change of *r > IV. 
4. Monophthongisation of PMP final diphthongs *-ay and *-ey > *e 
*qaZay 'chin' > PKP *aje, Laiyolo, Kalao, Wolio, Kamaru ade, Balaesang, Totoli 
ngade, Boano ngade?, Pendau nganje, other IT ngaje 
*anay 'termite' > PKP *ane, Wolio ane, Balaesang, Tajio ane (also Taje, others 
siane) 
PWMP *kiday 'eyebrow' > PKP *kire, Muna kire, Kioko kixe, Wanci kire, Balaeasang kire 
*m-atey 'die' > PKP *mate, Laiyolo, Kalao, Wolio mate, Balaesang maate, Pendau 
naate, Lauje mate, all other IT ate . 
*qatey 'liver' > PKP *ate, W otu, Wolio, Kalao ate, Laiyolo ati, all IT ate 
5. Monophthongisation of PMP final diphthongs *-aw and *-ew > *0 
*babaw 'above' > PKP *wawo, Layolo bafo, Kalao bavo, Wolio bawo, Taje wawo, 
Lauje babo?, Totoli babo 
*kasaw 'rafter' > PKP *kaso, Laiyolo, Kalao kaso, Dampelas, Taje, Lauje, Tialo 
?aso, Dondo aso, Totoli, Boano kaso 
*pisaw 'knife' > Wotu, Laiyolo, Kalao, Wolio, Lauje, Boano piso, Tialo, Dondo 
pisoyE 
*behew 'odour, stink' > Pamona boo, Dampelas noboomo, Pendau, Lauje, Dondo boo, 
Tialo memboo 
A sixth change could possibly be added to this list, namely PMP *e (schwa) > *0, which is 
regular in all these languages apart from a number of exceptions where *e > a in Kaili-Pamona 
and Wotu-Wolio languages (Martens 1 989b; Donohue in press). Even if we were to take all five 
(or even six) changes together, however, their value for defining a larger Ce1ebic group remains 
low, since all five changes occur relatively frequently in the Austronesian world. There is, 
however, another change by which these languages may be grouped, and which, when added to 
the five changes above, makes a strong case for macrogrouping. It concerns the fate of PMP *j. 
PMP *j has been reconstructed only in word-medial and -final position. Assigning a phonetic 
value to PMP *j has been problematic. While Dahl ( 1 98 1  :92, 1 52) takes the position that *j was 
a palatal stop or affricate, other scholars have favoured a velar interpretation. Wolff ( 1 988)  
considered *j (his *g) to  be a voiced velar stop, Blust ( 1 990:234) considers i t  to be a palatalised 
velar stop [gr] which had no voiceless counterpart, while Ross ( [ 992) has argued that it was 
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likely a voiced velar fricative [V, t]. Its reflexes in Tagalog are -l- (medially) and -d (finally), in 
Toba Batak -g- and -k, in Malay -d- and -t, in Javanese r in all positions and in Madurese l. 
Consider now the realisation of *j in Sulawesi languages. In the three microgroups of 
northern Sulawesi, PMP *j became *d in final position; compare Proto Gorontalo-Mongondow 
*pusod, Proto Minahasan *pusad and Proto Sangiric *pusid « PMP *pusej 'navel'). In medial 
position *j merged with the reflexes of PMP *Z in Proto Gorontalo-Mongondow (Usup 
1 986:277-279), and with reflexes of *Z, *D and *d in Proto Sangiric (Sneddon 1 984). Among 
M inahasan languages, medial PMP *j and *D both became Proto Minahasan *d following *e 
(schwa), otherwise PMP *-j- has the distinct realisation pattern of IV in Tonsawang and Irl in 
other Minahasan languages (for which correspondence Sneddon reconstructed Proto Minahasan 
*r,) (Sneddon 1 978 ;  1 989:97-98). 
Word-medially PMP *j must have been maintained as a separate phoneme into Proto South 
Sulawesi, as it is realised as -s- in Buginese but as -r- in other languages (on the basis of which 
Mills reconstructed PSS *z). In word-final position, however, PMP *-j presumably became *d 
and thence merged with *t in the general final-stop de voicing which occurred prior to Proto 
South Sulawesi. From there it is reflected as glottal stop in most present-day South Sulawesi 
languages (Mills 1 975 :553,  556). 
In contrast to these four language groups-three in the north and one in the south of Sulawesi · 
- across the rest of Sulawesi *j did not merge with *Z or *d in any position. In  fact it has only 
two principal realisations, either as y (sometimes resegmented in final position to i) or as zero, 
often accompanied by fronting of the preceding vowel. Because this change is significant for 
postulating a Celebic macrogroup, I discuss it here in some detail. Table 3 gives reflexes of nine 
PMP etyma containing *j, both in medial and in final position. Non-cognate forms (lexical 
replacements) are indicated by underlining, while a dash (-) indicates a lack of data. Forms in 
bold receive further discussion below. 
On the basis of these cognate sets, I reconstruct Proto Celebic *qapayo, *pae (from earlier 
*paye), *qalayo, *ipian (from earlier *ipiyan), *ngayam, *qulay, *lalay, *pusay and *palay. 
PMP *j became *y, and further, it would appear, became a transition glide and was subsequently 
lost between lal and a front voweI.5 
From Table 3,  we can also note the occurrence of 'irregular' reflexes of *j in border areas 
from the influence of surrounding languages. Among the W otu-Wolio languages spoken in the 
area of Salayar Island off the southern tip of South Sulawesi, Kalao asa 'field rice' (with *j 
reflected as lsi) must clearly be ascribed to Buginese influence. Similarly Kalao pi?du and 
Laiyolo pidu 'gall' are also likely borrowings from a South Sulawesi language, particularly as the 
Kalao form exhibits consonant doubling (compare PSS *pizzu). In Laiyolo palla? 'palm, sale', 
final glottal stop is likewise the typical South Sulawesi reflex of PMP *-j, and so this form must 
also be ascribed to South Sulawesi influence. 
5 The simpler statement, that *j was lost contiguous to a front vowel, is contraindicated by Padoe penei 'wing' < 
Proto Celebic *paniy < PMP *panij 'wing' (see Mead 1 998 :64). Further data - especially a full account of the 
fate of PMP *y in medial position - may lead this statement to be refined. In languages which have been 
investigated to date, PMP *-j- and PMP *-y- shared the same fate in Kaili-Pamona (Martens 1 989b), Bungku­
Tolaki (Mead 1 998:67)  and Muna (van den Berg 1 99 I b: 1 4- l 5). Evidence also points in this direction in 
Saluan-Banggai languages, but (because of a lack of data) is somewhat inconclusive (Mead this volume). 
Table 3: Etyma containing PMP *j and reflexes in selected Sulawesi languages 
'gall, bile' 'field rice' 'sun' 'when ' !  'name' 'snake' 'fly' 'navel' 'palm' 
*qapeju *pajey *qalejaw *i-pija-n *1Jajan *qulej *lalej *pusej *palaj 
TOM I NI-TOLITOLI 
Boano poyu pae ondo pilan langan ule? pikot pusol paak 
Totoli peu bini ondo pilan ngalan ule lale pisol palak 
Dondo poyu bo?ung oloyo sogaubengi tope ule lale puse pale 
Lauje poyu bo?ung oleo sogaumbeng tope ule lale puse pale 
Balaesang peit boas sekat mpiang tope ule lale puse pale 
Pendau apoyu pae eleo nasae sanga ule laLe puse tanatang 
KAILI-PAMONA 
Da'a mpoyu pae eo nepia sanga uLe lale puse pale 
Pamona poju pae eo impia sanga ule yale puse pale 
Vma poju pae eo nto?uma hanga? ule dali? puhe pale � 
Napu puru pare alo impira hanga ile dale palanta � 
Bada puru pare alo himpirJ hanga? ile dali? palanta? � C'> 
Besoa puru pare alo impira hanga? lelota dali? poM! palanta? � 'c> 
"t 
WOTU-WOLIO 
� 
Wotu bae iyo dipia sanga ulo laLe � is' 
Wolio mapai 6ae eo naipia saro uLo lale puse randa � No C'> 
Kalao pi?du asa ajo Laipia sanga uLo lale pete '" 
Laiyolo pidu bae ajo ripia sanga ulo LaLe puse paUa? .§ � 
� 
� 
PMP *pija 'how many' has been lexically replaced in a number of Celebic languages, therefore I have chosen instead to cite reflexes of *i-pija-n 'when' .§ 
(which strictly may not be reconstructible to PMP; see Mead 200 I :  1 70). The pattern of realisation of *j is the same, but more obvious from reflexes of the 
latter. ...... w 
...... 
-
w 
N 
� 
'gall, bile' 'field rice' 'sun' 'when' 'name' 'snake' 'fly' 'navel' 'palm' 
� 
� 
*qapeju *pajey *qalejaw *i-pija-n *lJajan *qulej *lalej *pusej *palaj � $::I $::!.. 
SALUAN-BANGGAI 
Banggai sopot labue oloyo noian sambu uloy poos pusoy palalap 
Balantak opoyu? pae ilia ipi ngaan ufe laale puse palaa 
Andio poyu? pae sina ipian ngaan ulo laalo? puse pala 
Saluan pou? pae sina hipian sanggo ulo, uloo lalo, laloo pusoo palaa 
Bobongko opou? pae dolag torikuka sanggor bintana? laiD puso pala 
BUNGKU-TOLAKI 
Kulisusu upeu pae oleo impia ngee ule lale puhe pele 
Mori Bawah upeu pae oleo te?ipia ngee ule lale puhe pele 
Padoe upeu pae 010 te?epie nee ule laloi puhoi palai 
Tolaki posu pae oleo te?ipia tamo ule lale puhe pele 
MUNA-BUTON 
Muna ghufei pae gholeo naefie nea ghule Im!l puhe randa 
Kioko piu fue oleo naifie kona ule buhoto handa 
Cia-Cia hopiu fue holeD ngea kule 6ei puse randa 
Tukang Besi ho?ou fue ?oloo ehia ngaa sa?a lalo 
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Non-y reflexes of PMP *j are also found among the Badaic languages of Central Sulawesi; 
compare Napu, Bada, Besoa puru 'gall ' ,  pare 'field rice', Napu, Besoa impira , Bada himpirJ 
'when?', Besoa pohi? 'navel ' .  As delineated above, Irl (medially) and glottal stop (finally) are 
typical South Sulawesi reflexes of PMP *j, compare Seko puru 'gall ' ,  Sa'dan Toraja pare 'field 
rice ', Seko Tengah napiranga 'when?' and Seko Lemo post? 'navel ' .  Likewise Uma, Bada and 
Besoa dali? and Napu dale 'fly' exhibit similarities with South Sulawesi languages. The irregular 
dissimilation of *1 > Id/ observed in these forms is also found across the border in Mamuju and 
Seko (Mills 1 975 :748), but since in these South Sulawesi languages PMP *-ej > PSS *-it > *-it > 
li?1 is regular, there can be no doubt about the direction of borrowing. Martens ( 1 989a) 
considers such cases to reflect a long period of contact and borrowing between the Badaic 
languages and South Sulawesi languages, particularly Seko. He also considers it probable that 
Napu, Bada, and Besoa ala 'sun, day' was likewise borrowed from South Sulawesi - compare 
Seko alo 'day' « PSS *ilzo) - whereas other Kaili-Pamona languages consistently have eo. 
This large number of supposed borrowings, however, leaves Napu and Besoa ile 'snake' as the 
only form known to me where it could be proposed that PMP *j passed through a y-stage. This 
form, however, has unexplained *u > Iii in the initial syllable. Furthermore, this irregularity is 
also found in the northern South Sulawesi language area; compare Seko Lemo, Mamuju and 
Bambam ile (Mills 1 975 :877). While it is possible to account for the presence of non-y reflexes 
of *j in Badaic languages through borrowing, the sheer number of exceptions suggests an 
alternative hypothesis: Badaic languages are genetically South Sulawesi languages.6 
An inspection of Table 3 also reveals that in several cases the Boano and Totoli forms also 
exhibit unusual (non-y) reflexes of *j. Both of these languages are located in the northern area 
where Celebic languages border the Gorontalic subgroup, and these forms may reflect influence 
from Gorontalo. However, until a study of historical sound change in the Tomini-Tolitoli 
languages is undertaken, the identification of loan words remains problematic. Indeed, the 
question remains open whether Boano and Totoli should even be subgrouped with the Tomini 
languages (see Himmelmann 200 1 : 1 9-20). 
6 Besides the fate of PMP *j, other areas of difference to explore include PMP *R (reflected as zero in other 
Kaili-Pamona languages but as Irl in South Sulawesi languages), PMP *-uy (reflected as luI in other Kaili­
Pamona languages, but as iiI in South Sulawesi languages), and PMP *-uq and *-iq (vowels were lowered in 
Proto South Sulawesi, but not in Proto Kaili-Pamona). 
The claim that Badaic languages reflect PMP *q, while this phoneme was lost in Proto South Sulawesi (Mills 
1 975:5 1 8), is a red herring. Unknown to Mills, Seko Padang reflects PMP *q as length on the vowel, either 
when *q occurred in final position or contiguous to a final vowel (in the latter case, presumably via intermediate 
metathesislfloat to final position). Therefore reflexes of PMP *q must be reconstructed for Proto South 
Sulawesi regardless. Compare the following data (Laskoswke 1 995 and pers. comm.). 
PMP Seko Padang 
*puluq 'ten' > plllo: 
*dilaq 'tongue' > lila: 
*tuqah 'old' 
*taqi 'feces' 
> *ruaq > tua: 
> *Iaiq > lai: 
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Apart from these exceptions, only a few other forms would appear to have non-y reflexes of 
PMP *j. The Uma and Pamona form for 'gall ' ,  poju [pod3U], and the To1aki form posu, 
however, are not borrowed, but rather result independently from fortition of *y, which is regular 
in defined contexts in Uma and Pamona (Martens 1 989b) and also occurred sporadically in 
Tolaki (Mead 1 998 : 1 1 5). The Kalao and Laiyolo form for 'sun' ,  ajo [ad30], is unexplained in 
the present analysis. As far as I can tell it has not been borrowed from any present-day South 
Sulawesi language, and perhaps is an inherited form (from earlier *alyo?). 
Finally, while PMP *j appears to have become zero or merged with PMP *y in medial 
position, on the basis of counter-additive reasoning the change of PMP *-j > Proto Celebic *y 
must have occurred after the monophthongisation of PMP *-ay and *-ey to *e. Among Celebic 
languages PMP *-ay and *-ey are universally reflected as lei. And while in many cases PMP 
*-aj and *-ej are also reflected as lei, enough languages reflect these otherwise to indicate that a 
merger of PMP *-ay, *-ey, *-aj and *-ej did not occur. 
I would also like to make an initial proffering of two lexical innovations which support the 
newly proposed Celebic macrogroup. These forms are: 
PCel *panianan 'parent-in-law' > Totoli poneanan 'parent-in-law' (also 'child-in-law'?), 
Boano ponianan 'parent-in-law' (also 'child-in-Iaw'?), Uma piniana 'parent-in-law', 
Kulawi paniana 'parent-in-law',  Kulisusu poniana 'parent-in-law', Moronene, Mori 
Bawah poni 'parent/child-in-Iaw' (reciprocal term). Compare also Moronene, Muna 
samponi 'child's spouse's parent' (with prefix sa- 'one'). 
PCel *manian 'child-in-law' > Dampelas maniang, Lauje meniang, Tialo, Dondo 
monianE 'parent-in-law' (also 'child-in-Iaw' ?), Pendau meniang 'parent-in-law' (not 
reciprocal), Da'a, Kulawi, Lindu, Pamona (Ampana dialect) mania 'child-in-law', Uma 
minia 'child-in-law', standard Pamona (Adriani 1 928 :s.v.), Wolio mania 'child/parent­
in-law ' (reciprocal term), Balantak monian 'child/parent- in- law' (reciprocal term), 
Kulisusu ana monia 'child-in-law'. 
Only three languages known to me - Kulawi and Uma in the Kaili-Pamona area, and 
Kulisusu in the Bungku-Tolaki area - have retained both forms (though further lexical research 
may uncover other languages where this is so). Nonetheless, in that these words constitute a 
derivationally related pair, their reconstruction is mutually supported. That a number of 
daughter languages reflect only one member of the pair must be accounted for by semantic shift 
to a reciprocal term, lexical replacement, or both (compare for example Pendau which now has 
meniang 'parent-in-law' and unrelated tomodait 'child- in-law'). For such reasons it is also 
untenable that present-day forms could have obtained their distribution through borrowing. 
7 Conclusions 
The principal results of this study are summarised in Figure 3. This figure shows the branches 
and nodes which have been argued for in the preceding section. As noted there and again below, 
some branches have a tentative status. At the highest level I propose a group which encompasses 
almost all the languages of central, eastern and south-eastern Sulawesi as well as a handful of 
languages located in South Sulawesi. Following van den Berg ( 1  996b), I label this the Celebic 
supergroup. Notably, van den Berg is the only other author to have speculated about a 
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macrogroup comprising t\1ese same languages. However, he did not define his reasons for 
including the Saluan-Banggai or Tomini-Tolitoli languages in his macrogroup, and presented a 
different view of subgrouping within it. 
Proto Malayo-Polynesian 
Proto Tomini-Tolitoli 
Proto Kaili-Pamona 
Proto W otu-Wolio 
*C,C2 > *C2 (C, -::;:. nasal) 
*h > f) 
*d > *r 
*-ay, *-ey > *e 
*-aw, *-ew > *0 
*j > *y, f) 
Proto Celebic 
*-awa- > *oa 
*-b, *-g > *p, *k 
*q > *? 
Proto 
Saluan-Banggai 
*e (schwa) > *0 
*-iq > *eq 
antepen. *a > *0 
Proto Eastern Celebic 
*-w- > f) 
*s > *s, *h 
*Z > *s 
*n > n  
*b > *b, *w 
Proto South-eastern 
Celebic 
*q > *? 
*w- > *h 
*R > f) initially and contiguous to *i 
*w- > f) 
final consonant loss (7) 
Proto 
Bungku-Tolaki 
Figure 3: The Celebic supergroup 
Proto 
Muna-Buton 
At present it is unclear how many primary branches should be posited under the Celebic node. 
The shaded triangle in Figure 3 indicates that while there is evidence for bringing the Tomini­
Tolitoli, Kaili-Pamona and W otu-Wolio subgroups into a Celebic Supergroup, I make no claim 
as to how these groups may be related to each other. On the other hand, there are three sound 
changes which would apparently allow us to distinguish Eastern Celebic as a separate branch. 
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The change of PMP *e (schwa) > *0 is, however, also broadly characteristic of all Celebic 
languages. But because some exceptional cases where *e > *a are known from Kaili-Pamona 
and W otu-Wolio languages, I have not assigned this change to a higher level. The raising of 
PMP antepenultimate *a > *0 is also a change of a general nature. This leaves the lowering of 
PMP *i > *e before final *q as the most significant change for subgrouping Eastern Celebic 
languages together. To be sure, this same lowering has been noted as an independent change 
elsewhere, even in other parts of Sulawesi including Proto Sangiric (Sneddon 1 989:90), Proto 
South Sulawesi (Mills 1 975 :545), and, perhaps not surprisingly, in the Badaic languages 
(Martens, c ited in Sneddon 1 989 :90). In these other cases, however, the lowering of *i > *e 
before *-q was accompanied by a parallel lowering of *u > *0 in the same environment. Only in 
Eastern Celebic do we find lowering of *i, unmatched by a parallel lowering of *u .7 
Despite the encompassing nature of the present study, important questions remain. Here I 
mention areas for further research in the area of Sulawesi historical linguistics. Several of these 
issues have been mentioned in the preceding sections, but it seems beneficial to bring them 
together here. Many of the following comments can be considered additional commentary on 
Figure 3 .  
What is the position of Boano and Totoli? Totoli i s  spoken by 25,000 speakers in the border 
area where Celebic languages meet Gorontalic languages, and Boano in the same area by about a 
tenth that many speakers. These two languages are not Gorontalo-Mongondow languages, but if 
reflexes of PMP *j are an indication (Table 3 above), they may not fit comfortably into a Celebic 
group as defined here either. Himmelmann, who has provided a wealth of new data on Tomini­
Tolitoli languages, simultaneously cautions that the genetic unity of this group has never been 
established. In particular he singles out Totoli and Boano for their divergent phonology, lexicon 
and grammar (Himmelmann 200 1 :20). 
What is the relationship between the Kaili-Pamona and Wotu-Wolio languages? A number 
of tantalising leads have been proposed, but none have been followed up. The Dutch linguist I.C: 
Anceaux recognised striking structural similarities between Wolio and Pamona, but never 
published on this topic (Rene van den Berg pers. comm.). Donohue (in press) suggests the change 
of PMP *e (schwa) > *a in a number of lexical items (otherwise regularly PMP *e > 10/) could be 
used to link the Kaili-Pamona and Wotu-Wolio languages. Even a consideration of geographical 
location suggests that the Wotu-Wolio languages are more likely to share a closer relationship to 
Kaili-Pamona than to Tomini-Tolitoli languages. Unfortunately, only Wolio has been well 
documented, and other Wotu-Wolio languages have been influenced by South Sulawesi 
languages. A careful study will be needed to pull out the traces of historical connection. To 
date, not even an internal classification of the five W otu-Wolio languages has emerged. 
What is the position of the Badaic languages? Culturally, speakers of Napu, Bada and Besoa 
(collectively referred to as the Badaic languages) identify with their Kaili-Pamona neighbours, 
yet their word stock bears affinities to South Sulawesi languages. Martens ( 1 989) investigated 
this situation, and concluded that Badaic languages were genetically Kaili-Pamona languages 
that had borrowed lexically from South Sulawesi languages, particularly Seko. In that Badaic 
languages overwhelmingly reflect *j as Irl (medially) or glottal stop (finally) - the prototypical 
South Sulawesi reflexes - this study suggests the opposite. That is to say, the Badaic languages 
7 The lowering of *u occurred as a further change in two sub-branches of Eastern Celebic, namely Eastern 
Saluan-Banggai (Mead this volume) and Western Bungku-Tolaki (Mead 1 996:80ff.). 
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may genetically be South Sulawesi languages which have been influenced lexically by Kaili­
Pamona languages. 
What is the internal classification of South Sulawesi languages? If Badaic languages are 
genetically South Sulawesi languages, then clearly Mills' ( 1 975 :490ff.) internal classification of 
South Sulawesi languages needs to be reworked. I n  fact such a re-evaluation has been needed on 
other grounds. In particular, Mills' internal groupings were based heavily (but not exclusively) 
on what happened to consonants in word-final position. Experience elsewhere in Sulawesi, 
however, has shown that processes of final consonant weakening, merger and loss are likely to 
exhibit areal diffusion, and thus not to be valid indicators of genetic affiliation (Sneddon 1 993;  
Mead 1 996). Since Adelaar ( 1 994), i t  has been clear that the Tamanic languages of" Borneo are 
genetically South Sulawesi languages, most closely related to Buginese. These languages, which 
have been more conservative with regard to final consonants, are likely to help in sorting out 
what changes can (or cannot) be attributed to higher genetic levels within South Sulawesi. 
Are Muna-Buton and Bungku-Tolaki valid subgroups? Evidence from sound change alone 
is - and will probably remain - an insufficient basis for establishing a Muna-Buton subgroup. 
As discussed in §3, a Muna-Buton grouping is provisionally accepted based on the probable 
lexical innovations set forth in van den Berg (this volume). I have not touched on the genetic 
unity of the Bungku-Tolaki languages. Although the loss of PMP *R initially and contiguous to 
*i can be attributed to Proto Bungku-Tolaki (not mentioned previously in this paper, but detailed 
in Mead 1 998:58-60), this change will need to taken in hand with the fate of PMP *R in nuclear 
Muna-Buton languages. The remaining changes attributed in Figure 3 to Proto Bungku-Tolaki 
(PMP *w- > *h , PMP *q > glottal stop) are less consequential for subgrouping. Lexical 
innovations in support of a Bungku-Tolaki subgroup can be found in Mead ( 1 998 :86-8 7). 
Within the framework provided by this study, can additional evidence be adduced in support (or 
refutation) of these two subgroups? 
Despite these unknowns, by stages we are improving our understanding of historical 
relationships among Sulawesi languages. Instead of the ten subgroups listed at the beginning of 
this paper, following the results of this study we need recognise only five genetic groupings 
across the island of Sulawesi (though the position of Totoli and Boano, tentatively included as 
Celebic languages, remains suspect): 
Sangiric 
Minahasan 
Gorontalo-Mongondow 
Celebic 
South Sulawesi 
Of these five groups, Gorontalo-Mongondow could be considered exo-Sulawesian in that 
these languages originated at a later date from the Philippines, Proto Gorontalo-Mongondow 
speakers supposedly arriving in northern Sulawesi around 500BC (Blust 1 99 1 :  1 03- 1 04). 
Whether the other four groups are truly indigenous languages of Sulawesi - directly descended 
from their Proto Malayo-Polynesian ancestor - or whether they too share higher-level genetic 
relationships to languages outside of Sulawesi, remains to be seen. Sangiric and Minahasan 
languages have long been considered 'Philippine' languages on typological grounds, but proving a 
genetic connection to particular (or all) Philippine languages has proved more elusive. Initial 
evidence for their inclusion in a larger Philippines group has been accumulated by Zorc ( 1 986), 
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but consists of lexical innovations only. Among his n inety-eight Proto Philippine lexical 
innovations, sixteen have reflexes in Proto M inahasan or a M inahasan language, while fifteen 
have reflexes in Proto Sangiric or a Sangiric language. This evidence has not been critically 
evaluated. 
A link between South Sulawesi languages and languages of central and south-eastern 
Sulawesi has been disparaged. Adriani commented, 'Van het Boegineesch onderscheiden zich de 
Toradjasche talen in vele opzichten'  (The Torajan [Kaili-Pamona] languages distinguish 
themselves from Buginese in many respects), then proceeded to marshal two pages worth of 
evidence (Adriani & Kruyt 1 9 1 4:9 1 -93). In similar fashion Mills noted that South Sulawesi 
languages differed from languages of central and south-eastern Sulawesi in respect to both 
historical sound change and verb morphology, and was inclined to note instead, with few 
specifics, affinities between South Sulawesi languages, Malay, and M adurese (Mills 1 975 :499, 
5 1 7-5 1 9, 1 98 1  :60). Ross, however, has suggested that South Sulawesi may not be as distinct 
from CeIebic languages as is often supposed, at least typologically. He partially reconstructs a 
'Proto Sulawesi' system of verb morphology, from which South Sulawesi systems could also be 
derived (Ross 2002:462-464). 
Finally, it is interesting to note how much the view of macrogrouping of Sulawesi languages 
presented above comes back around to a view presented ninety years ago by the pioneer of 
Sulawesi linguistic studies, the missionary Nicolas Adriani. 
Door zijne verwantschap met het Bobongkosch (op de Togian-eilanden) en het 
Gorontaleesch, wijst het Loinansch op eene strooming der bevolking van de N. helft van 
het Noordelijk schiereiland naar het Z. toe, die voorbij het gebeid van het Gorontaleesch 
zich heeft verdeeld, waarbij de Loinansche tak over de Togian-eilanden naar den vasten 
wal ten O. van Tandj. Api is gegaan, om zich daarop naar het O. (Balantaksch) en naar het 
Z. (Boengkoesch) te verbrieden, terwijl een andere tak naar het W.,  daarop naar het Z. is 
gegaan, en ten Z. van den Evenaar weder een tak in O.lijke richting heeft afgescheiden. 
Zoo mag men dus aannemen dat het Bare 'e, als meest O.l ijke uitlooper van dezen 
laatstgenoemden zijstroom, bij Tandj. Api weder op het Loinansch is gesluit. 
[By its relationship with Bobongko (on the Togian Islands) and Gorontalo, the Loinan 
language points to a southward migration of the inhabitants of the north half of the 
northern peninsula, which divided near present-day Gorontalo: the Loinan [Saluan) branch 
proceeded via the Togian islands to the further shore east of Tanjung Api, spreading 
therefrom to the east (Balantak) and to the south (Bungku), while another branch proceded 
to the west and then to the south, and then south of the equator a further branch separated 
back in an easterly direction. So one may consider that Bare'e [Pamona), as the most 
eastern extension of this last-named side flow, was arrested up against Loinan.) (Adriani 
& Kruyt 1 9 1 4:89) 
Given that Adriani developed his picture of migration at a time when typological concerns 
played an equal role with sound change in determining language relationships, it is remarkable 
how little needs to be changed. A clear amendment to Adriani's hypothesis is that we can no 
longer maintain that CeIebic languages are descended from Gorontalic languages. Adriani's 
Loinan branch, however, has clear parallels to the Eastern Celebic branch proposed in this study, 
though here we must add that this 'southward flow' did not stop at present-day Bungku, but 
eventually encompassed all of peninsular south-eastern Sulawesi, including Muna, Buton, and 
the Tukang Besi I slands. Whether the Tomini-Tolitoli and Kaili-Pamona (and the now 
recognised W otu-W olio) languages together constitute a second, separate branch of Celebic, as 
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Adriani also supposed, remains to be seen. Once that issue has been settled, we can begin (again) 
to theorise about a Proto Celebic homeland. 
Considering that Adriani had far less - and less reliable - data than were available to this 
author, the present work stands as a tribute to his genius and prescience. 
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Vowelless words in Selau 
ROBERT BLUST 
1 Vowelless languages versus vowelless wordsl 
As Roman Jakobson once noted, there are no vowelless languages. It is now generally 
agreed that all known languages have at least two phonemic vowels, and nearly all have three 
or more (Maddieson 1 984: 1 26;  Ladefoged & Maddieson 1 996:286ff.).2 Despite this 
limitation, a very small number of the world 's roughly 6000 languages permit vowelless 
words - that is, free morphemes in whiCh every underlying segment is a consonant. Such a 
structural feature has been reported for Kalam, a Papuan language spoken by about 1 5 ,000 
persons in the Kaironk Valley on the northern edge of the Central Highlands of New Guinea. 
In Kalam, according to Pawley ( 1 993 :9 1 ), 'Many words contain no phonemic vowels. 
Consonant phonemes standing alone or before another consonant phoneme in a word are 
released with a predictable epenthetic or transitional vowel ' .  Among the examples Pawley 
gives are wsn [wusin] 'sleep and ytk [yirik] 'forest ' .  Languages like Kalam appear to be 
extremely rare, and none have been reported among the more than 1 000 members of the 
Austronesian language family.3 It thus comes as a surprise to discover that Selau, an 
2 
3 
I am indebted to Peter C. Lincoln and John Lynch for comments which led to improvements in an earlier 
version of this paper. They bear no responsibility for my interpretations or conclusions. 
Halle ( 1 970:65) credits Jakobson with the observation that no vowelless language has ever been reliably 
reported, but I have not been able to locate the original statement. Kuipers ( 1 960) claimed that the twelve 
short and five long vowels that occur phonetically in the North-west Caucasian language Kabardian can be 
reduced to two vowel phonemes, a and E. He then proceded to eliminate a and E by shifting the burden of 
contrast from these vowels to features of stress and juncture. As Halle demonstrated, Kuipers' analysis of 
Kabardian as a vowelless language appears to have been motivated more by the desire to discover a 
counteruniversal, even if only by notational contrivance, than by a well-supported analysis of the data. 
Halle proposed two underlying vowels a and E for Kabardian. Following up Allen's ( 1 965) analysis of 
Abaza, another North-west Caucasian language, Anderson ( 1 978) proposed a single vowel compromise for 
Kabardian, but two or more vowels have been recognised by most subsequent scholars, including Colarusso 
( 1 99 2), who admits two, and by Ladefoged and Maddieson ( 1 996:286), who admit three, but curiously 
attribute Kuipers' position on this issue to Halle, and vice versa. 
James A. Matisoff (pers. comm.) informs me that many Tibeto-Burman languages permit free morphemes 
that contain only consonants, and similar analyses have been proposed for Mandarin Chinese. John Lynch 
(pers. comm.) has also suggested that a few other Oceanic languages, including Big Nambas and Lenakel, 
may permit vowelless words. He notes in particular that Lenakel, spoken on the island of Tanna in 
southern Vanuatu, has a number of CVCVC words in which the vowels are a possibly predictable schwa. 
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Austronesian language spoken in western Melanesia, permits vowelless words. As an added 
benefit, comparative linguistic data show in a number of cases how these canonically bizarre 
morphemes have arisen from an antecedent stage which can be characterised as 'vowel-rich.' 
2 Vowel-rich languages: Mon-Kluner versus Oceanic 
Languages can be said to be 'vowel-rich' in either of two senses: ( 1 )  the proportion of 
vowels in the phoneme inventory is high, or (2) the proportion of vowels in morphemes is 
high. Many of the Mon-Khmer languages of mainland South-east Asia are vowel-rich in the 
first sense. In a relatively conservative analysis Huffman ( 1 970:6ff.) describes Standard 
Cambodian as having 1 3  vowel phonemes, and 1 8  consonant phonemes. The vowels thus 
constitute some 42% of the total phoneme inventory. Other analyses of Standard Cambodian 
recognise a larger number of underlying vowels, and other Mon-Khmer languages, such as 
Bru, are said to carry this tendency for vowels to constitute an exceptionally large percentage 
of the phoneme inventory to even greater extremes. 
The second sense in which languages can be called 'vowel-rich' is seen in many languages 
belonging to the Oceanic branch of the Austronesian language family. H awaiian, for 
example, permits a number of non-reduplicated trisyllables that contain only vowels, as with 
aea 'rise up, raise the head' ,  aia 'there, there it is', or aua 'look, observe' ,  as well as 
quadrisyllables which are reduplicated (at least historically), as with eaea 'air, breath', or 
uaua 'tough, sinewy' .  The five-syllable word aoaoa 'small shrub, Wikstroemia sp. ' ,  which 
contains only vowels, may or may not be a historical reduplication. 
Since examples such as the foregoing are selective it is necessary to examine comparable 
data from languages belonging to different language families in order to determine cross­
linguistic differences in the vowel : consonant ratio within morphemes. Table 1 presents the 
vowel : consonant ratio expressed as a percentage of vowels per morphemes from five 
languages: English, Malay, Roviana, Trukese and Samoan. To obtain these figures a variant 
of the Swadesh 200-item lexicostatistical test-list was completed for each language. The 
total number of vowels and consonants was then counted for each of the first 50 words on 
this list, and these totals were added for all 50 entries and divided by 50 to yield mean vowel 
percentages per morpheme. Diphthongs were counted as single vowels in all languages, 
English syllabic r was counted as a vowel, and long vowels and consonants in Trukese and 
Samoan were counted as single segments. 
Table 1 :  Percentage of vowels per morpheme in English and four Austronesian languages 
Language No. of vowels No. of phonemes Percentage of vowels 
English 56 1 7 1  33  
Malay 1 2 1  289 42 
Roviana 1 55 286 54 
Trukese 78 1 82 43 
Samoan 1 38 239 58 
To date, however, he  has proposed no such analysis, nor given any indication as  to  how it might be 
justified. 
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Although Malay, Roviana, Trukese and Samoan are all Austronesian languages, the last 
three belong to the Oceanic (Oc) subgroup of Austronesian, while Malay does not. Roviana 
is typical of many Austronesian languages in the western Solomons in having added echo 
vowels to Proto Oceanic (POc) CVCVC stems. Trukese is typical of many of the Oceanic 
languages of M icronesia and some parts of Melanesia, in having 'lost the last vowel and 
consonant of POc CVCVC stems, and Samoan is typical of most other Oc languages in 
having lost only the final consonant of POc CVCVC stems. As can be seen, the percentage 
of vowels per morpheme in all four Austronesian languages is significantly higher than in 
English, reflecting the fact that initial and final consonant clusters are common in English, 
but rare or absent in An languages. The percentage of vowels per morpheme in Trukese, 
which has lost POc final -V C sequences, is similar to that in Malay, which preserves most 
Proto Malayo-Polynesian final consonants, while that of Roviana, which has added echo 
vowels, and Samoan, which has lost final consonants, is significantly higher. Most of the 
languages of the western Solomons chain, like Roviana, have added echo vowels to POc 
CVCVC stems, and so typically have morphemes in which approximately half of the 
segments are vowels. In this sense, in comparison with languages such as English, they can 
be called 'vowel-rich' languages. Whatever the analysis of Selau shows us today, then, it 
appears likely that pre-Selau was a 'vowel-rich' language in terms of the balance of vowels 
and consonants within a morpheme. 
3 Selau phonology: a fIrst approximation 
Selau is spoken at the northern tip of Bougainville island in the Solomons chain, within the 
political domain of Papua New Guinea. It is one of a number of dialects of the H alia 
language, most of which are spoken on the adjacent smaller island of Buka. Allen and Hurd 
( 1 965) list four varieties of Halia (also known as Hanahan, Tulon and Tasi). These are Halia 
proper, with 3833  speakers in Bougainville District at that time (but larger numbers on 
Buka), H aku, with 295 1 speakers, Hangan, with 1 562 speakers, and Selau, with 1 540 
speakers. The first three varieties are described as 'dialects' of a single language, but Selau is 
distinguished as a 'sub-language'. Lincoln (1 976b) lists 'Halia (Selau variety)
, 
as one of the 
languages spoken in Bougainville Province of Papua New Guinea. Allen and Allen ( 1 987)  
state that Halia is 'spoken or understood by some 1 6,000 people on the north and east coasts 
of Buka island, the Selau peninsula on northern Bougainville, and the Carteret (Tuloun) atoll 
east of Buka, all areas included within the North Solomons Province of Papua New Guinea'. 
They list five dialects: Hanahan (east Buka), Tuloun, Hangan (south Buka), Hako (north 
Buka), and Selau. Selau is again classified as a 'sub-language' ,  meaning that it borders on 
being a separate language from Halia. In the most complete and detailed c lassification to 
data Ross ( 1 98 8 :2 1 7) assigns Halia to the Nehan/North Bougainville Network within his 
North-West Solomonic chain, with a further breakdown as follows: 
4 
Proto-Buka 
Petats 
Halia (including Haku, Hanahan, Kilinailau, Selau)4 
The names Tuloun, Kilinailau and the Carteret islands evidently apply to one and the same atoll. Allen and 
Allen ( 1 987) use the alternative names Carteret and Tuloun, while Lincoln ( 1 976b) identifies the Carterets 
with Kilinailau. 
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I n  one of the earliest descriptions of the area the anthropologist Beatrice Blackwood 
( 1 93 5 : 1 5ff.) classified Petats, spoken on the coral islets of Pororan and Hitau off the west 
coast of Buka, Saposa, spoken on a cluster of small islands off the north-west corner of 
Bougainville, and the language spoken on the east and west coasts of Buka as dialects of a 
single language, stating that 'All these dialects are mutually intelligible'. She noted that the 
'dialect' of Kurtatchi, spoken in the villages of Kurtatchi, Baniu and Timputs on the north 
coast of BougainviUe, was lexically quite different from that spoken on Buka, but that her 
Petats servant was able to pick it up 'in the course of a short time. '  She never mentions the 
names Halia or Selau, and on the whole appears to greatly underestimate the degree of 
linguistic difference which actually distinguishes some of these communities. 
Selau has 1 3  (possibly 1 4  ) surface consonants and six surface vowels, as shown in 
Table 2:5 
Table 2: Surface consonants and vowels of Selau 
Consonants Vowels 
p t c k u 
b (d) g e () 0 
m n lJ a 
s 
l, r 
w 
The phonemes p, t, k are unaspirated bilabial, alveolar and velar stops. c is an alveolar 
affricate. Although c derives historically from the affricatisation of *t before a high front 
vowel, it now contrasts with t: 
tana 'taro sucker' c()na 'mother' 
tor 'belly' con 'man; husband' 
tun us 'urine' cunu 'bone' 
ptaa 'earth ' pc()pca 'large growth stage of squid' 
wat 'stone' wac 'four' 
The phonemes b, d (the latter is rare in my data) and g are simple (non-prenasalised) voiced 
stops, and r is a 3-4 tap trill. The contrast of l and r can be illustrated with: 
lei 'far, distant' rei 'tree' 
lOlJo 'housefly' rOlJono 'to hear' 
mola 'fat, grease' kori 'possum' 
tual 'eight' wiar 'two' 
The phoneme y was recorded in yar 'a shore tree: Casuarina equisetifolia ' (Tok Pisin: yar), 
but this appears to be confined to loan words. 
5 Selau material was collected in Canberra, Australia during the second half of 1 97 5  in three sessions 
totalling approximately six hours. My primary source of data was Luke Pawen, with further input from 
Margaret Pinil during the last meeting. Both speakers were students temporarily resident in Australia at the 
time we worked together, and both hailed from the village of Torte on the northern tip of Bougainville. 
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Both vowels and consonants occur long. To avoid a premature introduction of the analysis 
which will follow these are cited in phonetic transcription: 
[wakac] 'think, mull over' [wa:kac] 'lightning' 
[ara:]  'all' [ara] 'fishing with line and hook' 
. [koto] 'bite' [ko:to] 'kind of oval nut' 
[siya] 'nine' [s:�] 'breast' 
[anus] 'charcoal' [un:awa] 'turtle shell' 
Unlike most Oceanic languages, Selau permits consonant clusters in both initial and 
intervocalic positions in phonetic forms:  [cta] 'putty nut ', [pt�n] 'coconut husk', [bals�] 
'dove', [l�mt�] 'moss, algae'. Final clusters never appear on the surface but, as will be seen, 
do appear in underlying forms. Words may end either in an underlying vowel or an 
underlying consonant, and stress generally falls on the penult, although both final stress in 
disyllables and initial stress in trisyllables was recorded in some forms. Attempts to 
determine minimal or subminimal pairs, however, were invariably met with frustration, 
suggesting that stress is non-phonemic, but movable under still unstatable conditions. 
The most interesting issues in Selau phonology appear in connection with the vowels. 
Phonetically Selau has straightforward reflexes of POc *a, *e, *i, *0 and *u. In addition, a 
number of words contain a mid-central or high-central vowel that was most frequently 
transcribed as schwa. All vowels can optionally be followed by a non-contrastive glottal stop 
in word-final position: 
Imial [miya] - [miya?] 'tongue' 
Isopenel [sopene] - [sopene?] 'saucepan' 
Itebelil [tebeli] - [tebeli?] 'clay pot' 
Imaltol [malto] - [malto?] 'ten' 
Ickul [cku] - [cku?] 'sew sago leaves' 
Allen and Allen ( 1 987)  list three front vowels, two central vowels, five back vowels and 
three glides for H alia. However, they provide no evidence of contrast, and it is almost 
certain that the number of underlying vowels is smaller than they indicate. What is most 
relevant to the problem at hand is that Halia lacks a mid-central or high-central vowel 
comparable to Selau I�/. Rather, where Selau has a schwa the corresponding segment in 
Halia usually is a high vowel, or less commonly the low vowel la/. I know of no instances in 
which Selau schwa corresponds to Halia leI or 101. 
4 The phonemic status of Selau schwa 
Both synchronically and diachronically the most problematic segment in Selau is the mid­
central vowel. Two types of synchronic evidence suggest that the schwa in many morphemes 
is non-phonemic, and this conclusion is further supported by historical considerations. One 
type of synchronic evidence will be examined with the diachronic evidence here, while the 
second type of synchronic evidence will be reserved for discussion in the following section. 
The first indication that Selau schwa may not always be phonemic comes from the 
movable position of this segment in some transcriptions. The word for 'handlarm' (POc 
*lima) was recorded both as [l�ma] and as [�lma], and the word for 'nit, egg of a louse' (POc 
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*lisa) was recorded both as [l�sa] and as [�lsa] .  Such free variation suggests that the schwa in 
these forms is little more than an automatic facilitating vowel which enables speakers of the 
language to pronounce the underlying consonant clusters in lma and lsa respectively. 
Although the evidence of variant pronunciations is confined in the data recorded to these 
two forms, comparative-historical evidence points in the same general direction. As seen in 
Table 3, Selau has generally lost POc high vowels in final position. 
Table 3: Loss of earlier high vowels in word-final position in Selau 
POc Selau English 
*bOlJi bOI) 'night' 
*keju er 'back of the head' 
*-gu -g ' l SG genitive' 
*-mu -m '2SG genitive' 
*maqati mac 'low tide, dry reef' 
*mali mal 'bitter' 
*mami mam 'our (excJ.)' 
*muri m(}r 'back, behind' 
*nasu nas 'cook, boil' 
*kal)aRi I)ar 'canarium nut' 
*rani ran 'day' 
*tuRu tur 'housepost' 
*pati wac 'four' 
*patu wat 'stone' 
*pitu wit(i) 'seven' 
*poli wol 'buy' 
*kutu wut 'louse' 
Vowels generally did not drop in final position if they were not high: 
*tina > c(}na 'mother' 
*lima > l(}ma 'five' 
*tupa > tua 'derris root' 
*muno-muno > m(}nm(}no 'caterpillar' 
Although some high vowels remained word-finally, the general pattern of apocope for final 
high vowels is clear. Like many other languages in the western Solomons chain Selau added 
echo vowels to POc CVCVC forms. These .vowels have been preserved if they are non-high, 
as with: 
*ikan 
*limas 
*onom 
> 
> 
> 
iana 
n(}msa 
noma 
'fish' 
'canoe bailer' 
'six ' 
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but have disappeared if they were high, as with: 
*qatun 
*ranum 
*saRum 
> 
> 
> 
atan 
raman (metathesis) 
salam 
'tuna, bonito' 
'fresh water' 
'needle' 
As each of these forms shows, the high vowel that preceded a final consonant is reflected 
phonetically as a schwa, not as zero. Schwa and zero thus appear to be complementarily 
distributed reflexes of earlier high vowels, and in this sense can be regarded as structurally 
equivalent. Stated differently, POc high vowels underwent a conditioned sound change, 
disappearing in final position in CVCV forms and in certain other environments, but 
becoming schwa between consonants (or following derived consonant clusters). Etymologies 
such as *ikan > iana 'fish', *tupa > tua 'derris root fish poison', or *kutu > wut 'louse' 
suggest that the centralisation and loss of high vowels between consonants took place only 
after the loss of *p and *k. Reflexes which contain a consonant cluster further support the 
analysis of schwa as structurally equivalent to zero. POc *putun > ptan 'coconut husk', for 
example, shows a zero reflex of *u in the first syllable, but a schwa in the second. 
One might argue that high vowels underwent a conditioned sound change, disappearing in 
the penult but weakening to a phonemic schwa in the last syllable before a POc final 
consonant. However, this analysis is contradicted by etymologies such as *tina > cana 
'mother', *lima > lama 'five', or *lumut > lamta 'moss, algae', where a POc high vowel 
weakened to schwa in the penult, and (in the case of lamta) disappeared before a POc final 
consonant. The last example provides still another piece of evidence that schwa and zero are 
historically equivalent in Selau. Etymologies such as *lumut > {amta 'moss, algae', *baluj > 
balsa 'dove' and *lQfjit 'sky' > lalJca 'rain' contain a final schwa. Should this schwa be 
regarded as a reflex of the echo vowel which these forms earlier contained? If so, there is no 
explanation as to why a similar weakened reflex does not appear in *qatun > atan 'tuna, 
bonito', *putun > ptan 'coconut husk', *saRum > salam 'needle' and the like. Rather, the 
schwa in lamta, balsa and lalJca appears to be l ittle more than a transitional vowel permitting 
speakers to pronounce what would otherwise be a disallowed final consonant cluster.6 
5 Simple imperative and ambulatory imperative 
This brings us to the third type of evidence that Selau schwa is sometimes, if not always, 
added by rule to underlying representations which lack it. Selau has two imperative 
constructions. The first of these, which I will call the 'simple imperative ', has the general 
form verb-i (object), and can be translated as 'VERB (it)'. The second, which I will call the 
'ambulatory imperative', has the general form na verb-ia (object), and can be translated as 
'go and VERB (it)'. Examples of each are given in Table 4:  
6 Detailed conditioning of the phonetic form of reflexes remains to be worked out (e.g. given *baluj > /bats;)/ 
'dove' ,  why not a parallel development *qarun > **/atn;)/ 'tuna, bonito'?). Although it is beyond the scope 
of this paper to investigate this conditioning, it is likely that zero vs. schwa as the reflex of an earlier high 
vowel in Selau has been determined by universal constraints on the form of consonant clusters. In the great 
majority of recorded cases high vowels were lost between medial and final consonants if the first consonant 
was equat to or greater in sonority than the second; otherwise the high vowel weakened to schwa. 
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Table 4:  Simple and ambulatory imperative, formed with the suffixes -i and -ia 
Base Simple imperative Ambulatory imperative Gloss 
ase ase-i na ase-ia 'count' 
ata1J ata1J-i na ata1J-ia 'fight' 
cku cku-i na cku-ia 'sew sago !eaves' 
nas nas-i na nas-ia 'cook, boil' 
nu nU-1 na nu-ia 'eat' 
pala pala-i na pala-ia 'gun; shoot' 
plU piu-i 'blow on' 
sani sani-i na Sanl-la 'dance' 
sowo na sowo 'sleep' 
suru suru-i na suru-/a 'sip' 
tapala tapala-i na tapala-ia 'slap' 
wa wa-l na wa-la 'drink' 
wana wana-i na wana-lQ 'shoot with bow' 
wol wol-i na wol-ia 'buy' 
The full expression of the ambulatory imperative involves some redundancy, since it 
requires both the verb na 'go (and do something)" and the suffix -ia, either of which is 
sufficient to distinguish the two imperative constructions by itself. Although the available 
evidence is fragmentary, it appears that either the verb 'to go' or the imperative suffix (but 
not both) may be omitted without ambiguity. It is possible that na VERB is used only with 
intransitive verbs or with transitive verbs that take non-expressed indefinite objects, and that 
na VERB-ia or VERB-ia is used with verbs that take a definite object, but more data would be 
needed to settle the matter. Example sentences which illustrate this variation include the 
following: 
( 1  ) ase-ia moni 
(2) ata1J-i 
(na) ata1J-ia pum 
(3) nas-i 
na nas 
na nas-ia iana 
(4) na sowo 
'go and count the money ! '  (suffix only) 
'kill it ! '  
'go and kill the pig ! '  (verb optional) 
'cook it l '  
'go and cook (something)! '  (verb only) 
'go and cook the fish ! '  (both verb and suffix) 
'go to sleep ! '  (verb only). 
The examples in Table 4 show that verbs which end in a, e, i or u retain this vowel before 
the suffixes -i and -ia. By contrast, verbs which end in schwa show no stem-final vowel 
before a suffix, as seen in Table 5:  
Table 5 :  Verbs that end in phonetic schwa and their suffixed imperative forms 
Base form Simple imperative Ambulatory imperative 
garsa 'wash (hands)' gars-i na gars-ia 
kca 'to tie' kc-i na kc-ia 
ssa 'breast' ss-i na ss-ia 
warsa 'drop, throw down' wars-i na wars-ia 
Example sentences include: 
( 1 )  (na) gars-ia l<lma-mli 
go wash-IMP hand-your 
(2) kc-i 
(3) ss-i 
na ss-ia aksa 
go-nurse-IMP child 
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'go and wash your hands ! '  
'tie it ! '  
'nurse it ! (e.g. a crying baby)' 
'go and nurse the child ! '  
(4) warS-1 'drop it! throw it down ! '  
Only limited data was collected for Selau, and it i s  therefore not surprising that the 
number of relevant examples is small. Nonetheless they are sufficient to show that the 
morpheme for 'tie' must be a vowelless stem kc, and the morpheme for 'breast' must be a 
vowelless stem ss. Given this analysis it follows that [;}nn;}] 'earthquake' ,  from POc *nunu, 
is also a vowelless stem nn. If the central vowels were regarded as underlying we would be 
forced to conclude that *u was irregularly reflected as schwa in an open final syllable, and 
that that *u had both centralised and metathesised in the first syllable. Similar problems 
occur in other forms, as Selau [l�mt�] 'moss, algae' (POc *lumut), which must be analysed as 
underlying lmt. The question remains open as to whether any instances of schwa in Selau are 
phonemic, but regardless of the answer to this question it is clear that a number of vowelless 
free morphemes must be admitted as underlying forms. 
Before concluding it is worth stressing again that the present analysis is not based on the 
mere fact that some free morphemes in Selau contain no phonetic vowels other than schwa. 
In any phonemic analysis it is possible to represent one of the segments by zero. The 
consonant that is most commonly subject to zero-representation is glottal stop, and the vowel 
that most frequently receives this treatment is schwa. In such an analysis it would be possible 
to posit vowelless words as an analytical artifice, but the results would be subject to the same 
types of criticisms that Halle raised against the analysis of Kabardian as a vowelless 
language. Whether Big Nambas and Lenakel or any other An language actually contains 
vowelless free morphemes, or simply free morphemes that contain no phonetic vowels other 
than schwa, remains an open question. The evidence for vowelless free morphemes in Selau 
goes beyond such artifices in at least three ways. First, the position of schwa is variable in 
some recorded morphemes, as [<lmahlma 'hand' or l<lsahlsa 'nit, egg of a louse' .  Second, 
the imperative forms of bases that end with a vowel other than schwa show no vowel deletion 
or vocalic contraction when suffixed with -i or -ia, but bases which end with a phonetic 
schwa show no final base vowel under suffixation, and in this respect they behave no 
differently from bases which end in a consonant. Third, if we recognise the schwa as 
phonemic the rules of diachronic correspondence become exceedingly complex and 
implausible in a number of etymologies, for which *nunu > <lnn<l 'earthquake' can serve to 
illustrate. POc high vowels normally disappeared in final position, and there is no obvious 
source for the initial vowel unless we arbitrarily introduce a hypothesis of metathesis. I f  
schwa i s  allowed as  a reflex of POc *u in these cases it thus becomes necessary to  recognise 
two phonological irregularities in this form. Under the same type of analysis, *susu > SS<l 
'breast' would show a parallel irregularity in retaining the final high vowel as schwa, and 
would also show a morphophonemic anomaly in deleting the final vowel under suffixation. 
Observations such as this make it abundantly clear that a number of generalisations about 
Selau phonology - both synchronic and diachronic - would be obscured if we were to avoid 
the recognition of vowelless free morphemes in the language. 
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Occasionally low vowels appear to have deleted and were replaced with non-phonemic 
transitional schwas as well, as with [;:mt;:)] = nt 'egg' (Halia nata). Generally, however, Selau 
schwa is a historically secondary phonetic development which followed the deletion of earlier 
high vowels. As noted earlier, the greatest remaining challenge is to state the phonetic rules 
which govern the insertion of schwa. More challenging still is to find a reason why Selau, 
apparently alone among the more than 1 000 Austronesian languages, has evolved a 
canonical shape which permits vowelless words, a development which is all  the more 
remarkable considering that its immediate antecedent was a language which contained an 
exceptionally large percentage of vowels per morpheme. 
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The bilabials in Proto Loyalties 
JOHN LYNCH 
1 Introduction 
The Loyalties subgroup of the New Caledonian family consists of three languages: Iaai, 
spoken on Ouvea; Drehu, spoken on Lifou; and Nengone, spoken on Mare (see map). The 
other subgroup consists of the twenty-five or so languages of the New Caledonian mainland. 
Nengone is highly unusual - though not unique (see §4 below) - among Oceanic languages 
in showing apical (in this case alveolar) reflexes of Proto Oceanic (POc) labials in some 
environments (Ozanne-Rivierre 1 986 :50). All three languages show fronting of various 
vowels following certain bilabial consonants. These facts can be explained by assuming that 
the relevant bilabials were palatalised, or had palatalised allophones, in Proto Loyalties, and 
that this palatalisation has had the effects briefly described above. '  In later sections of this 
paper, I also look at the development of POc bilabials as apicolabials or dentals/alveolars in 
some languages of Vanuatu, and at the behaviour of bilabials in some M icronesian 
languages, and try to draw some comparisons. 
2 Proto Oceanic vowels in Loyalties languages 
The POc five-vowel system has undergone some interesting developments in the three 
Loyalties languages. Iaai has developed a ten-vowel system, Drehu has seven vowels, and 
only Nengone has a five-vowel system: 
Lexical data are from Ozanne-Rivierre ( 1 984) for Iaai ,  Sam ( 1 995) for Drehu, and Tryon and Dubois 
( 1 969, 1 97 1 )  for Nengone; Ozanne-Rivierre ( 1 986)  provides relevant data on a l l  three Loyalties 
languages. Fran<;:oise Ozanne-Rivierre! who is currently working on a detailed phonological history of the 
Loyalties languages, has been particularly helpful in sharing data and commenting on various hypotheses. I 
am also grateful to Henning Andersen, Byron Bender, Ross Clark, Terry Crowley, R obert Early, Ian 
M addieson, Claire Moyse-Faurie, Hans Schmidt, Jan Tent and Hannah Vari-Bogiri for comments on an 
earlier draft of this paper. I am solely responsible for errors or misinterpretations. 
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( 1 )  laai Drehu Nengone 
u u u u 
e t/J a 0 e a 0 e 0 
EE J c: 
a a a 
In Iaai, all ten vowels occur after bilabials; all except EE and t/J occur after non-labials; but 
only i, e and a occur after the labiovelars (Ozanne-Rivierre 1 976:8 1 ).2 
In this section, I will concentrate on the development of POc *a, *u and *0, especially 
after bilabials. 
2 
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Map: Southern Oceania (Vanuatu and New Caledonia) 
In this paper, I use the term [abiove[ar to refer to consonants like [p''] and [m"] except in direct quotes. 
These have sometimes been referred to as labialised bilabials, sometimes as velarised bilabials. For the 
Micronesian languages at least, Byron Bender (pers. comm.) is of the view that what is distinctive about 
the labiovelars is their velarisation. The term labiovelar avoids making a choice between these 
interpretations, and allows for cross-language comparisons. 
2.1 PO *a 
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The reflexes of POc *a are difficult to characterise, since there appear to be a number of 
idiosyncratic changes in individual words. However, it seems clear that, while the default 
reflex was a in all three languages, the presence of a high vowel in the following syllable had 
different effects on *a in Drehu and Nengone on the one hand and in laai on the other. I n  
addition, *a was fronted i n  all three languages when preceded by certain bilabials. 
2.1.1 Drehu and Nengone 
I begin with reflexes of *a when it was preceded by a non-labial consonant. The Drehu 
·and Nengone reflexes are generally identical, though occasional exceptions or variations 
occur (and are enclosed within square brackets in all examples in this paper). POc *a seems 
to have become Drehu, Nengone e under two conditions: (a) when the following syllable 
contained a high vowel, and (b) when immediately followed by *IJ (and possibly also *g, 
which was phonetically (1Jg] in POc). 
(2) a. POe Drehu 
*kani 'eat' xen, imi 
*kasupe 'rat' [aoi] 
*kati 'bite' heo 
*kawil 'fishhook' ge (?) 
*natu- 'child' neka/n 
*taIJis 'cry' tei8 
*taci- 'younger same-
sex sibling' teo in 
*tali 'rope' walcen 
*tanum 'bury' kelem 
*tapi 'hit' xe(e) 
*tasik 'sea' keoe 
b. *la/)o 'a fly' neIJ 
*ta/)a 'basket ' teIJ 
*ta/)is 'cry' tei8 
*waga 'canoe' weIJ 
In other environments, POc *a became a in both languages: 
(3) POe Drehu 
*draRaq 'blood' malcp 
*kapak 'wing, shoulder' ap 
*qata 'mark ' hate-
*qata 'person' at 
*qate- 'liver' 
*sapa 'what?' 
*tamWaqane 'male' tahman 
*taqon 'roast' san 
*wakaR 'root' waa-ne 
Nengone 
[kaan] 
yeli 
tene (metathesis?) 
(see also (b) below) 
eel 
neIJo 
wa/ceIJ 
(see also (a) above) 
weg 
Nengone 
cp 
ade 
k!'ace­
si/ac 
gulat 
laa 
cahman 
chani 
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The following, however, show unexpected reflexes in both languages: a for expected e in 
(4a), and e for expected a in (4b): 
(4) a. POe 
*qasu 'smoke' 
*rani 'day' 
*talilJa- 'ear' 
b. *kape 'k.o. crab' 
*(q)aca(n,lJ) 'name' 
*salan 'path' 
*tama- 'father' 
Drehu 
hao 
lai 
ilxe 
eO 
g% en 
kem 
Nengone 
k!'ali 
ran 
-canae 
yele-
len 
cen 
POc *a was also raised and fronted to e in both of these languages when preceded by a 
simple bilabial (i.e. one which was neither aspirated nor a labiovelar), irrespective of the 
nature of the vowel in the following syllable. In Nengone, labials become apicals in this 
environment, as will be discussed in more detail in §3. 
(5) POe Drehu Nengone 
*madraR 'ripe' hmeq nec[e 
*mamasa 'dry' hmeo hnede 
*manalJ 'power' mene nene 
*maputa 'sleep' meek neic 
*mata 'eye' mek wa-nec 
*mata- 'point' meke- nece-
*mate 'die' meci neti 
*pati 'four' eke- ece 
*patu 'stone' ete ete 
This fronting and raising did not, however, occur after the POc labiovelars *bw or *mw, nor 
did it occur after Proto Loyalties (PLoy) *ph, which derives from POc *pVp sequences - see 
below. 
(6) POe Drehu Nengone 
*blVatu 'head' balnac 'dried-up skull' 
*tamlVaqane 'man' tahmap cahman 
*RumWaq 'house' uma mma 
*papa (>PLoy *pha) 'mouth' [hwe] pha 'opening' 
*papa (>PLoy *pha) 'carry' hwa 'burden' phal n 'burden' 
2. 1.2 faai 
The situation in Iaai is more complex. POc *a is reflected in at least a handful of etyma as 
a, u, e, 0 and .? 3 Here I can only note tendencies, not generalisations. 
3 The symbol iJ represents a vowel lightly back of central, approximating [v], while a is slightly more front 
after non-labials and more central after labia Is. 
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First, there is a tendency for *a > e when the vowel in the following syllable was *i; 
however, there are exceptions, listed on the right below. 
(7) POe *a/_Ci Iaai e POe *a/_Ci Iaai a 
*tal)is 'cry' tel)e *kani 'eat' an, han 
*tali 'rope' te/ken *nami 'taste' hnamen 
*taci- 'younger same- keiln *rani 'day' laan 
sex sibling' *tapi 'hit' xaii 
Iaai a 
*tali1)a- 'ear' -bne 
*tasik 'sea' bia 
In two cases, the adjacency of *s or *c, whose non-initial reflex is i,4 may cause the change 
of *a to e: *kanase 'mullet' > enei and *(q)aca(n,l)) 'name' > ie-. (See also the reflex of 
*taci- in (7), but contrast this with the reflex of *tasik.) It is possible that this might also 
account for the development of *salan 'path' as den, though this shows the regular initial 
(non-palatal) reflex d. 
Similarly, there is a tendency for *a > J or 0 when the vowel in the following syllable was 
*u, or when *a was follqwed by *k or *q (both of which are lost in Iaai), but once again there 
are exceptions: 
(8) POe *a/_Cu Iaai :J POe *a/_Cu Iaai a 
*saRu 'needle, sew' dJ *qasu 'smoke' hai 
*tanum 'bury' bnJm *tabu 'taboo' kap 
Iaai 0 Iaai a 
*natu- 'child' nokV- *drapu 'ashes' cf.au 
*tapu(n)i 'placenta ' koii 
POe *a l _k, _q Iaai :J 
*taqon 'roast' eJJn 
*wakaR 'root' WJJ-
*kapak 'wing, shoulder' abJ [second *a] 
*tanaq 'land' bnJ [second *a] 
In other environments, the most regular reflex of *a is Iaai a, but there are others which I 
cannot explain: . 
(9) POe *a Iaai a POe *a Iaai :J 
*draRaq 'blood' cp *tanaq 'land' bnJ [first *a] 
*kapak 'wing, shoulder' abJ [first *a] Iaai a 
*qata 'mark' hate *la1)o 'a fly' nal) 
*qata 'person' at *(1))awa1) 'open' x/aa1) 
*qate- 'liver' aki- *sake '(go) up' daa 
*tal)a 'basket' tal) Iaai 0 
*kape 'k.o. crab' xop 
*qatop 'thatch' ot 
*waga 'canoe' ok 
4 For example *tasik 'sea' > hi;:;, *qasu 'smoke' > hai. 
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POc *a was regularly fronted when preceded by a simple bilabial. It appears that this 
fronting normally involved a change of *a > Ie, which apparently never occurs as a Iaai 
reflex of *a except in this historical environment. (However, ;e contrasts with both e and a in 
modern Iaai.) 
( 1 0) POe Iaai 
*baga 'banyan' b;ek 
*bani 'bait' o/b;e 
*baRa 'wall' b;e;e 'build a wall' 
*madraR 'ripe' m;et 
*manafJ 'power' mIen 
*mafiawa 'breathe' m;en:J 
*mata 'eye' ec-m;eka-
*paqal 'thigh' je/f3;e;e-
*pati 'four' f3;ek 
In a couple of cases, we find e instead of ;e as the reflex of *a here: 
( 1 1 )  POe Iaai 
*mamasa 'dry' hme 
*paRi 'stingray' f3e 
*patu 'stone' f3eto 
The *s in *mamasa changed regularly to i, and the *R in *paRi was lost very early;5 it is 
probable that the resulting lei sequence resolved itself as the single vowel e. I have no 
explanation for the e reflex of *a in *patu; however, since 0 is not the regular reflex of *u in 
this environment, there may be some other factor involved. 
As in Drehu and Nengone, this fronting did not apparently occur after the labiovelars *bw 
or *mlV or after PLoy *ph: 
( 1 2) POe 
*bWatu 
*RumWaq 
*papa (>PLoy *pha) 
2.1.3 Discussion 
'head' 
'house' 
'mouth' 
Iaai 
ba-
uma 
hwaln-uma 'door' 
The raising and fronting of *a when the following syllable contained a high front vowel 
may have occurred in Proto Loyalties (with POc *a > PLoy *e in this environment), since all 
three languages show this development. However, the raising of *a when the following 
syllable contained a back vowel probably did not occur in Proto Loyalties, but must have been 
a later development, since *a in this environment changed to e in Drehu and Nengone but to 0 
or :J in Iaai. 
In neither of these cases, however, is the Iaai reflex Ie; this occurs only when the 
consonant preceding *a was a simple bilabial, and the nature of the vowel in the following 
syllable is irrelevant. The data presented above suggest that POc *a became PLoy *e in this 
environment. It is possible that *e had an allophone [re ] after bilabials, and that later 
5 POc *R appears to be lost in all etyma in all New Caledonian languages. 
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phonological changes in laai saw a split in *e, such that lrel developed separate phonemic 
status. Further investigation of vowel correspondences is necessary to determine the 
developments in the PLoy vowel system, which in any case is of only marginal interest to the 
topic under discussion. 
Now in modern laai, 'it is possible that all the "plain" labials in front or fronted vowel 
environments should be considered to be palatalized' (Maddieson & Anderson 1 994: 1 76), 
although the same is apparently not true of the bilabials in Drehu and Nengone (Claire 
Moyse-Faurie pers. comm.) where, however, no acoustic studies have been done. 
Nevertheless, if  we assume that Proto Loyalties bilabials were so palatalised, then this 
provides an explanation for the fronting of *a following a bilabial. If PLoy *ba, for 
example, was phonetically [bYa], then there is clear phonetic motivation for this to change to 
[lYre] or [bYe],  phonemically *be. Presumably, *blV was not palatalised, and the vowel 
remained a after *bw. Subsequently, labiovelars lost their velarisation, with *blV becoming b; 
although this is now phonetically [bY] in laai, no further fronting has taken place.6 Thus the 
ordering of the relevant rules (with *B and *Bw symbolising the relevant consonant classes) is: 
1 .  *Ba > *Be 
2 .  *B"'a > *Ba 
Note further, however, that PLoy *p" was probably not palatalised. While *pa sequences 
became PLoy *pe, *pha sequences remained PLoy *p"a, as shown in (6) and ( 1 2) above. 
There are two possible explanations for this: 
(a) Jan Tent (pers. comm.) suggests that, since aspiration involves a lot of air being 
expired, there must be a fairly free passage through the oral cavity; for that to happen, 
the tongue must make way for that airstream, and must therefore move away from the 
palate. Aspirated *ph, then, would not have been phonetically palatalised, or at least 
not to the same degree that unaspirated *p was before *a, though it must have been 
palatalised to at least some extent before front vowels - see (24)-(26). 
(b) Another possible explanation is this. An examination of the data in (24)-(26) below 
shows that PLoy *p" has a labialised reflex hw in laai and Drehu when it occurs before 
*a (as opposed to h before back vowels and! before front vowels). It is possible that, 
before *a, PLoy *p" developed secondary labialisation (phonetically [pwh]) which 
protected the following *a from fronting; this secondary labialisation was retained in 
laai and Drehu, where the stop weakened, but not in Nengone. 
2.2 POe *u 
As was the case with *a, the reflexes of POc *u are not simple to describe. I begin again 
with reflexes following non-Iabials. 
6 
The best general statement I can make is the following: 
I am grateful to Ian Maddieson for suggesting palatalisation as a possible explanation for the labial-to­
apical shift in Nengone - see §3 and §4 below. The behaviour of *a - and, as we shall see, *U - tends to 
confirm the view that the bilabials were palatalised in Proto Loyalties. 
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( 1 3) POe *u Iaai Drehu Nengone 
a. after *k u a a 
b. after *q a (u?) u ?  e? e? e 
c. after other non-Iabials u u u 
Examples of each of these reflexes are given below:7 
( 1 4) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
a. *kuluR 'breadfruit' a/un an wa-on 
*kulit 'skin' un 
*kumi 'squeeze' hum, [hom] 
*kurat 'Morinda sp. '  hulak 
*kuron 'pot' [at] al are 
*kutu 'cut' [xiiii] xaa 
*kutu 'louse' uta ate 
b. *quraIJ 'lobster' at 
*qunapi 'scale' uneii enienin ehnie 
*qusan 'rain' el 
*quta 'burden'  hook 
*qutan 'inland' hoot ete 
*qutin 'penis' ku [uJ 
*qutok 'brain' [haec] xet 
*tuqur 'stand' toot 
c.  *niuR 'coconut' nu nu wa-nu 
*RumWaq 'house' uma uma [mmaJ 
*suRi 'bone' aun dun 
*tuqaka- 'older same-sex tuha [tixe] 
sibling' 
*upi 'blow' ufi uf1i 
There are a few cases of *u > i after non-labials, but I will leave these for the moment. 
After a voiced bilabial, POc *u is fronted as i (with one case of e in Iaai): 
( 1 5) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
*bune 'pigeon' bin pin gu/din 
*butolJ . 'navel' bi/bikV- pit waldidi 
*mutaq 'vomit' hmita hmita hnija 
*tubu- 'grandparent' kibe 
*tubuq 'grow' xibi [cipa?] [teda ?] 
Fronting also occurs after *p, which was subsequently lost in this environment. However, in 
this case the Iaai reflex is ii, while in Drehu and Nengone both i and e are found.s (The 
7 
S 
While ungeminated *k and *q are regularly lost, the geminate equivalents are retained: these merge as laai 
h and Nengone k!' but are kept distinct in Drehu, where*kk > h but *qq > x. (There are other reflexes as a 
result of various morphophonemic processes.) 
Two apparent exceptions are *pLldi 'banana' > laai a/vic, (Nengone Lira?), and *drapLi 'ashes' > Iaai c[im. 
POc *pLla sequences have become PNC *pwa; in the Loyalties languages, the *p was lost regularly but the 
*w was retained: e.g. *puaq- 'fruit' > Iaai, Nengone wa-, Drehu we/no 
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Drehu and Nengone reflex is probably i, with e developing later as a result of other factors.) 
Underlined forms in the list below suggest that the form reflects *b rather than *p, possibly as 
a result of initial prenasalisation (see footnote 1 2). 
( 1 6) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
*maputa 'sleep' m¢¢k (via meuk) meek neic, hneic 
*pulJao 
*pukot 
*pulu 
*pulu 
*puni 
*punuq 
*puqun 
*puru 
*topu 
'parent-in-law' 
'net' 
'body hair' 
'rub, wash' 
'hide' 
'finished' 
'base' 
'run' 
'sugarcane' 
iilJo 
ut-9, feet) eat eoc 
Ie/un pen din 
iina 
dene 
olbin [a/penl [bunl 
ii- 10 
iit 
-kuii 
Once again, we might explain these reflexes by the palatalisation hypothesis, although we 
find variation within the reflexes. Although modern Iaai labials have palatalised allophones 
before unrounded vowels, this does not occur before rounded vowels. Nevertheless, I assume 
the following: 
(a) *bu, *mu were phonetically (bYu] ,  [mYu]. The palatalisation affected the following vowel, 
changing it to PLoy *i (i.e. i in all three languages). 
(b) *pu was probably phonetically [[3Yu] rather than (pYu], as the data in §3 would suggest. I t  
is not clear to me why *u became Iaai u rather than i in this environment. It  is possible 
that the lips were more rounded and protruded in the production of the fricative than the 
stop or nasal, causing *i to become front rounded. 
In addition to these cases, there is a number of examples in which a *u preceding a labial 
has been fronted, where in other environments one would expect the reflex u in all three 
languages: 
( 1 7) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
*kasupe 'rat' aoi "eli 
*tubu- 'grandparent' kibe 
*tubuq 'grow' xibi [cipa?} [teda?} 
It  is possible that the phonetic palatalisation of the labial may also account for these changes. 
2.3 POe *0 
As with other vowels, the reflexes of POc *0 show some variation, but the following 
general tendencies can be observed. POc *0 generally retains its rounding after *b: 
9 
1 0  
Possessive classifier used with nets. 
Classificatory prefix used with trees. 
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( 1 8) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
*boIJi 'night' bOIJ 'day' bun 'day' 
*boni 'smell ' bon pun, pui bO, bun 
PEOc *boRe 'dream' boo 
In  other environments, including after *p (and *m?), its reflexes are usually front or centraI:l I 
( 1 9) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
*posi 'squeeze' dO 
*monolJ 'stay' meneIJ 
*qoda 'raw' hat hat k!'aite ? 
*kona 'bitter' hin 
*rolJoR 'hear' leIJ, liIJ cJ!!IJ cfecJ!!IJ 
*kuron 'pot' {dV {dl} ore 
However, there are some cases where a rounded reflex occurs in at least one language (these 
are underlined in the data below): 
(20) POe Iaai Drehu 
*lipon 'tooth ' nu nd 
*mapo 'cure, heal' meu 
*ponu 'turtle' un selwen 
*pukot 'net' eet edt 
*qatoluR 'egg' walakun 
*qone 'sand' dn rYdni 
*tolu 'three' kun kdni-
*tokon 'crutch ' td 
*laIJo 'a fly' {ndIJ} {neIJ} 
2.4 Summary 
I summarise the above discussion in Table 1 .  
Table 1 :  Summary of vowel reflexes 
Nengone 
meu 
ce/wen 
eoc 
g/uniln, kluni/n 
ten 
tu 
neIJo 
Vowel reflexes after the following PLoy consonants 
*b *m *p *ph *bw *mlV 
POc *a *u *0 *a *u *0 *a *u *0 *a *a *a 
PLoy *e *i *(0, u) *e * . l ? *e * . I ? *a *a *a 
Iaai ;e i 0 ;e i ? ;e ii u a a a 
Drehu e i u e i ? e e d, e a a a 
Nengone e i 0, u e i e e e e a a a 
I I  Braces enclose cognate forms in which *0 has been lost. The form meaning 'stay' in ( 1 9) is usually 
reconstructed as *mono. However, final *1] is attested in the Nengone reflex menel], in Bugotu mono 'to 
abide, stay, dwell, be' ,  monol]i 'to abide in', and possibly in Tolai mono 'to remain and take care of the 
home, boat etc.' ,  monol] 'to afflict severely' (Meredith Osmond pers. comm.). Note also in this connection 
Proto Western M alayo-Polynesian *geneIJ 'dwell, reside' (Blust in prep.) which resembles POc *monol] 
except for the initial consonant. 
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3 The labial-to-apical shift in Nengone 
I alluded above to the fact that some bilabials become apicals in Nengone in certain 
environments. I discuss that change in this section, and follow it in the next section with a 
comparison of a similar change in some languages of Santo and Malakula in Vanuatu. 
Labiovelars consistently remain bilabials in Nengone, though they have lost their 
labialisationlvelarisation; this loss presumably occurred after the labial-to-apical change. 
(2 1 )  POe Nengone 
*bWatu- 'head' ba/nac 'dried-up skull' 
*pwanaq 'bow, shoot' pehna 
*RumlVaq 'house' mma 
*tamWaqane 'man' cahman 
Before *0, voiced bilabials remain bilabials: 
(22) POe Nengone 
*boni 'smell' bo(n), boni 
*bolJi 'night' bun 'day' 
*monolJ 'stay' menelJ 
In other environments, POc voiced bilabials are reflected as alveolars in Nengone. In the 
list below, I give a very rough Pre-Nengone intermediate form, incorporating the vowel 
changes discussed in §2. Note that in some cases the root appears to have been reduplicated 
in Pre-Nengone; this accounts for the aspirated stops (e.g. *kVkV- > k"v-) and also the 
voiceless nasals (*m V m V - > hm-, hn-) - see below. 1 2  
(23)  
1 2  
POe Pre-Nengone Nengone 
*bune 'pigeon' **bine guldin 
*butolJ 'navel' **bi-bito waldidi 
*kumi 'squeeze' **ku-kumi > **k"umi khon, khuni 
*lima 'hand' **nime nin 
*maputa 'sleep' **me(p)ita neic 
*marama 'light, shine' **merame neren 
*mata 'eye' **meta walnec 
*mimiR 'urinate' **mimi > **hmi hna [*i > a unexplained] 
*mutaq 'vomit' **mi-mita > **hmita hnija 
*iiamuk 'mosquito' **mina nm [metathesis] 
*pulu > *bulu 'hair' **binu din 
*puni > *buni 'hide' **bini dene 
*tama- 'father' **tame- cen 
*tubuq 'grow' **t(u,i)bi teda [*u > a unexplained] 
There are a couple of cases where *111 does not become n before *a. With *l1Iapo 'heal(ed)' > meu, the 
Nengone form may be a loan from Drehu, which also has meu. With *maqurip 'live' > hmor, the *aqll 
sequence may have become 0 before the *ma > me change began to operate; Taai mWi}i}[ also suggests this 
(though Drehu mel does not). 
I n  several words in Nengone (and also in Drehu), *p is reflected as if it was *b - see *pulu and *puni 
in (23) - but this was probably due to prenasalisation as a result of accretion of the article *na, a 
widespread phenomenon in New Caledonian languages generally (see, for example Ozanne-Rivierre 
1 995). 
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I t  will be seen from the data above that *b > Nengone d and *m > n when the following 
vowel was a front vowel in Proto Loyalties, whether that front vowel continued unchanged a 
POc front vowel or whether it derived from POc *a or *u by the palatalisation process 
described in §2. 
With the voiceless stop there are a number of complications. First, Proto New Caledonian 
(PNC) *p is lost in all environments in Drehu and Nengone, and in most in Iaai. Second, 
Proto Loyalties inherited from PNC a simple/geminate distinction in voiceless stops (as well 
as in nasals): sequences of cyei, whether within a root (like POc *papa 'mouth ') or as a 
result of reduplication (see (23) above), produced a geminate stop, and these geminates in  
turn became aspirates in PLoy (see Haudricourt 1 968 ;  Rivierre 1 978 ;  Ozanne-Rivierre 
1 986, 1 995). This did not occur with voiced stops. 
I begin with reflexes of geminated POc *p. Although there are not many POc roots 
reflected with geminate *p, there are other comparisons which show the same 
correspondences. As one might expect from what has gone before, we have two sets of 
correspondences, depending on the nature of the following vowel. PNC *pp, PLoy *ph was 
reflected in some etyma as Iaai and Drehu hw (h before ° or u) and Nengone ph: 
(24) POe 
*papa 
*papa 
*potak 
'mouth ' 
'carry on back' 
'crack open' 
' injure' 
'clear bush' 
'above' 
'press, push' 
'Lifou' 
Iaai 
hwaln-uma 'door' 
hon 
Drehu 
hwc 
hwa 'burden' 
hula, hu[i 'break ' 
hwahwa 
hweu 
hun, hon 
huo, huoi 
qehu 
Nengone 
pha 'opening' 
phaln 'burden' 
phuci 'break' 
phapha 
pheu 
phon 
phuze, phuli 
qjphu 
and in other etyma as Iaai hv (not exemplified here) orf, Drehufand Nengone th: 
(25) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
*upi 'blow' uf, ufi uthi 
'also' fe the 
'to string' firzec finif), finii thini 
'to stick to' feet thecf.e 
'below' fen then 
'dig up' feo,feke thize, thice 
I have already noted that POc *a does not become a front vowel after PLoy *ph. Thus PLoy 
*ph remained ph in Nengone before central and back vowels, but underwent the shift *ph > th 
before front vowels - certainly before *i, and probably also before *e. Thus: 
(26) PLoy 
*l / a 
*l / _ o, u  
*l / _ i, e  
Iaai 
hw 
h 
j? hv? 
Drehu 
hw 
h 
f 
Nengone 
ph 
ph 
th 
Ungeminated *p is lost in all environments in Drehu and Nengone, but conditioned some 
vowel changes before being lost, as we have already seen. I n  Iaai, *p is lost before POc *u 
(which became PLoy *i, Iaai it in this environment) and, in non-initial syllables, before POc 
*i, as in (27). 
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(27) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
*maputa 'sleep' m¢¢k (via meuk) meek neic, hneic 
*pu'lao 'parent-in-law' u'lo 
*pukot 'net' iit- 13, eet edt eoc 
*pulu 'body hair' Ie/un (pen) (din) 
*qunap-i 'scale' uneu, eneu, hiiniiu enienin ehnie, enenien 
*tapi 'hit' xau, XdU xe, xee cheie 
*topu 'sugarcane' -kuu 
POe *p seems also to have been lost before *0 in all three languages, and in this case, 
fronting occurs in (some reflexes in) Drehu and Nengone but not in Iaai, where the reflex is 
u. (Note, however, that Drehu and Nengone seem to show w < *p in reflexes of *pofiu 
'turtle'.) 
(28) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
*Iipon 'tooth' fiu fid 
*mapo 'cure, heal' meLt meu 
*pofiu 'turtle' ufi se/wen ce/we 
*posi 'squeeze' dO 
Elsewhere, *p is lost in Drehu and Nengone but is retained as non-final (J, final p in Iaai: 
(29) POe Iaai Drehu Nengone 
*kape 'k.o. crab' xop ixoe, ixe 
*kasupe 'rat' aoi yeti 
*pa'lu « *pu'la) 'flower' (Jd'lJ/n e'le/n efj 
*paqus-i 'tie together' o() 
*paRi 'stingray' (Je e 
*paRu 'H. tiliaceus' (Jf£f£U elu eru 
*pat 'four' (Jrek eke/te ece 
*patu 'stone' (Jeto ete ete 
*patuR-i 'weave' (Jf£rek eke et 
*penako 'steal' (JenJu end enD 
*pican 'how many?' (Je ioe/te hale! 
There is thus no apical reflex of ungeminated *p in Nengone - indeed, no reflex of any 
kind if one excepts the w in the reflex of *pofiu. Following the pattern of the other bilabials, 
we would have expected *p > Nengone t (or maybe () or s) before PLoy front vowels. I can 
only assume that *p was lost in this environment at a very early stage before the labial-to­
apical shift began to take place, possibly because *p was probably a fricative (J in PLoy, and 
thus more subject to lenition. 1 4 
1 3  
1 4  
The developments in Nengone are summarised in Table 2.  
Possessive classifier used with nets. 
It may just possibly be that PLoy *p became some apical phoneme which was later lost, but this is far less 
likely. 
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Table 2: Development of Bilabials in Nengone 
Ploy *bw *pw *mw *b *m *l *p 
1_*0 I 1_ *i,(*e) 1_*0 J 1_ *i,*e 1_ *a, *0, *u I 1_ *i,(*e) 
Nengone b p m b I d m J n ph I I' fJ 
4 Comparisons 
Languages in two other Oceanic-speaking areas show similar though not identical  
developments· to those which have taken place in the Loyalties, and I briefly discuss here the 
labial-to-apical shift in some languages of Santo and Malakula in Vanuatu, and the palatal or 
palatalised nature of bilabials in some Micronesian languages. 
4.1 Santo-Malakula 
Tryon ( 1 976:52-53), Clark ( 1 985:205-206) and, in more detail, Maddieson ( 1 989) have 
described the development of linguolabials in a few languages in a restricted area of northern 
Vanuatu. IS Linguolabials are extremely rare in the world's languages: Maddieson 
( 1 989:350) says that they occur as regular linguistic units only in the Santo-Malakula area, 
although subphonemic or stylistically restricted linguolabials are found in two Brazilian 
languages and in one language in Tanzania. 
In Santo-Malakula, linguolabials are found as phonemes in Mafea (spoken on a small 
island east of Santo), the Tangoa and moribund Araki dialects of South-west Santo, the now 
extinct Aore language spoken on Aore island off the south coast of Santo, Vao (off the coast 
of Malakula), and the Mpotovoro and V 'enen Taut (Big Nambas) languages of north 
Malakula. In a number of other languages in the immediate vicinity, POc bilabials are 
reflected as dentals/alveolars (probably via earlier linguolabials): Tolomako in north Santo, 
Shark Bay in north-east Santo, Mores (or Roria) in central Santo, the Tambotalo and 
Butmas-Tur dialects of South-east Santo, and the V ovo and Dirak (or Mae) languages in the 
north of Malakula. 
Maddieson's conclusions are briefly summarised in (30) below, with Vao illustrating the 
changes. As far as the languages with linguolabials are concerned, 
(30) a. simple bilabials before non-rounded vowels became linguolabials (e.g. POc *tama 
'father' > ta11Ja-, *bebe 'butterfly' > na-f}e'U!?); 
1 5  
b. subsequently, labiovelars became simple bilabials (e.g. *(bW, pW)atu(k) 'head' > 
mbatu-, *mWata 'snake' > na-mat); 
c.  simple bilabials before rounded vowels generally remained bilabials (*kabu 
'fire(wood)' > na-yamb, *damu 'yam' > na-yanz). 
Linguolabials - also referred to as apicolabials - are consonants 'produced by an articulation involving 
the tongue and the upper lip' (Maddieson 1 989:349). In this paper (as in M addieson 1 989). they are 
written as labials with the dental diacritic - thus 11}. 1;>. etc. Vanuatu language names and locations follow 
Lynch and Crowley (200 I ). 
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In some other adjacent languages, bilabials became apicals before non-rounded vowels 
(*tama 'father' > Tolomako tana-, *bebe 'butterfly' > Tolomako tete), probably via an 
intermediate linguolabial stage. 
I n  discussing the labial to linguolabial to dental shift in Santo-Malakula, Clark 
( 1 985 :205) says that 
this shift is phonetically so unusual, and the languages manifesting it so clearly 
concentrated in a single area, that we can hardly imagine it not to have had a single 
origin. Yet it cuts across six different local [genetic] groups, without including any of 
them entirely, and thus seems to contradict even our most plausible working 
assumptions about subgrouping. This is less disturbing, however, if we consider the 
nature of the change more closely. 
The apico-labial shift presumably begins with a shift from labial to apico-labial. This 
change has two important properties. First, it is reversible (no mergers are involved). 
Second, it creates a highly-marked type of articulation, very rare in human languages. 
This means that there will be a high likelihood of subsequent elimination of this series 
of consonants by further sound change. One possibility is to merge the apico-labials 
with other apicals (i.e. dentals). A second is to return them to ordinary labials, thus 
erasing all evidence of the shift. It is quite possible, then, that all the languages of [the 
six local genetic groups] originally underwent the apico-labial shift. A majority of 
languages subsequently reversed the shift and now show no evidence of it (at least from 
our limited data). The minority listed above either merged the apico-labials with the 
dentals or preserved the apico-labial articulation. 
Clark ( 1 9 8 5 :205-206) also suggests that, since linguolabials 'are a highly salient but very 
superficial feature of language', one might expect that the change could be easily borrowed, 
and this might also account for their occurrence across genetic groupings. 1 6 
In discussing this same development, Maddieson ( 1 989:360-36 1 )  says that, although the 
linguolabials 'are the result of a well-behaved historical change, . . .  we have no explanation to 
offer as to why the bilabial to linguolabial shift took place. A possible explanation for the 
exemption of labialised bilabials from participation can be proposed: the narrowing of the lip 
aperture associated with rounding may have inhibited the forward protrusion of the tongue' .  
A similar explanation, of course, might account for the fact that simple bilabials before back 
rounded vowels also did not undergo this change. In a recent personal communication, 
however, Maddieson has the following to say: 
1 6 
I now think that the 'cause' of the bilabial to linguo-labial shift should be traced to a 
prior development of a fairly marked palatalization accompanying plain (non­
labialized) bilabials before unrounded vowels in a fairly large subset of Oceanic (seen, 
for example, in Micronesian, especially Marshallese, and fairly apparent in Iaai among 
Loyalty languages). Palatalization entails a high and forward position of the tongue 
blade which if somewhat over-vigorously articulated can lead to the tip coming out 
between the lips and making contact with the upper lip as in a linguo-Iabial . . .  
Palatalized bilabial stops are also prone to be perceived as coronals, since the 
palatalization gives them a high second formant locus, which is typical of dentals and 
alveolars and unlike the low second formant found with plain bilabials (and the even 
lower one found with labialized bilabials). These perceptual considerations suggest the 
Clark bases this assumption in part upon the mistaken information (Camden 1 979: 1 1 3) that in Tangoa 
linguolabials are a feature of men's speech only - see Maddieson ( 1 989:360) for a refutation of 
Camden's argument. Nevertheless, this does not affect Clark's view on their 'borrowability'. The 
linguolabials are actually being lost in Tangoa, though they are still retained in neighbouring and closely 
related Araki (Hannah Vari-Bogiri, pers. comm.) 
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possibility of direct passage from (palatalized) bilabial to dental or alveolar without 
passing through a linguo-Iabial stage. However linguo-Iabials could also be adopted as 
the solution to a set of ambiguous place cues which seems to display both features of 
labiality (visual) and coronality (auditory) at the same time. (Ian Maddieson, pers. 
comm. 3 1 1 1 /200 1 )  
There i s  not a great deal of information available o n  the phonetics o f  these languages. In  
V 'enen Taut (Fox 1 979:2), the bilabial phonemes p and m have rounded allophones before 
front vowels and plain (unpalatalised) allophones elsewhere. I am not sure, however, whether 
this is relevant to the issue under discussion. 
However, there is an interesting situation a little further south. In (at least) two languages 
spoken on the island of Epi in central Vanuatu, bilabials (but not labiovelars) cause /a/ to 
have fronted allophones. I n  Lamen, /a! has a fronted allophone [re] following bilabial 
consonants (Early 2002:67 1 ). In Lewo (Early 1 994:56), the same situation occurs, but in 
addition /a/ has the allophone [re] preceding /v/; thus /mare/ [mrere] 'die ' ,  /eveklavil 
[epeklrepi] 'afternoon'. 
4.2 Micronesia 
Rehg ( 1 99 1  :397) draws attention to a phenomenon in a number of M icronesian languages 
where there are at least two sets of consonants, front or 'light' and back or 'heavy', which 
have different effects on vowels .  In Ponapean, for example, front consonants are those 
which are either forward of dental or which involve palatalisation, while other consonants are 
back. The front consonants include Ip m d i n  s/, while the back consonants include Ipw mW t 
r t) k/. In  the environment of front consonants, back vowels are somewhat fronted (i.e. they 
have central allophones) and the central vowel a has a front allophone [re] (Rehg 
1 9 8 1  :43ff.). 1 7  
Marshallese i s  analysed a s  having the four vowel phonemes i e e a. The allophones of 
these vowels 'are front next to unmarked (phonetically palatalised) consonants . . .  back (but 
unrounded) next to pharyngealised or velarised consonants . . .  and rounded next to rounded 
consonants' (Bender 1 984:463). Among the bilabials, bW and mW are velarised and condition 
back unfounded allophones, while p and m are palatalised [pY] and [mY] and condition front 
allophones. For example, in words such as yaj 'weave' or maniy 'thin', where both 
consonants are front or light, the vowel la/ is quite front - [yrej:Y] , [mYreni] .  On the other 
hand, words like bWabwbwibw 'butterfly', with heavy consonants, have a back allophone -
[bwob"':wbW] (see Bender 1 994 for further details). 
It appears that these modern bilabials have the following origins (Bender & Wang 
1 98 5 :68-69): 
(3 1 )  POe Marshallese 
1 7  
*b 
*b, *bw 
*m 
*m, *"IW 
P 
bw 
m 
mW 
The situation is more complex than this in Ponapean (and Marshallese). in that vowels have different 
(often diphthongised) allophones when the consonants on either side differ in lightness. This is not relevant 
to this discussion. 
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Bender and Wang ( 1 985 :68) also note that POc *p, which became Proto Micronesian (PMc) 
*f, has the reflex y in M arshallese before *a and *i (and probably also *e, though there does 
not appear to be any evidence of this); before back rounded vowels, *p > w: 1 8  
(32) POc *p Marshallese y 
*patuR-i 'weave' ya} 
*pituqun 'star' yijiw 
*manipi 'thin' maniy 
*panua 'land' yaney 
*qapaRa 'shoulder' hayer 
(3 3) POc *p Marshallese w 
*poiiu 
*topu 
*mapo 
*pukot 
*puaq 
*pupu 
'turtle' 
'sugarcane' 
'heal' 
'net' 
'fruit' 
'fish trap' 
wen 
taw 
mew 
wek 
wiwah 'bear many fruitlflowers ' 
wiw 
While *p > w is a quite common sound change, *p > y is not. Once again, though, this 
suggests that Proto Micronesian *f « POc *p) was palatal, or palatalised, at least before 
unrounded vowels, and that *[fY] lenited to the corresponding glide y. 
4.3 The Tetak dialects of Czech 
Andersen ( 1 973)  describes a similar change in the Tetak dialects of Czech. Old Czech had 
a contrast between 'sharped' (i.e. palatalised) bilabials IpY bY mY I and regular bilabials Ip b 
rnI. 1 9 I n  most Czech dialects, these have remained bilabials; some dialects preserve a sharp 
vs. plain distinction, others do not. In the Tetak dialects, however, the sharped bilabials 
became dentals before Ii e r/. For example (Andersen 1 973 :765): 
(34) Standard Czech Tetak dialects 
koupiti koutit 'buy' 
pekne tekne 'nicely' 
bay dUe} 'white' 
befeti defet 'run' 
m[ti ni:t 'have' 
mesto nesto 'town' 
Andersen describes a two-way tonality distinction in Old Czech: (i) high or low basic 
tonality (i.e. [-grave] vs. [+grave]), and heightened vs. non-heightened tonality (i.e. [+sharped] 
vs. [-sharped]). This provides the following oppositions: 
1 8  
1 9  
Marshallese lexical data are from Abo et al. ( J  976). 
Andersen writes the sharped consonants with a following comma - thus p. - but this can be 
orthographically confusing, and I use a superscript y instead here. 
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(35) 
heightened ([ +sharped]) 
non-heightened ([-sharped]) 
high tonality 
tY 
low tonality 
pY 
p 
In most Czech dialects, the heightened tonality syntagm was reduced, heightened becoming 
non-heightened: this occurred twice - first in the high tonality consonants and then in the 
low). Thus t and tY merged as t, then later p and pY merged as p. The Tetak dialects 
underwent the first change, but then merged r1 with t. Andersen ( 1 973 :77 1 )  refers to 'the 
ambiguous character of the acoustic manifestation of these [tonality] syntagms',  with 'the 
manifestations of heightened tonality faU[ing] in an intermediate range' between [+grave] and 
[-grave]. While the majority of Czech dialects interpreted this as a manifestation of simple 
low tonality, the Tetak dialects interpreted it as a manifestation of simple high tonality. 
5 Discussion 
A comparison of the Loyalties, Santo-Malakula and Micronesian situations shows some 
interesting similarities as well as some differences. In each case, we are dealing with bilabials 
which are, or were, palatal or palatalised, but the effects of this palatalisation vary 
somewhat. 
1 .  I n  all three situations, labiovelars do not exhibit palatalisation, do not cause fronting of 
vowels, and do not undergo any labial-to-apical change. 
2 .  In the Loyalties, the palatalisation of simple bilabials caused a phonemic change in at 
least two vowels, with a following POc *a > PLoy *e and POc *u > PLoy *i. In  
Nengone, simple bilabials then became dentals before front vowels, either directly (as in 
Tetak Czech) or via an apicolabial stage (as in Santo-Malakula): both scenarios are 
equally possible, and there is no evidence to support one rather than the other. (The 
aspiration of PLoy *ph prevented fronting of *a, but did not prevent the labial-to-apical 
change before *i and *e.) 
3 .  In Santo-Malakula, one assumes that simple bilabials must also have been palatalised. 
While no vowel fronting occurs here, the palatalisation has caused a labial-to-apical shift 
before unrounded vowels - probably bilabial > apicolabial, with the apicolabials then 
changing to dentals in some languages (and, as Clark suggests, possibly changing back to 
bilabials in others). 
4 .  In Micronesia, vowels have front allophones in the environment of modern bilabials. 
Byron Bender (pers. comm.) feels that the light consonants (which include the simple 
bilabials) are the least marked, and the vowel quality in this context is the default quality: 
'From this point of view, speakers aren't palatalizing so much as speaking palatally'. 
H istorically, PMc */ « POc *p) was probably also palatal or palatalised, and it has 
become y in Marshallese before unrounded vowels (though no similar development 
appears to have taken place in other Micronesian languages, at least that I am aware of). 
In addition, the Czech situation provides a phonetic explanation for a direct change from 
palatalised bilabial to apical. 
W hat connections are there between these developments, and what implications (if any) 
do they have for the reconstruction of Proto Oceanic and for the determination of genetic 
relationships within Oceanic? 
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The developments in the Loyalties and especially Nengone are almost certainly 
unconnected historically with those in north-central Vanuatu. No North-Central Vanuatu 
language appears to show fronting of *a and *u after bilabials, which occurs in all three 
Loyalties languages. No other New Caledonian language - including especially Nengone's 
closest relatives, Iaai and Drehu - show the labial-to-apical shift, which appears to have 
occurred only in Nengone. (It is possible that Iaai and Drehu underwent this shift and then 
reverted to bilabials; but in that case, one would expect *p > t or () in Nengone, which would 
not then be lost, since Iaai at least retains *p in some environments.) 
Nengone is no more closely connected genetically to the languages of Vanuatu than are 
the other languages of New Caledonia. Nor is there any evidence of the change being contact­
induced: I am not aware of any specific contact between Santo-Malakula and the Loyalty 
Islands, and a glance at a map will show that there are numerous intervening languages which 
do not show any evidence of contact of this kind. If the Nengone labial-to-dental shift has a 
different origin from Santo-Malakula linguolabialisation, then we have the difficult task of 
trying to explain why a highly unusual change like the labial-to-apical shift occurred, quite 
independently, in just a few languages in the same general geographical area. 
On the face of it, there seems to be even less chance of a close historical connection or of 
contact between the Loyalties and M icronesian languages. Most theories of M icronesian 
origins have them migrating from further north - the South-east Solomons and Northern 
Vanuatu are two areas which have been suggested (see Jackson 1 986) - though in no case is 
the evidence particularly compelling. It is, I suppose, not impossible that the Micronesian 
languages originate from the Loyalties. Both groups of languages show loss of POc *p 
before round vowels and unconditioned loss of *y and (ungeminated) *q.20 They both also 
show consonant gemination, a plethora of possessive classifiers, and some other common 
features. If there were a close genetic connection between the Loyalties and Micronesia, then 
the palatalisation or palatal nature of the bilabials in both groups would have a single origin 
and a unified explanation. However, at this stage of research I am not suggesting that this 
was the case. I would suggest, however, that this is something that could well be further 
investigated, even if only to confirm that M icronesian languages did not originate in the 
Loyalties. 
If neither common origin nor contact is the explanation, we are left with an interesting 
puzzle. Blust ( 1 990, 1 996, inter alia) has commented on the fact that a number of unusual 
phonological changes occur sporadically within the Austronesian family in languages or 
subgroups which have no specifically close genetic connection: low vowel dissimilation (e.g. 
*aCa > e C a), velar stop voicing crossover, *t > k, fronting of *u, etc . It  may be that 
palatalisation of bilabials (with subsequent apicalisation) represents one more of these. On the 
other hand, it is possible that the POc bilabials themselves were palatalised, or had palatalised 
allophones, with this feature subsequently being lost in most daughter languages. This 
possibility requires further research. 
20 M icronesian innovations are from Jackson ( 1 986:204). The Loyalties languages, however, retain PNC 
*qq, which derives from POc *qVq, with the reflexes Iaai, Drehu h, Nengone i!'. 
l 
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Temathesis in Rotuman 
HANS SCHMIDT 
1 Introduction 
Rotuma is a small island in the South Pacific, located roughly at the crossroads between 
Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia. Politically, the island forms part of the Republic of 
Fiji, though the closest Fijian island, Cikobia, is about 465 km distant (Woodhal l  1 987 : 1 ). 
Nowadays the island is accessible from Suva, the capital of Fiji, in a two and a half day boat 
trip or in two and a half hours by plane. In contrast to its northern neighbour Tuvalu, 
Rotuma is not a coral atoII but a so-called 'high' island of volcanic origin (pleistocene); its 
surface area is 46 km2 and its soil is very fertile. 
Rotuma has a population of approximately 2700 inhabitants (59 per km2) living in 20 
villages scattered along the coast, which gives it the highest population density of all Fijian 
islands (Walsh 1 982 :20). However, three times as many Rotumans have left their home 
island for the urban areas of Fiji or live overseas. Many of these Fiji-Rotumans have never 
been on Rotuma or have been there just for a brief Christmas holiday. 
Rotuman, Fijian, and the Polynesian languages form the Central Pacific subgroup of 
Oceanic. In contrast to its small number of speakers, Rotuman has featured frequently in 
works of general and comparative linguistics. What makes Rotuman so interesting in the 
eyes of linguists is its two 'phases', metathesis, and the unusually complex vowel phonology 
- unusual at least for Oceanic or Polynesian languages. 'This language has provoked 
Oceanic linguists into doing some of their best work. Its  wonderfuIIy intricate 
morphophonology has teased phonological theorists and the challenge of trying to work out 
Rotuman's historical position and development has had some important spin-offs for 
Oceanic historical l inguistics. Rotuman has been the agent provocateur in two of the 
foundation studies of the modern period of Oceanic comparative linguistics, those of Grace 
( 1 959) and Biggs ( 1 965)' (Pawley 1 996:86). 
2 What is metathesis in Rotuman like? 
Let us look at some examples which might be familiar to many readers: 1 
Language abbreviations used are PCP = Proto Central Pacific, PEO = Proto Eastern Oceanic, PPn = Proto 
Polynesian, and SF = Standard Fijian. 
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Table 1 :  Related words from Central Pacific languages 
gloss Fijian Samoan Tongan metathesised non-metathesised 
Rotuman form Rotuman form 
'orange' moli moli moli mar mori 
'strand of lobe sope tope sap sope 
hair' 
'five' lima lima nima liam lima 
'figure' vika flka flka flak flka 
'coffee' ko(j, v)( i,e) koje kofl kaj kofi 
'candy' loli lole lole lal loli 
'paper' veva pepa pepa peap pepa 
'sugar' suka suka suka suak suka 
'wish' flnagalo flnangalo flangar fiangaro 
'tree sp. pu 'avai (pPn *puka-wai) puakvai puakvai 
(Pisonia grandis), 
The 'strange' sound of Rotuman (in comparison with its close relatives) is largely due to its 
metathesis. As can be seen from Table 1 ,  metathesis involves more than just the final vowel 
and the preceding consonant changing place. 
The earliest written records of the language show that metathesis was present then in 
Rotuman. Lesson (landed on Rotuma on 1 M ay 1 824) gave talian [8a'lyaIJ] for 'ears', the 
short form of contemporary faliga; Bennett ( 1 830, published 1 8 3 1 )  gave Fangwot [fa'IJw:)t] 
for the short form of the place name Fag 'uta;  and Turner ( 1 845, published 1 884) gave hum 
['ly:)m] for 'five', the short form of lima . 
Metathesis is still a productive process. It is applied to most loan words, too. But it cannot 
be seen in isolation; it stands at the core of a morphological process in Rotuman. This may be 
called short-form derivation. 
3 Short-form derivation 
3.1 Scope of application: which words have short forms for what? 
With the exception of mostly monosyllabic grammatical particles2 (i.e. prepositions like 'e 
and se, conjunctions such as rna, ka, la, etc.) and a handful of other words, every Rotuman 
content word (lexical morpheme) has two forms.3 These have been referred to as 'long and 
short form ' (Biggs 1 959:24, 1 965 :3 8 8 ;  Milner 1 97 1 :4 1 8), 'primary vs. secondary form' 
(Churchward 1 929:28 3 ), 'complete and incomplete phase ' (Churchward 1 940:  1 3ff.), 
'absolute and construct case' (Hocart 1 9 1 9 :257), and 'proper & original form vs. altered or 
construct form of the words' (Hale n.d.: 1 23). 
When is which form used? One hundred and fifty years ago, Hale ( 1 846:469) had 
a lready recognised some regularity in this process: 'A general law appears to be that when a 
word stands by itself, not followed by another on which it depends, it must terminate in a 
vowel, and this appears to be the proper and original form of most of the words; but when 
combined, in any way whatsoever, with other words, an alternation takes place by which the 
2 
3 
These are also excepted from another rule, namely that each word must contain at least two morae, i.e. two 
vowels or a long vowel (Blevins I 994:49 1 ). 
Some words have even more: mi'a and miq ', mi 'e and mie '  'red' (Churchward 1 940:87). 
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concluding syllable is so transposed or contracted as that the consonant should be the final 
letter'. 
To put it in simple words, within a phrase all words except the last one are in their short 
form. All morphemes in a compound word except the final one are always in their short 
form, the final morpheme being in its long form only if the word is phrase-final. The shape 
of this final element shows whether a word or compound or a whole phrase is definite and 
specific (citation form) or indefinite and unspecific (short form).4 The meaning of the words 
usually remains unchanged - contrary to what Vamarasi ( 1 99 1  :2) claimed. 
4 
5 
Table 2: Examples of the two forms 
complete gloss incomplete gloss 
phase phase 
Mia 'spread out, spreading' hoal ta 'the spread(ing)' 
hoal 'epa 'spread out mats' hoal 'eap fa 'the mat-spreading, spread mat' 
hoal 'eap Juri 'spread out zigzag mats' hoal 'eap Jur ta 'the spread(ing)' 
One can group Rotuman words according to the way their short forms are derived. 
Diagram 1 :  Dividing the Rotuman lexicon according to short-form derivation 
( 1 ) 
Rotuman lexicon 
citation forms of all words 
I 
I 
(2) 
function words (grammatical 
particles) and indeclinable 
words do not have two formss 
I 
(3 to 5) 
forms identical or differing 
only in suprasegmental 
elements 
I 
(3) 
final stressed vowel 
not lengthened 
I 
(4) 
I 
I 
(6) 
exceptions: 
final vowel elided 
I 
(4+5) 
ending in �2 vowels: 
I 
I 
(3 to 7) 
content words have 
two forms: citation 
form and short form 
I I 
(7) 
final syllable 
unstressed (-CV#): 
metathesised to -VC# 
(see tables 3 and 4) 
I 
(5) 
in rising diphthongs, V 2 often 
becomes a semivowel 
in falling diphthongs, accent 
often shifts from V I to V 2 
Compare Churchward ( 1 940: 1 4, 88ff.), Besnier ( 1 987:203ff.) and Blevins ( 1 994:493). 
Polysyllabic particles resemble in their form either the complete ( ,ita-ke, 'ea-ke, ko-ta, se-minte) or the 
incomplete phase (kat, kal, sin. mar, kam). Colloquially ra, the second part of the negation, is cliticised to 
the preceding word and shortened to -r, e.g. gou kat 'inea-r < gou kat 'inea ra 'r don't know', The contrary 
can be observed in poetry and songs: kat > kate, sin > sini (cf. Table 1 3). 
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Notes: 
re (2) Indeclinable words form a closed group within the Rotuman lexicon (see list in 
Church ward 1 940:86.5). Nowadays it is expanded by the import of loan words from 
English and Fijian. 
re (3) Final vowels are lengthened only when they carry the stress. In the short form they 
fall automatically into a stressed slot within a phrase so that no lengthening (in order 
to attract the accent) is required. For example:6 uake [ua'ke] 'brawl' � uake in uake 
ta [ua'keta] 'the brawl' .  
re (4) Biggs ( 1 959 :24ff.) regarded final rising diphthongs as belonging to two different 
syllables and then concluded that they merged in the short form into one syllable 
whereby the less sonorant of the two became the semivowel. For example: vfJi 
[ 'v::>i] > ['v::>y]. 
re (5) Words ending in falling diphthongs build their short form usually by shifting the 
accent from the penult to the final syllable (Churchward's third declension): korla 
'sailing boat, sailing boats in general' � koria he 'a sailing boat'. 
re (6) Pronouns (except the dual forms), pronominal and directional suffixes (like -me, -na) 
form their short form irregularly by deleting the final vowel (Churchward 
I 940:85ff.). Within group (7) there are many cases where the short form looks like 
the long form without its final vowel. In reality it has coalesced with the vowel of the 
preceding syllable after metathesis, though sometimes leaving no traces (examples 
under rule 2 in the following section). 
re (7) All other content words have the canonical shape of the ending -V,CV2# in their 
citation form and build their short form via metathesis. How this works is  
demonstrated in Tables 3 and 4.  
6 
Table 3: Endings of the short forms in the conventional spelling 
V2 = Ii! lui lei 101 lal 
VI 
= 
Ii! iC iC ieC ioC i�C 
luI tiC uC ueC uoC u�C 
lei eC eC eC eC eaC 
101 OC oC bC oC oaC 
lal ftC �C aC aC aC 
Vamarasi's ( 1 9 9 1  :6) view that 'words with long vowels have no short form at all' ,  cannot be upheld since 
words like tliope do have a short form (tliop). She was probably referring to final long vowels. 
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Table 4 :  Endings of  the short forms in contemporary pronunciation 
V2 = Iii lui lei 101 lal 
V I 
= 
Iii iC iC yeC yuC y::>C 
lui tiC uC weC woC W::lC 
lei eC eC eC eC yaC 
101 !ZIC oC reC oC waC 
lal reC ::lC reC aC aC 
The tables above should be read as follows. On the far left (VI stands for the vowel of the 
penultimate syllable of the long form) and above each table (V 2 stands for the final vowel) I 
have listed the five original vowels of Rotuman, la e i 0 u/. I think that the language had only 
these five common Oceanic vowels when this process started in Pre-Rotuman, and will try to 
argue for my assumption in the next section. Thus suppose VI = lui and V 2 = lal, that is a 
morpheme ends in luCal in the citation form, then its short form is phonemically luaCI but 
will be written uqC and pronounced [W::lC] . For example: hula ['hula] � huql ['hw::>l] 
'moon'. 
Other phonological processes have applied later and changed the participating vowels even 
further to blur the picture (see §3.S). Some authors see it exactly the other way round: that 
ablaut happened before the creation of short forms, e.g. hqfu < Pre-Rotuman *h::l8u (Biggs 
1 965:388;  see Table 6). 
3.2 Review of previous explanations 
Various linguists have come up with different scenarios and systems of rules to explain 
how the short forms developed out of the above 2S citation forms with an unstressed final 
syllable. I believe that the core element of this transformation (or incomplete phase 
formation) is metathesis of the unstressed final syllable: the final vowel and the immediately 
preceding consonant change place. 
Let me present the main attempts by earlier writers at explaining this derivation and then 
give my comments as well as my own system of rules (in §3.3). 
3.2. 1 Churchward 
Churchward began his grammar by listing the phonemes and then straight away describing 
the two forms or phases. He regarded the citation form as the original form. He grouped 
Rotuman words into four declensions according to the way they form their short forms. The 
first two declensions both end in -VCV. In his first declension the short form is created by 
deleting the final vowel of the citation form. In addition, in declension 1 b to I d  the vowel of 
the penultimate syllable is changed into the corresponding umlaut. When the final vowel of 
the citation form is lower than the penultimate one, metathesis of the final vowel with the 
preceding consonant occurs (second declension). When a citation form ends in two or more 
vowels, the (stressed) penultimate vowel will be somewhat shortened (third declension). 
Words ending in a long vowel as well as indeclinable words remain unchanged (fourth 
declension). 
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More recently, people have seen metathesis as the first stage of short-form derivation; but 
for Churchward, the starting point was the deletion of the unstressed final vowel. 
Unfortunately he does not list the reverberations this has on the vowel of the root syllable (the 
penultimate or stressed one of the most common shape of Rotuman words, i.e. two-syllable 
morphemes). The rule defining his second declension has been copied many times because it 
is correct (Milner's third rule, Vamarasi 's first one and Geraghty's fourth); but it does not 
apply to the occurrence of metathesis, but rather to the preservation of the vowel pair created 
by metathesis. He did not mention that the first of them becomes a diphthong later on. 
3.2.2 Biggs 
Biggs ( 1 959 and 1 965) saw the underlying principles. The base of all short forms is the 
interchange/exchange/swap (metathesis) of the final two phonemes of the citation form. 
Later the accent moved from the penult to the final syllable and the short form lost one 
syllable, either because the less sonorant of the two now adjacent vowels became a 
semivowel or because two similar vowels merged into a single one. This  coalescence 
preserved the rounding of one of the vowels7 and the fronted position of the other in the 
resulting umlaut. For example: 
Table 5 :  Development of the short form according to Biggs ( 1 965:389) 
pre-Rotuman metathesised contemporary in Churchward's 
citation form form short form spelling gloss 
16tal 16at/ [wat] oat 'sago' 
/laje/ lireeji [lretS] [ii} 'coral '  
/s6ru/ Iseur/ [s6r]8 ser 'comb' 
/'6li/ /'6 ill Pill ]  'Ul 'skin' 
Ikamil Ikairnl [krem] 9 kam 'dog' 
Some corrections to the bottom row are called for: the short form of Ikamil is him [krem] 
and not [krem] .  Actually he should have written them lkomil and /birnl, since he claimed 
that ere a :)], the three allophones of lal had already been created in Pre-Rotuman. 10 The short 
form him [krem] can be much easier derived from a hypothetical interim stage of Ikairnl than 
from /k::>irnl (see under rule 7 in §3.5 .2). 
In his example /kamil 'dog', the root vowel la/ is today rounded [0]; but when the fashion 
of creating short forms started, it was not rounded yet and consequently the resulting umlaut 
in him [krem] is not rounded. So his rule that rounded vowels [0 0 u] merging with front 
vowels [e i ]  into a front rounded umlaut [re 11l ti] is not correct, since u and e did not merge in 
the short form: pure > puer 'cowry sheIl' .  
7 
8 
9 
The /a/ in /kamil is not rounded and therefore neither is the resulting umlaut in hem. A rule prescribing that 
the rounded vowels [:J 0 uJ and the front vowels [e iJ  merge into a rounded front umlaut [ee ¢ iiJ is therefore 
not correct because u and e in the short form do not merge: pitre > puer 'cowry shell'. 
This variant pronunciation or vowel coalescence does not apply to all cases of the ending -eCu, though for 
most which end in the other high vowel (see Table 9). 
Biggs ( 1 959:26) earlier transcribed it as [k:imJ, but it should be [k<emJ. 
10 I wonder how a loan word kamia ('come here') can be labelled pre-Rotuman? 
3.2.3 Milner 
--------------------------
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M ilner ( 1 97 1 )  also recognised that the underlying vowels were la e i 0 ul and that 
metathesis was the origin of the multitude of vowels in Rotuman. He gave the following 
rules for the derivation of the short form ( 1 97 1 :4 1 8ff.): 
(3. 1 )  I f  VI is low (i.e. la/) and V2 is a front or high vowel (i.e. Ie i u/), V2 is elided and VI 
changes into a mid-high allophone (i.e. Ire 'J/); it becomes hi before lui and lre/ l l 
before Ie iI. 
(3.2) If V2 and VI are identical or if V I is not higher than V2, then V2 is deleted (i .e. for 
endings like eCo, iCu, eCu, aCo ). 1 2  I f  I had regarded the ending of short forms in 
['Je] derived from */auC/ as caused by elision (rule 2b) instead of vowel merger + 
ablaut formation (rule 3b), a rule could be formulated which is as nice and simple as 
Milner's second rule. 
(3 .3) I f  V2 is lower than VI ' metathesis occurs (Churchward's second declension). 
(3.4) I f  V2 is front and VI back and VI not lower than V2, then V2 is deleted and V I 
becomes the front rounded allophone of V I 'as in [,futi] � [fUt], ['mose] � [m�s], 
['ofi] � [�f], Ilagil ['bI)i] � [IreI)] . ' 1 3 In all cases back vowels would turn into their 
rounded equivalents in front position (cf. my comments following rule 7 in §3.5.2 and 
under Table 5). 
In his view (Milner 1 97 1  :42 1 ), the phonetic equivalents of the five allophones generated 
by rules 1 and 4 were the following: 
it [re]  a [re] U [ti] d [¢] 
As mentioned above, Churchward's a is pronounced [re] (cf. also Besnier 1 987 :209; Biggs 
1 959:24) and it is not rounded; d is [re] or [�], so the correct series should be: 
it [re] a [re] u [ti] d [�, re] 
3.2.4 Cairns 
For Cairns ( 1 976), two alternative orderings of the rules were equally probable: 
either 1 .  fronting, 2. metathesis, 3 .  umlaut formation, 4. elision 
or 1 .  metathesis, 2. vowel coalescence, 3. elision. 
3.2.5 Anttila 
Anttila ( 1 989) relied only on 'Churchward's . . .  sometimes confusing description . . .  [and] 
imprecise characterization of Rotuman vowels and stress' (Besnier 1 987 :202). He assumed 
rightly that the Rotuman vowel system was not only expanded because of short form creation 
I I  By error he also wrote [re] instead of [:e]. 
1 2  Cairns ( 1 9 76:2 75) and also Vamarasi (in her rule 2) believed that 'metathesis only occurred if the final 
vowel was lower than the penultimate one'. 
1 3 The resulting umlaut in lag « lqgi) is [:eJ, and not [re]. The same error cropped up in Biggs (see §3.2.2 
above). 
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but other processes as well. But he was not right in claiming ( 1 989: 1 1  0 and 1 1 4) that, 'it is 
vital that the process of the 'raising umlaut' has occurred before creation of the short form' 
(see my reasons in §3.5 .2). Another of his assumptions is highly improbable, namely 'that the 
raising of lal to [re] was completed before the fronting of lal before Iii had occurred' (Anttila 
1 989 :64). Both are results of the vowel merger after metathesis: lal + lei > la+el > Ii [re], i.e. 
the raising14 of lal after its merger with lei, and lal + Iii > la+iI > a [re], i.e. the raising of lal 
after its merger with Iii. 
The short form is said to be built according to three rules, the first one of them '(fronting 
with umlaut formation and deletion of the final vowel) being complementary to the other two 
changes (metathesis and vowel shortening); so all three occupy the same position in the 
relative chronology'. For one thing, this is impossible since it requires metathesis to bring the 
two vowels next to each other before they can be shortened or changed into the umlaut; on 
the other hand, vowel coalescence does not involve palatalisation only (the opposite process 
applies to le+ul and la+u/). 
3.2. 6 Besnier 
According to Besnier ( 1 987 :205) the 'incomplete forms of Rotuman words are derivable 
from the complete forms through the following four processes: 
(6. 1 )  a rule of metathesis inverting the order of the last vowel of the word and of the 
immediately preceding consonant, if there is one; 15  
(6.2) a rule of vocalic assimilation that reduces certain vocalic pairs obtained through 
metathesis to a single vowel whose phonological characterisation is a combination 
of the distinctive features of the two vowels in the underlying pair; 
(6.3 )  a rule of  reduction that changes the first vowel of  other vocalic pairs into a glide, 
thus reducing the underlying pair to a diphthong; and 
(6.4) a rule of length reduction that shortens clusters of similar vowels obtained from rule 
(6. 1 )  to single vowels.' 
After the application of rule (6. 1 )  various vowel pairs develop ( 1 987:208ff.): 
(6.3 . 1 )  'Vowel clusters consisting of a high vowel (Ii u/) followed by a non-high non-back 
vowel (Ie a/) reduce to a monosyllabic diphthongl6 consisting of a glide that 
corresponds in  roundness to the first underlying vowel, followed by the round vowel 
[:>] . '  This explanation is valid for the patterns liCal and luCa/, but unfortunately 
Besnier failed to identify endings with -e as variants ('narrow versions', see §3.5 .3) 
of -a . 
(6.3 .2) 'Vowel clusters consisting of the mid-high vowels (Ie 0/) followed by lal or of the 
high vowels (Ii u/) followed by 101 reduce to a monosyllabic diphthong consisting of 
a glide that corresponds in roundness to the first underlying vowel, followed by the 
second underlying vowel. ' 
14 The main thing is fronting and not - if it can be discerned at all - raising (cf. Table 8). 
1 5 More relevant is that the final vowel is unstressed. 
1 6  Isn't that what defines a diphthong, that it unites two vowels in one syllable? 
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Churchward had described this reduction rule (6.3) in a more elegant way in his second 
declension, realising that the ablaut of lal to [0] in V 2 was not part of short-form derivation, 
but a later development. 
(6.2. 1 )  A back vowel (/0 u/) followed by Iii and also 101 followed by lei (i.e. oCi, oCe, uCi) 
are reduced to a single front rounded vowel [Ill il] whose height preserves the height 
of the first underlying vowel of the pair. The formation of umlaut is cyclical, i.e. it 
spreads to preceding identical vowels. 
(6.2.2) A low vowel (/a/) followed by the high vowel Iii is reduced to [£] . ' 7  
(6.4) All other vowel pairs were reduced to the first underlying vowel. He includes also 
umlauts such as his < kiise and hqs < hqsu, since he assumed that the ablauts had 
already been present in the citation form before the derivation of short forms: 
'Clusters whose underlying form is la(C)el will be fed into the metathesis rule as 
[£(C)e], and those of underlying form la(C)ul and la(C)i/, as [o(C)u] and [o(C)i] 
respectively' (Besnier ( 1 987 :207). 
Besnier used two secondary vowels [0] and [£] as starting points or underlying vowels next 
to the five basic vowels in his scheme of rules. The ablaut of the root vowel la/ in the citation 
form is due to more recent partial regressive assimilation or copying of the pronunciation of 
the short form. Endings like roC] or [leC] have not been created by elision of the final vowel 
but rather through metathesis and vowel coalescence. (See my rules 1 and 3 in §3.3) 
3.2. 7 Vamarasi 
Vamarasi ( 1 99 1  :2) listed three processes with which to derive the short forms from the 
long ones, 'depending on the order of the vowels in the penultimate and final syllable of a 
word' (for words ending in CV). The order is less important than their quality. The three 
processes are metathesis, umlauting and vowel loss. 
(7. 1 )  'Metathesis of final CV to VC occurs when the final vowel is lower than the 
penultimate. The resulting vowel combination develops into a diphthong' 
(Church ward's second declension). 
(7 .2) 'The final vowel is deleted and the penultimate vowel becomes an Umlaut, if a back 
vowel in the penultimate syllable is followed by a front vowel in the final syllable. 
This rule must apply after metathesis because the combination of V I = lui and V 2 = 
lei is taken care of by metathesis rather than Umlaut formation. '  
(7 .3) 'The final vowel is deleted, if i t  is identical with the preceding one or . .  . ' ,  and here 
she simply listed all other combinations without being able to summarise them. 
In her analysis, the accent shift from the final syllable and the reduction of syllables in the 
short form are missing. The creation of umlauts in (7.2) is not a contrasting alternative to 
metathesis but rather a further step, once metathesis brought two vowels into the immediate 
vicinity of each other. 
1 7  I hear it as [re]. 
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3.2.8 Geraghty 
Geraghty ( 1 995:933ff.) gave the following rules: 
(8. 1 )  Metathesis of final vowel and of the preceding consonants 
(8 .2) a .  Reduction of double vowels if V I = V2 (e.g. ala ---4 *aal ---4 al) 
(8.2) b. Vowel elision: V2 is elided except if VI is higher (e.g. hifu ---4 *hiuf ---4 hif(identical 
with Milner's second rule) 
(8 .3) Creation of semivowels: if VI is higher than V 2' it becomes the appropriate 
semivowel (e.g. aire ---4 aier ---4 [a'yer]) 
(8.4) Umlaut: a non-front vowel followed by a vowel which is not lower, becomes 
an umlaut: 
-aCi ---4 *-aiC ---4 -reC 
-oCe ---4 *-oeC ---4 _¢C1 8  
-oCi ---4 *-oiC ---4 -¢C 
-uCi ---4 *-uiC ---4 -liC 
(8.5) Syllable reduction 
(8.6) Accent shift from penultimate to final syllable. 
Geraghty's model ( 1 995:933ff.) is the best so far presented. Nevertheless, the order of his 
rules 8 .3 ,  8.5 and 8.6 does not seem logical. The penultimate syllable had to lose the accent 
first (rule 8.6) before being deleted (rule 8.5). This accent shift in turn is the most probable 
trigger for the now unstressed penultimate vowel to become a semivowel (rule 8 .3). 
Table 6 gives a simplified comparison of the major attempts at devising and ordering rules 
of short-form derivation as far as they can be squeezed into a rigid frame: 
Table 6: Different orders of rules for short form derivation 
rule no. process Geraghty Vamarasi 
1 995 1 99 1  
1 Metathesis I 1 
2a Deletion of V 2 if 
2 3 
identical with V 
2b Elision of V 2 3 3 
Vowel merger: 
3 3a umlaut formation 5 2 
3b ablaut formation 
4 Accent shift 7 I 
5 Semivowel 
4 I 
development 
6 Syllable reduction 6 I 
7a Backing + rounding 
of tal to [:)) before 
lui 
8 Fronting of tal to [a:) 
9a Backing + rounding 
of tal to [:) )  after lui 
1 8 The resulting vowel should be transcribed as [re). 
Besnier Cairns Milner Biggs 
1 987 1 976 1 9 7 1  1 96 5  
2 2 3 2 
5 4 2 
5 4 I 
3 3 
3 3 4 4 
I 
3 
4 4 
5 
I 5 I 
I I 5 
5 
Churchward 
1 940 
3 
I 
I 
2 
l Oa Raising + fronting 
of unstressed lal to 
[e) after Iii 
I I  Extension of ablaut 
rules (7a, 9a, l Oa) to 
the other high vowel 
(7b, 9b, l Ob) 
-
I 
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3.3 My attempt at devising and ordering rules 
I n  my opinion, words with unstressed final syllable (i.e. ending in -V ,CV 2) form their short 
forms according to the following rules: 
Rule 1 :  Metathesis 
V2 and C are interchanged: V,CV2# � V,V2C# 
Rule 1 applies to all 25 cases (in Tables 3 and 4). Blevins ( 1 99 1  :2) ordered the rules in the 
same way, suggesting that the derivation of the incomplete phase included apparent 
metathesis of a final CV pair with following assimilation and deletion. Anttila ( 1 989:64), on 
the other hand, assumed that there was no 'direct evidence for the interim form, i.e. first 
metathesis, futi � *fuit, and then *fuit � fut' . But what else do short forms such as hoal, 
puer, suak, tapi6k show? Only metathesis can have created the results of rule 5 and the 
umlauts from rule 3 equally well. 
M ilner ( 1 97 1  :422) also recognised this and proposed to spell the short form always in a 
phonemic way with -V,V2C# finally, irrespective of its current pronunciation. That would 
require only the five basic vowels and no special characters for the umlauts and ablauts. 
Table 7: Milner's proposal for a new spelling of the Umlauts 
citation form short form pronunciation short form in gloss 
in Churchward's spelling Milner's spelling 
mose mas [mres] moes 'sleep' 
Juti fut [ftit] fuit 'pull' 
Cfsu Cfs [:>s] aus 'steam' 
qti at [:et] ait 'gather (shellfish), 
Milner's spelling, however, would create additional homographs in the short form: 
Table 8: Homographs as a consequence of Milner's proposed phonemic spelling 
Milner's pronunciation could be pronunciation explanation 
proposal mistaken for 
[mres] 'omoes [?o'moes] citation form of 'omoe + moes 
interrogative suffix -s 
fuit [flit] fuit ['fuit] citation form of fui + 
indefinite article -t 
aus [:>s] 'aus ['?aus] short form of 'ausa 
ait [:et] 'ait ['?:>it] short form of 'aitu 
tair [t:er] tCfir [t:>'ir] short form of tCfiri 
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Rule 2: Deletion of the unstressed vowel Vz (applies to 5 + 6 = 1 1  cases)19 
consisting of 
Rule 2a: Shortening double vowels into a single one: 
VICVI# � *VIVIC# � VIC# 
and 
Rule 2b: Deletion of the unstressed vowel Vz: 
VICV2# � *VIV2C# � VIC# 
V2 is deleted if VI is not further back than V2 and if V2 is not lower than VI ' When two 
identical vowels come to be next to each other, this does not result in  a long vowel , but the 
double vowel is reduced to a single one. That is why I group these cases under elision and not 
coalescence (rule 3). 
It is less probable that a stressed vowel is elided and therefore I think that after metathesis, 
the stress was still on V I ' I guess the accent shift was the fourth step (rule 4). 
Table 9: Deletion of final vowel after metathesis 
citation form metathesised form short form examples 
laCol � /*aoCI � [aC] raka, rak 
leCi! � l*eiCI � leCI (often [;:>C, 0C]) jesi,fes 
leCul � /*euC/ � leCi (often [;:>C, 0C]) seru, ser 
liCul � /*luC/ � riC] hifu, hif 
leCol � l*eoCI � [eC] he 'a, he'  
IOCul � /*6uC/ � roC] jalu, jal 
laCal � /*aaC/ � [aC] (not aC) jara, jar 
leCel � l*eeCI � [eC] sere, ser 
liCi! � l*tiC/ � riC] miji, mij 
IOCol � 1*6oC1 � roC] ana, an 
luCul � /*uuc/ � [uC] lumu, lum 
It could be argued that the short-form endings at the top of the above table are the result 
of vowel merger (rule 3) rather than deletion, since lei followed by a high vowel (or a deleted 
one) is often pronounced like a high rounded central vowel; see Table 1 0. 
Table 10: minimal pairs through vowel elision 
citation form short form + article pronunciation gloss 
sere ser fa ['serta] '(the) knife' 
seru ser fa ['s0rta] '(the) comb' 
1 9 Similar to Churchward's first declension, cases I - I I in Table 1 4. 
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Hocart ( 1 9 1 9:255 ;  Grace 1 959:27ff.) gave mid-high allophones of leI and 101, narrowed 
by a following high vowel. Churchward heard an allophone of J3J when it was followed by a 
glottal consonant and 101 and called it 'posterior a ' .  
Rule 3:  Vowel merger (applies to 6 cases) 
V I and V 2 merge or coalesce 
In other words, V 2 gives some of its qualities to V I and then drops out. This occurs either if 
V2 is more fronted and not lower than VI ' or if V2 is high and VI low. Thus there are two 
sub-rules: 
Rule 3a: Umlaut formation (applies to J cases: cases 1 5- 1 7  in Table 1 4) 
VI and V2 merge into an umlaut if VI is a rounded back vowel [0 u] and V2 a front 
vowel which is not lower than V I 
Rule 3b: Ablaut formation (applies to 3 cases: cases 1 2- 1 4  in Table 1 4) 
V I  and V2 merge into an ablaut if V I  is low (= (aJ) and V2 is a high (= [i uJ) or a front 
vowel (= [i eJ) 
Thus five umlauts and ablauts result from metathesis and subsequent vowel merger: 
Table l la: Umlaut and ablaut formation through vowel merger (I) 
citation form metathesised form short form examples 
16Ci! ---7 /*6iCI ---7 bC (¢C] mori, mor 
16Cel ---7 /*6eD ---7 bC [ceC] tole, tOl 
16Ci! ---7 /*6iCI ---7 tiC [tiC] kuji, kiij 
laCul ---7 /*auCI ---7 � C [:>C] hqfu, hqf 
laCi! ---7 l*aiC/20 ---7 aC [reC] sqsi, sas 
laCel ---7 /*aeCI ---7 aC [reC] piire, piir 
In other words: 
Table l l b: Umlaut and ablaut formation through vowel merger (II) 
V I + V2 merged vowel change feature 
a + e, i ---7 a, a V I is fronted +front 
V I is rounded and +round a + u ---7 � 
backed +back 
0 + e, i ---7 b V I is fronted and 
+front 
u + i ---7 U stays rounded 
Diagram 2 shows the five new vowels which have arisen out of VI due to metathesis and 
subsequent merger with V2: 
20 And not *6iC. 
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e 
orthographic 
ii �  
Diagram 2: Umlaut and ablaut creation 
phonetic 
u ii "'�I---- u 
o e 
a -. J  
It becomes evident from this diagram how exceptional the backing of /a! to [::I] is. 
Within this rule, the 'real' umlauts (0 and ii) constitute a special group. The assimilation of 
preceding identical vowels ('spreading') is obligatory in their case, but for the ablauts a and a 
only optional, for [::I] formed out of a+u unusual (see Blevins ( 1 99 1  :2):2 1 pulufi � piiliiJ, 
konosi � konos; but haharqgi (not **h�h;ilr�gi) � haharag (not **haharag), kanq,pu (not 
**k�n�pu) and hagae (not **hiigae), 'anasi (not ** '�n�si) � 'anas (not ** 'anas). 
Cairns ( 1 976:274) had not heard the language spoken and thus claimed incorrectly that 
' [re]  occurs only in exactly those short forms that also contain an [re] in their citation form'. 
[re] in short forms goes back to an original /a/ in the citation form with a following front 
vowel which later changed into one of the ablauts [re] or [::I] (see § 3 .5). This process has also 
produced minimal pairs in the short form rendering it impossible today to re-develop the 
underlying citation form unambiguously from every short form : 
Table 12:  Minimal pairs through ablaut 
gloss 
'banana' 
'guard' 
short form 
par 
par 
[prer] 
[prer] 
citation form ending in a front vowel 
/pari! 
/pare/ 
pq,ri 
pare 
['p;xi] 
['prere] 
The unstressed high vowels in final position are deleted after metathesis, usually with 
umlauting of the root vowel. Similarly, in Tongan, 'high vowels have productive voiceless 
allophones if they ( 1 )  are short and unstressed, (2) follow a voiceless consonant, (3) are 
situated in final position of a morpheme and (4a) stand at the end of an utterance or (4b) 
precede a voiceless consonant. The low vowel /a/ is devoiced under conditions 1 ,3,4 (though 
only following /h/), but oddly not the mid vowels' (Feldman 1 978 :  1 37). 
Rule 4: Accent shift (applies to all cases) 
In Rotuman, the accent is usually placed on the penultimate syllable (of the citation form). 
In the short form, it shifts to the final syllable. The accent shift to the right is a decisive 
marker of Rotuman metathesis. Based on the incomplete description by Churchward,22 
Cairns ( 1 976:273) cited examples such as tEko � tEok, but the short form of words like 
/tiko/ is [tyok] derived from */ti6k/. Later ( 1 976:274) he even formulated 'a rule that assigns 
2 1  Later, the root vowel lal i n  long forms was also changed: before unstressed high vowels (a(C)u and a(C)i), 
it was backed and rounded to C! [:» (rule 7) and before leI (a(C)e), it was fronted to a [re) (rule 8). 
22 For example: 'The stress seems to be levelled out, [ ... ) fora becomes foar, which is pronounced almost, 
though perhaps not quite, as one syllable, the stress being evenly distributed' (Church ward 1 940:86). 
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stress to every penultimate vowel'. This is correct, but only in the citation form, and only 
when the final vowel is short (Churchward 1 940:85). All Cairns' ( 1 976:275) examples of 
short forms have the accent on the final instead of the penultimate vowel. 
The accent shift cannot have occurred before the elision of V2 (rules 2 and 3) because a 
stressed vowel is less likely to be dropped than an unstressed one. The reduction of V I to the 
corresponding semivowel (rule 5) can best be explained if VI lost the stress first and then the 
accent shifted to V2• 
Rule 5: Semivowel formation (applies to 8 cases: cases 1 8-25 in Table 1 4) 
If V I is higher than V 2
' 
it will be changed into the corresponding semivowel (i.e. front 
vowels to [y], back vowels to [w) , as illustrated in Table 1 3 . 
Table 1 3 :  Semivowel formation 
ending of ending of ending of short form 
citation form metathesised form accent shift semivowelformation 
(rule 1 )  (rule 4) (rule 5) 
liCel � l*ieC/ � ieC � [yeC] (often [ygC]) 
liCol � l*ioC/ � i6C � [yuC] 
liCal � l*iaC/ � iaC � [yaC] 
luCel � l*ueCI � ueC � [weC] (often [WgC]) 
luCol � /*uoc/ � u6C � [woC] 
luCal � l*uaC/ � uaC � [waC] 
leCal � l*eaCI � eaC � [yaC] 
16Cal � 1*6aC/ � oaC � [waC] 
Biggs and Besnier described this correctly. Besnier ( 1 987 :2 1 l ff.) and Blevins ( 1 994:492) 
made a little mistake though. They mistook the cases of ablaut with -e (deriving from -a) for 
the citation forms of short forms ending in -q-C [:)C] (see § 3.5 .3). The short forms given by 
Besnier were correct, namely [ty:)f], [hw:Jl]] etc. ,  but they derive from an underlying long 
form ending in lal (tifa and huga) and not their variants (tife and huge). Words ending in 
/iCel and luCel have short forms ending in /ieCI and lueCI respectively. Thus: 
Besnier ( 1 987) should be corrected as follows: 
citation short citation short 
form form form form 
�[Y:)CJ iCa � [y:JC] 
iCe iCe � [yeC]23 
�[w:)C] uCa � [w:)C] 
uCe uCe � [weC] 
23 Often these endings of the short forms are also pronounced with shwa: [y:lC] and [W:lC]. 
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Rule 6 :  Syllable reduction (applies to all 25 cases) 
The deletion of the final syllable' is a result of the elision of V2 (rules 2+3) or the 
weakening of V I into a semivowel (rule 5).24 
Summary 
I n  Table 1 4  I summarise in which cases and in which order the above-mentioned rules 
apply. 
Table 14:  Order of the rules to create the endings of the short forms 
ending of rules examples 
citation 
form 1 .  2. 3 .  4 .  5 .  
1 .  aCa *aaC [aC] (not aC) Jara,Jar 
2. eCe *eeC [eC] sere, ser 
3. iCi *iiC [iC] miji, mij 
4. OCo *60C [oC] ana, on 
5. uCu *uuC [uC] lumu, lum 
6. aCo *aoC [aC] rako, rak 
7. eCo *eoC [eC] he 'o, he ' 
8 .  iCu *iuC [iC] hifu, hif 
9. OCu *6uC [oC] Jolu, Jol 
1 0. eCi *eiC eC Jesi,Jes 
1 1 . eCu *euC eC seru, ser 
1 2 . aCe *aeC liC [reC] pare, par 
1 3. aCi *aiC aC [reC] sqsi, sas 
1 4. aCu *auC �C [:>C] hqJu, hqJ 
1 5 . OCe *6eC OC [reC] tole, tol 
1 6 . OCi *6iC OC [¢C] mori, mor 
1 7 . uCi *uiC UC [UC] ku)i, kil) 
1 8 . eCa *eaC eaC [yaC] pera, pear 
1 9. iCa *iaC iaC *yaC [y:JC] lima, liqm 
20. iCe *ieC ieC [yeC] aire, aier 
2 1 .  iCo *ioC iOC [yoC] tiro, tior 
22. OCa *6aC oaC [waC] moJa, moaJ 
23. uCa *uaC uaC *waC [w:JC] usa, uqs 
24. uCe *ueC ueC [weC] pure, puer 
25. uCo *uoC uOC [woC] ulo, ltol 
24 Compare a similar development in Tongan: 'The frequency and regularity of voiceless vowels in words of 
all origins [including loan words], moreover, lead one to believe that Tongan is well on its way to 
developing closed syllables' (Feldman 1 978:  1 38). 
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The following tables show which phonological processes apply to which vowel pairs. The 
abbreviations mean: E = elision of the final vowel (rule 2b), S = shortening of identical 
vowels (rule 2a), M = semivowel development after metathesis (rule 5 ), V = umlaut (rule 3a), A = ablaut (rule 3b). 
Table l Sa-c: endings of short forms, arranged by phonological processes 
V2 = Iii lui lei 101 lal V2 = Iii lei lui 101 lal 
V I VI 
= = 
Iii S E M M M lal E S 
lui U M M M 101 S M 
lei S E M lui M M 
101 S M lei E S E · M 
lal A A A E S Iii S M E M M 
V2 = lei lal Iii 101 lui 
V I 
= 
lei S M lE E E 
lal A S A lE E/A 
Iii M M S M E 
101 U M U S E 
lui M M U M S 
3.4 Metathesis or not? 
Is it really metathesis which is involved, or is it rather the anticipation of the final vowel 
with its subsequent deletion as Anttila thought? Since metathesis is still productive, one can 
analyse what happens to loan words. 
The shape of many terms borrowed from English with their closed final syllable resembles 
a short form in Rotuman. Consequently they are first adopted as such into the Rotuman 
lexicon, which is completely natural, since in the spoken language the short forms are much 
more common than the long ones. This altered or construct form of the words is the one in 
which they are the most commonly heard' (Hale 1 846:469). Hocart ( 1 9 1 9 :263) remarked 
on this practice: This is the natural tendency of the White Man; for as most words in any 
sentence are in the construct, it is the form he learns first; when the absolute [case] does occur 
he does not take much notice of it. ' The Catholic missionaries also had initially written all 
words in their short form - whereas the Methodists first wrote only long forms. 
The derivation process is inverted here. When people need a citation form of these loan 
words, they have to create it completely anew using the same rules in the reverse order. I n  
most cases this simply means to add (rule 2a) an echo vowel (a copy of the vowel of the final 
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syllable) to the final consonant: i .e. from kap 'cup' we make kapa; compared to kapa 
'copper' which was incorporated as a citation form into Rotuman. 
English source word 
'cup' 
'copper' 
borrowed as 
kap 
kapa 
later created form 
long form: kapa 
short form: kap 
If the vowel of the final syllable of the loan word is not one of the five basic vowels, it is 
regarded as an umlaut or ablaut and re-cut into two vowels according to the above-mentioned 
rules. Semivowels are formed back into their corresponding high vowels. This is another 
example how the process of metathesis was reversed (see also Hocart 1 9 1 9:258). 
Table 16 :  Examples of later created citation forms ('back formation') of  loan words25 
rule no. English short form citation form 
source word 
2a onion 'anian [?a'nyan] I'anianal 'aniana 
3b horse hqs [h:)s] /hasul hqsu 
3b Christmas kesmas [kes'mres] Ikesmasil kesmqsi 
3b nurse nas [nres] Inasil nqsl 
3b salmon saman [sre'mren] Isamanel samane 
3c shirt sot [s0t] Isotil SOli 
5 tapioca tapiok [ta'pyok] Itapiko/ tapiko26 
4, 5 whip uef [wdf] lufel ufe 
4, 5 wharf uqf [w:)f] lufal ufa 
4, 5 watch uqj [w:)tS] lujal uja 
Today, even native speakers have difficulties in trying to remember the citation form or re­
develop it correctly from short forms: 
Table 17 :  Incorrect back-formation of  short forms 
short form citation form 
spelling pronunciation erroneous correct gloss 
back-formation form 
kekes [kd'bs, ki'k0s] [ki'kosi] kekesi shellfish sp. 
es [0S] ['osi] esu papaya 
ser [s0rl ['sori] sent comb 
25 Several (directly inherited) pronouns have also created their citation form later, e.g. gou-a < gou 'I' « PCP 
*au), 'de-a < 'de 'you (2SG)' « PCP *koe), sei-a < sei 'who?' « PCP *z(a,e)i), tei-a < rei 'where?' (also 
iris-a, 'atIS-a, 't:mis-a, etc. Churchward ( 1 940: 1 59) assumed correctly that here -a was suffixed later to 
construct citation forms analogous to the other pronouns. 
26 Geraghty ( 1 995:933) illustrated his rule of metathesis unfortunately with this example, tapiko > tapiok, 
whereas it had developed in exactly the opposite direction. 
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Some unexpectedly different final vowels in Rotuman may have been the result of 
erroneous back-formation. Another form (reflex of a protoform or related to forms in 
neighbouring languages) can equally well be re-developed out of the current short forms. 
Table 18: Comparative evidence for an originally different final vowel 
short form current via comparable gloss 
spelling pronunciation citation form rule form 
alel [a'lel] alele 2b PCP *'lalelo 'tongue' 
'ands [?a'nres] 'anc:si 3b PCP *kanace 'mullet' 
teg ['te!)] tegi 2b PCP *degu 'nod' 
kat ['k0t] koti 3a SF kote 'coat' 
kapkap [kap'kap] kapkapo 2 PPn *kapakapa 'flutter' 
lag ['la!)] laga 2 PEO *laIJo 'fly (n)' 
mak ['mak] maka 2 Tongan mako 'dance, sing' 
Table 19: More comparative evidence for an originally different final vowel 
related or Early current via current gloss 
proto form Rotuman short form rule citation form 
PCP *viza *hisa his 2b hisi 'how many?' 
PCP *giza *kisa kis 2b kisi 'when?' 
Hale ( 1 846:470) had noted 1 50 years ago: 'The law which prevails in the Polynesian 
dialects by which two consonants never occur without a vowel between them, does not apply 
to this tongue'. In Rotuman, consonant pairs could arise at morpheme boundaries within 
compound words: 'Compound words generally have two successive consonants at the point 
of suture, which gives the language a very un-Polynesian sound' (Hocart 1 9 1 9:257). 
All morphemes or elements of a compound are usually in their short form save the last 
one. Its shape (or 'phase') determines whether the whole word is definite or indefinite 
(Churchward 1 940:88),27 Consonant pairs are created by metathesis of the non-final 
elements: fion-garo 'wish ' « PPn *fina-galo), fat-manava 'heart' « PPn *fatu-manava), 
tiih-roro 'fermented coconut sauce' « PPn *tahi + *lolo), puakvq.i 'tree sp. '  « PPn 
*puka-wai). 
Blevins ( 1 99 1 :3, no. I I )  correctly broke up tutkai 'thin' into tutV + kai and fojkoa 'snail 
sp. ' into *fofV + koa.28 Loan words like jesle 'chisel' (Blevins 1 994:493) were incorporated 
into the Rotuman lexicon as compounds, e.g. consisting of two mora, *jese+le, and then 
regularly transformed into jesle. 
Contrary to this rule, Churchward's ( 1 940:88) first rule, there is a number of polysyllabic 
words in Rotuman with non-final elements apparently in their citation form. These constitute 
about one fourth of all lexemes of more than two syllables. Churchward ( 1 940:89, 1 56.6) 
was able to explain a few of these exceptions as contractions lferehiti <fer 'e hiti, figalelei < 
27 Therefore Cairns ( 1 976 :272) was not right claiming that 'citation forms have only open syllables. '  
Compare the examples o f  takmii/'fJki < taka + ml/li + - 'fJki, a 'vavhina < a 'a- + vava + hina, etc. 
28 According to rule 2, V can here only mean a rounded back vowel [0, ul. 
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jiongar lelei). Still others are onomatopoetic (kararii 'snore', mururil 'rush ' et al .), while a 
third group is borrowed (kato 'aga 'feast ' ,  matuataliga 'hammerhead shark' ,  tamamu 'a 
'cheeky' ,  etc.). But other polysyllabic loan words such as fatmanava « fatu+manava) 
'heart', jirmoto 'tree sp. '  « PPn *jilimoto),Jiitporo 'football' « futi+poro) adhere to the rule. 
Modern loan words like rakapf 'rugby' are not subjected strictly any more to this and other 
morphological rules of Rotuman. 
I n  songs and poetry, the non-final morphemes are also transformed into their long form 
(Churchward's 'plenary phase') because open syllables are more convenient for singing and 
recitals. 
Table 20: Examples of poetic forms ('plenary phase', Church ward 1 940: 1 00) 
short form 
fatmanav 
kq.t 'ak 
fiirmaria 
citation form 
fatmanava 
kq.t 'q.ki 
fiirmaria 
poetic long form 
fatumanava 
katu 'q.ki 
furimaria 
3.5 Other processes responsible for vowel change (Ablaut) 
gloss 
heart 
mourn 
happy 
Aside from metathesis, other phonological processes were and are active in Rotuman 
which also produce allophones of la/. In my opinion, they are partly analogous to short form 
creation, but must have started later. 
3.5. 1 Partial regressive assimilation 
I n  §3 .2.3 it was shown how the allophone [::>] was created out of a+u and [re] from a+e 
and a+i in the course of metathesis. Later the pronunciation of the short form was copied 
onto the root vowel [a] in the underlying citation form: 
citation form 
laCul � I,!Cul [::>Cu] 
laCel � laCe/ [reCe] 
analogous to 
analogous to 
short form citation form 
I,!CI [::>C] f- /*auCI f- /aCu/ 
laC! [reC] f- l*aeCi f- laCe/ 
Even without an intervening consonant, i.e. in vowel pairs and diphthongs, lal assimilates 
partly before a following lu/ or lei: 
laul � I,!ul [::>u, ::>w] 
lael � lael [ree, rey] 
We can formulate rules 7 and 8 accordingly (cf. Geraghty 1 995:934): 
Rule 7a ({il � [::>] 1_(C)u 
lal in stressed syllable assimilates to an indirectly or immediately following lui to 
become [::>]. 
Rule 8 lat � [re] 1_(C)e29 
When indirectly or immediately followed by lei, lal in stressed syllable assimilates 
partly to become [ee] (exceptions see Churchward 1 940:76). 
29 Similarly Blevins' ( 1 994:492) rule IV: lilI -7 re I_Coe and rule V: la/ -7 re I_e. 
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Besnier ( 1 987 :206) stated correctly that this is an 'assimilatory process independent of the 
process of metathesis', but he forgot to mention a crucial condition for the application of this 
process: namely that the lal in question must be stressed. This applies to only half of his 
examples under (6): Ivavel and Ivael became vave ['vreve] and vae [vrey), but Ifaegal is not 
stressed on the lal and only turned intofaega [fre'el)a) because it probably derived from I*fde 
+ gal (cf. pare-ga 'protection' < pare 'guard'). The fourth example is mane 'a 'play', which 
is not pronounced *[mre1ne?a]; in the short form maned ' there is a variant [mre'nya?].3o 
3.5.2 Backing 
In words ending in laCiI, the pronunciation of the root vowel in the short form (-aC [reC] < 
*-aiC < -dCi) is not copied to the long form, but the stressed Ia; is backed to [:)] by a 
following Iii just as if it were followed by the other high vowel [u): 
laCii � <;lCi [:)Ci] analogous to laCul � <;lCu [:)Cu] 
Similarly in diphthongs and vowel pairs: 
lail � <;li [:)i, :)y] analogous to laul � <;lu [:)u, :)w] 
Thus we can write another rule: 
Rule 7b 
and merge rule 7a (backing of lal to [:)] before lu/)3 l and 7b: 
Rule 7 Ia; � [:)] 1_(C)Vhigh or 13./ � [:)] 1_(C){i,u} 
Expressed in binary features: 
[:) ] � adjacent to i a adjacent to u � 
[i) [u] 
[+back] [-back ]  [-back] [+back] 
[+rounded] [-rounded] [-rounded] [+rounded] 
[-high] [+high] [-high] [+high] 
[:) ] 
[+back] 
[+rounded] 
[-high] 
By keeping Churchward's spelling it is possible to derive the citation form from the short 
form, which is not possible when following phonetic transcription : lak [trek] < tqki vs. tak 
[trek] < take. 
While the shift from lal (low central vowel) before lui (high back vowel) to [:)] (low back 
vowel) is phonologically natural and constitutes a partial assimilation, the contrary can be 
said for lal before Iii (high front vowel) becoming [:)]. This sound change prompts me to 
conclude that metathesis occurred first and the other phonological processes afterwards 
(according to the rules 7 and 8). The derivation of the ending [reC] via *[aiC] from the long 
form laCii seems more natural than a development via *[:)iC] and [:)Ci] from laCi!. Later, 
30 In some cases, the ablaut also crops up in unstressed syllables: IU:'llua,Jd 'ere, et al. 
3 1 Similar to Blevins'( J 994:492) rule III :  lal -7 :)  I_Co{i,u}. 
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after metathesis had become well-established in Rotuman, rule 7b created an ablaut in the 
c itation form from laCiJ to [::>Ci) ,  parallel to the one of laCul to [::>Cu).32 
While the ablaut of lal in rule 7 until now only occurred when a stressed lal was followed 
by high vowels (rising diphthong), the same ablaut also appears in the short form if an 
originally unstressed lal receives the stress after metathesis and follows immediately after a 
high vowel (falling diphthong): 
citation form short form example 
phonemic phonetic 
luCal � luaCI � [w::>C) hula � huq,l 
liCal � liaCi � [y::>C) pija � piq,j 
These rules can be written as follows: 
Rule 9a tal � [::>] I u_C 
Rule 9b Ia; � [::>1 I i_C 
and summarised into one: 
Rule 9 tal � [::» I Vhigt>-C or tal � [::» I {i,uLC 
The question is how luaCI changed into contemporary [w5C)? Two different ways seem 
possible: 
Table 2 1 :  Possible paths of Rotuman ablaut 
Ending of outcome outcome outcome Ending of surface 
complete rule rule rule rule form in incomplete 
JJhase phase 
luaCl
-� 5 ---) IwaCl 9a t:: [w::>C] luCa! 1 ---) IliaCI 4 ---) 
......... � 9a ---) [u5C] 5 
After metathesis and accent shift, either lal assimilated partly to the preceding lui and then 
the unstressed high vowel was weakened to a semivowel (rule 5) or vice versa. Since high 
vowels are at the centre of so many morphophonemic changes in Rotuman, I assume that lui 
first caused tal to be backed (rule 9a) before becoming itself weakened to [w] (rule 5). Later 
the rule was applied to the other high vowel as well. 
These forms are in contrast with words with vowel pairs in their root syllable whose final 
(non-high) vowel is deleted in the short form. A minimal pair is for example: 
short form citation form gloss 
surface form underlying form 
puqk [pw::>k) � Ipmlkl � Ipukaf 'vine, rope' 
vs. puak [pwak) � */puaakl � fpuakal 'pig' 
Perhaps the formerly geminate vowel prevented fal in the bottom line from being backed. 
32 Anttila ( 1 989:63) separated Churchward's q into I�I from a/_i and hi from a/_u and thought both were 
'unambiguously analysable as sequences of two morphophonemes. ' Their origin is certainly different, but 
phonetically both Umlauts are identical and were written by Church ward the same way (q). 
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3.5.3 e-forms 
A final (and unstressed) lal in the long form of words with a stressed high vowel in 
penultimate syllable (root syllable) is often raised and fronted to [e]. Churchward ( 1 940: 1 4, 
87ff.)  called this e-form 'narrow version'.33 'The a-form conveys the idea of bigness or 
plurality, while the e-form conveys the idea of smallness or singularity' (Churchward 
1 940:87). In the incomplete phase, both a- and e-forms occur if there is no intervening 
consonant (other than /h ?/); otherwise, only the a-form occurs: 
complete phase 
a-form e-form 
pija pije 
huga huge 
i 'a i 'e 
tupu 'a tupu 'e 
keia keie 
hanua hanue 
Rule 10 lal -) [e] IYhigh(CL 
consisting of 
Rule l Oa lal -) [e] I i(CL 
Rule lOb lal -) [e] I u(CL 
Table 22: e-forms 
incomplete phase 
a-form e-form 
piqj 
huqg 
iq ' ie ' 
tupuq ' tupue '  
keia keie 
hanua hanue 
gloss 
'rat' 
'mind' 
'fish' 
'immortal man' 
'poor' 
'land' 
I think this rule started out as partial progressive assimilation (rule l Oa), similar to the 
Tongan regressive case (see below). Later it was extended to instances of the other high 
vowel (rule l Ob), although it cannot be called assimilation any more, quite the contrary. This 
extension is parallel to the rule 7 of backing and rounding lal to [::>] which started off as a 
partial regressive assimilation (rule 7a) before it was applied to instances of lal before the 
other high vowel ([i]) as well (rule 7b). Chronologically, rules l Ob and 7b may inhabit the 
same slot. 
Until now, most phonological changes concerned stressed lal, but here it is the unstressed 
lal in final position. Raising or partial assimilation of lal to preceding high vowels seems 
comparable to vowel raising in Tongan, which also affects lal only and mainly results in 
partial regressive assimilation to a following high vowel: Proto Tongic *a became Tongan [eJ 
next to front vowels and [0] next to back vowels (Pawley 1 966:57; Biggs 1 97 1  :483;  Tovey 
1 993 ). Tovey counted 75  cases of raising, of which only 1 6% constituted progressive 
assimilation, the remainder being regressive (even though he confused the terms). In Tongan 
as well as Rotuman, it is not relevant whether there is an intervening consonant or not. 
'Unstressed lal is often raised in the environment of a non-low vowel, a rule which yields 
morphophonemic alternation in reduplications, e.g. pelepela, monumanu, hinehina and 
33 In §3.2 T mentioned that Besnier ( 1 987 :208) had been mistaken in listing life and huge as examples of roots 
with final lei. Their citation form ends in lal, but the forms with an e-ablaut are used much more often on 
the surface. The same applies to his example No. 1 0  on p.208 :  When he took life and huge as the 
underlying roots of lifa and huga, why not do the same to the other three examples, pije, puke, kuruge? 
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compounds, e.g. ta 'e 'excrement ' ,  te 'elango. 'fly's excrement, wax, candle ' , (Geraghty 
1 995 :939). Compare some examples of Tongan ablaut: 
Table 23: Loan words in Rotuman without Tongan ablaut ole < *a 
Rotuman Tongan East 'Uvean Samoan gloss 
kCfrkCfru kolukalu kalukalu 'alu 'alu 'jellyfish' 
matua 'rau motulau - matiilau 'fish sp. (Parupeneus)' 
mqunu mounu mounu 1 maunu 'bait' 
telua luo luo lua 'hole (in ground)' 
'aitu 'eitulmatupu 'a - aitu 'God' 
Since Rotuman has borrowed heavily from Tongan and other West Polynesian languages, 
it might be conceivable that some morphophonemic changes were also due to Tongan 
influence. But which change was triggered by the Tongan ones? 
Rule 
T I  
T2 
T3 
Rule 
T l  
R7a 
T2 
R8 
R I Oa 
T3 
R2 
Table 24:  Comparison of Tongan and Rotuman vowel changes 
Tongan 
lal � [0] I _(C){0,u}34 
lal � [e] I _(C){e,i} 
devoicing of final vowel 
changes 
backing + raising + rounding 
backing + rounding 
fronting + raising 
fronting 
fronting + raising 
devoicing of high vowel35 
elision of final vowel 
Rotuman 
/aJ � [::J] I _(c)u 
/aJ � [re] I _(C)e 
lal � [e] I i(CL 
elision of final vowel 
environment/conditions 
before a back rounded vowel 
before a high back rounded vowel 
before a front vowel 
before a mid-high vowel 
after a high front vowel 
if the high vowels ( 1 )  are short and 
unstressed, (2) follow a voiceless 
consonant, (3) are situated in final 
position of a morpheme and (4a) 
stand at the end of an utterance or 
(4b) precede a voiceless consonant 
V 2 is deleted if it is identical with V I 
or if V I is not further back than V 2 
and if V 2 is not lower than V I 
Rule 
R7a 
R8 
R I Oa 
R2 
assimilation 
regressive 
regressive 
regressive 
regressive 
progressive 
lenition 
progressive 
I think that R 7a and R8 are simply extensions of vowel changes from the short form to 
the less frequently used long form. Rotuman ablaut formation is not comparable to Tongan 
ablaut but constitutes an independent parallel development. Deletion of final vowel (R2) is 
34 'In Tongan a unaccented becomes 0 when the next vowel is u,  though a consonant may intervene. (I first 
saw this rule formulated by A.M. Hocart "Man", vol. XV, p. 1 49 note). This change is still going on: tanu 
'bury', has a passive [anu-mia, which is frequently pronounced IOnu-mia' (Collocott 1 922: 1 8 7). 
35 The low vowel /a/ is devoiced under conditions I ,  3, 4 (though only following !hi), but oddly not the mid 
vowels. 
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part of a larger process (short-form derivation) which started several centuries ago whereas 
devoicing of final vowels in Tongan seems to be a more recent development. 
4 Morphological aspects of sufftxation and metathesis 
Rotuman affixes can be distinguished in several ways, among them being whether they are 
directly inherited or borrowed and whether they are still productive or fossilised. Suffixes 
especially can be further grouped into those which are attached to the short form or 
incomplete phase of a root word and others which cling on to the complete phase or citation 
form of a root. The last case violates a fundamental rule of Rotuman morphology, that all 
morphemes in a compound must be in their incomplete phase except the last one. That is 
why suffixes have to be included in a discussion of Rotuman short-form derivation since 
some of them can be attached to the complete phase of a root. 
Table 25:. Suffixation and stress placement 
productive ones 
root word added to 
citatio short gloss suffix type citation short gloss 
n form form form form 
hula hugl 'month' INDEF hule-t 'alone month' 
hgni han 'woman' I NTERROG hgni-s 'which 
woman?' 
accent ta 'a ta ' 'that (2P), ORN ta'a-R 'that' 
remaining h6 'a hoa ' 'carry' OIR h6'a-me 'bring here' 
unmoved (iris) '(they) are 
after maka mak 'sing' PRON maka-risa singing' 
suffixation jUfi fiit 'pull' TR futi-a 'pull' 
fiiti fut 'pull' (OIR+)PERF filti-me-a 'have pulled 
here' 
f6ra foar 'tell' PERF foar- 'ia 'already told' 
accent m6se mos 'sleep' NOM mose-ga 'place to sleeg' 
shifting to 
penult of mos-
'put to sleep' suffixed m6se mos 'sleep' MOOIF 'gki 
form 
fossilised ones 
accent 
remaining 
unmoved mara mar 'suffer' PERF mar-tia 'have suffered' 
after 
suffixation 
accent muri mur 'end (n)' muria 'a 'end (vi)' 
shifting to 
penult of 
pulu pul 'gum' TR pulufi 'stick to' suffixed 
form 
Why is that so? I t  is remarkable that the only (productive) suffixes which can be attached 
to the short form of a root are borrowed. The suffixes on the left are unlikely to have been 
borrowed (though -(a)ga is ambiguous) whereas - 'qki '(relational, causative, instrumental, 
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prepositional, durative, moderative)' and - 'ia '(resultative)'36 are obvious borrowings from 
Tongan, even including fine nuances of meaning (see also Biggs 1 965 :4 1 4). Consequently 
one explanation of the different behaviour of Rotuman roots at suffixation is that suffixes 
attached to the complete phase are older than the ones connected to the incomplete phase of 
nouns and verbs. They were productive already at a time when there were no short forms and 
metathesis (yet) in Rotuman. After this fashion caught on, bases before the 'old' suffixes 
were not subjected to metathesis whereas the two 'new' suffixes were attached to the 
incomplete phase of Rotuman roots - which is understandable because the short form of a 
word is the much more frequently used surface form. 
Incidentally, all suffixes on the bottom left in the above table which cause the accent to 
shift to the penultimate syllable of the suffixed word form their incomplete phase regularly. 
But many of the suffixes attached to the complete phase of a root (top left column of Table 
25) do not form their short forms regularly; often, a final vowel is simply elided which would 
be metathesised elsewhere. It seems to me as if some present citation forms were later 
creations: 
Table 26: Regular and irregular short forms of suffixes 
rule 
no. 
1 +4 
1 +3b 
1 +3a 
short 
form 
maka-ris 
6ft-en 
ha 'u-m 
mose-ag 
fdeag- 'iik 
piili1f 
current 
citation form 
maka-risa 
6ft-ena 
ha 'u-me 
mose-ga 
fdeag- '4ki 
puluft 
expected gloss 
form 
*maka-rias '(they) are dancing' 
*oft-ean 'finished' 
*ha 'iim 'arrive here' 
'place to sleep' 
'tell' 
'stick (v)' 
Is this sufficient evidence that the two 'phases' (citation form and short form) had already 
existed before the Rotumans started to borrow words and morphological elements from 
Tongan? 
5 The stress factor 
Table 25 also showed that only two of the currently productive suffixes cause the accent 
to shift from the penultimate syllable of the root to the penult of the suffixed word. Only the 
nominalising and the modificatory suffixes do so. Why these two? Perhaps it is because they 
carry more weight than the others: ( 1 )  they consist of at least one syllable even in their short 
forms, and (2) one (the modificatory suffix) changes the meaning considerably and the other 
(the nominalising suffix) causes a change in word class. 
5.1 Word accent 
I agree with Biggs ( 1 959 :24) and Blevins ( 1 99 1 : 1 , 1 994:497) that vowel length is not 
phonemic in Rotuman, but accent is. Just as in Fijian (Schi.itz 1 985 :54) and Tongan, there is 
no long vowel 'in a position where it would receive the stress if it were a normal vowel' 
36 Compare ia in East 'Uvean. 
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'(Churchward 1 953 : 1 0). I t  was shown earlier (see last paragraph of §3.5 . 1 ;  cf. Churchward 
1 940:75) that the accent is responsible whether vowel assimilation occurs in Rotuman or 
not.37 
The difference in stress between citation forms and short forms is striking (Churchward 
1 940:75 ;  Hocart n.d. [ 1 9 1 3 ] :4897). 'Long forms are always stressed on the penultimate 
syllable, short forms on the last syllable. Since forms differing only in the position of stress 
occur, it is considered to be phonemic, e.g. Ifafal 'await' vs. Ifafal 'challenge' (Biggs 1 959 :24, 
also 1 965 :388). In a few cases minimal pairs (of homographs) can be found, i.e. two forms 
which differ only in their stress pattern (without additional lengthening), e.g. 'fo-m 'look 
here !' « 'fo + directional suffix -me) vs. 'i6m 'drink' « 'imo + metathesis). 
Churchward ( 1 940:75) saw the causal chain exactly the other way round: 'Words ending 
in a long vowel, however, take the accent on the final syllable. Except . . .  when a suffix is 
added the accent remains where it was' - although then it will not be on the penultimate 
syllable any more. 
The suffixes can be grouped into those that let the accent remain on the penult of the root 
and others which demand it to shift to the penult of the suffixed word. For example: 
Table 27: Stress placement in affixed forms 
root gloss affix affixed form gloss 
phonemic phonetic phonemic phonetic 
accent ImoseJ ['mose] 'sleep' NOM Imose-gal [mo'selJa] 'bed' 
shifting to Ihanisil [ha'nisi] 'love' RECIP /hai-hanisi-gal [h:Jihani'silJa] 'love one 
penult of another' 
suffixed Iferel ['fere] 'fly' MODIF Ifer-?akil [fer'?:Jki] 'fly with' 
form 
accent f?lhil ['?ihi] 'invite' DIR f?lhi-mel ['?ihime] 'invite 
remaining here' 
unmoved /kelel ['kele] 'see' PRON /kele-nal ['kelena l 'look at' 
after Ira vat [ra'va] 'defeated' TR Irava-tial [ra'vatia] 'have 
suffixation been 
defeated' 
With some high-frequency suffixes (the nominalising, reciprocal and modificatory 
suffixes), stress shifts to remain on the penult of the suffixed form. But the accent remains 
unmoved on the root in spite of pronominal, directional or transitive suffixation. It is 
remarkable that the accent only shifts right to the (new) penultimate syllable of the now 
compounded word after adding suffixes which were certainly (in the case of - 'q-ki)38 or 
possibly (in the case of - (a)ga, -a 'a) borrowed from Tongan. My explanation for this is that 
these suffixes were not borrowed in isolation but first as parts of compound loan words and 
regarded as a stress unit in Rotuman; therefore stress was placed on the penult. Once they 
had borrowed a sufficient number of root words and compounded forms, the Rotumans 
could identify the suffixes as separate morphemes and use them productively themselves (cf. 
Ross' observation that it is much more likely for a language to borrow content words than 
bound morphemes). 
37 In rare cases unstressed lal is also assimilated:hv£ri « Ifaviri/), hqnlLla « Ihamua/), kqria « /karia/), tqiri 
« Itairi/), etc. (see also Churchward 1 940:76). 
38 Compare Fijian -yaki, which is the only one of the disyllabic transitive suffixes which attracts the main 
accent (Arms 1 974:95). 
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In the Tongan source words themselves 'the accent moves in suffixed forms to the right in 
order to remain on the penult. Similarly prepositions with two vowels build a stress unit 
together with the following article -e and let the accent move. The same applies if aspect 
markers like '6ku '(present)', na 'a '(past)', kuo '(perfect)' and the conjunction pea 'and' are 
followed by SG- and DL-markers' (Feldman 1 978: 1 34ff.). 
There would be a nice and clean-cut separation, as depicted in the table above, if directly 
inherited suffixes like the directional markers or pronominal elements would only be affixed 
to the citation form and if the accent would remain unmoved after suffixation, whereas in all 
other cases borrowed suffixes were always attached to short forms. Alas, the accent before 
- 'ia does not shift although this suffix looks like a loan; also alimental pronominal suffixes 
can be attached to the short form in rare cases.39 
5.2 Stress shift and Tongan def"mitive accent 
As mentioned above, stress falls regularly on the penultimate syllable of words in their 
complete phase but on the final syllable in the incomplete phase. However, both rules can be 
reconciled because a new stress group is created: the short form usually does not stand on its 
own but must be followed by a dependent morpheme (article, adjective, adverb or the like). A 
noun phrase can be changed as follows: 
citation form 
mori ['mori] 
tqku ['t:)ku] 
gloss 
'orange(s)' 
'doctor(s)' 
short form + article 
mdr ta 
tqk ta40 
['mS?lrta] 
['t::>kta] 
gloss 
'the oranges (specific ones)' 
'the doctor' 
The newly created (larger) accent unit is once again stressed on the penult. It is reflected in 
the indigenous way of spelling in that a noun in its incomplete phase is often written together 
with the following definite article ta : ltu 'muta « ltu ' mut ta) 'the cut-off district' , d'fata 
« d'fo ta) 'the father', hiinta 'the woman', mumueta 'the first', etc. 
Aside from the large proportion of Tongan loan words in the Rotuman lexicon, there are 
further similarities between both languages, one of which is the accent shift and the 
derivation of the short form compared to the 'definitive accent' in Tongan. 
To make a noun phrase 'definite or generic' in Rotuman, the primary stress shifts from the 
penultimate to the final vowel of the last word (Churchward 1 953 :6- 1 0, 1 2 , 25-:27, 
268-28 9). I n  Rotuman the long or citation form is semantically 'definite, specific or 
generic ', whereas the short form signifies something indefinite or unspecific. On the other 
hand in Tongan, a noun phrase with regular stress on the penult is unspecific and made 
specific by putting a 'definitive accent' on the final syllable. 
39 They are identical with the short form of the alimental possessive pronouns. For example: nllik- 'e-n, luit- 'e­
u, noh- 'e-ris, etc. in contrast to the continuous verb forms mak-ana, hata-u, noho-a-ris, etc. As with the 
alimental possessives, the meaning of these compounded intransitive verb forms is something like 'have a 
turn to do X' or 'do one's share of X' (where X stands for the literal meaning of the root of the verb). The 
present generation of Rotumans (Ravai Shaw, pers. comrn. 3/2000) does not see a difference in meaning 
between both verb forms with pronominal suffixes and considers the second form (such as mak- 'en) to be a 
variant of the supposedly correct form (here maka-na) or regards the suffix as the alimental possessive 
pronoun without the possessed noun and writes it separated from the verb: ia mak 'en 'she danced (her 
part)', 'it was her turn to dance'. 
40 The last syllable of the English source word was regarded in Rotuman as the postposed definite article. 
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There is also some formal overlap if the noun phrase contains several words: 'In both 
languages, moreover, the general rule is that when a nounal or pronominal group which is 
definite is extended by the addition of one or more qualifying words, the definitive accent (or 
its Rotuman counterpart) is carried on to the new end of the group. This . . .  is the most 
interesting and perhaps the most vital feature of the whole phenomenon' (Churchward 
1 953 :269ff.). 
The functions of the accent shift in both languages are very similar: 'The functions of the 
stress on the final syllable in Tongan, which are, broadly speaking, emphatic and definite, by 
contrast with stress on the penult, which is non-emphatic and indefinite, are analogous to the 
uses of the complete and incomplete phases of Rotuman respectively' (Milner 1 97 1  :4 1 8). 
Besnier ( 1 987 :204) described definitive accent in Tongan as the 'phonemic gemination of 
the last vowel . . .  of an NP.' In Rotuman, if a vowel in final syllable is stressed, it is 
automatically lengthened. I cannot see the difference when Hovdhaugen calls a comparable 
phenomenon in Samoan - the 'locative accent' (Condax 1 989) - vowel lengthening. The 
Samoan locative accent 'has nothing to do with the definitive accent we find in Tongan and 
Tokelauan. But the definitive accent in those languages is not so much an accent on words as 
on phrases. This type of accent can also sporadically be heard in Samoan, especially on 
Savai'i. I t  may be due to influence from Tongan or Tokelauan and it is a very marginal 
phenomenon in Samoan' (Hovdhaugen 1 992:284, fn. 4). 
A definitive accent is also productive in iuafo'ou41 and East 'Uvea which were both 
heavily influenced by Tongan, as well as Tokelau and East Futunan. The accent shift in these 
languages is said to be 'very old', whatever time frame this might mean, and cannot result 
solely from Tongan influence, since the languages in question had participated in this 
innovation already in its very early stage of development (Tsukamoto 1 994:54). 
Clark ( 1 974) and Tsukamoto ( 1 994 :49ff.) saw the origin of the Tongan definitive accent 
in the deletion of the PPn deictic clitic *ra. As part of a regular sound change, PPn *r 
became 0, and the unstressed vowel a assimilated as usual in Tongan to the preceding vowel. 
Similar scenarios apply to Niuafo'ou, East Futunan and East 'Uvean (Tsukamoto 1 994:54). 
ROTUMAN 
*hUla ta 
*m6ri he 
TONGAN 
*fale ra 
*fale na 
> *hUal ta 
> *m6ir he 
> hual ta 
> mifr he 
> *fale ra42 > *fale a 
'the moon' 
'a orange' 
> *falee > fale 'that house', 
> fale na 'that house over there' 
Besnier ( 1 987 :204) saw similarities as well :  'The specific forms of words in both 
languages are posited as having arisen historically as the result of suffixal deictic particles 
that dropped after having attracted the strictly penultimate stress in both languages to the last 
vowel of words marked for specificity. Residues of such particles are found in both 
4 1 'The Niua Fo'ouans raise the voice on final words and syllables, giving the language a cadence not unlike 
that of Samoan' (Colloeott 1 922:  1 88). 
42 Tsukamoto reconstructed PTo *ra 'that one over there (deictic element, correlate to the 3'd P). ' Clark 
derived it historically from a third deictic suffix *-e beside -n; 'here' and '·na 'there', 
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rather a postposed definite article; it might have derived from the shortened form of a 
demonstrative (ta 'a 'that (correlate to the 2nd P)', tae 'that one over there (correlate to the 3'd 
P)'). 
I t  seems also that Rotuman and the West Polynesian languages developed the same 
tendency for an accent shift to the final syllable to express specificity soon after their 
separation from Central Pacific. Short-form derivation in Rotuman was not caused by 
Tongan influence but constitutes a regional speciality ('area phenomenon')43 or a coincidental 
parallelism just like e.g. the sound change from *t > k in Samoan and Hawaiian. 
Comparable is the partly independent development of polite register in Western Polynesia 
according to Milner ( 1 96 1  :300): many polite expressions in Tongan have no equivalent in 
Samoan and vice-versa. 'From this evidence and from our knowledge of the existence of a 
small number of terms suitable for high chiefs or royalty and found in Samoa, Tonga, Wallis, 
and Futuna, it seems possible to draw the conclusion that in this area the majority of the 
terms of respect have evolved in each community since it became separately established in its 
present habitat, but that a few words especially those referring to high chiefs and royalty 
were perhaps in use before the Western Polynesians became separated.' 
6 Metathesis and Rotuma's language history 
When did Rotuman split up from the Central Pacific dialect chain? The earliest 
archaeological finds from Rotuma were dated to about 1 700 years ago. I nitially Pawley 
( 1 979:40) thought that Rotuman had separated from the Central Pacific dialects in Western 
Fiji after Polynesian had split from Tokalau-Fijian, because it shares most innovations with 
all other regions of Fiji. 'The separation of Rotuman must have preceded the Proto Fijian 
period. To be more exact, it must have happened before the spread across Fiji of those 
particular innovations that are not found in Rotuman . . .  it is characteristic of the whole Fijian 
group, with sporadic exceptions in Vanualevu, that the PCP rising vowel clusters *ae and *ao 
reduce to a single vowel, which may be a, e, or 0, depending on stress placement in the 
original form. As Rotuman preserves the original clusters the spread of this innovation 
across Fijian can be dated after the divergence of Rotuman' (Pawley 1 996: 1 1 1 ). 
The first settlers on Rotuma may have sustained contact with their former home for some 
tirne,44 but then a long period of isolation or separate development ensued. I assume that the 
major changes in Rotuman started during this phase. Similarly Ross (pers. comm.) and Irwin 
( 1 992 : 1 74): 'I slands began to diverge faster in isolation, from the time effective 
communication between them slowed or ended, rather than when contact between them 
began'. Especially, the sound changes of Rotuman in this period of comparative isolation 
were much more drastic and numerous than the ones [which ones?] in the following centuries 
when contact with Polynesians and perhaps also Fijians was more intense, and also compared 
to changes in the other Central Pacific languages which had never lost contact with their 
neighbouring dialects and languages. 
The trigger to some changes in the language might have come already at the time when the 
fore-runner of Rotuman had not yet completely separated from the other Central Pacific 
43 In the Lau dialect of Fijian the final syllable is lengthened to express respect (Hocart 1 929:49). 
44 'Rotuman initially maintained its contacts with the geographically closest western Fijian dialects' (Green 
1 98 1 : 1 49). 
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dialects in Western Vanualevu. But its most distinguishing features Rotuman acquired after 
the separation from them: the far-reaching sound changes, the creation of short forms of all 
content words, lexical and semantic changes, syntactic changes such as the postposition of 
the article. The idiosyncratic development during the long period of isolation led to the fact 
that 'the Rotuman language is totally unintelligible to speakers of the Fijian and Polynesian 
languages, to which it is genetically most closely related' (Geraghty 1 984 :34). 
The changes were not triggered by Polynesian influence. The creation of short forms can 
be seen as a parallel development to the independent genesis of the definitive accent in a few 
western Polynesian languages. The tendency to shift the stress from the penultimate to the 
final syllable to express emphasis or definiteness seems to have been dormant in the common 
ancestor language, even when no trace of it can be found in contemporary Fijian speech. The 
accent shift in west Polynesian languages is probably not due to Tongan influence (cf. 
Geraghty 1 984:34 and Tsukamoto 1 994 :54). Creating short forms in Rotuman became a 
fashion before the first intensive contact with Polynesians around the 1 3th century. 
I posit the following order of events: 
1 .  Early Rotuman 
2. Middle Rotuman 
all lexemes in complete phase (open syllables, no consonant 
clusters) 
the fashion of incomplete phase derivation developing parallel to 
the definitive accent in Western Polynesian languages 
3. Metathetic Rotuman the incomplete phase became the more frequently used one of the 
two forms 
4. High Rotuman 
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Fijian reflexes of the Proto 
Austronesian phonemes 
JOHN U.  WOLFF 
1 Background 
Fijian is a chain of closely related languages, spoken in the Fiji Islands, numbering some 
thirty or more. The standard language is based on the dialect spoken on Bau and has 
influenced the other languages of Fiji. In this paper we will cite principally forms of Wayan, 
the Fijian spoken on Waya island, for the reason that a substantial dictionary has been 
prepared in manuscript form by Pawley and Sayaba (n.d.), which is more accurate and 
reliable than the small dictionaries of Bauan which are available to English speakers or those 
who have not done first-hand field work. In this paper we cite forms from Bauan when no 
Wayan cognates are listed in our sources. 
The Fijian languages have been given a comparative study in some detail by Geraghty 
( 1 983). This reliable and entirely sensible work has provided the clues to solving many of the 
mysteries as to the historical origins of irregularities which the data presented. Indeed, one of 
the reasons for focusing on the Proto Austronesian (pAn) origins of the current Fijian forms 
is that a great deal of information is available on the vocabulary of the Fijian languages and 
the relationships of the forms to each other, a factor which renders these languages among 
the most important for providing data for a reconstruction the Proto Austronesian phonology 
and vocabulary. 
A theme which runs through Geraghty's work, which is crucial to our understanding of the 
history of the forms which we study here, is that the thirty or more Fijian languages, together 
with Polynesian and perhaps also Rotuman to the east of Fiji, form a chain of dialects such 
that innovations have spread one at a time over all or part of the area. Some innovations are 
found only in the western areas, some are found only in the eastern Fijian dialects, and 
indeed a number of innovations have affected only eastern Fijian dialects and Polynesian 
languages, so that in fact the eastern Fijian dialects have many features in common with 
Polynesian as opposed to the western dialects (Geraghty 1 983 :354-382). If we were to list 
all the Fijian reflexes for each PAn etymon we would have a fairly sizeable number of 
doublets. In this study the doublets are mentioned only episodically, where the mention of 
these in some way clarifies how a certain change is to be viewed. The dialectal diversity and 
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the way in which the forms spread over the area on an individual basis account for a certain 
number of the double reflexes of single PAn phonemes which are manifested in the data. A 
more important source of the double reflexes, however, is the consonant gradation (that is, 
certain morphophonemic processes) which characterise the whole of the Oceanic group (see 
§2. 1 ). 
2 Changes which characterise Fijian in general 
Chart 1 shows the Fij ian consonant system as found in Wayan and Bauan. We present the 
transcription with the phonetic realisation in brackets in those cases where the realisation 
diverges from the sounds nonnally symbolised by the letter or letter sequences. 
Chart 1 :  Wayan and Bauan consonantsl 
plain v t c [0] r k kw 
prenasal b [mb] d [nd] s dr [ndr] q [IJg] qw [IJgW] 
nasal m n g [IJ] gw [IJw] 
semi-vowel, liquid w I Y 
2.1 Consonantal gradation 
The term consonant gradation refers to a process which characterises the whole Oceanic 
group whereby the stop consonants and *c may in initial and medial position manifest double 
reflexes in the same etymon. One of the reflexes is derived from a prenasalised consonant 
and the other from the consonant without prenasalisation. The same etymon may have a 
prenasalised reflex in one language and a plain reflex in another, or even in the same 
language the same etymon may be reflected in two lexemes, one of which contains the 
prenasalised grade consonant and another of which contains the plain grade consonant. In  
none of the Oceanic languages are the prenasalised grades reflected with prenasalised 
consonants in all positions, and in Fijian the prenasalised grade is reflected by a prenasal only 
in the reflexes of the velar stops *k and *g. Chart 2 shows the oral and the prenasalised 
grades of reflexes in Fijian. (The details of the developments are discussed in §4. 1 ff.) 
Chart 2: Consonant gradation in Fijian 
PAn *b, *p *t *d *c, *j *k *g 
Fijian oral v t r c k k-, -c-
Fijian prenasalised b [mb] d [nd] dr [ndr] s q [IJg] q- [IJg-], -s-
The labio-velars /kw/, /gw/, and very marginally /qw/ are found in only some of the Fijian languages. They 
occur in Wayan, but not in Bauan, and only in few forms inherited from PAn. 
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2.2 Tendencies to form disyllabic roots 
Fijian words which are not atonic (i.e. those that are not stressless) have a minimum of 
two morae; that is, they cannot have simply a short-vowel nucleus, but must have minimally 
a long vowel (written here as a double vowel). This means that monosyllabic roots which 
were inherited, or which developed by medial consonantal loss and subsequent contraction 
(§2.6), must be disyllabised or miillmally have the short-vowel nucleus lengthened: 
*gem 'grab in fist' 
*teyeb 'having a full measure, plenty' 
> qoom-i 'take hold of s.t. in hand' 
> too 'have plenty of water in it, 
thick not runny' 
These monosyllabic roots may also disyUabise in other ways, as they do in other 
Austronesian languages: by doubling the monosyllable, by treating an affixed form as the 
root, or by adding a prothetic vowel of the same quality as the vowel of the root.2 Examples 
are as follows: 
*deyeqec 'move vigorously and rapidly > roro « *ro) 'flow, run in a stream' 
*tan 'set a trap' > tai « *ta + i) 'snare, trap to catch land 
animals' 
*nem 'six ' > ono 'six ' « *noo < *no) 
Further, roots of more than two syllables may be disyllabised by the process of syncope or 
other types of syllable loss. However, this process affects only some of the inherited roots of 
more than two syllables. Many of the inherited trisyllabics are retained as such. Principally, 
the disyllabisation takes place when there is the loss of a medial consonant (*'1, *q, *s - see 
§4.2ff.). Examples are: 
*baqeyu 'new' > 
*ayusu 'Casuarina equisetifolia ' > 
vou 'new' « *beu < *beqeyu [with 
weakening of the first syllable - see 
. last paragraph in this section]), 
cau 'k.o. Casuarina (Bau)' « *auu [with 
loss of *-'1- and *-s- plus accreted c- -
see §4.3 ]) 
Contraction does not invariably take place. The accentual pattern of the root may be the 
determining feature, but this is not certain. The following form, which does not manifest 
contraction, seems to have had the same accentual pattern as *ayusu cited immediately 
above: 
*sabayat 'strong monsoon' > cavaa 'windstorm' 
In some cases of roots with three or more syllables (but not all), the first syllable is lost tp 
form a root of one less syllable (disyllabic root in the case of a trisyllabic, and trisyllabic in 
the case of roots of four syllables): 
2 
*siyejaq 'weary' 
*qasulfpa 'millipede' 
*qalima 'hand' 
*aluten 'glowing stick' 
*yuqafiay 'male' 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
oca 'tired' (Bau) « *yejaq) 
aliva 'millipede' 
lima 'hand' 
lito 'wave a firebrand to keep it alight ' 
ta-gwane 'male' (cf. fn. 1 3) 
The addition of the prothetic vowel may in fact be an example of metathesis (§2.3) which took place 
following the process of vowel lengthening: that is, CVV > VCV. 
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In one case the first two syllables of a trisyllabic seem to have been lost: 
*qayicam 'k.o. fern with 
reed-like stem' 
> caca 'k.o. fern: Phymatodes 
longipes' (Bau) 
In one case the first syllable of a disyllabic root seems to have been lost: 
*qinep 'spend night' > noD 'sit, stay, occupy space' 
However, some trisyllabic roots continue as trisyllabics, although the antepenult in that 
case may be weakened. In the first two of the following examples the antepenult is 
weakened, but in the other examples all three syllables are retained with no weakening. 
Weakening of the penult was also assumed for the development of *baqeyu 'new' to yOU 
'new', given at the beginning of this paragraph: 
*bitaquy 'Calophyllum inophyllum '  > 
*palawud 'go to sea' 
*talilJa 'ear' 
*qafiitu 'supernatural spirit' 
*qabuca ' large social grouping' 
*tambuyi 'triton shell' 
2.3 Metathesis 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
betau 'k.o. tree: M ammea odorata ' 
volau 'boat shed' 
taliga 'ear' 
anitu 'spirit, supernatural being' 
avusa 'descent group, clan' 
tavui 'triton, helmet shell' 
Metathesis is a minor process in the history of Fijian, but there are forms that clearly show 
metathesis. The following forms shQw consonantal metathesis: 
*basaq 'wet' 
*caliw 'give in exchange' 
*sacaIJ 'gills' 
*tusuj 'knee' 
> 
> 
> 
> 
sava 'wash, cleanse' 
soli 'be given'« *cawli) 
see 'gills' 
turu 'knee' « *turus < *tusur) 
We assume syllabic or vocalic metathesis in some forms: 
*becuy 'sated' 
*qasulipan 'millipede' 
*jiyuc 'sprinkle' 
2.4 Consonant clusters 
> 
> 
> 
vuuse 'sated' (dialectally, vuse) 
aliva 'millipede' « *suqalipan with loss 
of the first syllable) 
sui 'be watered, sprayed' 
Fijian permits only open syllables, and there are no consonant clusters. The prenasalised 
stops listed in Chart 1 function as phonemic units. No clusters develop by doubling 
monosyllabic roots, for these lose the root-final consonant in the first syllable of the resulting 
form: 
*bedbed 'wind around' 
*dapdap 'Erythrina spp. ' 
> 
> 
vovot-i 'be wrapped in a sling to carry' 
rara 'Erythrina ' 
PAn medial nasal-plus-consonant clusters may be inherited as prenasalised consonants, or 
they may be simplified. 
*cuYjkit 'poke' 
*leYjkung 'bent' 
*pantay 'platform, flat 
extension of house' 
*senti 'stop' 
*tambuyi 'triton shell' 
*ambay 'wave the arms' 
*lampin 'wrapper' 
*paYjudan 'pandanus' 
*waYjkaYj 'boat' 
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
cukit-a 'dig up with stick' (Bau) 
loku 'bent, twisted, folded' 
vata 'shelf, platform' 
oti 'finish, complete, end' 
tavui 'triton, helmet shell' 
abe 'walk with the arms swinging' 
labi 'bundle of fish wrapped for cooking' (Bau) 
padra 'pandanus' « *pandan < *paYjdan) 
waqa 'boat' 
Nasal clusters which arise from the doubled monosyllabic roots are always simplified: 
*diYjdiYj 'wall, partition' > riri 's.t. which blocks off the wind' 
2.5 Development of labiovelars 
Proto Oceanic (POc) developed labio-velars *plV, *bIV and *mlV, often reflected as labials 
with a velarised w-off-glide (Lynch 2002), and some of these labio-velars occur in forms 
which are reflected in Fijian. In one case these labio-velars are reflected as such in Wayan, 
but not in Bauan, where they lose their off-glide. Otherwise, they are reflected sometimes 
with a labial or sometimes with a velar articulation. No rules can be specified which predict 
how the labio-velars develop. Apparently the forms with labio-velars in POc developed in 
different ways in different areas, and these forms spread individually. The following list 
gives forms with PAn etymologies that developed POc phonemes with labio-velar 
articulations and that are reflected in Fijian: 
*belaq 'split' > 
*beyek 'pig' > 
*taw + mata > 
*taw + mayuqaiiay > 
*um + inum 'drink ' > 
*qumaYj 'hermit crab' > 
2.6 Sequences of vowels 
POc *bIVelaq 
POc *bwoRok 
POc *tamlVata 
POc *tamIVaqane 
POc *mwinum 
POc *qumlVaYj 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
bola 'split' (but Bauan kola with 
a velar articulation) 
Viti Levu qoo 'pig' 
tamata 'man, person' 
tamwane 'male' 
gunu3 'drink'(Bauan) 
uga 'hermit crab' 
Vowel sequences which were inherited or which developed by the loss of intervocalic 
consonants were contracted: like vowels became single vowels which may be long or short 
depending on whether the root is monosyllabic or not (see §2 .2) or depending on other 
conditions which have not been determined: 
*dayat 'open area' > raa-raa 'open fields' 
*beyecay 'oar' > voce 'paddle a canoe' 
*yabi 'evening' > ei avi 'in the evening' 
*juyuq 'broth '  > suu 'broth' (Bau) 
3 The w-off-glide affected the following vowel before being lost. 
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Sequences of *a followed by *u (or which developed as such) became *au and then, if 
there was no affix or the root was not trisyllabic, changed further to 101 as inherited lawl did 
(§3 .S .3): 
*dasuwen 'leaf' > 
*jayum 'needle' > 
*bitaquy 'Calophyllum inophyllum' > 
roo 'leaf' « *daun)4 
i-sau 'needle' (Bau) 
betau 'k.o. tree: M ammea odorata' 
*y was apparently lost between *a and *u (§3 .S.3), and the development of the resulting *au 
was similar to that of the preceding paragraphs: 
*kasiw 'wood, tree' 
*isekan + *qisu 'fish + shark' 
> kau5 'wood, tree' (Bau) « *kayu < *kaiw) 
> ikoo 'shark' « *ikau < *ikayu < *ika iu)6 
To explain the following form we additionally assume that the sequence *awa which 
developed was treated like *au. 
*qaiiiyuwan 'honey bee' > oni 'k.o. bee' « *awn + i < *awan + i < 
*ayuwan + i < *ayiuwan + i) 
We also assume that a sequence *aui > lau/: 
*kaweit 'hook' > kaut-i 'catch S.t. on a hook' (from *kauit-i) 
Sequences containing *e assimilated to the first vowel of the sequence if this first vowel 
was stressed (that is, occurred in a form without a suffix), but to the second vowel of the 
sequence if the stress fell on the second vowel (that is, occurred in a suffixed form)7 
(Geraghty 1 983 : 1 62): 
*jaqet 'bad' > eaa 'bad' 
*iqeyul) 'nose ' > g-ieu 'nose' 
*iseq 'urine' > m-ii 'urinate '8 
*tuqed 'stand upright' > tuu 'stand, be upright' 
The following forms occurred suffixed, and the stress fell on the *e. The reflex shows 
assimilation to the second vowel: 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Bauan reflects rau 'leaf'. Presumably this is a reflex which developed from a suffixed alternant, where 
rau was pronounced in two syllables with accent on the second, before the suffix, whereas roo develops 
from a monosyllabic alternant appearing in the unsuffixed form, which then underwent lengthening of the 
vowel nucleus as a monosyllabic root (§2.2) 
The development of laul is explained by the fact that the form which was generalised was found in 
compounds, where it would have a reflex containing laul because of the accentuation. This root has a 
reflex kai in Wayan, which is probably not directly inherited. 
The occurrence of 101 rather than lau! may be explained by the fact that the stress was on the first syllable. 
This does not explain why the 101 was lengthened, however. For that there is no explanation. 
Stress in Fijian falls on the penult of the phonological word. That is, if the root is unsuffixed, the stress 
falls on the penult of the root, but if the root is suffixed, the stress moves away from the penult - to the 
final syllable of the root if the suffix has one syllable. 
Blust ( 1 983-84) reconstructs PAn *miqmiq to account for this form, on the basis of forms shaped Imimiql 
and Imimil in northern Philippine languages, Imeqmeql 'urine' in Chamorro and Imimil in various Oceanic 
languages, all of which mean 'urinate'. I believe that all these forms are cognate with forms which reflect 
PAn *iseq, in the affixed form *-um- iseq. In Fijian the contracted monosyllabic root which developed 
manifests a lengthened vowel nucleus, as often happens in Fijian (§2.2 above), but in the other languages 
referred to the monosyllabic root which developed was doubled to form a disyllabic root. 
*ba'leq 'abscess' 
*seyup 'blow' 
*taseyup 'blow' 
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> boo 'boil '9 
> uv-i 'be blown up' 
> tuuv-i 'blow S.t. (e.g. conch)' « *teseyup with 
weakening of the first syllable [§2 .2, last paragraph)) 
3 Vowels and diphthongs 
Except for the syncopations and vowel contractions discussed above, Fijian reflects the 
inherited PAn vowel system fairly faithfully. There are few changes in vowel quality 
conditioned by the environment. 
3.1 *i 
*i > Iii in all positions. 
*cici 'k.o. mollusc' > 
*ipil '/ntsia bijugalretusa ' > 
*sa/Jin 'wind' > 
*iqe'luIJ 'nose' > 
*ciwa 'nine' > 
cici 'molluscs and oysters' 
ivi '/ nocarpus fagifer' 
cagi 'wind' 
g-icu 'nose' 
ciwa 'nine' 
*i > lei under conditions which are not totally clear. Most of the cognates of these forms 
in other Oceanic languages also reflect lei, and this is a change which took place early in 
Proto Oceanic times. Forms which ended in *i plus *'1 or *g show final I-el in Fijian. 
*bi'lbi'l 'lips' 
*bukig 'mountain, hill' 
*tarnbig 'flat vessel' 
> bebe 'vagina' 
> buke 'mound, hillock' 
> tabe 'flat open basket' 
However, there are also other cases of *i reflected by lei. Most of these forms also show lei 
in other Oceanic languages: 
*lawi 'tail feathers' > 
*cakit 'painful' > 
*tebiIJ 'edge, embankment' > 
*tuli 'deaf' > 
laawe 'tail feathers' 
rna-cake 'disease of the tongue' 
tebe 'broad edge (Bau)' 
tule 'earwax ' 
In the following two forms the final -e gets assimilated to a preceding stressed lal by the 
rule of §2 .6 : 1 0 
9 
) 0 
*daqis 'forehead' 
*taqi 'faeces' 
> raa 'forehead' « *rae7) 
> taa 'faeces' 
Normally roots in Fijian had penultimate stress, but in this case we may assume on the basis of cognates in 
other Fijian languages that this form developed a prothetic lal (Geraghty 1 9 8 3 :§4.S .6) and that the stress 
moved to the prothetic vowel as contraction took place - i.e. stress moved away from the penult: *bGyeq 
>*dbae > *abo > boo (with loss of prothetic vowel and lengthening of the vowel nucleus in a 
monosyllabic root). 
Cognates with final lei occur in other Fijian languages or other Eastern Oceanic languages, evidence that a 
form with final lei preceded the forms attested in Wayan. 
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3.2 *a 
*a > lal except in those cases in which *a developed into a vowel sequence which 
contracted (§2.6): 
*qatay 'liver' > ate ' liver' 
*jalan 'way' > cala 'way, path' 
*qafiitu 'evil spirit' > anitu 'spirit, supernatural being' 
*talilJa 'ear' > taliga 'ear' 
lal is lengthened in monosyllabics (§2 .2). However, there are other cases where lal has 
lengthened for which there is no explanation: 
*datu 'chieftain' > 
*lawi 'tail feathers' > 
*sabayat 'strong monsoon wind' > 
raatuu 'head of clan, chief ' !  1 
laawe 'tail feathers ' 
cavaa 'windstorm' 
In a few unexplained cases *a is reflected as lei. In some cases this is a purely Wayan 
development, and eastern Fijian languages reflect lal, but in other cases lei is manifested in 
all the attested languages. 
*dawat 'reach, get as far as' 
*gali 'dig' 
*luwaq 'vomit' 
*ma 'tongue' 
*pan 'bait' 
*sacalJ 'gills' 
*tulak 'push away' 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
rewa 'be able to be done' (Bau rawa) 
keli 'be dug' 
lue 'vomit' (Bau lua) 
mee 'tongue' 
bee 'bait' 
see 'gills' 
tulek-i 'move s.t. by pushing or pulling' 
3.3 *e 
*e is mostly reflected by 10/, except in the cases of syncope and contraction (§2.2). 
*belJi 'night' > bogi 'night' 
*delJey 'hear' > rogo 'be heard' 
*kuden 'earthen pot' > kuro 'clay cooking pot' 
*tebu 'sugar cane' 
*teken 'stick to lean on' 
> tovu 'sugar cane' 
> i-toko 's.t. that gives support ' 
(tokon-i 'support a proposition') 
In some cases *e is reflected by lei. The change of *e to 101 or lei may have originally been 
dependent on accentual conditions, and there are cases of doublets. Some of these forms also 
reflect lei in other Oceanic languages. 
1 1 
*buyes 'squirt water out of mouth' > bue 'boil, bubble up' 
*bekbek 'pulverise ' > vevek-a 'rusty, worm-eaten' (Bau) 
*becuy 'full, sated' > vuse 'sated' 
*liceqes 'nit ' 
*tepa 'tack' 
> cite 'nit' (Bau lise) 
> leva 'tack' 
See Geraghty ( 1 983 :§4.5 .6) on lengthening of the vowel nucleus in a monosyllabic root. 
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In one unexplained case *e is reflected as Iii: 
*betuIJ 'k.o. bamboo' > bitu 'bamboo' 
The sequences *ye and *ey I 2 .are reflected as Iii and *we is reflected as lui: 
*wasyey 'water' 
*kaweit 'hook' 
*weliq 'do again, go back' 
> wai 'water' 
> kaut-i 'catch S.t. on a hook' (from *kauit-i) 
> uti 'reply in speech' 
3.4 *u 
*u > lui in all environments, except in vowel sequences which developed by loss of 
consonants (§2.6): 
*bUbu 'fish trap' 
*buku 'knot, node' 
*manuk 'bird' 
*qanitu 'evil spirit ' 
*qudaIJ 'crustacean' 
> vuvu 'fish trap with narrow funnel entrance' 
> buku 'knob, node' 
> manu-manu 'bird, animal' 
> anitu 'supernatural spirit' 
> ura 'crustacean '  
Unstressed *u i s  elided or  loses its vocalic quality (i.e. > [w)) in  the antepenult: 
*yuqanay 'male' 
*kuapu 'grouper' 
*kua 'say' 
> ta-g-wane 'male ' l 3  
> kwavu 'rock cod' 
> kwa-i 'say s.t. ' 
In Wayan *u is lost after 1m! in unstressed syllables. The Iml bears a mora when loss of lui 
causes the Iml to be final in the word. 
*namuk 'mosquito' 
*lumu 'soft, tender' 
*lumuk 'oily' 
> yam 'mosquito' 
> ma-lum 'weak, soft ' 
> lum-i 'anoint' 
In a few cases *u is reflected as Iii. There are cases of double reflexes, one showing Iii and 
the other lui. Fijian forms which reflect Iii from *u for the most part have cognates with Iii in 
other Eastern Oceanic languages. The conditions for the development of Iii are unknown. 
1 2  
1 3 
*aluten 'glowing stick' 
*caluy 'watercourse' 
*lumut 'moss' 
*pulec 'twist, wind' 
*puceg 'navel' 
> lito 'wave a firebrand to make it flare' 
> sali 'flow' 
> lumi 'seaweed growing on sand' 
> viloc-i 'wring clothes' and vuloc-a 'twist s.t . ' (Bau) 
> vico-vico 'navel' 
A reflex of the sequence *ey is attested in only one form, which is not listed for Wayan. This is the Bauan 
form cago-laya 'Zingiber zerul71er' « POc *laqiya - cf. Geraghty 1 983 :  1 29). 
Lynch (2002 :323-327) suggests metathesis as an explanation of the form tagwane. That is, *taw + 
*mayuqanay > *taw + *l71aqaiiay (with the loss of the antepenult of *l'uqanay) > *tamwanay (with loss of 
*q and metathesis of the [w] and [m] and subsequent change of *ay > lei and *mw > /rJw/). *mW must be 
reconstructed for Proto Oceanic because many Oceanic languages reflect *171" in this form. 
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3.5 Diphthongs 
3.5. 1 *ay 
*-ay is reflected as lei: 
*beyecay 'oar' 
*matay 'die' 
*qatay 'liver' 
*cakay 'climb, ride' 
> voce 'paddle, row' 
> mate 'die' 
> ate 'liver' 
> cake 'climb, ascend' 
In the one example of *ay in a monosyllabic form which is stressed, the reflex is disyllabic 
lei/: 
*ay 'who?' > ei 'who?' 
3.5.2 *uy 
*uy is reflected as Ii/: 
*culuy 'shoot ' 
*sapuy 'fire' 
> culi 'banana or taro sucker' 
> v-a vi 'cook in earth oven' « *pa-sapuy) 
3.5.3 *aw 
When unstressed, *aw >/o/: 
*danaw 'lake' 
*laIJaw 'a fly' 
*namaw 'sheltered water, 
> drano 'lake, body of water inland' 
> lago 'a fly' 
deep place in river' > nama 'pool left on reef at low tide' 
Under stress, *aw > laul in roots of more than one syllable. laul is also the reflex when 
*au develops because of loss of a medial consonant (§4.2ff.): 
*lawud 'seaward' 
*tayuq 'put' 
> toka-lau 'east wind' 
> tau 'be put, given, located' 
*taqu 'be familiar, know' > ma-tau 'right hand', maa-tau 'familiar' 
When the resulting form is monosyllabic *aw > 1001 (§2.2, first paragraph): 
*baw 'above' > boo-boo 'shore, inland' l4 
4 Consonants 
Fijian reflects the PAn consonants fairly faithfully in initial and medial position with the 
exception of changes which have been made by all the Oceanic languages: 
14 
( 1 )  consonantal gradation has developed (§2. 1 ); 
(2) *s was lost without a trace. 
The form with /00/ developed, and subsequently it was doubled. 
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Further, Fijian made innovations together with many of the Eastern Oceanic languages: 
(3) *p and *b merged; 
(4) *j and *c have merged and *g has merged with them in medial position; 
(5) root-final consonants have been lost but their reflexes are frequently retained in 
affixed position (see §5). 
Finally, Fijian underwent further consonantal developments: 
(6) *y and *q were lost entirely. 
Chart 3 outlines these developments. 1 5  For the value of the Fiji transcriptions see Chart 1 .  
Chart 3: Fijian reflexes of PAn Consonants 
PAn Fiji (prenasalised and PAn Fiji 
plain reflexes) 
*p b, v *y e> 
*t d, t *m m 
*k q, k *n n 
*q e> * -n Y, n  
*b b, v *1) g 
*d dr, d *s e> 
*j s, c *w w 
*c s, c *y Y 
*g k-, -c- *1 I 
4.1 Mergers 
The mergers discussed here resulted in morphophonemes, not phonemes, for the resulting 
phonemes are in consonant gradation (§2. 1 )  - that is, there is alternation between 
prenasalised and plain phonemes, over different languages or in the same language and 
dialect but in different lexemes. 
4. 1. 1 Merger of*p and *b, *mp and *mb 
1 5  
*p and *b merged to fbi [mb] or Iv/. Examples with fbi: 
*papan 'board, planks' > 
*pan 'bait' > 
*pulut 'Urena lobata (a plant 
producing sticky material)
, 
> 
*kapit 'be close' > 
*lepit 'folded' > 
*befJi 'night' > 
*buku 'knot on wood, node' > 
baba 'board, planks' 
bee 'bait' (/eel explained in §3.2, last paragraph) 
bulu 'adhere, be stuck on' 
kabit-i 'adhere' 
lobi 'folded lengthwise and crosswise' (Bau) 
bogi 'night' 
buku 'knob, node' 
I assume a rather different phonology for PAn than is commonly assumed in the literature on the history 
of the An languages. See Chart IA in §2 of my paper in this volume, 'The ounds of Proto Austronesian'. 
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Examples with Iv/: 
*pat 'four' 
*piga 'how many?' 
*paka- 'causative prefix ' 
*apa 'what?' 
*sipay 'spouse's sibling or 
cousin of same generation' 
*kuyapu 'grouper' 
*batu 'stone' 
*beyecay 'paddle' 
*biyaq 'Alocasia sp. '  
*bulan 'moon, month' 
*labaw 'rat' 
*lebet) 'bury' 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
vaa 'four' 
vica 'how many?' 
vaka- 'causative prefix ' 
ava 'what?' 
iva 'son-in-law' 
kwavu 'rock cod' 
vatu 'stone' 
vase 'paddle a canoe' 
Vla 'giant taro' 
vula 'moon, month' 
ka-lavo 'rat' (Bau) 
lovo 'be buried, covered over' 
The prenasalised bilabial stops are mostly inherited as nasal-grade consonants: 
*ambay 'wave the anns' > abe 'walk with the arms swinging' 
*dampay 'be flat' > raba 'broad, wide' 
*lampin 'wrapping' > labi 'bundle of fish tied together for cooking' 
but occasionally as plain-grade consonants (§2.4): 
*tambuyi 'triton shell' > tavui16 'helmet shell, triton shell' 
*tumpat) 'pile up' > tuvan-i 'set in order, arrange' 
4.1.2 Merger of*c, *j and *_g- 1 7 
*c, *j and *-g- merged to lsi and Ic/. Note that what we reconstruct as initial *g- in PAn 
merged with *k- rather than *c and *j (§4. 1 .3). First, examples reflecting the nasalised grade 
(with lsi): 
1 6  
1 7 
*caluy 'watercourse' > 
*cekcek 'stuff, pack chock full' > 
*cinay 'ray of light' > 
*cuyi 'bone' > 
*beyecay 'oar' > 
*jalatet) 'nettle tree' > 
*juyuq 'broth, liquid material' > 
*yugat) 'load cargo' > 
sali 'flow' 
soso 'stuffed, packed' 
sina 'lamp, torch' 
sui 'bone' 
vose 'paddle a canoe' 
salata 'nettle tree' 
suu 'broth, soup' 
usa 'be shipped, carried as cargo' 
The loss of the prenasalisation after the first syllable probably has to do with its unstressed position. 
There is evidence that Oceanic did not merge the medial PAn *-g- with *c. Geraghty ( 1 986 :296-298) 
reconstructs for Proto Central Pacific (PCP). an ancestor of Fijian. a phoneme *z which contrasted with 
the reflexes of *c (pCP *c and *s). He suggests ( 1 983: 1 5 5- 1 57) that some cases of this *z are reflexes of 
PAn *-g-, and later proposes that PCP *z reflects PAn *j and *g ( 1986 :32-303). This phoneme PCP *z, 
however, merges in Fijian with the reflexes of PAn *c. 
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Now for examples reflecting the plain grade (with lei): 
*caYJa 'branch' > caga 'span, vagina'; also saga 'crotch' (Bau) 
*cici 'k.o. mollusc' > cici 'molluscs and oysters' 
*cucu 'breast' > cucu 'suck on breast' 
*kacaw 'rafter' > kaso 'rafter' 
*jalan 'road, way' > cala 'track' 
*jeket 'stick' > coko 'netted, trapped, caught' 
*qujan 'rain' > uca 'rain' 
*qagan 'name' > aca 'name' 
*piga 'how many?' > vica 'how many?' 
There are two forms with medial *j which reflect a prenasalised consonant in PAn. In the 
first case below, the medial *nj is reflected with I-s-I just as the *-j- in prenasalised grade, but 
in the second case *-nj- seems to have merged with *-nd- and produces Idrl (as in §4. l .S). 
There may have been some special fact about the histories of the two forms which accounts 
for the difference, but the probable explanation is that one of the two etymologies is 
incorrect: 
*banjay 'row' 
*tinjaw ' look at' 
> 
> 
basa 'level, in a line with' (Bau) 
tidro 'peer, watch' 
4. 1.3 Merger of*k and *g-
Initially, *g- falls together with *k as it does in many Austronesian languages. *k and *g 
become Ikl in the plain grade and Iql [1Jg] in the prenasalised grade. Examples of these 
reflexes in the prenasalised grade: 
*giliYJ 'roll over s.t . '  
*gem 'hold in fist' 
*kep 'clasp' 
> 
> 
> 
qili 'be rolled, kneaded into shape' 
qoom-i 'grab hold of in hands' 
qov-i 'envelop s.t. so that it is completely covered' 
(also with the plain grade: kov-i 'covered') 
There are no examples of *-k- in medial position reflected by a nasalised grade. There is 
one example of *YJk reflected with a prenasalised grade: 1 8  
*waYJkalJ 'canoe' > waqa 'canoe' 
In other cases of *lJk, the nasal cluster is simplified (cf. examples in §2.4). Examples of *k 
and *g- with plain-grade reflexes are as follows: . 
1 8 
*kacaw 'rafter' > kaco 'rafter' 
*kep 'clasp' > kov-i 'covered' 
*kuku 'fingernail, claw' > kuku 'nail, claw' 
*likud 'back' > likur-i 'diverge from, veer from' 
*tuk 'strike, peck, beak' > tuk-i 'be hammered' 
*gilig 'side' > kili 'side, edge' 
*guyita 'octopus' > kuita 'octopus' (Bau) 
This form is probably not inherited from PAn, but it spread through the Austronesian languages at an early 
enough time that it can be considered to exemplify what has happened to medial *I)k. 
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4. 1.4 Plain and nasal reflexes of·t 
*t has the reflex IdJ [nd] in the nasal grade: 
*tales 'taro' 
*teyac 'hard wood' 
*tuqus 'true' 
> 
> 
> 
but is reflected as It I in the plain grade: 
*tayaq 'cut, chop' 
*talilJa 'ear' 
*telu 'three' 
> 
> 
> 
dalo 'taro' 
doa 'heartwood' 
duu 'right and correct' (also tuu-tuu 'exactly at 
such-and-such a time') 
taa 'be cut by chipping or slashing' 
taliga 'ear' 
tolu 'three' 
The sequence *nt was simplified or it was reflected the same way as the nasal grade of *t: 
*panta 'flat area' 
*punti 'banana' 
> 
> 
vata 'shelf, platform' 
vudi 'plantain' 
4.1.5 Plain and nasal reflexes of·d 
*d has the reflex Idrl [ndr] in the nasal grade and Irl in the plain grade. First, the nasal 
grade: 
*cedu 'hiccough' 
*dayeq 'blood' 
*danaw 'lake' 
*danum 'water' 
> 
> 
> 
> 
Now for examples of the plain grade: 
*dapdap 'Erythrina sp.' 
*delJey 'hear' 
*dirJdilJ 'wall, partition' 
*dusa 'two' 
*kuden 'earthenware pot' 
*tuduq 'leak, drip' 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
cedru 'gasp for air' 
draa 'blood, sap' 
drano 'body of fresh water inland' 
dranu 'water' 
rara 'Erythrina '  
rogo 'heard' 
riri 's.t. which blocks from the wind' 
rua 'two' 
kuro 'clay cooking pot' 
turu 'leak, drip' 
The sequence *nd is reflected like the nasal grade of medial *-d-: 
*andak 'go up' 
*palJudan 'pandanus' 
> 
> 
cadra · 'upwards' 
vadra 'pandanus ' « *palJdan) 
4.2 Consonants which do not undergo gradation 
I n  addition to the liquids and nasals, the consonants *y, *q, and *s fail  to undergo 
consonant gradation. They disappeared without a trace in Fijian, and their loss was followed 
by vowel contraction (§2.6). *s was lost prior to Proto Oceanic and to my knowledge leaves 
no trace in any Oceanic language. *q was lost more recently and is reflected regularly with 
[?] in Tongan, which is closely related to Fijian. But based on the fact that it has no nasal 
grade, we may deduce that *q became [?] before the phenomenon of consonant gradation 
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developed (Ross 1 98 8 :32). Similarly, by the same reasoning we may deduce that *y had 
become a spirant before the development of consonant gradation (Ross 1 988 :32). *y is 
widely reflected as [r] or [1] in many Oceanic languages, but it is lost in the Central Pacific 
languages. 
4.2. 1 *y 
*y is lost without a trace: 
*yuqanay 'male' > 
*yabut 'uproot' > 
*yebaq 'fallen in' > 
*yugaIJ 'load cargo' > 
*sabayat 'monsoon with heavy wind' > 
*neyab 'yesterday' > 
*wiyi 'left' > 
4.2.2 *q 
*q is lost without a trace: 
*qatay 'liver' 
*qulu 'head' 
*qeney 'sand' 
*basequ 'smell' 
*tuqed 'stand upright' 
4.2.3 *s 
*s is lost without a trace: 
*sacaq 'grind down to sharpen' 
*sipay 'spouse's siblings or cousins 
of the same generation' 
*seyup 'blow' 
*dusa 'two' 
*iseq 'urine' 
*udesi 'last' 
4.3 Icl and Iyl accretion 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
ta-gwane 'male' « *taw + *mayuqanay 
- cf. fn. 1 3 )  
cavut-i 'pull out' 
ova 'fall sideways' 
usa 'be shipped, carried as cargo' 
cavaa 'windstorm' 
ena-noa 'yesterday' (Bau) 
ma-wii 'left' 
ate 'liver' 
ulu 'head' 
one 'sand' (in placenames -
Geraghty 1 983 :394) 
bo-i 'smell' (Bau) 
tuu 'stand, be upright' 
aca 'filed, grated, sharpened' 
iva 'son-in-law' 
uv-i 'be blown up' 
rua 'two' 
m-ii 'urinate' 
m-uri 'after, following' 
Forms beginning with *a- or which developed initial *a- after the loss of *s or *y in a few 
cases developed an initial /y/ which then changed to /c-/ (§4.5 .3). This change probably took 
place in Proto Eastern Oceanic times before the loss of *q, so that there are no examples of 
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this process with roots beginning with *qa-. This process probably is a generalisation of a 
form with a [y] glide which developed after affixes ending in Iii or the locative marker i. 
*ayusu 'Casuarina spp. ' > 
*yabut 'uproot' > 
*sabayat 'monsoon with heavy wind' > 
cau 'k.o. casuarina' (Bau) 
cavut-i 'pull out' 
cavaa 'windstorm' 
The process was not automatic, and in fact the number of forms which do not show c­
accretion is far greater than those which show the accreted Ic-I . 19 A study of all the 
examples might reveal the constraints which determined whether or not c-accretion could 
take place. Here are three examples of forms which did not undergo c-accretion: 
*ambay 'wave arms' 
*yabii 'night' 
*sacaq 'grind down to sharpen' 
> 
> 
> 
abe 'walk with the arms swinging' 
ei avi 'yesterday' 
aca 'filed, grated, sharpened' 
In some current dialects a y-glide is automatically inserted before word-initial la/. The 
occurrence of Iyl in these cases is non-contrastive and has nothing to do with Ie/-accretion. 
4.4 Nasals 
*m, *n, and *1) are reflected faithfully in initial and medial position by 1m!, In!, and Igi [1]] 
respectively. 
*mamaq 'chew' > mama 'chew' 
*manuk 'bird' > manu-manu 'bird, animal' 
*matey 'dead' > mate 'dead' 
*lima 'five' > lima 'five' 
*nunuk 'Ficus benjamina ' > nunu 'Ficus' (Bau) 
*kan 'eat' > vaa-kan-i 'feed' 
*1)ucuq 'mouth' > gusu 'mouth of animal' 
*be1)i 'night' > bogi 'night' 
*fi is reflected by In! except in three forms inherited from PAn. In these three forms (but 
only in western Fijian languages), *fi is reflected by Iy/. In  Bauan and other eastern Fijian 
languages, *fi has merged completely with *n. 
*meniyak 'oil' > moya 'brain '  « *mefiak) 
*fia 'third person genitive marker' > ya 'third person possessive' 
*fiamuk 'mosquito' > yam 'mosquito' 
The conditions for the merger of *fi with *n are unknown.20 
1 9 
20 
The accretion of Ic-I is presumed to have taken place in Proto Eastern Oceanic times (Geraghty 1 9 8 3 ,  
passim). In  some cases Wayan fails t o  show c-accretion where other Fijian languages do. Geraghty 
assumes sporadic c-loss, whereas r treat these forms as though they never received c-accretion in the 
ancestor of Wayan. 
The small number of forms which reflect Iyl from an earlier *ij is an indication that the change of *ii > In! 
was not carried through to the end. 
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4.5 *1, *w, and *y 
The phonemes *1 and *w were stable, but *y is lost in some environments. 
4.5. 1 *1 
*1 is retained as IV initially and medially: 
*latJit 'sky' > lagi 'sky, atmosphere' 
*lemec 'drown' > lomoc-i 'dunk' 
*lima 'five' > lima 'hand' 
*bulan 'moon, month' > vula 'moon, month' 
In four cases *1 was lost unaccountably: 
*qaluy 'deep part of river or pool ' > au 'flow, run freely' 
*caluwaki 'sea urchin' > caawaki 'k.o. sea urchin '2 1 
*malu 'be ashamed' > maa-dua 'bashful ', si-maa 'be ashamed' 
*tuqelan 'bone' > tua 'bone' (also tula 'branch, twig') 
There is one case in which *1 > In! in a syllable before another syllable beginning with Im/: 
*Iimac 'bail out' 
4.5.2 *w 
> nimati 'be bailed out' 
*w is retained initially and medially as Iwl for the most part. 
*waya 'climbing vine' 
*wiyi 'left' 
*dawat 'reach, get as far as' 
> waa 'creeper' 
> ma-wii 'left' 
> rewa 'be able to be done' 
The sequence *we > lui (§3.3, last paragraph). The sequence *uwa is reflected in the same 
way as *ua - that is, there is no contrast between [ua] and [uwa). 
*banuwa 'land, place' 
*buwaq 'fruit' 
*cuwan 'dibble stick ' 
> vanua 'land, region, community' 
> bua 'fruit' 
> sua 'stab, pierce' 
At the end of a word, *w formed a diphthong with the preceding vowel. The only sequence 
found in the data with a final *w is *-aw, and *aw became simplified to 101 or laul according 
to the accentual conditions (§2.2, §3 .5 .3). 
4.5.3 *y 
Initially and medially, *y > lei. The best evidence for Ic-I as the reflex of *y- comes from 
the process of c-accretion (§4 .3). Otherwise, there is only one example in the data. There is 
one example of each of *uyu > lucul and *aya > laca/: 
2 1  The change of *au > to /aa/ is explained in §3.S.3. 
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*yuyu 'k.o. crab' 
*layay 'sail' 
> 
> 
cucu 'k.o. fish' 
laca 'sail' 
However, another item shows loss of intervocalic *y, if the Fijian form is in fact connected:22 
*daya 'inland' > raa (in vua i raa 'west wind' - in Waya coming 
from the ocean) 
Between *a and *u, *y is reflected by /-c-/ in some dialects. However, in the word for 
'tree' (*kasiw > *kayu), *y is reflected with Q) in Bauan, as here it typically occurred followed 
by a word for the specific type of tree - i.e. in atonic position): 
*kasiw 'wood, tree' > kacu (dialectal) and kau (Bau) 'wood, tree' 
*y is lost after *i - that is, there is no contrast between liyV/ and liV/: 
*liyus 'go around' 
*piyan 'desire' 
> 
> 
liu 'front, precede, surpass' 
via 'auxiliary expressing desire' 
4.6 Nasal substitution 
A process of nasal substitution for initial root consonants is manifested by a small number 
of forms. By this process stop consonants are replaced by the homorganic nasals, and roots 
with initial vowels have a preposed /gi [IJ]: 
*baksaw 'Rhizophora mucronata ' > 
*ba1Ja 'gap stand open' > 
*pejem 'close eyes' > 
*putuc 'cut off' > 
mako 'k.o. tileaceous tree' 
maga 'vagina' (Bau) 
moce 'sleep' 
mudu 'cut off, amputate' 
*take 'show direction' > i-naki 'intent' 
5 The stops in tlnal position 
Although the stops in final position were lost in post-Oceanic times, they are retained 
before an affix, and for the most part (but not invariably) the root-final consonant before the 
suffix in the current language reflects the inherited root-final consonant. There is evidence 
that the root-final consonants underwent special changes before getting lost. 
First, *-j fell together with *-d. The evidence for this is from the following form which 
underwent metathesis - i.e. the final *-j became medial. It manifests the same reflex as *-d 
- that is, Ir/: 
*tusuj 'knee' > turu 'knee' 
Second, the final *-d became devoiced to I-t/ (after the word for 'knee' underwent 
metathesis). Both final *-d and final *-j are reflected as /-t/ before suffixes: 
22 
*bedbed 'spool, wind' > vovoti 'be wrapped in sling to carry on back' 
*penej 'plugged up' > vonot-i 'stop or plug up s.t . '  
Further, the word for 'ginger', not attested for Wayan, is  another case: it reflects /aa/ in some dialects 
(Geraghty 1 98 3 : 1 29) and /aya/ in Bauan: */aqeya 'ginger' > cago-/aya 'ginger' (Bau) and cago-laa 
dialectally. Compare footnote 1 2  for an account of the development of this form. 
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However, there is a counter-case. The following form can be taken to have petrified the 
suffixed form and reflects the development of the root-final consonant as if it were 
intervocalic - that is, *-d- > /-r-/: 
*likud 'back' > likur-i 'veer from, diverge from' 
Further, final *-n and *-1] are neutralised. Evidence for this comes from the suffixed 
forms with final *-1], which reflect /-n/ before a suffix: 
*lebel] 'bury' > lovon-i 'cover over, bury' 
Otherwise, the root-final consonants are usually reflected in the same way as they are 
medially in the plain grade but those that were lost are replaced by other consonants before 
the suffix. (Examples are given in the individual sections describing the development of each 
consonant phoneme.) 
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